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Be part of an epic new adventure with Captain

Picard," Commander Riker " and all the rest of the

Starship Enterprise” crew.

“A Final Unity” is an original intergalactic epic

of mystery and danger that takes you from the

outposts of Federation space through treacher-

ous encounters with alien starships and

beyond—into the uncharted dangers of a

massive nebula.

Take control from the bridge or leave the ship

to embark on critical Away Team missions. This

interactive CD-ROM journey is a true extension

of the famed TV series with accuracy in all

details, including voice-overs by all seven of the

television stars.

Beam your crew to mysterious planets. Maneuver

the U.S.S. Enterprise " through strange galaxies

to worlds beyond your imagination. You’re in

command, working hand in hand with the most

respected crew in the Federation!

No other space adventure comes close to the

reality of this CD-ROM excursion which is brought

to life by characters who speak to you, rich

cinematic sequences, incredible SVGA graphics

and CD-quality sound and music. Experience

hours of entertaining exploration and discovery

as you freely travel the universe to unravel a

mystery from the ancient past in this STAR TREK:

THE NEXT GENERATION® epic.

Make it so. Take your post and Engage!

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERAHOIT “A Final Unity”
® and © 1995 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION is a Registered Trademark of Paramount Pictures. Spectrum HoloByte is an
Authorized User. Spectrum HoloByte is a registered trademark of Spectrum HoloByte, Inc. Other trademarks are the property of their respective holders.



With all the

voices of the

Alert your Away Team and pick the right

combination of talent for each critical mission.

Tension builds on the bridge as another

Red Alert appears imminent.
Available for

IBM CD-ROM

THl ntxrncntnanan
“A Final Unity”

Also look for STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION
“Future’s Past” on Super NES1!

Spectrum
HoloByte
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Open hailing frequencies and prepare Beam down to exotic worlds as the mystery

for the unexpected. of an ancient and highly advanced

civilization slowly unfolds.

2490 Mariner Square'Loop, Alameda
,
CA 94501

Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours:

1-800-695-GAME (USA and Canada)

Product Information Number 148
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Cover Story

DEHIH FROM ABOVE

Death from Above

Breaking away from the arcade flying action of

Wing Commander and Strike Commander, Origin,

Jane's, and Electronic Arts join forces to produce a

stunning new line of air-combat simulations.

We've got the exclusive on this exciting new

union, and it seems the world of hard-core flight

sims may never be the same.

PC GAMER September 1395

Windows 95 has all sorts of built-in goodies to

help you get your DOS games up and running

under the new operating system. But just in

case you need some help getting started, we've

got all the tips you'll need to make Windows 95

your gaming platform of choice.

The Joys of Sharing

The shareware phenomenon that exploded with

id's Doom has tempted many would-be designers

with the promise of fame and fortune. We check

out this growing field, and ask top developers

about the pitfalls and benefits of doing it yourself.

Our agents in the field have been compromised,
the terrorist leader is still at large, but a

recent communique revealed...

32 Caesar II

Known for more than just his

salads, Caesar was responsible for

creating a world power from his

throne in Rome. And Impressions

recreates that experience in vivid

detail with Caesar II.

36 SU27 Flanker

SSI goes to mother Russia and

brings back a flight

unparalleled realism,

based on the fastest,

most powerful fighters the

mighty Red Army has ever flown.
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eviews
More than just words, PC

Gainer reviews are your ticket

to 100% gaming satisfaction.

11 Bloodwings:
Pumpkinhead's Revenge

HI Celtic Tales: Balor of the Evil Eye

11 Exploration

in Flight Unlimited

FX Fighter

17 Hi-Octane

IB Johnny Mnemonic

IS Kingdom: The Far Reaches

It Mechwarrior 2

I Multimedia Celebrity Poker

li Orion Conspiracy

II Powerhouse

1# SimTown

11 Space Quest 6

f Star Trek: The Next

Generation: A Final Unity

11 Virtua Chess

1 World Hockey 95

Ilf WuKung

ages

Getting to Know \bur Disc

Whether your demo is the one-

game floppy or the CD-ROM

Edition, this is where you'll find

all the info you need.

Departments
39 Eyewitness

Industry News, Game Previews, the PC

Gamer Playlist, and more.

130 Extended Play T. Liam McDonald

Tom goes on a Magic Carpet ride, evaluating

the latest expansion disc from Bullfrog.

133 The Learning Game Heidi E.H. Aycock

The educational software scene is full of

poor titles, but Heidi finds there's a few

gems that demand parents' attention.

137 Lupine Online scott wok

Feel like surfing the net but don't know how

to find the beach? Scott takes a look at

some reference materials that can help.

141 Alternate Lives Trent C. Ward

Can computer gamers benefit from the

boardgame titles of the Games Workshop?

Trent thinks so.

142 The Desktop General William R. Trotter

The autumn months look great for wargamers,

with a number of notable titles on the way.

General Trotter sums up the best of the crop.

14S Sim Column Lee Buchanan

Lee chats with the creator of Maxis' popular

line of Sim titles and gets the lowdown on

what's in store for fans of the line.

14G Tim's Tech Shop 71m Victor

Tim takes a look at the current state of

memory and offers some advice to gamers.

148 Strategy Central

A month's worth of X-COM: Terror from the

Deep and Ecstatica tips, plus Rise of the

Triad cheats, and more!

154 Letters

You talk, we listen. When it's over, we all

feel better. It's that simple.

Find out what we've got in store for you

next month!

97 Subscription Information

Have we got a deal for you!

\
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I'm gonna miss
this job...

Sad news for me this month; this

will be my last issue as editor-in-

chief of PC Gamer. I'll still be

close by, as the publisher of PCG,

but I'm going to miss this job

more than I can say.

Taking over will be our own

Wee Danny Bennett, deputy edi-

tor and great lover of gaming. He

knows what makes this magazine

work, and I'm sure you're going

to like him as much as I do.

But more about me. What

does a publisher do, you ask?

Well, I think it has something to

do with numbers. My head is full

of numbers all of a sudden. But it

also entails making sure that this

continues to be the magazine you

want it to be, and that we build

on our position as the best-selling

PC games mag in the world.

So anyway, I'll see you all

later. Next month you'll meet Dan,

he'll tell a few jokes, and it'll be

back to business as usual. Feel

free to write me from time to time,

and let me know what you think

of Dan's leadership.

Because if he /
screws up, I'll have to /
come back... Am J

PC GAMER September 1995 3
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EXPANDING
Wing Commander III: Heart of the Tiger

blew away all of its competition on PC-CD, sweeping

awards from Computer Game Review
,
InterActive

Gaming
,
Login Magazine and Entertainment Weekly.

Now, the best-selling ORIGIN Interactive Movie is

available on the 3DO" System, and is coming soon for

Sega™ Saturn™, Sony® Playstation™ and Macintosh®!

Match wits with an ensemble cast, including Mark

Hamill, Malcolm McDowell, Tom Wilson, Jason

Bernard, and John Rhys-Davies.

Then match dogfighting skills with the Kilrathi race

from the cockpit of your Confederation starfighter.

DON'T WATCH THE GAME,
PLAY THE MOVIE!

http://www.ea.com/origin.html
ORIGIN Systems is an Electronic Arts' Company • 5918 West Courtyard Dr. • Austin, TX 78730

© 1 995, ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Heart of the Tiger is a trademark of ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Origin, Wing Commander and Origin

Interactive Movie are registered trademarks of ORIGIN Systems, Inc. Electronic Arts is a registered trademark of Electronic Arts. Sony is

a registered trademark of Sony Corporation. PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

3DO, the 3DO logos, and the 3DO Experience symbol are trademarks of the 3DO Company. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks

of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. All rights reserved. Macintosh is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc.

Product Information Number 135



INSTALLING • PLAYING • QUICK TIPS

Brace yourself for a highly

concentrated dose of gamin

Wei
“ “

e ve got a kickin'

line-up on The CD this

month. First off, there's

LucasArts' latest out-of-this-world

graphic adventure. The Dig. Then we
have the amazing Fade to Black by

Electronic Arts, Sir-tech's netherworldly

adventure, Druid... and that's just the

beginning! Take a look at the game list

to the right for a rundown of all the rich

gaming goodness on The CD.

On our 3.5’’ floppy diskette (avail-

able to you lucky subscribers) and on The

CD this month we have SimTower— the

latest in a long line of excellent world-

building sims by Maxis. Check it out on

page 28.

And lest we forget all the other

things that make PC gaming so much
fun, we have a new collection of bug

patches, shareware, Doom //WADs,

Heretic WADs— and for the first time,

Descent WADs. For you online fanatics,

we've got the front ends to the Imagi-

Nation Network, GEnie, and PlayNet.

These Disc Pages will help you

get started on The CD, describe what

the games are about, and provide

requirements, tips, and other helpful

info. So before you jump blindly into a

demo, give these pages a quick

review. They're here to help you enjoy

the games to their fullest.

ng
The CD Requirements
Minimum Requirements: 386SX; SVGA
(640x480x256 colors); VESA driver; Mouse

We Recommend: 486DX2/66;

Double-speed CD Drive; Mouse

These requirements are for loading The CD only.

Each game demo will have its own additional

requirements— so be sure to read the info for

each demo carefully! And for you tech types,

please note that The CD will perform much

faster with Smartdrive loaded.

QuicU Start The CD
If you’re familiar with DOS, configuring your system,

and all those fun things that make PC gaming such

an adventure, getting started couldn't be easier. But

if you need a little help, here's what you need to do:

1. Insert The CD, and change to your CD-ROM drive

by typing D:, where D is the name of your CD drive.

If you're in Windows, close out of it (ALT-F4)

and exit to DOS.

2. Type PCG, and press Enter.

3. You're now in our point-and-click front end,

where you can look through the text files and help

screens for specific demo requirements. If you

have any problems installing a game, proceed to

Manual Installation.

Manual Installation
In the event that our front end for The CD
doesn't load or run properly on your system, you

can still install each game, bypassing our front

end all together.

To manually install a game, take a look at

the Command Table located in the upper-left

corner of the following page. This box contains

a list of games, with their directories and instal-

lation commands.

To get up and running using the Command
Table, first switch to The CD, then change to the

appropriate directory by typing CD\DIRECTORY,

where DIRECTORYis the one listed in the Com-

mand Table next to the game you're trying to

install. Once in the appropriate directory, type

the Install Command, then press Enter. For

example, to install the Fade to Black demo:

•Type CD\OELPHINE and press Enter

• Type INSTALL and press Enter

The game will then be installed to your PC.

The CD is manufactured by ASR.

Before pressing, it is rigorously tested

and certified virus-free.

If Nothing Works...

We cannot provide technical and
customer support for problems you
may encounter with the many differ-

ent demos and patches on the PC
Gamer CD. Should your copy fail to

run at all, with error messages that

indicate your CD-ROM drive cannot

read the disc, return it to the follow-

ing address for replacement:

PC Gamer
The CD #10 Replacement

1350 Old Bayshore Highway

Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Please do this within the first two
weeks after receiving the PC Gamer
CD. If you're a subscriber, you don't

need to mail us The CD, but if you
purchased the magazine on the

newsstand, please include it.

Also, indicate any error message
you receive.

PC GRHEH September 1995



Game Directory Installation Command

The Dig \THEDIG DIG

Druid \DRUID INSTALL

Fade to Black \DELPHINE INSTALL

SimTower NDISK1 SETUP

Tank Commander \TANK INSTTANK

Mortal Kombat II \MK2 INSTALL

Battle Beast \BBEAST HDSETUP or CDSETUP
Mega Man X NMMXDEMO MMXDEMO
Chaos Control \CHA0S INSTALL

Anvil of Dawn \ANVIL INSTALL

Dust NDUST DUST
Baryon NBARYON BARYON
Industrial Killers NIK IK

SuperSpeed NSSPEED INSTALL

Threat NTHREAT THREAT
PlayNet NPLAYNET D00M1N2& HERETIC

GEnie NGENIE SETUP

ImagiNation Network MMAGINE FUN

Descent WADS NDESCENT

Heretic WADS NHERETIC

Doom WADS NDOOM
Bug Patches NPATCHES

How to use the F:ront End
Table of contents. Click on the — Choose this to

program you wish to run — your install the program to your hard

selection will be highlighted.
drive, and to set up program options.

Once a title is selected, this will
— Click here to run the

game from The CD.

give a brief description and system

requirements for the program. — Select this icon for

The PCG Logo. Click here to return

to the welcome screen at any time.

more information on each program.

— This icon offers basic

information about the user interface.

The Icons— when highlighted, the — Click on this one, and
following options are available:

it's back to DOS City.

Free Demos!
And our new PC
Gamer Web Site!

First off, remember: You won't find the

Floppy Edition of PC Gamer on the

newsstand anymore. Only our floppy

subscribers will get the floppy disk—
delivered right to their homes — each
month. But you can still nab the free

demos on the floppy disk, and a whole
lot more, by using our new web site!

Here's the deal for newsstand buy-
ers: You now have the choice of pur-

chasing either the CD-ROM Edition of PC
Gamer for $7.95 ( The CD is included

with the magazine); or a version of PC
Gamer without a CD-ROM or floppy disk

for the new low price of $3.95. If you
decide to purchase PC Gamer without a

CD, you can still get demos from our
web site.

All PC Gamer readers have the

opportunity to get free game demos and
other goodies in several different ways:

f. You can download game demos and
other cool stuff, such as Strategy Central

Plus, from our World Wide Web site at

http://www.pcgamer.com on the Internet.

You can access this site either via an
Internet account or through one of the

major online services, such as America
Online, GEnie, or Prodigy. Check it out!

2. You can mail us the envelope that's

bound in this issue. The order form on
the envelope gives you four options:

• Get a HD disk (The Floppy) mailed
directly to you for just $2.95 ship-

ping and handling.
• Get a CD-ROM disc ( The CD)
mailed to you for just $5.95 ship-

ping and handling.
• Subscribe to PC Gamer with HD
disks ( The Floppy) for $47.95.

• Subscribe to PC Gamer with

CD-ROM discs {The CD) for $47.95.

SimTower
Company: Maxis

Phone: (510) 254-9700

Release date: Available Now
Category: Software Toy

Requirements: 386; Windows 3.1; 4MB RAM; SVGSA
Install: \SIMTOWER\SETUP

For more info on SimTower, the latest

builder from Maxis, turn to page 28...

PC GRMER September 1335



OUT OF YOUR MIND...

Immerse yourself in a strange

culture full of mystery, magic
and deception. All is not what it

seems in this bizzare and alien

world. Who is friend... who is

foe? What hits happened to the

missing Druid? Which path is safe to choose?

Find your answers by exploring this “feature

length story in a three dimensional world.

Action-based combat system Intuitive

point-and-click interface Over 100 I ullv

rendered 3D locations in SVGA
Over 10,000 frames of animated

cut-scenes Progressive nonlinear

story with multiple endings

Seamless animations o( charac-

ters and creatures Rich musical

score, sound effects, and speech Ready-made
male or female characters will start you off

instantly, or create your own Isometric over-

head view of a 3D world Featuring a single

character party Available October ’95

Loofcfor the Interactive Demo with leading gaming magazine,*.

To order, visit your nearest retailer, or call: (800) 447-1230. Asl< for operator 42.

Clue Book

Available

PO Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fax:(315) 393-1525 E-Mail: 76711.33@COMPUSERVE.COM

Druid Daemons of the Mind is a trademark of Sir-tech Software, inc.

Product Information Number 146



THE CD

The Dig

In the animated cut scenes included in the demo on this month's CD, you'll see some of the exciting graphics

The Dig has to offer. But be sure to match out for that first step; it's a doozy!

Company: LucasArts

Phone: (415)721-3349

Release Date: Fall '95

Category: Graphic Adventure

Required: 486; 8 MB RAM; Mouse
Install: \DiG\DIG.BAT

I
n July's issue of PC Gamer, we took

you behind the scenes with

LucasArts' newest graphic adven-

ture, The Dig. Now we give you a

chance to take a look at what this

ground-breaking game has to offer.

The story? A huge asteroid enters

an unstable orbit around Earth. Com-
mander Boston Low, pilot extraordinaire,

leads an expedition to set explosives on
the large rock and knock it into a more
stable orbit. During the procedure, a

shaft is discovered leading into the heart

of the asteroid. Low and his crew-mates
— television news reporter Maggie Rob-

bins (covering the project for NASA's pub-

lic image) and the German geologist

Ludger Brink— go in to investigate. They
discover that the asteroid isn't a natural

body at all, and after finding and fiddling

with an alien gadget, they suddenly find

themselves shooting off into space faster

than you can say "light speed."

The demo opens after the three

crew-members are dumped on an inhos-

pitable alien world. It's now up to you to

help the stranded astronauts find a way
home, as well as discover the hidden

secrets of an apparently extinct extra-

terrestrial race.

Playing the demo is as simple as

clicking your mouse buttons. Left-click-

ing on an object or person performs an

appropriate action, and right clicking

brings up your inventory menu. You can

look at an item in inventory by clicking

on the magnifying glass, and then click-

ing on the item. To use an item, select it,

and then right-click to go back to the

playing screen.

Originally started 5 years ago, and
surviving a few false starts. The Dig

looks as if it will be a game worth wait-

ing for. The original plot was inspired by
Steven Spielberg himself and refined

over the years by project leader Sean
Clark. The plot is so convoluted and
intense that Alan Dean Foster, veteran of

fanstasy and science fiction novels as

well as movie and TV adaptations, will

write a novel based on The Dig.

In this demo, you'll see examples of

the beautiful landscapes and back-

grounds that make The Dig visually stun-

ning. Using a combination of 3D model-
ing and 2D hand-drawn artwork,

LucasArts has created a universe full of

stark beauty. We're sure you'll find your-

self marveling at the smooth movement
and realistic actions of the characters as

you help them explore their newly dis-

covered world.

The full game is slated to have 60

hours of gameplay for the experienced

gamer, as well as a musical score that

will also be released by Polygram
Records on audio compact disc. We're
sure you'll agree that this is one game
that deserves to go at the top of that

Christmas Wish List!

HINT
Discovering The Dig
WARNING ! This Walk-Thru will take

you through the whole demo. If you
don't want to spoil the puzzles, DON'T
READ ON!

From the start of the demo when

You'll find an abandoned alien ship in the valley where you

start the demo. To see some of the amazing animation featured

during gameplay, try pulling on this wire...

you're near the dais, walk to either

side of the screen. In the overhead

view, walk to the question-marked

object to the west. You will see a

large, extraterrestrial ship. After the

surprised exclamations of your crew
members, walk into the

ship. You will notice a

wire hanging down from

the ceiling. Clicking on it

will make Commander
Low walk over and pull

down on it. Be prepared

for a shocking surprise, j
^

Once your crew U

members have regained ci

their composure, walk
back to the dais where you
began, and you'll see a revis-

itation of the entity you
encountered at the ship. Use
your trowel on the hole the

/here you
apparition dissappeared into,

lion featured
antj Low w j|| start digging.

At this point, the characters

Using a mix of 3D rendering and 2D artwork, LucasArts has

created many realistic and beautiful visuals.

take over, and you can watch as Geologist

Brink plummets to his death. There's not

much you can do to stop Brink's demise in

e this demo. You'll just have to wait until

you can play the full game to figure out

3, how to save him.

Be sure to explore the area well.

There's plenty of objects to find here.

PC GRHEfl September 1995



"It's a 3D vehicle shooter that's part Star

Wars and part Descent"

-Computer Gaming World

"Terminal Velocity is a symphony ol|

titillating action and g-forcesjurpi^fc

maximum destruction

Now available in stores from FormGen

form6en, Inc. 76M f Gray Road Scottsdale, U 85Z60

Developed by Terminal Reality, Inc. Published by 3D Realms

Entertainment. Published Commercially by FormGen Inc. faHEW
All rights reserved, All trademarks are the property of their

incorporated

respective owners. _
, , ,

Product Information Number 109
Reality is our game.tm



THE CD

Mortal Kombat If

In a spectacular fatality move, Liu Kang gets a might peckish

because he wasn't fed on time. Bon Appetit!

Company: Acclaim Distribution, Inc.

Phone: (5161 624-9300

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Fighting Game
Required: 386DX/33; CD-ROM drive: 4MB RAM
install:\MCZUNSTALL.EXE

J ust as the memory of the blood-

'n-guts original begins to fade,

along comes Mortal Kombat II

— reminding us that we can

never get enough of a really good beat-

'em-till-the-blood-spurts-everywhere

fighting game.
The old gang has returned, and

they're fightin' and bashin' their way to

the top of that imposing pyramid of ruth-

less rivals. So get ready to rock your PC
with gut-wrenching punches and face-

flattening kicks. And don't forget those

astounding Fatality moves!
In this demo, you get a good sam-

pling of what the full version holds in

store. There are only two playable charac-

ters; Player 1 controls Liu Kang, and
Player 2 controls Reptile. Even though
only two characters are available (if you
try to play the single-player tournament,

you won't advance past Reptile, the first

computer opponent), they both have their

full range of special moves and Fatalities,

a must in any fighting game.
Play control is completely config-

urable. Simply press F10 when the demo

Puttin' on the moves. __

Just to assure you that MKII is as bloody

as its predecessor, here are the Fatality

finishing moves for Liu Kang and Reptile.

We've also thrown in the Friendship and

Babality moves, for the squeamish.

D=Down, F=Forward, B=Back, HK=High
Kick, LK=Low Kick, LP=Low Punch,

TI=Turn Invisible

Liu Kang
Fatality 1: D,F,B,B,HK

Fatality 2: Full 360 degree circle away
from opponent

Friendship: F,B,B,B,LK

Babality: D,D,F,B,LK

Reptile
Fatality 1: B,B,D,LP

Fatality 2: TI,F,F,D,HK

Friendship: B,B,D,LK

Babality: D,B,B,LK

starts up, and you can set your controller

type, keyboard setup, sound, and the de-

tail level. On slower computers, the demo
will probably run best with the detail set

to low.

If you let the introduction play, you'll

see the history behind Shang Tsung's

failed attempt to take over the world in

Mortal Kombat, and Shao Khan's venge-

ful desire to crush those who defeated

his minions. But if you're like the rest of

us and just want to get to the bloody ac-

tion, press FI to start playing as Player 1,

or F2 for Player 2.

Heys for Victory

Player 1:

Up

Left

Down

Riaht

Low Punch

« High Punch

& High Kick

<BSV Low Kick

& Block

Player 2:

Up

Left

& Down

Right

& Low Punch

*
% Block

(OUT or FOUR) JUST AS

THE STAR WARS SAGA SET

J NEW SCI-FI MOVIE STANDARDS,

DARK FORCES SETS A

HIGH MARK..." -usa today

"IMPRESSIVE!"
-0AUTHVA0EU

Dark Forces game © 1994 lucasfilm Ltd and LucasArts Entertainment Company. All rights reserved Used under authorization. Star Wars is a registered

trademark and Dark Forces is a trademark of Lucasfilm Ltd. The LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company



©1995 Zombie, LLC. All rights reserved. Developed by AnimaTek® International, Inc. Produced by Zombie™, LLC. Distributed by GT™ Interactive

Software Corp. Ice & Fire™ is a proprietary trademark of Zombie, LLC. AnimaTek® and the AnimaTek logo® are registered trademarks of AnimaTek
International, Inc. Zombie™ and the Zombie logo™are proprietary trademarks of Zombie, LLC. GT™ and the GT logo™ are trademarks

of GT Interactive Software Corp. Tetris® is a registered trademark of Elorg. All other trademarks are property of their respective companies.

Distributed by

GT Interactive Software Corp.
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THE CD

Company: Electronic Arts

Phone: (415)571-7171

Release Date: September

Category: Graphic Adventure

Required: 486/33: 8MB RAM
InstalkNDELPHINE'JNSTALL.BAT

T he sequel to Flashback, Fade to

Black is a graphic adventure/

first-person shooter with a twist

— you actually see your charac-

ter from a "chase plane" view! You play

scientist Conrad Hart as he tries to es-

cape the cluthces of the very aliens he

believed he'd defeated in the first game.
In Flashback, Conrad discovered that

extraterrestrials with the ability to morph
themselves into humans were intent on

conquering Earth. Fighting through an

army of aliens, Conrad detonated a nu-

clear reactor on the alien homeworld,
and set himself adrift in an escape pod.

He had no choice but to enter cryogenic

sleep and hope that he would someday
be found. Unfortunately, it was the be-

ings he thought he had destroyed that

eventually captured his pod. Once again,

Conrad has to fight his way through

morphing martians to accomplish his

goal — to survive.

Conrad starts the game with a pis-

tol and communications device. It's up

to you to lead him on his escape from

the huge alien vessel, taking out as

many aliens as he can.

There's a reason why Fade to Black 's de-

signers refer to it as "the thinking man's

Doom." Fade to Black isn't just about ac-

tion; you'll have to use your head, too.

There's a room just off the infirmary

where aliens keep pouring in, no matter

how many you shoot. To get past this,

you have to go to the next level up — the

elevator is on your right when you walk
in. Once you clear the next level of the

robot and single alien, go back to the

previous level and take out the two
aliens. Then you can walk over to the

white box with the light on top, activate

it, and the demo will be over.

If you're one of the lucky players

with a Pentium computer, you can play

the demo at 640x480 resolution with a

smooth frame rate. The rest of us can ei-

ther deal with a lower frame rate, or play

in the still-beautiful 320x200 resolution.

You can toggle between resolutions by

hitting the F8 key during play.

The interface is a bit different from

what you may be used to. By hitting the

Alt key, you move from walking mode
into shooting mode. Then you can aim
and fire with the arrow keys and Control

key, respectively. You have nine shots in

a clip, with an unlimited supply of clips.

To reload your weapon, press the Enter

key. You can access your inventory by
pressing "i." You can then scroll through

the items with the tab key, and look up
information on the item by hitting the

right Shift key. You receive your first

message at the beginning of the game in

this manner. To access options such as

saving a game, loading a game, video

mode, or adjusting sound, press the Es-

cape key. For more information on game
controls, see the READ.ME text file on

The CD.



Beware the slicing claws of the Jaguar Man!
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Grab a vine but don’t look down!

PITFALL! and Activision are registered trademarks and Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure is a trademark of Activision, Inc. Microsoft and Windows are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
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It’s sheer panic above the crocodile pits!

The original PITFALL! - Hidden in the game!

Now Available for Windows
8

95

Swing by and win @ http://www.activision.com

AdiVistoN.

Start having fun on Windows® 95 with Pitfall: The Mayan Adventure—
13 thrilling levels, fantastic side-scrolling gameplay, stunning animation

and a truly incredible soundtrack.

Because the best reason to upgrade to Windows® 95 is. . .playing!
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Druid
Company: Sir-tech

Phone:(315)393-6633

Release Date: October

Category: Roleplaying/Graphic Adventure

Required: 486/33; SVGA; Mouse; 4MB RAM
lnstall:\DRUID\INSTALL.EXE

D esigner Dimensions Interac-

tive have created one of the

most beautiful graphic ad-

venture/RPG games we've

ever seen with their new release, Druid.

In this demo you play Kian, a human
warrior brought from his own world by

Druids to find their missing brother.

Armed only with your trusty battle-axe

and a simple, but devastating, spell

(there are more spells in the full ver-

sion), you set out on a journey that will

require all your skill as a warrior — as

well as all the intellectual prowess you
can muster.

The point-and-click interface allows

smooth control of your character. In a

skewed, top-down perspective, you'll

lead Kian through dangerous jungles.

You're given two weapons to use

against the monsters that harass you
along the way. One of the weapons is

your battle-axe; with it, you have two
types of attacks — upper and lower. To
use them, simply click on the upper or

lower portion of the creature you're

fighting. The other weapon you have is

the magic spell the Druids taught you
before abandoning you to your quest. To
activate your spells, right click anywhere
on the screen. You will be given a choice

of four elements. In this demo, the only

spell you can cast is fireball, so it doesn't

matter what elements you choose. When
you're ready to cast the spell, click on
the lightning bolt at the bottom-right

corner of the menu, then click on the

creature you want to fry. In the full

game, you'll be able to mix elements to

create new and deadly spells.

The world you have to explore in

this demo may be limited, but it hints at

a sprawling land full of exotic creatures

and malignant monsters.You'll find

hours of gameplay in the full version.

To see what else the game will

have to offer, watch the slide-show intro

in the demo. Be prepared for beautifully

rendered scenery and creatures as you
explore this dangerous realm — and
keep an eye out for the full version of

Druid slated for October 1st release.

HINT
The fireball spell can be devastating. In

fact, you probably won't ever need to

enter hand-to-hand combat, since you
won't run out of magic ability in this

demo. Simply stay far away from the

monsters you want to take out, and use

the fireball spell on them. If you get too

close, you can't perform magic and
must rely on your handy axe. After a

few hits, they'll go down, and you can

continue on your merry way.
Happy adventuring!
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This is an example of the gorgeous rendering job Dimensions has done with this game. The sprites you con-

trol in our dento on the CD are just as detailed, but a little bit smaller.
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Buried in a capsule by his creator, Dr. Light, MEGA MAN X
reemerges to face SIGMA and his force of maverick reploid

robots before the human race is wiped from the planet.

Now the TITANIUM TITAN appears on PC CD-ROM, and comes
with a free 6-Button Controller!

CATCH MEGA MAN EVERY WEEK IN

THE 2ND SEASON OF HIS TOP-RATED

CARTOON SERIES! AND WATCH FOR

EXCITING NEW MEGA MAN I

TOYS FROM BANDAI! n<|

CAPCOM
©1995 CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT. INC. MEGA MAN X. CAPCOM AND CAPCOM ENTERTAINMENT ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF CAPCOM CO.. LTD.

MEGA MAN TOYS ARE DISTRIBUTED BY BANDAI AMERICA INCORPORATED. BANDAI IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF BANDAI AMERICA INCORPORATED.
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Control
Company: Philips Media

Phone: (800) 340-7888

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Arcade

Required: 486DX; VGA; 4 MB RAM; 550 Free

Conventional Memory; Mouse
Install: NCHAOSMNSTALLEXE

S trap on your best gunner gloves and get your
mouse finger ready to blast the baddies out of

the air in this action-packed demo from Philips

Media. You play the talented and dangerous Lt.

Jessica Darkhill as she leads the Ares Interception Squad,
ridding the Earth of Kesh Rhan, a distinctly bug-like alien

race. You'll be shooting them
down in droves, if your mouse-
aim is steady enough. You com-
mand a turret gun in a fighter

ship as you sweep the city

streets of pests. Don't worry
about where the ship is going,

just nail those insectoids when
they come into view!

The action is fast and furi-

ous, and the graphics are stun-

ning in this sampling of what
Philips has to offer. Be prepared

to destroy every baddie on the

screen, but watch out for friendly

forces — they blow up just as

easily as the bad guys.

The story is told via the

beautiful Japanese animation in the introduction. On March

3, 1972, the Earth launched the Pioneer 10 satellite, contain-

ing coordinates for the location of our home planet. In 2050,

the transmissions of the satellite ceased. The reason, which
soon became apparent, was the Kesh Rhan. After destroying

a colony on Mars, the Kesh Rhan are heading for our

beloved home planet.

As Ace-Pilot Jessica

Darkhill, you have
been ordered to

attack the flagship of

the intruding aliens,

and make sure they

don't bother the

human race ever
again. It will take

patience and a itchy

trigger finger to make
sure the invading

bugs are extermi-

nated — for good!

TIP
Although the larger

vessels look like they'd

crumple under your

lasers, you won't be
able to destroy them.
If you fire at them,
you'll do nothing more
than heat up your

guns. Keep an eye on
the small cannon
gauge to the right of

the screen; if you over-

heat, you won't be
able to fire for a while.

aossasa

.;*r

-

No, it's not a skinny version of the AT-AT from Star Wars: it's the Kesh

Rhan ground forces. Don't bother firing at the big baddies, just be sure

to take out the fighter ships around them.

He Can Help You.
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Mega Man X
Company: Capcom Inc.

Phone:(408)774-0500

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Arcade side-scrolling action

Required: 486/33; 4 MB RAM; Sound Blaster or

Compatible

lnstaH:\MMXDEM0\MMXDEM0.EXE

I
n this latest move from the world of video games to PC,

Capcom has brought its popular cartridge character

Mega Man to computers everywhere. Mega Man X is

the first appearance of this blue-suited super-hero on

the PC — and you saw him on the PC Gamer CD first!

Jump and blast your way to an encounter with the

renegade robot Sigma — a good 'bot gone tragically wrong.

You're the world's last chance to defeat this nightmarish

heap of electronic gadgetry, and it'll take a twitchy trigger

finger to get the job done.

The demo can be played with a keyboard, joystick, or

gamepad. The keys are completely configurable under
"Options" at the main menu. Control is best with a game
pad, but if you don't have one, don't worry — the full game
will come packaged with a Capcom Control Pad.

HINT
Mega Man's
weapon has differ-

ent levels of

destruction. The
longer you press

and hold the fire

button, the more
powerful his shots

become. This can be
rather handy when
you need to take

out two of Sigma's
minions at once!

If you lap flic Fire button, you'll got a little

wimpy shot. However...
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Anvil of Dawn
Company: New World Computing

Phone: (818! 889-5650

Release Date: Early October

Category: Roleptaying Game
Required: 386/33; 4 MB RAM; Mouse; SVGA
Install: \ANVIL\INSTALL.BAT

I ew World Computing beau-

tifully blends 3D rendering

I and 2D artwork in this spec-

I tacular new roleplaying

adventure. You travel through meticu-

Slimy

Encounters

You'll meet this

guy immediately

after setting foot

in the Keep. The

lizard's cute—
it's his backside

buddies you gotta

look out for!

lously rendered landscapes and battle

gruesome monstrosities. You'll be
amazed at the stunning quality of the

artwork in our demo as you explore a

small portion of the full game's huge
world. Prepare your eyes for a treat,

because this is one of the most beautiful

RPGs we've ever seen!

When loaded, the program goes
into a self-running demo. As soon as

you're ready to enter the playable por-

tion, press the escape key. The interface

is simple — control movement by click-

ing the mouse when the arrow points

the direction you want to go. Click on the

character portrait to access inventory,

magic, and game options. To see the

map, click on the map box in the bot-

tom-right corner of the screen. To swing
your sword, click the sword box below
your character's portrait, and to cast a

spell, click the snowflake icon. When
you're ready to quit the demo, press Alt-

Escape during the playable portion.

iW \
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Battle Beast
Company: 7th Level

Phone: (214) 437-5531

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Fighting

Required: 486DX/33; 8 MB RAM; SVGA:

Windows 3.1

lnstall:\BBEAST\HDSETUP or CDSETUP

n 7th Level's new fighting game,
you'll see some of the cutest, most
lovable animals around beat each

other senseless with mallets, anvils,

and lasers. No, it's not a new episode of

"That's My Dog" — it's Battle Beast, and
the action is hot. Not only do you get to

beat up other cuddly animals, but the

characters morph into even more daunt-

ing foes. What used to be a man's best

friend can become a mechanical killing

machine, and if you thought the rats in

the sewer were bad, watch out for these

buck-toothed monsters!

In this remarkable demo, you get to

play two characters — Sparky and Ver-

min. Don't let their good looks fool you,

though; they pack

quite a punch, espe-

cially when they

become Spartacus

and Vermian, their

morph counterparts.

These huggable

creatures pull

weapons out of

unexpected places

and use them with

deadly accuracy.

You'll have to keep
on your toes if you
want to compete in

this wacky arena!

The controls

differ from other

fighting games.
Instead of pressing

one key to punch or

kick, you use a com-
bination of keys to

They may be cute, but boy do they play rough! Where did Sparky get that

mallet, anyway?

attack. Make sure you study the com-
mands (pictured above) so you can con-

trol your beasts with proficiency. It's a

dog-eat-dog (or rat) world out there, and

it's always a good idea to be prepared —
especially if you're on the menu.

TIP -

Mastering the moves in Battle Beast
can be difficult. To see what can be

done once you get the controls

down, set the player options to Com-
puter vs. Computer. Then you'll see a

really cool fight!

p://www. sa.cam/Eastudio.htm/

FADE TO BLACK
YOU noNT PLAY IT. TT PLAYS YOU

If you don't Have access to the interactive Web demo, call 1-8D0-245-4525 for a Tree

demo disk (S4 35 for shipping & handling] and Sh n,t nff your purchase of FADE TB BLACK

TrHKHN.HK

rrn Delphine Software
INTERNATIONAL
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THE BEST OF TWO GAMING WORLDS FROM SIERRA

Design your cockpit, selecting the information you
want to see on the flight monitor.

Playing in Combat phase, you are Mel Rauq.

flying a rogue starship for Symest 4.

L Sizzling space combat simulation

- ***** **

nCompelling role-playing adventure1
*
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ARCADE GRAPHICS AND BIGGER PLAYERS!

INCREDIBLE MONSTER JAMS!

TOURNAMENT EDITION

It’s the greatest NBA”' JAM TE “ yet! This Jam takes it to a higher court

with stunning graphics, player scaling, full motion video and the actual

big heads and baby mode arcade feature! Plus, you get updated player

rosters, all-new secret characters, and mind-blowing stereo music and

ALL-NEW MODES OF PLAY!

sound F/X! NBA Jam TE...Get Pumped!

RATING PENDING

m 4c
1 ^ s

L NBa\ d

PRODUCT'" !' NBAP

SEGA
SATURN PlayStation

,u
msssm 4«laim

entertainment i n c.

MIDWAY
The NBA and individual NBA Team identifications used on or in this product are trademarks, copywrited designs and other forms of intellecutal property of NBA Properties. Inc. and the respective Teams and may not be used, in whole or in

part, without the prior written consent of NBA Properties. Inc. 1995 NBA Properties. Inc. All rights reseived. Sub-Licensed from Midway Manufacturing Company. All rights reserved. PlayStation. PlayStation logo and the PS logo are

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises. Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division of Acclaim Entertainment. Inc. fl) & €> 1995 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights

reserved. Screen shots shown are taken from the Sony PlayStation version of the videogame.
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THE CD

enemies.

Tank. Commander
East. It's your job to make sure American
interests are protected across the globe
— and if you have to blow some things

up to do it, that's even better, right?

This demo requires that expanded
memory be loaded, so make sure the

line "device=c:\dos\emm386.sys" is in

your config.sys file in DOS. The drain on
system resources is considerable, so

make sure no unnecessary TSRs are

loaded when you begin play.

iTonh Commander Controls

.Move Forward

Turn Left

A Turn Right

Fire Weapon

Rotate Turret Left

IB Rotate Turret Right

• Select Machine Gun

• Select Normal Shells

•
Gunner's View

Commander's View

Toggle Resolution

et behind the wheel of a rov-

ing machine of death as you
ride the armored vehicles of

Tank Commander to glori-

In Domark's latest action

game, you control a mighty tank defend-

ing our country's honor in the Middle

G
ous victory.

A View to a Kill
This is one of many views you can have in Tank Commander. No matter how you look at it, the

action will continue to heat up around you.

Tank damage

indicator.

When the red

goes away,

you're dead.

Ammunition

selected and

amount left to

use against

The number of

targets left to

annhilate to

end the cur-

Radar screen

Use this to

keep an eye

on your oppo

sition.

This is the current camera

source. There are several

different views.

Compass rent mission

l i ni m fc T iifaiE

Company: Domark
Phone: (415) 513-8929

Release Date; Available Now
Category: Arcade Action

Required: 486/33; 4 MB RAM; VGA; DOS 6.0; EMS
lnstall:\TANK\INSTTANK.BAT

Dust
Company: CyberFlix

Phone:(615)546-7846

Release Date: Early September

Category: Interactive Adventure

Required: 386/33; 8 MB RAM; SVGA; Windows 3.1

Install: \DUST\DUST.EXE

E nter a world of gun-slinging

desperadoes in CyberFlix’s

western interactive saga Dust.

You play a stranger in the town
of Diamondback, part of the New Mexico
Territory. You start from scratch — no

money, no gun, no nothin'. Dust fea-

tures live video footage of an authentic

frontier town in the Wild West. You'll

meet drunks, immigrants, and
even the mayor's wife (!) in a

town where the sheriff is dead and
the crooks run free.

The mouse will be your

hands and the arrow keys your

feet while you explore this frontier

community. Clicking when the

mouse is a pointing finger will

either pick up an item, or let you
speak to a character. To move for-

ward and turn, use the arrow keys.

Although you're only able to

explore a small portion of the

town, you'll have the opportunity

to meet some of its most unusual

inhabitants. Remember, this is the

Wild West, so be polite!

HINT
When you first enter Diamondback,
New Mexico, the drunk that meets
you won't let you take away the jug

of hooch sitting on the ground next

to him. If you wait a couple of min-

utes, he'll walk away, giving you the

chance to swipe his brew. You may
not be able to use it in this demo,
but it's still kinda nice to know you
have it...

Welcome to Hard Times
This here's Diamondback! It may not be the most hospitable

town, but you're stuck there for a few days, so you might as well

make the best of it.

t j

MS §11: ' \ i §®£:a

.

Clicking on

this icon

shows you a

detailed map
of Diamond-

back.

Click here to

adjust game

options, such

as saving,

sound, and

subtitles.

Object that's

currently

available.

Drag it to the

screen to

use it.

Click here to

access your

inventory.

PCGRUEH September 1995
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RlayNet
Play Net

Phone: (800) PLAY-NET

Install: \PIAYNET\D00M1N2 or HERETIC

o you want to play Doom
across the phone lines, but

you just can't seem to find

anybody that's willing to join

you in a Deathmatch at 1 a.m.? Well,

look no further. PlayNet \s a multi-player

network that's been established specifi-

cally to take advantage of Doom and
Doom II's modem capability and to give

you the opportunity to play with like-

minded Deathmatchers.

In addition to support for Doom
and Doom II, PlayNet now supports
Heretic, and will soon support Descent.

You'll also get other features you'd
expect from an online service, like shop-
ping, file libraries, chat areas and e-mail.

To run PlayNet you'll need Doom,
Doom II, or Heretic, a 9600 baud modem
and, of course, this front end.

After installation, you'll need to fill

out the configuration screens. After that,

you'll be able to make new friends and
then kill them. Payment info is online.

Your initial call is 100% free.

As of this writing the rates for

PlayNet, Inc. were:

Target Class $10.00 5 hours
Killer Class $25.00 13 hours
Assassin Class $50.00 30 hours

ImagiNation
Network.
ImagiNation Network

Phone: (800) IMAGIN1

Required: 15MB HD space

Install: \JMAGINE\FUN.BAT

I
f you're looking for an online ser-

vice that's devoted to having fun,

then check out the ImagiNation
Network. Where most services

have bland screen after screen of indeci-

pherable jargon, or at best glitzy colors

with the same mind-numbing jargon,

ImagiNation offers an entirely different

interface — a town motif where the vari-

ous utilities and services are couched in

a friendly, familiar surroundings. The
friendliness even extends to your own
online persona, a graphic representation

of you that you can customize to show
people what you're really like.

E-mail, conferences, entertainment
areas, and the promise of future on-

ramps to the Info Autobahn make Imagi-

Nation a viable alternative to millions

who don't really want, to know the ins

and outs of ZModem and Wildcat, or

learn the lexicon of the Internet.. .at least

not yet. Install ImagiNation and get all

the info on how to get online.

After you install ImagiNation, type
INN at the DOS prompt and you'll go to

the sign-on screens. Because the Imagi-

Nation Network ain't free, here are the

various user plans and the rates that we
received by time of publication.

Welcome Plan $9.95/month

5 hours/month

10 Plan $1 9.95/month

10 hours/month

15 Plan $29.95/month

15 hours/month

25 Plan $49.95/month

25 hours/month

50 Plan $99.95/month

50 hours/month

GEnie for
Windows
SVGA Air Warrior

GEnie

Phone: (880) 638-9636

Required: Windows 3.1, 4MB HD space

Install: \GENIE\INSTGENI

F
or our readers who prefer human
opponents over some program-
mer's idea of artificial intelli-

gence, you'll want to check out

the online network GEnie. Like most online

networks, GEnie offers e-mail, BBS access,

conferencing and, as our readers will be
glad to note, multi-player gaming. To take

advantage of the multi-player games,
we've included the front ends to run

Cyberstrike and SVGA Air Warrior, two of

the most popular games on GEnie.

Flight sim fans will want to try out

SVGA Air Warrior, which will have you fly-

ing all types of warplanes through several

eras of air combat, from biplanes to mod-
ern aircraft. The controls are fairly simple,

but with all those human opponents, the

missions can get pretty challenging.

Cyberstrike takes you into a futuristic

battle scenario where you pilot a massive
battle-mech. It's a pretty demanding sim,

but once you've got a handle on the con-
trols, you'll be able to roam around blast-

ing the armor off of other online pilots.

Energy runs everything in this game—
shields, guns and engines— so be sure to

stay powered up.

The GEnie front end will require Win-
dows, 4MB hard-drive space and VGA
graphics. Cyberstrike will require an addi-

tional 2.5MB hard-drive space, and SVGA
Air Warrior will require a whopping 38MB
of additional hard drive space. Each game
comes with a README.TXT or MANUAL.
DOC file that details the various controls.

For basic service, including e-mail,

multi-player games and online chat, the

current rates are $8.95 per month for the

first four hours non-prime time and $3.00

per hour after the initial four hours have
been used. There's an additional

surcharge of $9.50 per hour for any
prime-time usage. All rates apply to the

continental U.S.
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The HD dish
Installation couldn't be easier!

1. Insert the 3.5" diskette and change to that

drive (usually A or B).

2. Type SETUP, or if you're in Windows, go to

the FILE menu and run SETUP from your
3.5" drive.

If Nothing Works...
Unfortunately, we can't provide technical support
for problems you may encounter with The Floppy
or SimTower. But should your copy fail to run at

all, or display error messages that indicate the
disk itself is bad, send a letter to the address at

the right for replacement.

The Floppy is manufactured by MegaSoft, one of the

foremost disk duplicators in America. Before duplica-

tion, it is rigorously tested and certified to be virus-free.

Tool bar

Demolish

item (not in

demo)

Pause the

game

Stretch ele-

vator shafts

Build lobby

Build offices

The Floppy Replacement

September 1995

PC Gamer

1350 Old Bayshore Highway

Suite 210

Burlingame, CA 94010

Indicate any error message
you receive.

top of it, and create a staircase. The
demo then leads you through the gruel-

ing process of installing elevators and
making sure the business personnel
have their lunch-break retreat — a fast

food restaurant in the basement.
A nice feature of the game, merely

hinted at in this demo, is the ability to

name and follow independent busi-

nesses and people as they live their daily

lives in your building. You're not just a

landlord, but a voyeur.

Although you can't build past five

stories or add anything but offices in this

demo, the full game has a lot more to

offer— more than 100 stories of shops,
offices, apartments, condominiums,
movie theaters, ballrooms, and even a

metro station!

PCGM September 1995

H Quick Start:
The Floppy...

INSTALLING • PLAYING • QUICK TIPS

Take charge of a monolithic skyscraper

nestled in the heart of a sprawling metropolis

in SimTower, the latest sim from Maxis,

creators of the classic SimCity.

SimTower - untitled

File Options Windows

As your population grows so will your tower—up to 100 stories.

You’ll advance in Star Ratings, which lets you put in hotels,

condos, shops, restaurants, movie theaters, party halls, a metro
station, and more.

;
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Reach for [lie Sky

Even though this is as much as you can build, the

full version contains much, much more.

SimTower
Company: Maxis

Phone: (510) 254-9700

Release Date: Available Now
Category: Software Toy

Required: 386; Windows 3.1; 4MB RAM; SVGA;

Mouse
Install from CD:\SIMT0WER\SETUP

elcome to the world of

skyscraper management,
courtesy of Maxis. In this

interactive demo of Sim-

Tower, you are introduced into the excit-

ing world of building and managing a

colossal monument to human ingenuity.

It’s merely a taste of the full product, but
it's enough to whet any true simulation
fan's appetites.

The demo is basically a walk-thru,

showing you how to build a five-story

office complex. The prompts guide you
from one move to the next, so running
the demo couldn't be easier. You simply
lay a ground-floor lobby, build offices on

Build con-

dominium

(not in

demo)



Announcing Columbia House CD-ROM Direct.

Everything from games to reference to “real-world” entertainment

Take 2 CD-ROMs for *9.95
*' "

Plus 1 more at great savings! (See details below.)

7th Guest
Interact. Game 5004700

King's Quest VII:

The Princeless Bride
Arcade-Style 5024401

Mac Pak: Beginning System 7

& 7.5, Intro to Claris Works, and

Audio Guide to Quicken

Computer Tutor. 5032404

WIN 386/331 1mh M
MAC Lcml 4mt>n

1 4mbp 1

MAC! LC J

Productivity Pak:
Tutorial for Windows 3.1,

Works 3.0, and Quicken

Computer Tutor. 5032206

Leonardo
Historical Ref.

: WIN

EEE

5031703

PHHHHMHHHHI
How To Select CD-ROMs

For Your System.

WIN 386 1 4mb M P
MAC LCIIIj J K

SYSTEM CPU RAM PERIPH.

SYSTEM Button indicates the avail-

able operating environment(s) for a

given selection: DOS (for PC),

Windows (for PC), Macintosh.

CPU Button indicates the minimum
processor required. If a title is

available in PC and Macintosh

formats, the top half of this button

represents PC system require-

ments and the bottom half repre-

sents Macintosh system require-

ments. Note: Ser.=Series,

Class.=Classic, Pent. = Pentium.

For Mac - LC series includes LC
475, Performa 475, Quadra, Centris,

Powerbook 180C, IIFX or better.

RAM Button indicates the minimum
amount of RAM required.

PERIPHERALS Button indicates

required peripherals. M=mouse,
J=joystick, K=keyboard, P=printer.

For all titles, the minimum system

requirements recommended
(unless otherwise indicated) are:

Hardware: SVGA monitor (256 col-

ors), sound card, 40MB hard drive,

double speed CD-ROM drive.

Operating System: DOS 5.0,

Windows 3.1
,
Macintosh System 7.0.

Myst
Interact. Game 5004304

AAA Trip Planner
Travel 5011606

WIN 386/331 1mh |.M
1MAC LCII 1
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1

1

WIN

The Random House
Kid’s Encyclopedia
Children's Ed. 5027909

Wings Over Europi

Historical 5029

^MnT486
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The Pagemaster
Advent. Game 5027008

MAC! LC I5mbl I

Compton's Encyclopedia

of American History

Children's Ed. 5033006

WINt 386
ImAcI lcii

5020003

Front Page Sports

Football '95

Sports Game 5024708

DOS 386

Jumpstart Kindergarten

Children's Ed. 5027701
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DOS
\A/IMWINBEES

Safari

Animal Ref.

Police Quest Open Season

Advent. Game 5002803

..DOS

Dr. Ruth's

Encyclopedia of Sex
Home/Personal 5027602

Vitsie Visits the Ocean
Children's Ed. 5033204

Me and My World
Picture Dictionary
Children’s Ed. 5029509

Microsoft Bookshelf
Gen. Reference 5009402

Shanghai Great Moments
Strategy Game 5031802

Astronomica
Astronomy 5033600

4mbf^
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Instant Internet Access
Internet Guide 5031000

Jammit: PC Propad Included

Sports Game 5034301
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4mb

Metaltech EarthSiege
Arcade-Style 5029202

[

P.QS|39OT3| 4mbEH

Comini
Interactive
Encyclopedia

The Complete
Bartenders Guide
Gen. Interest 5034103

Me, Myself and I

Children's Ed. 5032800

Lode Runner
Arcade-Style 5030002
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5025309

.WINMO
Front Page
Sports Baseball
Sports Game 5007406
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Compton’s
Encyclopedia '95

Reference 5009006

An Interactive

Journey with Sharks
Animal Ref. 5023403
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A whole new way to get the most excitmg CD-ROMs -

games, reference, edutainment and more - all at great prices! Just write in the

numbers of the 2 CD-ROMs you want for $9.95 each, plus shipping and handling.

In exchange, you agree to buy 4 more CD-ROMs in the next 2 years, at our regular

prices (currently as low as $39.95, plus shipping and handling) - and you may

cancel membership at any time after doing so. What’s more, you can get one more

CD-ROM right now for the low price of $19.95 and have less to buy later (see com-

plete details in coupon).

Free CD-ROM magazine sent approximately every 4-6 weeks

(up to 13 times a year) reviewing our Featured Selection - plus scores of alternate

choices, including many lower priced CD-ROMs. And you may also receive

Special Selection mailings up to tour times a year. (That's up to 1 7 buying opportu-

nities a year!)

Buy only what you want! If you want the Featured Selection, do

nothing - it will be sent automatically. If you’d prefer an alternative selection, or none

at all, just mail the response card always provided by the date specified. You’ll always

have 14 days to decide; if not, you may return the selection at our expense.

Money-Saving Bonus Plan. If you continue your membership after

fulfilling your obligation, you’ll be eligible for our generous bonus plan. It enables you

to enjoy great savings on the CD-ROMs you want - for as long as you decide to

remain a member!

10-Day Risk-Free Trial. We’ll send details of how Columbia House

CD-ROM Direct works along with your introductory package. If you’re not satisfied,

return everything within 10 days at our expense for a full refund and no further

obligation.

Act now, membership in CD-ROM Direct may be limited.

For faster service, use your credit card and call us toll-free 24 hours a day.

1-800 -792 -1000^

Dept. R7B, 3109 Canterbury Court,
Bloomington, IN 47404-1498Columbia House CD-ROM Direct

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member, I need buy just

4 more CD-ROMs at your regular prices within the next 2 years.

Send my CD-ROM selections for: (check one only) D PC (1 ) D Macintosh (3)

Write in the selection #'s below

Send me these 2 CD-ROMs for just $9.95 each

plus $1.75 each shipping/handling (total $23.40)
# #

Buy your first selection now and have less to buy later!

Also send my first selection for $19.95 plus $1.75 shipping/

handling which I'm adding to my $23.40 payment (total $45.10).

I then need buy only 3 more (instead of 4) in 2 years.
#

Please check how paying: D My check is enclosed. (BYM/BYQ)

D Charge my introductory CD-ROMs and future CD-ROM Direct purchases to: (BYN/BYR)

MasterCard O Diners Club O AMEX O VISA O Discover

Account Number Exp. Date Signature

My main CD-ROM interest is: (check one) (Note: You are always free to choose from any category.)

Entertainment Education Edutainment Productivity

(includes children's titles)

Name_ Phone (_

Apt._

City_ .
State_ Zip

—

Important! Did you remember to choose PC or Mac? Will your selections run on your system?

Note: Columbia House reserves the right to request additional information, to limit membership or reject any

application, or to cancel any membership. Offer limited to residents of the contiguous United States. Residents of

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, U.S. territories, APO and FPO addresses please write for separate offer.

Applicable sales tax added to all orders.
[80]

©1995, The Columbia House Company.





years of strategic time travel

The power is yours. Are you wise enough to use it?

You are the master of time and space. The Microids will rule

the Echelon Galaxy in the year ten thousand by destroying

all other living entities. Four decimated alien civilizations

and your life depend on your strategic decisions

Travel through time to alter events and battle an interstellar enemy.

Your actions will change history. And save the galaxy.

This game has it all! Time travel,

space battles, diplomacy,

trade...everything! Count me in!"

Peter Smith, Strategy Plus

"Here's a God Game’ with

a difference...Millennia will surely

be one of the most elaborate,

ambitious, and sophisticated

galactic-adventure games ever

to hit the market.

"

Bill Trotter, PC Gamer

Millennia: Altered Destinies

could be the most exciting

game design of 1935.

"

Steve Honeywell,

Computer Game Review

Another cutgng|edge strategy game from award-winning designer Ian Bird.

Introduce inventions and technologies-from th| wheel terser lp§ion-nnd transport them to and from worlds.

Colonize and control 100 worfrfs as you communicate with alien races and attack alien cities.

Lavish animation, videf, and 3D refilered graphics. Digitized speech and orginal music.

MILLENNIA: ALTERED DESTINIES. THE ULTIMATE GOD GAME

Product Information Number 150

fV



There's No Place Like Rome...

Yes, you can build

Rome in a day — and in

Impressions' new

Roman Empire epic, it's

a beautiful place

indeed.

—William R. Trotter

Game: Caesar II

Developer: Impressions

Publisher: Impressions Software, 222 Third Street,

Cambridge, MA 02142 (617) 225-0500

Projected Price: S69.95

Percentage complete: 80%

I In a nutshell: I
Part SimCity, part resource management, part role-

playing saga, and part wargame, Caesar II balances

historical authenticity with fun. It's big, juicy, colorful,

and remarkably easy to get into.

I Mat's so special? I
Impressions has put all their experience and exper-

tise into this game— and it shows. It has sumptuous

graphics, depth, and a rich texture all its own. This is

empire-building on the grandest scale, guaranteed to

bring out the megalomaniac in all who play it.

Watch for it in early October.

rscoal advisor. HHH
Visit the Forum to allocate labor resources, pay your troops, and find out what you can do for

the Emperor in Rome. (Answer: whatever he wants you to do!)

c
all me decadent, but
while ancient Greece
generally leaves me cold.

I've always had a pas-
sion for the Roman
Empire. Both the heroes
and the villains of
Roman history were
extreme people: Their
bravery and sagacity

were remarkable, exceeded only by their

apparently limitless capacity for cruelty

and perversion. They were, in many
respects, not unlike ourselves...

Certainly, the history of the ancient

world offers no greater spectacle than
the rise and fall of the Roman Empire. It

manifested colossal power, and it was
organized with enough competence to

endure for centuries — longer than any
other empire in Western history.

If it's to succeed, any simulation of

that empire must be comparably vast,

and must take into account not only mil-

itary power, but economic and cultural

development as well. And since Roman

history was so often shaped by individ-

ual men of destiny, the roleplaying ele-

ment should allow you to claw your way
to the top through a combination of mil-

itary victories, good administration, and
popular appeal (bread and circuses is

always a winning formula).

In Caesar II, all of these elements
are strongly represented, and all are
sweetly balanced within a game that

plays, to judge from the advanced
Alpha version I've been using, as

smoothly as a Rolex tells time.

At the start of the game, there is

no Roman Empire — just the core
province of Latium, hemmed in on all

sides by rivals and enemies. Select a

province adjacent to Latium, and you
are appointed its governor by the cur-

rent Roman ruler, "Pompous Maximus."
Your job is to build a capital city, defend
the province, and develop its resources

until you either a) achieve the ratings

necessary for promotion to another
province, or b) are assassinated or exe-

cuted for incompetence.

E9 PC GAMER September 1995
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Colo forum

City-building, executed in a fashion similar to SimCity. is an important factor in the game. A fully devel-

oped provincial capital really does suggest the "grandeur of Rome,” thanks to the superb graphics.

192 B.C. March

elephants rear and trumpet—
hell, you can even see the individ-

ual javelins carried by the

Romans. There's good tactical

control, and the animation is

very, very good.
"We gave a lot of thought to

the battle scenes," says
Impressions' Chris Foster. "We
wanted to get some of the scope
of the actual battles on the screen,

but we don't want the player to

get mired in detail. The battles

play relatively quickly, and they
don't overwhelm the rest of the

game. It's basically the same
design philoso-

phy we used in

Lords of the

Realm."
The design

reflects simplic-

ity, yes, but historical

depth as well. There
are ten different kinds

of enemy armies

deployed in the game.
Some will be barbar-
ian hordes, and some
will be as disciplined

as your own. Greeks,

Parthians, Cartha-

ginians, Huns,
Germans, Piets —
they're all here, and
each foe fights in a

historically plausible

manner. "As you go
from province to

province," Foster con-

92428 Du

tinues, "we want you to be presented
with different challenges, different

styles of fighting, simply so the game
never becomes stagnant.

"We have really strengthened the

Province and Empire levels over what
they were in the original game. Each
province has a different profile —
there's a careful linkage between the

province resources and the city, and
from one province to the next. With
each basic element, we've been striving

for smooth integration with all the

other elements."

There are exquisitely rendered gal-

leys and triremes dotting the game's
harbors, and Impressions is hoping to

incorporate a naval element into the

A thriving seaport means increased commerce and lots of fresh

seafood in the regional cuisine.

City-building is accomplished
through a SimCity-like interface of
icons. Select a likely plot of land, clear

it, then lay out a logical gridwork of

roads. Walls and barracks are neces-

sary to protect your citizens against

barbarian incursions. You decide on the

right mixture of housing, business

establishments, temples, gardens, sani-

tation facilities, and municipal services.

Don't neglect entertainment facili-

ties, either, since popularity is a major
factor in your advancement (not to

mention your very survival!). Theaters,

coliseums, and circuses are good
investments, so long as you don't

bankrupt the treasury by over-doing it.

Urban dynamics are beautifully

modeled; all structures on the map
exert a positive or negative impact on
land values. Additionally, the physical

relationships between structures exert

a subtle but powerful effect: Areas dis-

tant from water supplies, for instance,

will always be limited to very low
values, and housing development
thrives best when residences are

secure, sanitary, and have easy access

to entertainment centers.

Switching from the City level to

the Province level, you can develop the

road network, place forts and walls,

and build warehouses, shipyards, quar-
ries, mines, and trading posts.

When you are invaded or when
your legions encounter armed resis-

tance — should any of the provincials

be so ignorant as to decline the bless-

ings of Roman rule — you'll maneuver
to meet the enemy on the province
map. Then, when contact is made and
the fighting starts, the game switches

into a tactical battle mode.
There is simply no comparison

between these battle scenes and the

rather primitive ones dove-tailed into

Impressions' original Caesar. Each
cohort or horde is crisply rendered in

3D micro-miniatures style. Slingers

darken the sky with their volleys, war-

Optiora Speed TSp “ WlE ‘June
-

Two armies about to collide. Battles are fought either to

defend against incursions or to subjugate unruly locals.
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SCOOP!
Your first look at...

J

J

J.

Hannibal ad portasHIbe animated war

elephants are delightful to behold,

I although somewhat unreliable in action.

The Emperor's
New Clothes

H
ere's a run-down of the improvements made

over the first Caesar.

• Super SVGA graphics

• All structures and soldiers are rendered with

3D-Studio.

* Better interface: all commands for each level

are accessible from a single bank of icons.

Pop-up menus help organize commands by

grouping them under single icons as well. The

function of each icon or command is also dis-

played on screen when the cursor touches it.

• Multimedia online help and reference

material, with hypertext links for easy

cross-referencing.

• Improved Empire Level: provinces are no

longer assigned randomly, but may be selected

as part of an overall strategy. Each province

provides a significantly different set of chal-

lenges. For the ultimate test, there are also

eight expert provinces in northern Europe,

which Rome itself could not conguer, but the

player can. These, Impressions promises, will

be "very tough."

• Improved role-playing element: the player now
has a much more tangible sense of building his

or her own career, along with the Empire.

There's much more interaction with the

Emperor in Rome, lots of graphic blandishments

as one's rank increases, and the delicious

prospect of raising an elite personal guard.

• Vastly improved battle scenes: the micro-minia-

tures system works well for this tactical

period, and Impressions has taken great care to

make battlefield action dramatic. Wait till you

see those charging Carthaginian elephants!

The first Caesar featured coarse VGA graphics.

Caesar II improves on those with hi-res SVGA.

combat system. There's some debate

about that feature, however, because the

relative slowness of naval campaigns
may bog down the title's overall pace.

At any time during the course of

the game, you can visit the Forum and
click on the various characters there to

receive important information. Click on
the Centurion, for instance, and you get

an overview of your legions and how
much it's costing to keep them in the

field. Click on the Plebeian Tribune, and
you can adjust the number of plebes

and allocate them to specific tasks.

The latter statistics are important,

for if you don't have enough plebeians

for efficient city management, all kinds

of problems will arise (like fires and
water shortages).

Once your city is up and running,

you can use the handy Query function

to keep track of the details. Simply

right-click on any structure and a pop-

up window will appear, indicating the

structure's function and its most press-

ing problems or needs.

You can even click on
individual citizens walking

in the streets, and they'll

respond by telling you
their names and what
their current concerns
happen to be.

A help display is also

available, offering strat-

egy tips along with a

detailed online history of

the Roman Empire.
Hyperlinks embedded in

each help or history

screen, as well as each
query panel, will allow

the user to wander
through the generous ref-

erence material at leisure.

Perhaps the most
obvious virtue of this ele-

gant game is its appear-

ance. It's quite the most beautiful game
Impressions has ever released. The
model cities, with their graceful

columns, heroic public buildings,

formidable walls, and softly shining

rivers, truly do suggest the grandeur
that was Rome. A similar level of excel-

lence prevails in the Province screens,

with their smoothly textured land-

scapes, realistic hills, and towering

alpine ramparts.

Caesar II should appeal to a wide
audience, including strategy buffs,

wargamers, and most especially,

SimCity addicts. And for gamers who
share my passion for the period, it's a

dream-come-true sort of product.

Incomplete though it was, the Alpha
version alone was enough to make this

plebe want to don his lorica segmentata,

strap on his cassis, sharpen his gladius

Ibericus, and shout SPQR! at the top of

his lungs.

PftC
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Welcome to Sky View, Anpmusement pork looming

with mystery, bizarre emjfoyees, and challenging

midway gomes and putties. You'll encounter

state-of-the-art animation, photo-rodistic 3-0

environments and full screen video pol'rmances

by over 30 characters. With increasing skill

levels and more than 2Q0 outcomes, it s~trad to

experience this amusement pork the same wav

twice, for n cinematic-quality adventure like n!

other. Panic in the Pork is definitely your ticket.



Flying Russia's Latest and Most Powerful Fighter

By tapping into the

talents of a skilled

Russian design group,

SSI may have hit the

mother lode— the

Mother Russia lode,

that is.

—Joseph Novicki

Game: SU-27 Flanker

Developer: The Fighter Collection

Publisher: SSI, 675 fllamanor flve., Sunnyvale, CA 94086

(408) 737-6800

Projected Price: TBA
Percent Complete: 80%

I In a nutshell: I
Quality flight-sims are rare. This one not only has the

action and look required for a great sim, but it also

includes the proper physics and feel of the SU-27 jet.

And the ability to execute a mission as a General, not

just a pilot, should appeal to wargamers as well as

flight-sim fans.

I Ms so special? 8
The attention to detail puts this game in a class by

itself. Plus, it doesn't sacrifice gameplay for looks.

I Win sliouli I care? I
Whether you're into flight sims or not, it's exciting to

see the first wave of quality gaming coming from

Eastern European developers and producers.

I Hni mhens if comina ou^? I
Christmas or 1st Quarter '96

ur first peek at SU27
Flanker, during a

recent trade show in

L.A., had the air of

some Cold War, cloak-

and-dagger operation.

We were ushered into

a dark viewing booth,

where we met two
men — one speaking

Russian, the other boasting a perfect 007
English accent. We all huddled around a

monitor as if to guard government
secrets — an impression that wasn't far

off the mark.
What we saw was a flight sim with

such devout attention to the details of
real-world aerodynamics that we figured

the development team must be composed
of either obsessive fanatics or geniuses. It

turned out to be a little of both.

The James Bond-sounding fellow

was project leader Nick Grey. Nick is a

true fighter-plane enthusiast, and man-
aging director of The Fighter Collection
— one of the largest collections of

WW11 fighter planes in the world. He
also manages a number of software
companies in Eastern Europe, including

the one that began developing SU27
nearly four years ago.

Four years is a long time in the

world of software, and Grey knew he'd

have to get the product to market soon;

fortunately for him (and us). Grey ran
into Jim Mackonochie, Mindscape UK's
project manager and self-proclaimed

flight sim fanatic. When Mackonochie
found out about Grey's project, it

seemed like the perfect match, and a

deal was struck. All that remained was
to finish the game.

Grey keeps very tight control over
the look and feel of the project, "more
by necessity than wish," he says. "The
problem with a lot of the programmers
is, though they're superb mathemati-
cians, they're not actually pilots. You
have to take a lot of information from
test pilots to get not only the aerody-
namics, but the sort of environmental
feel of what's going on. The speed or
head movement, the kind of inertia, and
so on, might not be translated correctly

on a very small screen."

The finished product will center on
a very detailed mission editor. Sure, you

God is in the detoils.

From an external view, you can see the flaps

and wheels move with the proper controls.

Ground units like this are armed, dangerous,

and very technically accurate.
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can hop in the SU27 and blast away
anything you like, but with the editor

you can create missions as a pilot, com-
mander, or general. As pilot or com-
mander you actually fly the mission. But
as general, you set objectives and then

sit back and watch the chaos.

The game will include pre-

designed missions, too, based in and
around the Crimean theater. Though
the SU27 is the only plane you fly, there

are many other planes to interact with

(read "blast out of the sky"), as well as

about a dozen different ground units

and ships — all of which have their own
working weapons systems crafted to

exacting specifications.

"We had a lot of assistance from
various Eastern European design

bureaus and weapons manufacturers to

give us very precise information on
acceleration, inertia, burn time, size of

detonation, and probability of kill,"

Grey says. "It's very helpful, and very
unusual. You'll find data in SU27 that

was very highly classified just five years

ago, but which has become readily

available from the manufacturers
mainly because they're in dire financial

situations. They have very few cus-

tomers now, and are happy to talk

about their hardware — which helps us

in increasing realism. It would be much
more difficult to get this type of infor-

mation in the west."

Grey got access to more than just

technical specs in Eastern Europe,
though. He also found top-rate scien-

tists and mathematicians. In fact, most
of the development team comes from
the old Soviet aerospace industry, from
what would be the equivalent of MIT in

the U.S.

The graphic design is also being
done in Russia, and marks one of the

biggest departures from recent flight

sims. Unlike most sims these days,

many of which sacrifice frame rate for

ground detail, SU27 has that clean, fast

— and to us, preferable — look of a

Chuck Yeager's Air Combat; some tex-

tures and shading on the main objects,

and simple shaded polygons in most
other cases.

The decision to stick with polygons
came about because Grey and company
wanted to achieve very realistic frame
rates on most machines, even while

running in SVGA mode. As too many
new titles have demonstrated, a sim can
look fantastic but fall flat if the frame
rate isn't high enough to convey real-

ism. Grey opted to make a sim that felt

like the real thing, but then to make it a

Jumpin' Jets

Here are some of the many jets you'll have

the pleasure of interacting with in SU27.

game that most computer owners will

be able to run on their machines.
"I certainly know, from reading

your mag and others, that everyone is

getting extremely frustrated at trying to

run something that, even on a Pentium,

ends up moving at five frames per sec-

ond," Grey says. "So I think the graphics

in SU27 will be satisfactory. As long as

everything moves in the right way, and
the eye is comfortable with the move-
ment, then it all becomes believable."

You can count on more from Grey
and The Fighter Collection, too. They
have access to a lot more information

on a variety of Russian aircraft. One
idea is to create other plane-specific

sims that can interact with SU27, so

players can take advantage of The
Fighter Collection's detailed recreations

of individual aircraft while still enjoying

the totality of the company's efforts.

When the next sims will come out,

though, hasn't been announced. As for

SU27— which has the stuff to be one of

the most accurate flight sims in years —
it should be out by Christmas.

PCB

Here's one of the many ships you'll encounter

with radar and weapons fully functional.

The ordinance you select will appear on your

wings exactly as it looks in real life.

Here s the full cockpit. If you were in the real

thing, this is just what you'd be looking at.
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Full Throttle” scorches the screen litre an exhaust pipe on an exposed leg.

You’re Ben - deserted, left for dead and framed for murder. You’ll do anything to

clear your name, {.ifre running big rigs off the road at 100 mph. find if a few

butt-ugly bi&ers get the crap incited out of them in the process, hey, that’s life.

It’s big bad bilies, big bad gangs in a big bad world. It’s Full Throttle.

Where the courtroom is the street, and the judge is a tire iron.
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Mom Over,

Wing Commanders1

Origin begins production ofnew interactive movie

John Hurt makes his mul-

timedia debut in The

Darkening as Joe the

Bartender. Let's hope he

doesn't have to relive that

stomach-bursting scene

from Alien.

ith sales of the inter-

active-movie extrava-

ganza Wing Comman-

der ///topping the software

charts across the globe, and pro-

duction underway for Wing

Commander IV, the folks at Origin

Systems aren’t about to give up

on the interactive-movie thing

anytime soon. In fact, they're

preparing to launch another

assault on the interactive

warpath, with a project currently

being developed in England.

The Darkening is being pro-

duced by 25-year-old Erin

Roberts (yes, he’s the brother of

Wing Commander creator Chris

Roberts), and it promises an even

stronger mix of first-person flying

action and movie-style story

sequences than WCIII— with a

few new twists of its own.

Set in an entirely new game

universe, The Darkening boasts

an impressive live-action cast,

including Christopher Walken

( The Deer Hunter, Pulp Fiction ),

John Hurt [Alien, The Elephant

Man), Jurgen

Prochnow [Das

Boot, Body of

Evidence ), and

David Warner

( Star Trek VI).

Filling out the

cast are Clive

Owen, Amanda

Pays, Brian

Blessed, David

McCallum and

Mathilda May.

The Darkening tells the

story of Lev Arris, who awakens

from cryogenic sleep with a case

of amnesia and a handful of

shady characters out to kill him.

Taking control of Arris, the player

will interact with 50

characters and fly any

of 16 different ships

between eight fully-real

ized planets.

Roberts has

designed a darkly complex new

setting from the ground up.

Open-ended gameplay lets you

choose your own path through

The Darkening's story: you can

take flight as a mild-mannered

trader (with the

aid of wingmen

to fight off ene-

mies, of course);

merely fly around

and blast people

in your way; or

play private

detective using

e-mail, public

records, and

word-of-mouth to

work your way to

the game's surprise ending.

"The technology we're

using makes Wing Commander

III: Heart of the Tiger look like a

dinosaur," said Roberts, whose

$5 million budget is one of the

Production for Origin's newest interactive adventure/sim, The Darkening, is being done at Pinewood

Studios, the same studio that brought us many of the James Bond films.

largest ever for

a computer

game [Wing

Commander IV

is rumored to

be close to $7

or $8 million).

To be

specific, the

game's two and

a half hours of

movie seq-

uences are

being shot on

16mm film,

which will be

translated to CD-ROM via Digital

Beta, a new format that Roberts

says is far superior to the Beta

SP format used for Wing III. The

Darkening will also use a

stripped-down SVGA graphics

engine, more compact and faster

than the one used in Wing Com-

mander III.

The Darkening began film-

ing in May under the direction of

Steve Hilliker of London's Nelson

Films. The footage is being shot

at England's Pinewood Studios,

home to the James Bond films.

The game is scheduled for

release early next year.
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W hen the long, hot dog

days of summer begin

to shorten and the leaves on

the trees start turning brown,

you can be certain of one

thing; the software publishers

are starting to gear up for the

ever-important holiday buying

season. And after taking a

look at some of the new titles

headed our way, it looks like

this holiday season may be

the best yet.

sg,

I

s '

f* ir

Gel ready for more dark and dreary action of

Space Hulk in the sequel due out this fall.

Space Hulk:

Vengeance of the

Blood Angels
A little over a year ago, Elec-

tronic Arts struck a chord with

science-fiction and strategy

fans with their cult hit Space

Hulk. Now EA is putting the

final touches on the sequel,

Space Hulk: Vengeance of the

Blood Angels.

Like the first Space

Hulk, Vengeance is a clever

adaptation of Games Work-

shop's 40.000K miniatures

game, where you lead a team

of Terminator Space Marines

through the dark passages of

enormous derelict starships

called "space hulks" in order

to purify them from the

scourge of the Genestealers.

It looks like the sequel

should more than satisfy fans

of the original, with an

updated story line and a host

of new improvements like full

Continued on page 43

Sierra acquires Impressions Software

f
ierra On-Line, makers of

the wildly popular King's

Quest and Space Quest

series, recently announced they've

acquired Impressions Software,

creators of the popular strategy

titles Front Lines, High Seas

Trader, and Powerhouse. [Ed

.

Note: See our review of Power-

house on page 105 of this issue.]

The acquisition comes as no

surprise to the folks at Impres-

sions, who had been searching for

a suitable ally to give them a larger

presence in the marketplace.

"We've been looking for a

strategic alliance to give us a bet-

ter position in the marketplace for

some time, and we're confident

the relationship with Sierra will

allow us to continue to produce

the type of games we want,"

Impressions director of marketing

Chris Foster said.

Over at Sierra, they're excited

about the opportunities as well, and

plan to add Impressions' strategy

titles to their line of action, adven-

ture, and simulation software.

"The success of Outpost

made us believers in the strategy

game category, and Impressions'

Caesar II is one of the best strategy

games I've seen in a long time,"

said Sierra chairman Ken Williams.

"We're excited to add titles of this

quality to our product line." [Ed.

Note: See our Scoop! of Caesar II

on page 32 of this issue.]

Impressions' President David

Lester has high hopes for the

union as well, and says, "Sierra's

top-notch development resources,

together with their distribution

strength, were key elements in our

decision to join forces. We look

forward to working together and

delivering high-quality titles under

the Sierra brand name."

Most importantly, the rela-

tionship shouldn't have any impact

on the types of titles we'll be see-

ing from Impressions. As Foster put

it, his company will retain "auton-

omy and creative control over our

products," allowing the company

to continue developing the same

kinds of unique games that drew

Sierra to them in the first place.

Backed by Sierra s big-time marketing resources. Impressions' fall lineup,

including Powerhouse, should be easy to find at your local software store.

Disney Interactive teams up with 7th Level

F
rhe Disney division respon-

sible for the best-selling

roller-coaster simulation

Coaster and the high-flying Stunt

Island has entered a partnership

with 7th Level Inc., publishers of

TuneLand starring Howie

Mandel, Monty Python's Com-

plete Waste of Time and Take

Your Best Shot, to produce a line

of multimedia titles based on

Disney licenses.

"Disney brings a quality of

storytelling and a library of popu-

lar characters and stories that

are unmatched in this business,"

7th Level President George

Grayson said. "This collaboration

presents unlimited opportunities

for 7th Level and countless new

ways to use our animation pro-

duction systems in both the cre-

ative and technical areas."

The first product of this

new union will be an as-yet-untr

tied arcade/action game based

on Pumbaa and Timon, the irre-

pressible characters from Dis-

ney's smash-hit The Lion King.

Artists and producers from Dis-

ney will work with the design

team from 7th Level to co-create

the title. 7th Level wants to use

its state-of-the-art animation

technology for high-speed action

games with visual quality

exceeding that of television.

Steve McBeth, president of

Disney Interactive, said, "Titles

like the Pumbaa and Timon game

will take advantage of this tech-

nology for fast action, arcade-

style gaming on CD-ROM."

The Pumbaa and Timon

game will be designed for play-

ers ages 8 and older. Disney

Interactive will distribute the

product, releasing the title in the

U.S. in November 1995 and inter-

nationally in Spring 1996.
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DRAGON'S GATE

BATTLETECH
1

GEMSTONE III™

Get up to 17 hours free* to play CyberStlike"

or any other great multiplayer games on GEnie!

How about some real competition for a

change? Up to 17 hours online to play the

hottest games and coolest players in Cyber-

space.That's what you'll get right now when

you log on to GEnie, America's most outra-

geous online service for multiplayer games.

Shoot 'em uppers can shoot it out with 16

other Cyberpods for control of a virtual city in

the award-winning CyberStrike™— an exclu-

sive on GEnie. Or, pit flying skills against the

best sim pilots around in multiplayer Air

Warrior®- we told you there'd be competition.

RPGers? GEnie's got you covered with fantasy

role playing adventures like Hundred Years

War and Multiplayer BattleTech™ as well as

the text-based Dragon's Gate, Federation II

and the fantastically popular Gemstone III™

Play NTN Showdown Trivia and watch scores

come in from bars and hotels across the

country. Enter tournaments in chess, check-

ers, blackjack, poker, backgammon, bridge

and Reversi.

GEnie's the place for multiplayer games.

Plus new games are added all the time.

Like Harpoon™ one of the most complex

wcr games ever-now available on GEnie.

So stop playing with yourself-for up to

17 hours— and play the terrific games and

gamers on the only online service to bring

you all this and more. To sign up online, turn

your modem on and dial 1-800-638-8369.

Enter J01NGENIE at the prompt. When asked

for the special offer, enter ANN912

'Some restrictions apply. Must be over 18 years of age to subscribe. For games to be free of charge for up to 17 hours, user must observe the following: play in non-prime time (between 6PM and 8AM EST,; access

speed must be set ol a maximum of 2400 baud; user must dial into c local access node: remain solely in gaming aroc. Otherwise, normal GEnie usage fees may be incurred during the 17 hour complimentary

period. Ibis offer is in lieu of all other offers, and is for new subscribers only. Additional long-distance phone charges moy apply. Available In US and Canada only. Offer expires 12/31/95.

CyberStrike ond GemStone III ore Irademarks of Simulronics Corporation. Air Warrior is a registered trademark a! Kesmai Corporation. Harpoon is a trademark of Game Designers Workshop Inc. Multiplayer

BattleTech is a trademark of FASA Corporation. All other names are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.

Product Information Number 1 1
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You've got the need for speed and we won’t hold you back. Al Unser, Jr. Arcade

Racing is fast to learn and fast to play. Forget the frustration of picky little power train and

suspension adjustments, just jump in, buckle up and punch it -just like the arcade

racing games.

Available for Macintosh and new Windows '95, where you'll experience lightning-fast

gameplay. Al Unser, Jr Arcade Racing will leave all other racing games in your rearview mirror.

So strap yourself in and get ready for the ride of your life!

HI WISER JR. ARCADE RRCIRE
Sponsored by Delco Electronics.

It’s raring and it s real.
To Order Al Unser, Jr Arcade Racing, call 1-800-778-2299,

or visit your local retailer

© 1995 Mindscape, Inc. Al Unser, Jr. Arcade Racing is a trademark of Mindscape, Inc. MINDSCAPE*
Al Unser, Jr. is a trademark of AUJ Motorsports Inc. Mindscape is a registered trade- Mindscape, Inc.

mark and its logo is a trademark of Mindscape, Inc. All other products are properties of 60 Leveroni Court

their respective holders. All rights reserved. Novato, CA 94949

Product Information Number 129
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"Wild Bill" Stealey's Interactive Magic
goes gunning for new technology

8 9 ' 9 B a • 9 « 9 8 >8

With the development of a new rendering system. Interactive Magic hopes to make games

like their Apache Longbow much more detailed and realistic.

ever satisfied

with "good

enough," Interac-

tive Magic— known for

simulations and strategy

games like Apache Long-

bow and Exploration—
has just entered into an

agreement with Numerical

Design, Ltd. to develop a

new high-speed graphics

rendering system.

Interactive Magic

hopes to use the new sys-

tem to add even more

detail and clarity to their

simulation games.

"We want people

playing our flight simula-

tion games to feel as

though the wind is

whistling through their

hair," said Interactive

Magic's chairman, J.W. "Wild

Bill" Stealey.

Stealey, a graduate of the

U.S. Air Force Academy, is best

known as the founder and former

chairman of sim legend Micro-

Prose Software.

Numerical Design, Ltd. has

developed rendering programs

such as Rendition and rPlus,

used in CAD, animation, and illus-

tration applications. NDLwonthe

1992 MacWorld World Class

Award for the best-selling Mac-

intosh graphics application with

Dimensions, which was devel-

oped for Adobe Systems.

"The addition of their

expertise will give us the edge

we've been pushing for in this

industry," said Doug Kubel, Inter-

active Magic's vice president of

engineering and technology.

Continued from page 40

freedom of movement for each

of the marines, new sound

effects, and improved graph-

ics. Expect Vengeance of the

Blood Angels sometime in

November.

Pinhead, the loveable torturer of humanity

from the Hellraiser films, gets to star in his

very own multimedia adventure game.

Hellraiser:

Virtual Hell

Fans who can't get enough of

the characters in Clive

Barker's demented Hellraiser

films, books and comics will

definitely want to take a look

at the interactive adventure

Hellraiser: Virtual Hell. Com-

ing from 20th Century Fox

Interactive and Magnet Inter-

active, Hellraiser is being

designed with full 360-degree

Continued on page 44 I
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Continued from page 43

mobility and film-quality visu-

als with real-time interactiv-

ity. The designers promise to

incorporate as much of Bark-

er's distinctive horror world as

they can cram on a CD-ROM.

We re not sure if the game can

live up to the twisted vision of

the films, but then again, it

does include Pinhead. Avail-

able in the first quarter of '96.

*

**
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The top-down perspective of Trophy Bass may
not be as attractive as Amtek s Gone Fishin’,

but it does give a good view of the fish.

Trophy Bass
Grab your pole! No wait,

we re just talking about doing

a little fishing here, computer

style. Slated for fall release,

Sierra On-Line's first-ever

fishing simulation is getting

the final touches from its

Continued on page 46

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer joins the Hollywood invasion

r
et another big-name

movie studio istoss-

_ ing its hat into the

multimedia ring. MGM has

formed MGM Interactive,

which will initially produce

titles for the PC and Mac
CD-ROMs platforms. MGM
Interactive plans to produce

titles for other platforms in

the near future, and may

possibly do a project for the

Sega system this year. The

development of titles will pri-

marily be in-house, using a

small in-house staff who will

work with outside developers.

The focus will be on

products that evolve from

MGM or United Artists prop-

erties, continuing the trend

started by IVI Publishing

with last year's release of the

Blown Away CD-ROM, based on

the hit movie. This year, MGM
has released a CD-ROM based

on the movie Rob Roy. The title

covered the making of the movie,

introduced the actors and staff

from the movie, and also gave a

brief history and overview of

Scotland, where the movie took

place. MGM/UA is also working

with GTE Interactive on the

development of a game base on

the UA film Tank Girl.

While MGM has plenty of

content to draw on for its titles, it

also plans to develop titles based

on original ideas. If the ideas are

successful, MGM may develop

those ideas in other media, such

as animation, film, and television.

"MGM Interactive will con-

tinue a pattern of developing

high-quality interactive titles with

a focus on strong plot lines,

engaging character develop-

ment, and superior production

values," said Ronald Frankel,

MGM Interactive's newly

appointed executive vice presi-

dent and general manager. "With

the recent growth in the installed

base of personal computers, vig-

orous popular demand for high-

quality interactive products now

can justify the investment MGM
Interactive intends to make in

creative development, produc-

tion, and marketing.”

Distribution of all of the

products will be through

MGM/UA Home Entertainment.

The first titles will ship this year,

with six to 10 titles scheduled for

release in 1996.



Caesar II gives an award-winning game new life

—

A great sim with a real game to it!

• Eye-popping graphics

• Streamlined interlace

• Extensive 3-D city-building

Build a City...

Start with a province in the early Roman
Empire and build a capital city with exquisite,

detailed structures. Then master your unruly province

by exploiting its resources, opening trade routes, and raising

armies. Rule wisely and promotion will soon follow...

Build an Empire!

Develop other provinces and take on their unique challenges. Move up the

ranks and confront invading Carthaginians (with elephants!) and upstart

Gauls. Your job is to keep the barbarians out, your cities thriving, and your

citizens cheering.

All Rights Reserved.
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Continued than page <}
designers ns you road tins. We

wore able to lake a quick

(took at Trophy Bass during

Sierra's recent press tour, and

though it was still in early

form, the fishing action looked

promising.

You II have a wide array

of linos, lures, and rod-and-

reel combinations to ensure

you'll be able to catch the big

ones with little trouble. And as

a bonus to die-hard fishing

fans, you’ll be able to play the

game as a fishing tournament

on real-world lakes, similar to

the popular BA S S Masters

competition.

*
If you didn't fins! the strategy elements of Out

postvery palatable, but enjoyed its classy

visuals, then check out Sierra s new pinball

game set in Outpost s sci-fi worlds.

3D Ultra Pinball

Since we've spent more time

and quarters than we care to

count playing the silver ball

(especially at lunchtime),

we re always on the lookout

for a good computer pinball

game that can offer the same

challenge without the need for

loose change. And it looks

like Sierra's 3D Ultra Pinball

might just be the perfect

choice. With its unique angled

view of the table that allows

you to see all the action (with-

out the scrolling of games like

21st Century's Pinball Fan-

tasies), the action of 3D Ultra

Pinball feels a lot more realis-

tic than most computer pinball

games. And in an unusual

move, Sierra has brought back

Continued on page 48
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Lupine Online columnist gets a 6-G reality check

Jj

Ithough I’ve flown thou-

i
sands of victorious dog-

j
fights in fighter craft rang-

ing from World War I ragbags to

the exotic interceptors of the Star

Wars universe, they were all

mere computer simulations, often

with cheat codes and invincibility

options in full effect. But all that

cheating came back to haunt me
when I finally got the chance to

apply my flight experience in the

real world.

On Sunday, June 1 1th, I took

control of a fully aerobatic SIAI

Marchetti SF260, and got my ass

kicked in four out of seven mock

dogfights with another wannabe

Ace — all under the expert

observation and tutelage of two

instructor pilots from Air Combat

U.S.A., a Fullerton, CA-based

operation that allows anyone

with $695 to become a Fighter

Pilot For a Day.

Mission briefing was at 7

a.m. sharp, where gear was fitted

(flight suit, helmet, and parachute)

and basic fighter maneuvers, air

combat maneuvering, rules of

engagement and, most important,

safety, were covered before

heading out to the twin Marchet-

tis waiting on the ramp.

The instructor pilots sit side-

by-side with the students, each

with a familiar F-4 style control

stick, although the IPs controlled

the throttle throughout the flight.

They also control the switcher for

the three VCR cameras mounted

in the cockpit: one looking for-

ward over your shoulder, one

looking across at you, and one

through the gunsight.

The IPs— USAF F-16C pilot

Ron "Maynard" Milligan and

Marine EA-6B driver Mike

"Grinch" Snuffer— handled the

formation take-off and got us

headed for the combat zone,

about 25 miles northwest of

Chicago, before passing the

respective sticks to myself and

fellow amateur Ken "Trade

Show" Broadbent.

As we ascended to 3600

feet, Ken formed on my wing and

we then took turns practicing high

and low yo-yos and gunsight

tracking before taking it up to

6000 feet, where the fights began.

After a head-on left/left

pass, the IPs shouted "Fight's

On!" and we started yankin' and

crankin'. I pulled into a hard left

and managed to get Ken in my

sights almost immediately. My
flight-sim experience prepared me
well for the spinning horizon but

not for the G forces, and I began

to feel as heavy as Jabba the Hut

as I kept Ken lined up, trigger

depressed, long enough for May-

nard to call out "Tracking. ..track-

ing...tracking," followed by a

plume of white smoke coming

from Ken's plane, signifying a kill.

Fight Number 2 was a bril-

liant illustration of the "Lose sight,

Lose the fight" principle. I did

both, and Maynard had to crack

open the canopy to dispel the

smoke from Ken's victory.

I took it into the vertical

plane for Fight 3, looping over the

top and shaking like crazy with the

stall "tickle" before nailing Ken a

second time. But no smoke this

time; aircraft 204 had an electrical

problem that also shut down the

VCR in Ken's plane.

While Grinch worked on the

problem, I got to fly some bonus

aerobatics— aileron roll, loop,

barrel roll, Cuban 8, Immelman,

hammerhead stall and a split S

into another loop— after which

Maynard demonstrated a

stall/spin and let us pirouette

three times before recovering.

With 204 back in action (it

was just the alternator switch), I

proceeded to crash through the

2500 foot hard deck ("There's 6

G's!" exclaimed Maynard), losing

Fight 4 and Fight 5 when I lost sight

of Ken again. Pulling straight over

the top and rolling right, I tied the

fighting score in Fight 6, confirmed

by 204's now-functioning smoke.

All hell broke loose in Fight 7

as the IPs kept quiet and let Ken

and I fight on our own. Betrayed

again by "cheating" in all those

sims, I ran us out of airspeed in a

series of loops and turns that

crashed us through the hard deck

again at barely 100 kts. "You

were an animal!", said Maynard,

laughing. Where Speed Is Life,

though, I was a dead animal.

My simulator training

showed off most when we were

flying formation back to the FBO.

"You're really smooth," remarked

Maynard. "You can tell all those

computer games have paid off."

Debriefing consisted of watching

both tapes, synched simultane-

ously, and laughing a lot (you get

to keep the tape, too).

I'm still buzzed from the Air

Combat experience, and it's

already improved my sim skills

(just ask the Abbeville Boys of

Chuck Yeager Air Combat!.). And

I've promised myself that I'll never

fly with cheats enabled again.

Well, maybe not never...

—Scott Wolf

[Ed. Note: Ain Combat U.S.A. has

Deployment Locations in 18 Amer-

ican cities. Call (800) 522-7590 for

more info.]



Space Bucks « be ft the 22nd century what Railroad Barons were

to the last! Blast off to the deepest stellar reaches where you and three

ont o Design and buildopponents compete for intergaiac

ghts and run exotic cargo anc a ien passengers to the remotest

but beware: - m sabotaging

we mention the space pirates??the bottom!). Ai

Build starports on alien planetsDesign and build unique spaceships. Zoom in for a close-up of ships in transpi

• SVGA Windows CD-ROM • Video and 3-D Animations • Alien Races

• Professional Speech • Deep Space Stock Market * Random Galaxy Generator

• Smooth Interface • Dirty Tricks Difficulty Levels

Product Information Number 118
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catch the future of gaming at
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Intel does it again with 133MHz Pentium
Iways one to improve on

I the old and encourage

|
folks to move into the

future of computing, Intel has intro-

duced a newer, faster, better

processor to their successful Pen-

tium lineup. The 133MHz Pentium

processor is now available, and is

aimed at high-end desktop and

high-performance server use. With

the release of this chip, the family

of Pentium processors now claims

nine members in all, with speeds

and costs to suit a variety of con-

sumers and applications.

This is the second product

based on Intel's advanced 0.35

micron, 3.3 volt technology (the

first was a mobile version of the

90MHz Pentium, released in early

June for use in laptops and note-

book PCs). The 133MHz chip deliv-

ers more than twice the speed of

the original 60MHz Pentium

released back in 1993.

Senior vice president of

Intel's desktop products group Carl

Everett explained that the new

chip will have an impact on a large

segment of the computing market.

"End-users in business and

home market segments are moving

quickly to systems based on the

fastest Pentium processors,"

Everett said.

Sales revenues for Pentium

chips exceeded those of 486 chips

in the first quarter of 1995. By the

end of the year, Intel expects the

75Mhz and 90MHz chips to be the

entry-level chip in most manufac-

turers' PC lines. The 100MHz and

120MHz chips will hold the middle

ground, and the 133MHz processor

will be at the high end.

Sold in 1,000-piece quanti-

ties, the processor is priced at

$935 each, with baseline multi-

media systems expected to ship at

slightly less than $4000. For more

information about Intel and their

products, check out their World

Wide Web site at URL

http://www.intel.com/.

The PC Gamer Playlist

I
n preparing this month’s

and last month's features

on Windows 95, we've been
testing every game we can

get our hands on with

Microsoft's new operating

system. Some of the more
persnickety games have

taken a little more tweaking

than others, but everything

has gone pretty smoothly so

far. Best of all, our rigorous

testing has given us an

excuse to waste even more

time than usual playing

games. This month's Playlist

is populated by those games
we mysteriously felt the

need to keep "testing" long

after we'd gotten them up

and running under Win 95.

1. Full Throttle/Matt, Dan,

Lisa, Carol

2. Apache Longbow/tJUke,

Dean, Dan

3. FX F/g/rfer/Carol, Dan,

Todd, Mike

4. Magic CarpetfToM, Dan,

Joe, Lisa

5. Mechwarrior 2/Joe, Todd,

Mike, Dan
6. Gone Fishin '/Bill, Matt,

Joe, Lisa

7. X-COM: Terror from the

Deep/Dan, Lisa

8. Terminal Velocity/B'iU,

Matt, Todd

9. Hi-Octane/Matt, Dean,

Carol, Joe

10. ST:TNG: A Final Unity/

Dan, Mike, Lisa

Continued from page 46

the artistic style of their strat-

egy game Outpost to make up

the "theme" for this new table.

While this isn't exactly a

bonus, it is very attractive.

Expect 3D Ultra Pinball some-

time in November.

OMF Enhanced
With its solid gameplay and

wicked animations, Epic

MegaGames' arcade fighter

One Must Fall: 2097 took the

PC crowd by storm late last

year. Now Epic is working on

the sequel, One Must Fall

Enhanced.

The name is a bit mis-

leading: OMF Enhanced isn't

merely an upgrade, but a full-

fledged sequel to the original

that'll feature all-new hand-

drawn animations, a new sto-

ryline, new characters, and

more special moves than you

can shake a stick at.

If OMF Enhanced plays

as well as the original, you

can expect to spend a lot of

time at your computer when

it’s released in the fall.

http://www.sony.com go to videogames then PSYGN0SIS
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Origin, Electronic Arts, and Jane's — the name
in military reference works — are teaming up
create a new line of the best, most accurate

flight sims any of us have ever seen.

by Dan Bennett
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T
he great thing about the PC gaming
industry is that it's still so young; the

"what-if' factor is very much alive in

it. Someone says "What if ..." and
they're not immediately met with a

legion of corporate suits eager to explain

why it can't be done.

For example: Someone said "What
if we teamed the biggest talents in air

combat sims with the most respected

name in military reference works, and
created a whole new line of deadly seri-

ous simulations?" And Jane's Combat
Simulations was born.

Never mind that the talents in ques-

tion were working at two different com-
panies in two distant cities. Never mind
that Jane's is a very old British company
that has never produced a single PC
game. Never mind that they already had
a distribution agreement with a huge
corporation that had its own line of com-
puter games.

None of those obstacles mattered,

because it was an exciting idea. And in

the PC gaming industry, excitement still

carries a lot of weight.

So just how excited should PC
pilots be? Just consider the principal

characters in this story: Origin's Andy
Hollis, a MicroProse alumnus who
worked on Gunship, F-19 Stealth Fighter,

and the second and third F-J5 Strike

Eagle games; Electronic Arts' Paul

Grace, who helped create LFIX Attack

Chopper, Chuck Yeager Air Combat and
U.S. Navy Fighters; and Jane's Informa-

tion Group, the world's foremost author-

ity on the hardware of war and publish-

ers of Jane's All the World's Aircraft.

We should be very excited.

THE JAIME'S
CONNECTION
It ail started when Grace called his friend

PC GAMER September 1335

Charlie Lillis at Thompson Publishing,

the publishers of the Jane's periodicals,

hoping to score some free reference

materials for his next project. Turned
out, Lillis was already in a gaming frame
of mind, and the conversation turned to

the benefits of an alliance between
Jane's, EA, and Origin.

"It seemed absolutely perfect,"

Grace said in a recent interview.

So he and Lillis hammered out the

details in what Grace called "intense,

protracted negotiations," keeping the

whole deal under wraps until they were
sure it could be done.

Grace had already noticed that the

copies ofJane's Defense Weekly that

came to his office in San Mateo, Califor-

nia, bore a label with the Virgin logo on
it. He assumed Jane's had some sort of

distribution deal with Virgin, but since

that company has its own
line of PC games (Virgin

Interactive), and since it's

a much bigger corpora-

tion than Electronic Arts,

Grace was anxious to

push the Jane's deal

through as quietly as pos-

sible. Good ideas are still

welcome in the PC gam-
ing industry, but they're

also carefully guarded.

"So the last thing I

did was talk to the execu-

tives about it," Grace
said jokingly.

Once all that legal

wrangling was out of the

way, the members of the

new sims line, Jane's

Combat Simulations, were free to get

down to the real business of making
games — and there are some terrific

ones already in the works, thanks in part

to the wealth of information Jane's

brings to the table.

Of course, any game designer could

crack open the latest edition of All the

World's Aircraft or Jane's Defense
Weekly and get fairly up-to-date infor-

On the surface, the biggest difference between the Longbow and the

Apache is the radar dome that sits atop the newer chopper, letting it

peek over hills and get a detailed picture of the battlefield.
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ultra-advanced radar and avionics.

Of course, a game is only as realis-

tic as the information available to the

designers, Hollis told me during my visit

to Origin's headquarters for a sneak-

peek at Longbow.
"One of the things 1 look at very

carefully when we try to decide what
kind of vehicle to simulate is how much
information is avail-

able about it," Hollis

said. "For instance,

we've toyed with

the idea of doing an
F-22 simulator at

some point; prob-

lem is, right now
there's not a lot of

information avail-

able about it that's

not classified. You
could do a hypo-
thetical simulation,

but I prefer to do
one where we know
more. If a player

knows you're show-
ing him the real

thing and believes

aniS-s connection
you, then he's into it."

That's where the

!

comes in handy.

"It has done so much for us - ever,

beyond our wildest expectations— and
it's only been a couple of weeks since we
signed," Hollis said. "It's just a really,

tremendously valuable relationship. It's

going to make the games that much more

Longbow opens with a 3D-rendered battle sequence that makes McDonnell Douglas'

promotional videos for the AH-64D look like student films.

mation on the machines he was simulat-

ing. But the new alliance means Grace,

Hollis, and their teams have access to all

of Jane's resources; not just the books,

but on-line databases and living, breath-

ing analysts.

"If I can get the accuracy and data

from Jane's and talk to some of their writ-

ers, I can bring something special to the

consumer,” Grace said.

The Jane's name will also bring a

weight of authority to the alliance's prod-

ucts that no other flight sims have had,

Hollis said. "Customers will be able to

identify with it and know what it means,"

Grace continued. "And, really, what it

means is quality. These are top-shelf simu-

lations with a high degree of authenticity.”

HARD-CORE HELOS
The first product of the Origin-EA-Jane's

alliance will be AH-64D Longbow, an in-

depth simulation of the Army's high-tech

attack helicopter. The Longbow is a

state-of-the-art update of McDonnel
Douglas' combat-proven Apache, and
Andy Hollis' game will include painstak-

ing representations of the chopper's

PC GRNEH September 1995
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believable, that much more realistic."

That realism is aided by texture-

mapped Super VGA graphics that put
every current air combat simulation to

shame. Hollis and his team put in long

hours just making sure Longbow's 3D
graphics engine could do justice to the

detailed sim they were planning.

The game would need "full-rolling

terrain" — that's designer-speak for a

landscape that continuously and
smoothly changes elevations, the way
terrain does in the real world. The time-

honored flight sim tradition of dropping
the occasional polygon mountain on a

flat landscape— what Hollis calls "hills

stuck on a billiard table" — wouldn't do
in a sim that modeled the Longbow's

ability to take tactical

advantage of hills and
valleys.

The team consid-

ered using a system
similar to the "voxel-

>•
.. r%

space" engine that gave NovaLogic's
Comanche: Maximum Overkill its unique
look, Hollis said. But that kind of system
doesn't allow rolls or steep climbs and
dives, so it wasn't appropriate to a heli-

copter as agile as the Longbow. So ulti-

mately, the Longbow team had to build a

new 3D system from the ground up.

"This is a completely-from-scratch

engine," he said proudly. "No code from
anything else is in this thing."

FLIGHT SCHOOL
Of course, every bit of realism comes at

a price. Hard-core detail might make a

flight sim more
satisfying in the

end, but it also

makes the game
that much harder

to get into.

No one
knows better

than the creator

of F-15 Strike

Eagle III how
daunting today's

sophisticated

simulators can be

You get your mission briefings in super-detailed ready

rooms like this one. Your surroundings will change

depending on what part of the world you're in.

to an inexperi-

enced gamer.
They don't call

the F-15 the

"Starship" for

Machines of Grace
More wonders from Jane's

A
s Andy Hollis and company continue work

on Longbow, Paul Grace and his team at

Electronic Arts are developing another air

combat sim worthy of the new Jane's brand.

Advanced Tactical Fighters will take

advantage of Jane’s vast resources of barely-

declassified information to simulate six cutting-

edge implements of destruction:

• The F-117A Nighthawk, the stealth fighter of

Persian Gulf War fame.

• The French Rafale, Europe's hot new fighter.

• The B-2 Spirit, the controversial all-wing

stealth bomber.

• The X-31, a fighter capable of vectored flight.

i M
vf

Jane's All the World's Aircraft brings a wealth of hard

information to Advanced Tactical Fighters.

• A fighter version of the X-29, an agile

jet with forward-swept wings.
• The ASTOVL (Advanced Short Take

off and Vertical Landing) fighter, the

successor to the Harrier.

ATFvj'iU be based on an update of

the US. Navy Fighters engine, but it'll

incorporate detailed information and art-

work from Jane's All the World's

Aircraft. That means gorgeous SVGA ATFw

graphics and the chance to learn about

and fly the most advanced warplanes in

the world— some of which are still on the

drawing board.

In addition to the sexy new aircraft, the

sim will also include some near-future weapons
like lasers designed to blind enemy pilots; the

rear-firing "backwinder" missile, sure to be a

nasty surprise for that MiG on your six; and the

AIM-9X, a new version of the venerable

Sidewinder missile that can lock on a target 90

degrees off your plane's nose.

Although it's a part of the Jane's line,

Grace says ATFwill be a very different game
from Hollis' Longbow, owing to the two design-

ers' different philosophies. While Hollis likes to

simulate one aircraft in great detail, Grace said

he prefers to give players a more general feel for

several different machines.

"Andy tends toward the depth approach,

where you do one craft, but you do it six times

deeper," Grace said. “What I enjoy most is the

air-to-air combat part, and that is most interest-

71 7F will feature the same Super VGA graphics that made
U S. Navy Fighters a visual knockout.

ing when the aircraft are different.
”

Grace admits that simulating a wide

range of aircraft usually means sacrificing

some detail in the game, but he doesn't see

that as a problem.

"My emphasis is on getting the experi-

ence right," he said. "What I'm simulating is

not an F-14; I'm trying to simulate the combat

experience of an experienced pilot. He just

sees the information he needs, not a particular

radar mode."

It s hard to argue with that approach,

since it has led to games like U.S. Navy Fight-

ers and Chuck Yeager Air Combat, arguably the

most entertaining straight air-combat sim ever.

Grace says the one thing all the products

from Jane's Combat Simulations will have in

common is quality. And judging from the line's

first two games, that just may be the under-

statement of the year.

|
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Star Trail

PC Gamer
"Best Role-Playing Game of 1994"

CD-ROM Today
"Best in Entertainment:

Fantasy Role-Playing Game of 1994”

Computer Gaming World
Finalist, "1995 Premier Awards"

Strategy Plus Magazine
"Best Multi-Character CRPG of 1994"

pifVu ...and many more
International Awards

Jagged alliance
New Heights in Multimedia

"Although it is truly a genre-busting product,

it does fit into one category: Must-buy!"

****** JeffJames,
Computer Gaming World

VERDICT:

"HIGHS: An utterly

engrossing experience.'

PC Gamer

"Superb turn-based mercenary action and

great role-playing, all in one package. If you

like strategy, you’ll love this game.”: Electronic Entertainment

For the dealer nearest you call: 1-800-447-1230. Ask for operator 22. Available on CD-ROM.

P.0. Box 245, Ogdensburg, NY 13669 Tel: (315) 393-6633 Fax: (315) 393-1525

i of Arkania® and Jagged Alliance® are registered trademarks af Sir-tech Software, Inc. Realms of Arkania is manufactured and distributed under license by Sir-tech

om Attic Entertainment Software, Fantasy Productions and Schmidt Spiel + Freizeit GmbH. Other trademarked names are the property of their individual owners.

Product Information Number 147
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nothing; it's one of the most complex
weapons platforms in the world. Hollis

got around the Strike Eagle problem by
offering graduated levels of realism;

gamers could start with almost arcade-
like simplicity, moving up to more
authentic representations of
the F-15E's radar and
weapons systems when they
felt they were ready for

more of a challenge.

"That was one of the
first games to really go
whole-hog on the avionics

stuff," Hollis said. "But at the

same time, we provided
alternatives, simpler ver-

sions of the flight modeling,
so players could work into it

easily." The system worked
incredibly well, making
Strike Eagle III not just one
of the most realistic air com-
bat sims yet, but one of the
most enjoyable.

That same philosophy
is going into Longbow, but
this time Hollis and his team
are doing Strike Eagle III one
better by actually offering a

series of interactive lessons

get gamers airborne and into the

in record time.

In Longbow's tutorial area, players

progress through eight levels of flight

training, from Basic Flight through

Seeing is believing, and Longbow s tolling, texture-mapped ter-

rain is as believable as it gets. That's a genuine Texas sky, too,

photographed with a fish-eye lens and turned into a digitized

dome for Longbow.

Knights of the Sky
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P
aul Grace and Andy Hollis, the principal

designers developing the Jane's line,

have a combined background that reads

like a history of air combat simulations.

Check out the highlights of their careers, and

you'll see why this new alliance is such

great news for flight sim fans.

Andy Hollis

•MiG Alley
Ace: An early

B
MicroProse product,

this was the first

two-player air com-

bat simulation (it

used a split screen

rather than a

modem or network

connection).

. fk Is • Gunship: The

f f f first air combat sim
.« Hbt a

T-:t -
. nr* i

to use 3D polygon

graphics. Also established most of the air combat

sim conventions, like mission briefings; evalua-

tions; promotions; and medals.

• F-19 Stealth Fighter. Featured greatly

improved 3D polygon graphics and much greater

strategic depth.

• F- 15 Strike Eagle II: "Rambo in the sky;"

applied F-19s graphics and sounds to an action-

oriented air-combat extravaganza.

•F-15 Strike Eagle III: With its detailed

avionics and texture-mapped graphics, it's still

one of the most realistic sims around.

Paul Grace
Chuck Yeager's
Advanced
Flight Trainer.

i Sj Early use of polygon

Mb graphics; featured

multiple aircraft and

k # fjfl in-flight stunt training.

I ^ V • F-1 6 Combat
\ j R Pilot: One of the

t|; first air combat sims

•tKK ,0 *ea,ure 3 wingman.

^^ • LHX: Hypothetical
.drill MMmiiil

simulation of the

Army's Light Helicopter Experiment, which led to

the Comanche attack chopper. Also included the

UH-60 Blackhawk and the V-22 Osprey, a heli-

copter/airplane hybrid. Sadly underrated by gamers

and reviewers.

• Yeager Air Combat: Simulated combat

in three arenas: World War Two; Korea; and Viet-

nam. Allowed players to mix eras for some intrigu-

ing dogfights.

• U.S. Navy Fighters: Depicted contempo-

rary naval warplanes in stunning Super VGA graphics.

I PC GHMEH September 1995
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You choose the weapons loadout for your and your wingman's helicopters on this screen. Call us

excessive, but if it weren’t for pesky of gravity, we'd choose those 16 Hellfire missiles every time.

Looks like a bad day for the U.S. Army. When all

of your pilots are replaced by those neatly

folded flags, you know things are going badly.

DKS^I ?JORM just cause
A N A M A 1 9 8 0

*7 V*

a 'BM*

In addition to training flights, single missions and campaigns,

gamers can fly historical missions from Desert Storm and Just

Cause, the operations that gave the AH-64 its first real combat trials.

Radar and Weapons Systems to Strategy
and Tactics. The digitized voice of an
instructor pilot— portrayed by no less

than the head of Apache training at Fort

Hood, not far from Origin HQ —
coaches you through each lesson in

detail: push this button to start the

engines; watch this gauge until it

reaches 300 ft.; push forward on the

stick, etc.

"Meanwhile, it's watching what
you're doing," Hollis said. "If you don't

do what you should, it makes the sug-
gestion again, a little more emphati-
cally. And if you still don't do it, eventu-
ally it'll just do it for you. If you do it

right, though, it reinforces that with
positive feedback.

"It's all highly interactive," Hollis

said. "Our goal is for you to be able to

fly the regular missions and complete
one or two of them without ever open-
ing the manual. If we can achieve that,

then we win."

THE SKUNKWORKS
Based on Origin's first few sorties

into the world of air combat, hard-
core simmers might be a little skepti-

cal about Longbow. The company's
Strike Commander and Wings of
Glory both left a lot to be desired in

the area of realism, while Pacific

Strike had technical problems that

seriously damaged Origin's reputa-

tion as a producer of combat sims.

Some gamers are bound to raise an
eyebrow when they hear that a seri-

ous attack helicopter simulation is

being designed in Austin. But strictly

speaking. Longbow isn't an Origin
product, and it looks like it'll resem-
ble those Origin games about as

closely as an F-16 resembles the Wright
Brothers' flyer.

Hollis correctly points

out that Origin's earlier air

combat games can be very
entertaining, as long as

gamers don't think of them as

serious simulations. But even
as they released Strike Com-
mander, the folks in Austin

had their minds on hard-core
flight sim fans who won't set-

tle for anything less than the

utmost in realism. That's why
they brought Andy Hollis to

Texas a couple of years ago
and let him create his own
team, affectionately named
for the real-world group
responsible for some of the
U.S. military's most
advanced, top-secret

machines.

"We call it the 'Skunk

Works/" Hollis said. "Most of Origin
didn't even know for a long time what
was going on over here."

In keeping with its more realistic

approach. Longbow won't follow the
"interactive movie" model that charac-
terized Origin's other flight sims, in

which a movie-like story unfolded
between combat missions. Hollis prefers

to think of his game as an "interactive

documentary;" as you progress through
a campaign in Longbow, the impact of

your actions on the war are revealed
through videotaped TV news clips.

THE FUN FACTOR
For all its realism. Longbow still

promises to be a classic Andy Hollis

product. Gamers who've played Hollis'

earlier sims know what to expect from
him: a nearly perfect balance of realism

and fun.

Entertainment is still foremost in

Hollis' mind. He knows that all the detail

in the world won't matter if a game feels

like a week in boot camp; no one's going
to admire the convincing radar systems if

operating them is too much like work.
Despite its impressive pedigree,

AH-64D Longbow is still a game, and
judging from what we've seen so far, it's

going to be a blast.

"That's the bottom line, at the end
of the day," Hollis said. "We don't ship it

unless it's a fun game. Period."
pen

A Longbow chopper swoops down on a trio of hangars.

Note the two multi-function display screens that

replace the Apache's analog gauges.
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Roger Zelazny and Jane Lindskold's

Time stands still! Thousands oF liues are at stake!

Join Horda, the Chronomaster, in this epic quest For uengeance in a Future tuhere magic & science co-

ewist. This ground-breaking Graphic Rduenture iuill take you on a journey through man-made pocket

uniuerses Full oF cyborgs, pirates & witches. Can you guide Korda & use his bottled time to solue the

mystery, re-start the uniuerses and return justice to the stars?
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ilazny... The finest writer

leraiion in science fiction."

George.R.R. A

"DreamForge Intertainment has been

one of the most successful CRPG

design groups to have appeared...”

Steve Wortofsky,

> Challenging puzzles and non-linear

plots ujith multiple solutions and uar-

ied endings.

> Striking. > Boundless gameplay as players

moue freely from screen to-screen

uiithin pocket uniuerses in any order

they choose.

Visit Capstone Online:

Web Site:

http://www.gate.net/~intracor/

America Online (Keyword Capstone);

Software Creations BBS (508)365-9352;

To Order Call: (800) INTRACO

Software and Art © 1995 IntraCorp, Inc. All rights reserved. Portions of the program © 1995 DreamForge™ Intertainment. Sound Operating System © 1995

Human Machine Interface, Inc. Software theme based on a science fiction story by Roger Zelazny and Jane Lindskold. Chronomaster and

Capstone are trademarks of IntraCorp, Inc. All other trademarks and copyrights acknowledged.
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Visit Electronic Arts on the Web at
http://www.ea.com/bullfrog.htmlFrom Bullfrog,

winner of. multiple awards
Developer of the Year (U.S. and Europe)* Came of the Year

(0.5- and Europe) • Most Original New Title (Europe) •

Innovation Award (Europe)

Hi-Octane is a trademark of Bullfrog Productions, Ltd. Bullfrog

and the Bullfrog logo are registered trademarks of Bullfrog

Productions, Ltd.
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Running your DOS games
under Windows 95

by Charles Brannon

t's August 25th, and you
rush out to grab your very
own copy of Windows 95.

You get it home, install it,

and... what?
For the first few months,

there won't be a lot of new
games — games written
specifically for Windows 95 —
to choose from. So most of us
are going to have to try some-
thing we've always been told

(or have learned through
painful experience) to avoid:

We re going to be running DOS
games under Windows.

Fortunately, Windows 95 is

designed to work fairly well

with DOS products. So you'll

still be able to play those old

favorites, although the way
you go about launching them
may not be quite the same.

HERETIC

Until games are written specifically for Windows 95, you'll

need to learn how to run your DOS games under a new set of

rules. In the next few pages, we'll show you how.

|i
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EASY DOS IT

Properties: The DOS Gamer's Best Friend

p _ ith the new features of Windows 95, you'll find that many DOS games

will run by simply double-clicking on the game's .EXE file. However,

1" some games simply won't run because you aren’t getting the best oper-

I

ating environment for your game. But, by tweaking the game's Properties, you can

set up the proper environment, and get up and gaming in no time.

The easiest way to access the Properties for a game is to locate the program

New itself, using Explorer or My Computer. Open the directory folder containing the

Incu 9ame am* look for the game's .EXE file (the command you normally type at a DOS
prompt!, then right-click on it and choose Properties from the pop-up menu. You can

® also highlight the file, then choose Properties from the folder's File menu.

If the game is already up and running under Windows 95, you may want to

p. p _
tweak the Properties anyway. Use the Alt+Enter keyboard combination to put the

1

DOS game in a window. Then simply click on the Properties button on the MS-DOS
'-1 toolbar to get at the property settings we ll discuss here.

The property settings are contained in four separate "pages," or panels, each

Jit with a tab heading. We ll skip past the first page, the General tab heading, (seen

® here at the right), which is merely informative.
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Program
he second tab heading is Program,
which uses the Cmd Line entry 1 to

specify the Filename of the game’s .EXE.
You can change the working directory 2

to set tlie DOS "current directory” for

the game, and you can also add an entry
to the Batch File line 3 if there's a spe-
cial batch file you'd like to run before
starting the game.

You can create a special keyboard
combination to start the game by click-

ing on the box next to "Shortcut Key" 4

and pressing the key you'd like to use.

Window's 95 adds the Ctrl+Alt combina-
tion to this key, so if you used "D for

Doom/' you'd press Ctrl+Alt+D at the
same time to start the game. This only
works if the PIF settings are moved to

one of the subfolders of \Windows\Start
Menu. We'll show you how in the "DOS
Shortcuts" sidebar on page 66.

By clicking on the box next, to

"Run" 5 , you can choose whether to

start the game normally, as a mini-

mized Taskbar button, or maximized,
which has no effect for DOS games.
Finally, you can click the box for "Close
on Exit" 6 . This is definitely recom-
mended; otherwise, the last images dis-

played by the DOS game remains on
the screen in a window, even though
the game is over. This can be useful

sometimes — to read a registration

reminder, for example.

We'll: come back to the Advanced
button 7 shortly, so keep its position in

mind. It's very important.

The Programs page is at the heart of setting

properties for a game. After all, this is how Win-
dows knows where to look to start the program.
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Miscellaneous
|Heretic Properties

General
)
Program

]
Fort

j
Memory

j
Screen

P Allow screen saver r QuickEdk

P Exclusive mode

t Background

f f Always suspend

|
Terminabon

^ P ^am if stS active

Idle sensitivity Other

Low High P Fast pastng

BWindows shortcut keys

p Aft+Tab P CtrkEsc P Alt+PrtSc P AH+Space

P Alt+Esc P FtoSc P AR+Erter

i 1 91 1
|

Cancel
|

Apply
|

The Misc page is a useful grab-bag of

customization settings. The most important

one is the slider for Idle Sensitivity.

he last property page, "Misc," con-

tains a feature that can be essential

for good performance when running

DOS games. Look for the slider 1

marked "Idle Sensitivity." Since Win-

dows continues to run while the DOS
game plays, it likes to take advantage of

idle moments when you're not typing

to steal the CPU from the DOS applica-

tion and let Windows run. But DOS
games need to run smoothly, whether

or not you're typing, so you can set the

idle sensitivity to Low. This may be the

opposite of what you might guess, but

it gives the DOS program higher prior-

ity. This will noticeably slow Windows
down, but while you're playing a DOS
game, you won't care how slowly Win-

dows is running in the background.

The box marked "Background" 2

lets you decide if you want the game to

keep running, even if you've minimized

it to the Taskbar, or used Alt+Tab to

switch back into Windows. Turning off

"always suspend" allows your game to

run in the background, which usually

makes it run more smoothly.

If your game uses any of the special

Windows keystrokes listed at the bottom

of this panel 3 , turn off the checkbox next

to it. Beware that if you turn off Alt+Enter

and Alt+Space (the keyboard shortcut to

let you access Properties), you won't be :

able to switch away from the DOS game
and return to Windows. The Termination

Warn checkbox 4 . if still active, is what
prevents you from ending the DOS game
by clicking the close box (the "X" button)

when the game is in a window. That's

because Windows has no way to tell the

DOS game that it's being shut down, so

you won't be reminded to save your

game, and it doesn't have a chance to

close any open files. But some games do
tolerate being shut down this way, so you

can try turning off the checkbox.

Screen
I
Heretic Properties

General
|

Program
]
Fort

J
Memory Screen

J
Misc

Initial size: jDefautt _]

Wine

:
p Display toofcar

| p Restore settings on startup

Performance

©p Fast ROM emulation

p Dynamic memory allocation

4——
Most ot these settings can be left as-is. DOS

games will normally run tull screen automatically.

Font
| Heretic Properties

n the Screen property page, you

can choose whether the game
starts up in full-screen DOS graphics

mode, or in a little window 1 . Many
DOS games can't run in a w'indow,

and those that do run too slow to be

practical so you'll probably use Full

Screen. Note that this reflects the cur-

rent state of the game's display, so if

you're editing the property sheet from

the game's MS-DOS toolbar, it will be

set to Window.
Under the Performance section

of the Screen page 2 , you'll almost

Memory
{Heretic Properties

Genetal
j
Program

j
Fort Memory

j
Screen

j
Misc

r Conventional memory
— '

fob {Auto

0 r Protected

Program Font
j

Memory
j
Screen

j
Misc

Font size:

General

Available types

f Bitmap only

C JrueTypeonly

(• Both fort types

C:\WINB0WS> dir
Directory of C:\WINt
SVSTEM <0IR>
WIN COM 22/
WIN INI 11,

WELCOME EXE 19,’

his one's not that important, it deter-

mines the way your DOS session will

be displayed, and can be left just as it is.

Initial

|
environment (Auto

Expanded (EMS) memory— - -

The computer is not configured for

expanded memory r MS-DOS sessions.

Extended (XMS) memory

Totaj: ^
P Uses HMA

MS-fiOS protected-mode (DPMI) memory

73

always leave the options for "Fast ROM
emulation" and "Dynamic memory allo-

cation" turned on checked. The first

option allows Windows to simulate the

ROM BIOS of your computer, which is .

usually much faster, and the second

option permits Windows to reclaim

memory when your game switches from

graphics mode to text mode. Few DOS
games do this, but if you have a game
that uses many different graphics

modes, you might turn off this box to

speed things up slightly.

If the default Auto settings don't work, try reduc

ing the size of each setting to 8192 K or less.

he Memory tab can be its

another pretty important gar

one. It contains settings for me
Conventional Memory. wa
Expanded (EMS) Memory, of 1

Extended (XMS) Memory, and ma
DPMI Memory. Normally,

"•l these are all set to Auto; this actu-

ally works most of the time.

If you know your DOS app
uses very little conventional mem-
ory. it will start more quickly if you
reduce the amount in the Conven-
tional (Total memory box) 1 . You
can also click the box for "pro-

tected" 2 if you want to erect a

wall around the DOS game to pre-

vent it from accessing memory
that's shared with Windows. Since

this slows the game down, and is

usually unnecessary, you'll want to

leave it unchecked.

Check your DOS game to see

how much extended and expanded

memory it needs. Windows will

normally give a game all the mem-

duc- orV ol these types that it wants,

which can make starting the game
slow if Windows has to swap all of

its own memory out to disk. Some
games falsely claim “infinite" require-

ments for DPMI memory, so you may
want to limit this setting to the amount
of RAM actually present in your

machine, or 8192 K. 3 whichever is less.
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Advanced Tweaking

T
he property pages techniques let you make the most of running games inside Windows 95, but

sometimes it just isn't enough. For the very best results, run the DOS game using the environ-

ment it was designed for: DOS without Windows, One simple way to do this to click the Start

button in Windows 95 and choose Shut Down, then choose "Restart the computer in MS-DOS mode."

Effectively, this exits Windows back to the DOS that was used to boot your computer.

One easy way to get back to a pure DOS environment is to select Shut Down from the Start button,

then restart the computer in MS-DOS mode.

ovvever, because you’ve already
booted your computer to run Win-

dows 95, you may find that the tradi-

tional DOS TSRs and drivers, such as

mouse and CD-ROM driver's, aren't there

to support your DOS game. That's

because Windows 95 doesn't need them.
Even when running in a "DOS box,"

Windows automatically supports the

mouse, CD-ROM, and other peripherals,

freeing up a big chunk of conventional
memory. That's another reason DOS
games run so well with Windows 95,

Yet when you're running with pure
MS-DOS, you still need to configure your
machine just like you did before you
installed Windows 95. The drivers and
utilities you need can only be started

from CONFIG.SYS or
AUTOEXEC.BAT, but

you don’t want to put
|

> SystenTconfiguration Editor BIEsI E!3

File £dit Search Window
them in your normal
CONFIG/AUTOEXEC
files, since this isn't

optimal for Windows.
You need a method to

boot your computer
in a way that's ideal

for gaming.
There are three

ways to do this. First,

you can create a boot

disk. From DOS, use

FORMAT A: /S to

create a "bootable"

DOS floppy, then

copy to it the CON -

FIG.SYS and
AUTOEXEC.BAT files

you need for the

game. Some games
can automatically cre-

ate a boot disk for

you. Or you can use
the "original" versions

of these files that

Windows 95 saved

Here's your typical laundry list of DOS AUTOEXEC/CONFIG drivers and settings. when you upgraded.

Under Windows 95, many have been replaced by 32-bit Virtual Device Drivers. as CONFIG.DOS and
AUTOEXEC.DOS.
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DOS Shortcuts

A lthough there's no PIF Editor any-

more, the properties you set for a

DOS program are still stored in a PIF file,

which is treated as a Shortcut on the Win-

dows 95 desktop or in a folder. Normally,

this .PIF file will reside in the same direc-

tory as the game, but you can also drag and

drop the .PIF file which uses an MS-DOS

icon, or drag and drop the game icon itself

to the desktop to create a Shortcut link.

You can also create a Shortcut by right-

clicking in a folder or on the desktop and

choosing New Shortcut, and filling in the

path to the game. This method also lets you

pick a custom icon for the game.

You can create shortcuts to your favorite DOS
games by choosing New Shortcut from the

game's folder or directory.

You can right-click on a DOS Short-

cut and choose Copy, then right-click in a

folder or on the desktop and choose Paste

to make a copy of the Shortcut. If you open

your Programs folder \Windows\Start

MenuXPrograms
,
you can even drag and

drop the Shortcut into it to have it appear

on the Programs menu of the Start button.

Or drag the Shortcut icon to the Start button

itself and it will appear at the top of your

Start Menu. Another way to customize

your Start Menu is to choose Start
|
Set-

tings
|
Taskbar, then click the tab heading

for Start Menu Programs.
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Alternate DOS
f you installed Windows 95 separately

from Windows 3.1 i.e., you didn't

upgrade on top of your existing Win -

dows 3.1
,
you can use the dual boot fea-

ture. Turn on your computer and as soon

as you see the message "Starting Win-

dows 95," quickly press the F4 key. This

shifts your computer to "Starting your

previous version of MS-DOS," and your

computer will run just like it did before

you installed Windows 95. Assuming

your old CONFIG/AUTOEXEC files were

already set up for good game compatibil-

ity, you can just run your DOS games like

you used to.

But the most powerful feature is

MS-DOS Mode: a way to launch a sepa-

rate DOS environment with its own pri-

vate copy of CONFIG.SYS and

AUTOEXEC.BAT. When a DOS game is

set to MS-DOS mode, the computer

reboots which wipes memory dean,

unloading Windows, then starts DOS 7

the companion to Windows 95 and uses

the custom CONF1G/AUTOEXEC files to

complete the startup. It then runs the

DOS game, and when the DOS game
exits, the computer reboots again and

automatically restarts Windows.
To get ready for MS-DOS mode,

access the Properties for the DOS pro-

gram and click on the Programs tab

heading, then click the Advanced 1 but-

ton. You can now turn on the checkbox

for MS-DOS mode 2 .

Before we proceed, notice the

checkbox 3 for "Prevent MS-DOS based

programs from detecting Windows."

This tricks games that refuse to run with

Windows into believing that Windows is

gone. This is useful, since many of these

games that refused to work if Windows
3.1 was running actually perform well

with Windows 95 on a fast computer.

Windows 95 already knows that

certain DOS games require MS-DOS
mode to run properly, and will recom-

mend it when you try to run them in a

DOS box. If this nagging is annoying, turn

off the checkbox for "Suggest MS-DOS
mode as necessary."

Fill 'Er Up
ssuming you do want to set up a

game to run only in MS-DOS mode,

you'll check the box for MS-DOS mode,

then fill in the text boxes for

CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT to

create a custom configuration.

When you first choose this option,

Windows 95 fills in the CONFIG/
AUTOEXEC boxes with a suggested

configuration that’s a good starting

point. Windows 95 can also help you

flesh out this custom configuration if you

press the Configuration button 4 . This

pops up a checklist 5 of common DOS
drivers that you might need to run the

game, such as Disk Cache SMARTDRV
or Expanded memory EMM386. Use the

5 ect MS-DOS Configuration Options

Select the options you want enabled each time you start

tWs piogram in MS-DOS mode.

S3 Expanded Memory (EMS)

Disk Cache

MS-DOS Command Line Editor (Doskey)

Direct Disk Access

Click an item on the list to see a description of what it

does.
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;

C Use current MS-DOS configuration

i
(? Specify a new MS-DOS configuration

CQMEIS.SYS for MS-DOS mode:

AUTOEXEC BAT la MS DOS mode-

1

SET TMP-C\WINDOWS\TEMP
SET wrtxioich-CWINDOWS
SET PROMPT.tp$g

IHlStartl PC Gamer

From the Advanced configuration screen, you’ll have plentiful options to

set up your game to run under Windows 95 or in a an MS-DOS mode.

Creating CONFIG.SYS and AUTOEXEC.BAT

should always have been this easy. Of course,

you’ll have to customize further for most games.

Direct Disk Access

command to add the

LOCK command to

AUTOEXEC.BAT, if

your game accesses

the sectors on your

hard drive directly.

I’d recommend
against this one,

since it only makes
matters easier for

computer viruses

should you ever con-

tract one. Even
though you can put

together a simple

custom configura-

tion this way, you’ll

still have to cus-

tomize it for most
games. It's often eas-

ier just to borrow
your old CONFIG/

AUTOEXEC. First, open them with

Notepad 6 , cut the lines you want to use,

and then right click in the blanks.

A paste option will now show up,

making the job much easier.

When you run the DOS game this

way, in MS-DOS mode, it reboots the

computer and starts again in pure DOS
to run the game, if the game fails to run

for any reason, the computer automati-

cally reboots again and runs Windows.

This can be frustrating if you made a sim-

ple typo or want to run more than one

DOS game. Tile solution is to set up MS-
DOS inode for a DOS session by creating

a Shortcut to COMMAND.COM and cus-

tomizing it for MS-DOS mode. This can

be a separate Shortcut than the one you

normally use to open a DOS session from

Windows. See the "DOS Shortcuts" side-

bar on page 66.

r P BS-OOS mode

p yyan before ortsrrg MS-DOS mxfc

r Use curenl MS-DOS

C:\VINDOVS\HSCDEX.EXE /S /Mill

9ECH0 OFF

$P$S
r— . j :\»indo»s ;c :\dos;c :\upic ;c

SET CEINI .c:\qaall
set SHlUB-c-Ashlua

jbaviceMlVV/lNOOWSVHiriwaSys

[

SET T MP-C:\W)NDOWS\TEMP
SET wiboottfc-CAWINOOWS

SET PROMPT.*49

IF HOT EXIST VERSION. SOTO SETUP i

CLS
TYPE UERS10H
SETUP
i:\windows\vgxutil\clMOde.exe T6M
REH C:\VINDOWS\LHOUSE

: 0 ; 1 ,16*11 /S C:\DOS\SHRRTORl

... ..:2,638V C:\DOS\DOSKEY
C:\SE1UV8\CSACHNX1 /FH-2
— CALL NET.BAT

By using the Notepad, you can cut and paste

commands from your old Config/Autoexec to a

custom Windows 95 DOS session.

Go For It!

f you get stuck.

remember that you

can click the ? button

in the top-right cor-

ner of any property

sheet to get the

"Help pointer,"

which — in a pinch — can serve as an

online tutorial for any of the actions

you want to perform. By clicking on the

"What's this?" tabs you'll be able to

gain more information about each

screen's functions. You can also just

right-click on any part of the screen to

get the same result, in the form of a

pop-up hint.

If you follow all these techniques,

you'll soon have full control over all

your DOS games, and you'll be making

the most of your investment in your

"legacy" software. As long as there are

great DOS games, these techniques will

be good to know, but we nevertheless

eagerly look forward to the new breed

of Windows 95 games that are bigger,

faster, and cooler than anything run

from a C:> prompt. In the meantime,

play on!

Charles Brannon is the co-author ofThe

Windows 95 Book ISBN 1-56604-154-6

published by Ventana Press.
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‘BATTLES IN TIME’ Warfare is notwon based on any single ele-

ment it is a delicate balance of all relevant components.

Maneuver armies as a whole, create diversions and control how
and where armies will do battle in the strategic map. CD $35

‘MECHWARRI-
ER IT Climb into

one of 16 Battle-

Mechs & prepare

to set your imagi-

nation on fire.

You’re strapped

into a 100 ton

machine that can

annihilate a

sqadron of F-15s

in a heartbeat.

From ice to urban

landscapes you’ll

fight for the sur-

vival of the

clan. CD $46

INTERACTIVE
ENTERTAINMENT
Receive an episode of Interactive

Entertainment CD ROM magazine FREE
with any in stock software order. Offer subject

to change or cancellation without notice.

Valid from 9/1/95 to 10/31/95 or while sup-

plies last. Quantities limited.

I wf

‘VAMPIRE'S
KISS’ Journey

through the corri-

nrWSkm M dors of the vam-

dE Wtlf Plre
'

s ancient vir-

tual 3-D castle.

Astounding inter-

active graphics

allow you to

search for the

secret passage-

way that leads to

the vampire's pri-

vate chambers and to find out the secret of the mysteri-

ous "Fountain of Youth". Your actions determine the out-

come, but beware of things that go bump in the night.

This is a full screen, full motion adventure. CD $39

IBM HARDWARE IBM HARDWARE IBM ADVENTURE IBM ADVENTURE

CD ROM HARDWARE
4 Plex Quad Speed $429

Diamond 4000 4x Kit $379
Digital Edge 3x Int $699
Mitsumi Quad Speed $215
NEC Multispin 6xi $479
Plextor 6 Plex 6x Int $529
Sanyo Concord 3 4x1 $215

SBIaster Omni CD 4x$412
Teac Super Quad 4x $220

CONTROLLERS
American Laser Gun $42

Auto Cockpit $159
Batter Up $52

CH Pedals $49

CH Pro Pedals $74

CH Trackball Pro $85

CH Virtual Pilot Pro $75

Cyberman $46

Dolphin Virtual Helm $139

Flight Cockpit $219

Gravis Anolog Pro Jstk$33

Gravis Firebird $59

Joyswitch $38

Logitch TrackMan Live$139

Logitech WingMan Ext $45

PC Virtual Golf Club $119

Spaceball Avenger $165

Suncom FI 5 Eagle $119

Suncom FI 5 Hawk $41

Thrstmster F16 TQS $110

Thrustmaster FLC $110

Thrustmaster FCS $59

Tmster Pro Play Golf $559
Total Cntrol Virtual Ctrl $29

Universal Cockpit $219
VFX 1 VR Headgear $949

9/95 PCGR 1

AUDIO HARDWARE
Ad Gravis Ultrsnd ACE$79
Adv Gravis Usnd Max $169

Sound Blstr 32 AWE $263
SB 32 AWE Value Ed $21

9

SB Gmeblster CD 16 $379

Snd Blaster Pro Value $74

Sound Blaster Value $57

SB Video Spigot WIN $1 99

Sound Man Wave $125
Snd Scape 16 Bit Wt $159

Vivid 3D Plus Sound $72
Vivid 3D Studio $105

IBM ACTION

4X Frenzy CD $48

Doom 2 $39

Doom 2 Collecters $52

Duke Nukem 3D $35

Hurl CD $26

Magic Carpet 2 CD $44

Magic Carpet Plus CD $44

Maximum Roadkill CD $42

Quarantine CD $25

Rise of the Triad $34

Road Warrior CD $30

Ruins CD $44

Shadow Warrior CD $44

Skull Cracker CD $41

Space Hulk 2 CD $44

System Shock CD $47

Tek War CD $46

Tek War Special Editn $52

Twisted Metal CD $42

Ultimate Doom CD $31

Warhammer 40K CD $44

10th Planet CD $44

7th Guest 2:11th Hr CD $53

Adrenaline Factor CD $35
Alien Alliance CD $44

Alien Trilogy CD $46

Alien Virus CD $38
Aliens CD $44
Alone in the Dark 3 CD $42

Ascendancy CD $44

Atmosfear CD $34
Beneath Steel Sky CD $33
Big Red Advnture CD $40

BioHazard Five CD $47
Bioforge CD $44
Black Diamond CD $44

Blackthorne or CD $28
Blake Stone CD $28

Blind Date CD $38

Bloodnet CD $41

Bloodwings $44

Body Count CD $29

BrainDead 13 CD $38

Buccaneers CD $48

Bureau 13 CD $33

Burn Cycle CD $39

Cadillacs & Dino’s CD $49

Chaos Continuum CD $29

Chronomaster CD $47

Commander Blood CD $39

Companions of Xanth $32

Conspiracy CD $30

Creation CD $52

Crossfire CD $44

Cyberia CD $45

Cyberwar CD $48

Daedalus Encounter $47

Dark Forces CD $47

Dark Seed 2 $42

Death Gate CD $34

DefCon 0 CD $39
Depth Dwellers CD $29

Dinonauts CD $29

Discworld or CD $35

Dracula $32

Dreamweb $34
Ecstatica or CD $35

Entombed CD $37

Entomorph CD $44

Extractors CD $34

Fighting Fantasy CD $40
Flash Traffic CD $39

Frankenstein WIN CD $46

Fred Pharkas Pharm 2 $44
Full Throttle CD $46

G-Nome or CD $43

Gabriel Knight 2 CD $48

Gadget CD $45

Gender Wars CD $49

Harvester CD $42

Heart of Darkness CD $55

Hell CD $45

Heretic 2 CD $46

Ice & Fire CD $48

Jagged Alliance $42

Johnny Mnemonic CD $41

Journeyman Project 2 $55

King’s Quest 7 CD $49

King's Ransom CD $33

Kingdom O’ Magic CD $54

Lands of Lore 2 $42

Last Dynasty CD $48

Leisure Suit Larry Anth $47

Loadstar CD $49

Lost Eden CD $39
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‘ACROSS THE
RHINE’ Control

history’s famous

tanks and experi-

ence the fierce

combat and

tough decisions

that gripped

WWII tank com-

manders. Offers

multiple com-

mand levels and

3-D graphics.

Blast your way
through enemy
units & across

Europe. CD $47

1
F-15E EAGLE
TACTICAL CON-
TROL STICK’ This

authentic replica of

the actual flightstick

found on the F-15E

Strike Eagle Jet has

12 fire buttons

including four way

Castle and Hat

switchs. It includes

35 pre programmed

set ups for the top

flight simulation pro-

grams and comes

with free head-

phones. $119

Lost Mind of Dr Brain $36 3D Ultra Pinball CD $40
Lost in Town CD $44 500 CC Race Bike $29
Maabus CD $25 BC Racer CD $25
Monstrous City CD $44 Breakthru WIN $35
Myst CD $48 Corpse Killer CD $48
Night Trap CD $48 Crystal Caliburn WIN $29
Noctropolis CD $47 Dragon’s Lair 3 $34
Operation Body Count $29 Drug Wars CD $25
Pagemaster CD $44 Glider 4.0 $29
Phantasmagoria CD $53 Hodj & Podj CD $25
Police Quest 5 CD $48 Judge Dredd CD $40
Quest for Glory 5 CD $44 Lode Runner WIN $29
Relentless CD $44 Mad Dog McCree II $30
Return to Zork $35 Maximum Surge CD $47
Ripper CD $49 Microcosm CD $36
Rivers of Dawn CD $46 Monty Python’s Waste $48
Robot City CD $46 Mortal Kombat 3 CD $47
Shadows of Cairn CD $39 Novastorm CD $35
Simon t’ Sorcerer 2 CD$37 Pinball Fantasies Dlxe $29
Slaughterhouse 5 CD $46 Pinball Illusions or CD $29
Space Quest 6 CD $45 Prize Fighter CD $47
Spawn or CD $42 Raiden $29
Star Trek TNG Collect $76 Rebel Assault 2 CD $45
Star Trek: Judg Rites $42 Revolution X CD $45
StereoWorld CD $39 Rise of the Robots $45
System Shock $41 Rocket Boy CD $49
Terra Nova CD $48 Royal Flush Pinball $30
Terror of the Deep $35 Savage Warriors CD $44
The Dig CD $44 Slam City CD $48
Thief of Dreams $42 Space Ace 2 $34
Under a Killing Moon $39 Space Pirates CD $39
Virtuoso CD $39 Striker or CD $46
Voyeur CD $46 Super Bubsy WIN ‘95 $34
Witchaven CD $46 Supreme Warrior CD $48
Wolf.Hunt or Be Hnted $39 Tetris Gold CD $32
Woodruff & Schnibble $32 Total Domination CD $39
Zorro CD $39 WWF Arcade CD $45

IBM ARCADEIBM ADVENTURE



OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 per

order. Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require

additional shipping charges. Cannot gurarantee customs clearance. Order at own risk. FREE GAME OFFER
Visa. MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as

cash. COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Shipping

times may vary. Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details.

‘COMMAND &
CONQUER’ In a

real time world

where every move

could trigger a fast

and violent counter-

move, you must

choose whether to

fight for a secure

future for all

mankind or a dicta-

torship run by a bru-

tal few. Join the

Brotherhood of

Nod & bring the

world to its

knees. CD $48

‘STEEL PAN-

THERS’ Go tank

to tank in this

WWII tactical

squad level block-

buster! Set in war

torn Europe and

the Pacific ‘Steel

Panthers’ puts you

in command of a

single squad or an

entire battalion as

any Allied or Axis

nation. In addition to tanks, you’ll have access to all of the

appropriate support unit types including infantry & caval-

ry. Play one of several set campaigns & carry experi-

enced troops through the war of Europe. CD $44

See details below

TEKWAR' is a

cutting edge, 3-D

action adventure.

Featuring an

advanced 3-D

engine, Tekwar

places players

inside a realistic

virtual city, with a

tremendous
degree of free-

dom in move-

ment & perspec-

tive in all direc-

tions during the

fast paced game-

play. CD $46

POLICE QUEST 5:

SWAT ASSAULT
Serve as a cop in

the elite Los

Angeles Police

Department’s
famous D Platoon.

Leam about the tac-

tics, weapons and

equipment actually

used by SWAT offi-

cers. Test your

knowledge and skill

as you deal with real

life crisis situations in

one of America’s

largest cities. CD$48

‘SPACE
SIRENS 2:

MEGABABES
FROM AJIA’

You've encoun-

tered the

Space Sirens

and lived to tell

the tale. Now
face the new
challenge, a

deadlier form of

alien. Gor-

geous women
and Touch and

Feel User Inter-

face. CD $44

*FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose a free

IBM game from the corresponding list below. Request must be made at

time of order.

SPEND $60

Airborne Ranger 5.25, All IE up to Episode 9, Conquered Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5,

GNB Seen Disk 3.5, Gunship 5,25, Mercenaries 5.25, Pirates 5.25, SDI 5.25

SPEND $100

Bridge 7.0 3.5, DRAGON Force 3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 Mig 29 3.5, MacArthur’s War

3.5, Megatraveller Zhodani 5.25, Return of the Phantom 3.5, Terminator 2029 3.5

SPEND $160

Alone in Dark 3.5, Bttles of Destiny 3.5, Links Pro 386 3.5, FI 5 Strike Eagle II

3.5, Rules of Engagement 5.25, Silent Service 2 3.5, Simon Sorcerer 3.5, Star

Trek Judge Rites 3.5, Ultima Uworld 2 3.5, Wrlds at War 3.5/5.25

SPEND $200

Harpoon Classic CD, Falcon 3.0 3. 5,Jutland CD, Links Pro 386 CD,

V Victory: Market Garden 3.5

FREE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH ANY IN STOCK
SOFTWARE ORDER

Offer subject to change or cancellation without notice. \Md from Aug 31 st -

Sept 30th or while supplies last.

IBM ROLEPLAYING IBM SIMULATIONS IBM SPORTS i IBM STRATEGY i IBM STRATEGY

AD & D Collect Pk CD $35 A10 2: Silent Hnter CD$48 Indy Car Racing 2.0 $40

Al-Qadim CD $39 A320 Airbus $29 Inferno CD $44

Alien Legacy $36 AH-64 B Longbow $54 Interactive Sailing CD $45

Anvil of Dawn CD $34 Aces of the Deep 2 $48 Jet Fighter 3 $41

Arena $39 Across the Rhine CD $47 Lode Runner $36

Berserker CD $48 Air Cmbt Pac 42 Gold $48 Ml Tank Platoon 2 CD $48

Betrayal at Antara CD $48 Air Cmbt:Navy Fghters$47 Mechwarrior 2 CD $46

CyClones $39 Air Warrior 2 or CD $34 Metal Lords CD $34

Cyber Space CD $38 Armored Fist $43 MetalTech: EarthSiege $45

CyberJudas CD $32 Battlecruiser 3000 $43 Msoft Flight Sim 6 CD $54

Dark Sun 2 $47 Big Red Racing CD $40 Microsoft Space Sim 1 $44

Devil’s Gate CD $40 Chaos Control CD $34 Mig 29 Gold CD $49

Disciples of Steel $34 Combat Air Patrol CD $25 Nascar Racing $39

Dragon Lore CD $47 Confirmed Kill CD $44 Phoenix Fighter CD $49

Druid CD $46 Cyberbykes or CD $31 Power Boat Sim 3 $46

Dungeon Master 2 CD $37 Cyclemania CD $34 Raven Project or CD $45

Elder Scrolls 2 CD $48 Dark Ride CD $49 Red Baron Tank Killer $39

Ishar 3 CD $33 Dawn Patrol 2 CD $42 Retribution CD $32

Knights of Xentar CD $38 Delta V or CD $25 Sail ‘95 $37

Lands of Lore CD $25 Descent 2.0 CD $46 Sailing Simulator 3 $52

Lord of t’ Rings 2 CD $38 Destruction Derby CD $36 Silent Hunter CD $46

Menzoberranzan $42 Dream Web CD $34 Silent Steel or CD $45

Pools of Darkness $38 FI 5 Strike Eagle 3 $34 Sub Battle Simulator 2 $39

Ravenloft 2 CD $46 FA 18 Hornet CD $54 Sub War 2050 Plus $40

Realms of Arkania 3 $46 Falcon 4.0 CD $49 Super Tank Cmmnder $48

Riftwar Legacy CD $23 Fast Attack CD $48 Tank Cmmndr Ntwork $46

Robinson’s Requiem $29 Fighter Duel Pro 2 CD $33 Terminal Velocity CD $37

Skyrlms of Jorune CD $39 Fighting Falcon CD $47 Tie Fighter Collect CD $47

Star Trail $41 Fleet Def FI 4 Tomcat $42 Tower or CD $44

Star Trek D.S. 9 CD $41 Fleet Defnder Gold $42 U-Boat 2 $36

Star Trek TNG F Unity $46 Flight Sim Toolkit CD $39 Warhawk CD $42

Stonekeep CD $44 Flight Unlimited CD $48 Werewlf Vs. Comanche$48

Superhero Hoboken $34 Flying Aces CD $49 Wing Commander 4 $54

Thunderscape CD $40 Flying Tigers CD $42 World Circuit 2 or CD $41

Ultima 9: Ascension $52 Great Naval Bttls 2 $39 X-Car Exp Racing CD $44

Ultimate Fantasy CD $39 Harrier Assault $47 X-Wing Collector’s CD $46

Vampire: Masquerade $48 Hi-Octane CD $44 Zone Raiders CD $48

©1995

3-Decathlon CD $42 1830: RR& Rbbr Brns $34 Millenium CD $42

Barkley:Sht Up & Jam $42 Advanced Civilization $34 Navy Strike CD $24

Blood Bowl or CD $34 Ancient Art of War Sky $26 New Horizons CD $34

Brett Hull Hockey ‘95 $34 Baldies or CD $34 Onslaught WIN $35

ESPN 2 Extreme Gms $38 Breach 3 $34 Operation Crusader $39

ESPN Hockey CD $44 C.E.O. CD $40 Outpost WIN $38

EuroGolf CD $44 Caesar 2 CD $42 PTO 2 CD $34

FIFA Int’l Sccer ‘96CD$40 Castles 2 CD $48 Pax Imperia 2 CD $42

Frnt Pge FB Pro ‘95 $44 Civilization $25 Perfect General 2 CD $38

FPS Baseball ‘96 CD $48 ClockWerx WIN CD $24 Power House WIN CD $39

Front Page: FB Pro ‘96$48 Colonization or CD $44 Railroad Tycoon 2 Clsc$24

Gone Fishin’ CD $42 Command HQ 2 CD $24 Reunion CD $33

Hardball 5 CD $42 Conquered Kngdms 2 $38 Romance 3 Kngdms 4 $39

Internat’l Tennis Open $44 Conquerer CD $46 Second Conflict WIN $34

Jack Nicklaus Golf CD $39 Crusade CD $46 Sid Meir’s Civil War $58

L Haffner College BB $36 Dead Zone CD $52 Sim City 2000 Collect $58

Links Pentium CD $49 Deadline CD $38 Sim Earth CD $40

Microsoft Baseball CD $51 Detroit $39 Sim Town or CD $33

MS Golf 2.0 WIN CD $45 Empire 2 CD $34 SimTower $33

MS Golf for Windows $38 Exploration CD $40 Space Miner $36

NBA Airborne '95 CD $42 Flight Cmmnder 2 CD $38 Spaceward Ho! 4 WIN $24

NBA Jam or CD $44 Grandest Fleet $29 Star Control 3 CD $46

NBA Live 95 CD $47 Great Naval Battles 3 $46 Star Reach or CD $36

NFL Coach Club FB 2 $44 Hero of Might & Magic: $34 Starship Troopers $39

NFL Q-back Club ‘96 $45 High Seas Trader $39 Syndicate Plus CD $40

NFL Super Bowl CD $39 Jagged Alliance CD $46 The Orion Conspiracy $40

NHL Hockey ‘95 CD $40 Legions WIN $34 The Rogarian Agenda $39

Nick Price Golf CD $45 Lemmings 3D CD $32 Theme Park or CD $39

PBA Bowling CD $44 Liberty or Death $29 Transport Tycoon CD $40

PGA Tour Gif 486 CD $47 Little People CD $41 Ultimate Domain CD $36

Picture Perfect Gif CD $42 Lords of Realm or CD $39 Victory or Defeat WIN $42

RBI Baseball '96 CD $36 Lost Admiral 2 CD $39 Vikings 2 $36

Road to the Final 4:2 $38 Marco Polo or CD $42 Walls of Rome $29

Rgby Wrld Cup ‘95 CD$40 Master of Magic CD $40 Warcraft 2 or CD $40

T LaRussa Bsbll 3 CD $47 Master of Orion or CD $25 Warhammer Fantasy $44

Ultimate Ftball '95 CD $34 Master of Xenos CD $40 Warlords 2 Dlx CD $42

World Cup Golf D Bch $44 Metal Marines WIN $27 X-Com: UFO Defence $39
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‘WARCRAFT Enter

the world of

WarCraft, a mystical

land where evil orcs

and noble humans

battle for survival.

Destroy the ordsh

hordes or crush the

weakling hu-

mans...the choice is

yours. With an inge-

nious arsenal of

weaponry and pow-

erful magic, these

two forces collide in

the ultimate con-

test. CD $39

SHIPPING!
Place an order for an out of

stock software item and recieve

FREE overnight shipping when
product becomes available.

Handling $2 per shipment.

IBM traditional! IBM WAR GAMES

Avatar CD $38 7th Fleet CD $39
Battle Chess 4000 $26 Aegis: Guardian $46
Beat the House $29 Battle of the Bulge $39
Bridge 8.0 $32 Bttleground: Ardennes $44

Bridge Deluxe 2 $29 Beyond Squad Leader $45

Bridge Master Champ $39 Blitzkrieg or CD $39
Bridge Olympiad $29 Blue and the Grey $38

Card Players Paradise $29 Carriers at War 1 or 2 $39

Casino Master CD $28 CincPac: Midway CD $39
Casino Tournament $38 Civil War: 1861-64 CD $39

Celebrity Poker CD $29 Command & Conquer $48

Chessmaster 3000 $25 Dreadnoughts Deluxe $59

ClockWerx WIN $25 Fields of Glory $37
Incredible Machine 2 $37 Fifth Fleet or CD $39

Jeopardy CD $29 Flight Commander 2 $38

Knight Moves CD $24 Gettysburg: I.B.S. $24

Locksmith $29 Golan Front $29
Magic the Gathering $41 Harpoon 3 CD $39

Mega Maze CD $28 Iron Cross 2 CD $39

Monopoly Deluxe $27 Last Blitzkrieg $40

Ms. Metaverse CD $39 Long Lance $29

NY Times Crosswords $22 Malta Storm $29

Paparazzi WIN CD $44 Man of War $36

Perfect Partner Bridge $23 Napoleonics $34

Pinball Arcade CD $34 Operation Crusader $36

Pinball Dreams $29 Opration Europe CD $34

Power Poker for Win $29 Panzer General or CD $39
Puzzle Power WIN CD $29 Red Sky Morning $36

Shanghai: Moments $39 Return to Falklands $28
Solitaire Deluxe WIN $25 Stalingrad Campaign $36
Solitaires Journey 2 $35 Steel Panthers CD $44
Star Wars Chess CD $29 The Pure Wargame $29

Tetris Classic $26 Third Reich or CD $34

Trump Castle 3 or CD $29 Tigers on the Prowl $42

Tuneland CD $48 USS Ticonderoga CD $34
Virtual Pool CD $40 Victory at Sea $41

Wheel of Fortune Dlxe $34 Warpoint $36

‘EXPLORATION’

Embark on a jour-

ney you’ll never for-

get Exploration, the

latest strategy game

from Interactive

Magic, sends you

on an exciting

quest for fame and

fortune where only

the brave and

courageous will

succeed. The pos-

sibilities are limit-

less as you lead

settlers to indepen-

dence. CD $40

DUNGEON
MASTER II’

There’s more
to fear than

ever before in

‘The Legend of

S k u 1 1 k e e p
'

.

This new world

is alive with

creatures and
actions that

will occur with

or without you.

Stunning
sound effects

and real time

combat. CD $37

‘CYBERJUDAS’
Deep within cyber-

space you control

the most powerful

nation on Earth.

You are armed

with money,

weapons and influ-

ence. You have

close and tmsted

presidential ad-

visors. One of

them will destroy

you and your

world. You are the

President and the

Prey. CD $32

‘UROTSUKI-
DOJI’ The
Overfiend is

brought to life

every 3000 years

through the body

of a human to

destroy the exist-

ing world and

unite the three

dimensions. Is

there any hope

for humanity?

Will the Legend of the Overfiend become reality?

From the geniuses who created Space
Cruiser Yamato. CD $24
Urotsukidoji Perfect Collection 3 CD's $49

7th Guest 2: 11th Fir $16

Aegis:Guardian of Fleet $16

Arena $16

Armored Fist $16

Civilization $16

Colonization $16

Dark Forces $16

Doom 2 Survival Book $12

Fleet Defender $16

Full Throttle $16

Jagged Alliance $16

Journeyman Project 2 $16

King’s Quest 7 $17

Legend of Kyrandia 3 $12

Lord of the Rings V.2 $12

Master of Orion $16

Mechwarrior2 $16

Menzoberranzan $12

MetalTech: EarthSiege$16

Microsoft Space Sim $16

Might & Magic 5 $16

Noctropolis $12

Perfect General 2 $16

Phantasmagoria $16

Realms of Arkania $16

Skyrealms of Jorune $12

Space Quest 6 $16

Star Trail $16

Star Trek TNG: Unity $16

Star Trek: Judge Rites $12

Stonekeep $16

The Dig $16

Tie Fighter $16

Under A Killing Moon $16

Wing Commander 3 $19

X-Com 2: Terror Deep $16

X-Wing $16

Cheap & Dirty $19

Club Cyberlesque $38

Come Play With Me $36
County Line $44

Cyber Strip Poker $49

Daily Teasers $32

Deva *
$49

Dream Machine 2 $49

Electric Swing $39

Girlfriend Maria $39

Girlfriend Nikki $49

Girlfriend Suzie $44

Girlfriend Teri $46

Girlfriend Tracy $44

Hot Slots $39

Intimate Journey $24

Midnight Stranger $45

Mind Teazzer 2 $32

Mustang Interactive $42

Neurodancer $39

Nick Steele PI. $59

Nightwatch Intractive 3 $49

Penthouse Intractive 4 $59

Pleasure Zones $33

Poker Party $45

Scissors N’ Stones $29

Secrets Interactive $35

Sorority House $34

Space Sirens 2 $49

Strip Poker Pro $30

Texas Table Dance $39

Vampire’s Kiss $44

Velvet Dreams $35

Virtual Director $49

Virtual Valerie 2 $42

WanderLust $44

Winner Takes All $39

All Beauties 2 $19

Always $39
Amateur Models 3 $25

American Blond $24

American Girls 2 $29

American Built $24

Asian Heat $24

Bankok Beauties $19

Blond Fever $36

Blondage $24

Bobbit Uncut $32

Bonnie & Clyde $26

Busen Extra V. 2 $28

Busty Babes 2 $28

Danish Girls Exlusive $25

Day Dreamers $25

Deep T Girls 2 $29

Dirty Duo $22

Endangered $29

Erotic Film Sensation $22

Fantasies 2 $26

Freak Club $26

Girlfriends V. 1 $24

Go Digital V. 2 $14

Hot Stuff $28

New Machine 6 Pck $42

Novel Desires $33

Oriental Treatment 3 $28

Parlor Games $25

Pleasure Dome $28

Sharon Starlet $24

Spring Break Girls $32

Stocking Stuffers $33

Tokyo Nightlife $59

Urotsukidoji $24

Voice in my Bed $24

Wide Open Spaces $24

Blond Justice $29

Channel Blonde $29

Endlessly $29

Hot Roxx $32

Immortal Desire $32

Intimate Journey $32

Love Bites $32

Mind Teazzer 2 $32

Neurodancer $39

Passion Files $36

Pleasure Zones $32

Super Models Go Wild $29

Takin’ It Off! $32

Voices in My Bed $32

Winner Takes All $29

Above the Knee $26

Affairs of the Heart $26

American Blond $26

Bad Company $26

Bad Girls: Lockdown $26

Cat House $26

Channel Blonde $26

Endlessly $26

Exposure $26

Ice Woman $26

If Looks Could Thrill $26

Intimate Journey $26

Mask $26

Parlor Games $26

Poison $26

Shame $26

Suite 18 $26

Super Model $26

Vagablonde $26
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OVERNIGHT SHIPPING in US $4 per order. Mail to Canada, PR, HI, AK, APO, FPO $4 per

order. Worldwide airmail $6 per item. Handling $2 per shipment. Hardware orders may require

additional shipping charges. Cannot gurarantee customs clearance. Order at own risk. FREE GAME OFFER
Visa, MC and Discover accepted. Checks held 4 weeks. Money Orders under $200 same as

cash. COD $8. Defectives replaced with same product. Most items shipped same day. Shipping

times may vary. Price/availability may change. All sales final. Call for details.

THRUSTMASTER
XL ACTION CON-

TROLLER’ is a

multi-function joystick

designed for the

Action, Arcade, RPG
gamer, offering the

same advanced

functionality enjoyed

by flight sim enthusi-

asts. Features 3

instant response but-

tons, action trigger,

4-way thumb switch,

pistol grip & glow-

in-the-dark but-

tons. $24

‘JOYSWITCH’ Now you can jump from joystick to joystick,

game to game with the speed and ease of turning a switch.

No more reaching behind your computer to swap joystick

cables on the game port. Joyswitch does it all. $38

‘STAR TRAIL’ A
band of foolhardy

adventurers have

emerged into a

land of unrest. A

land shrouded with

hatred. The disap-

pearance of the

Salamander Stone

has fueled the

Ore’s thirst for war.

The Salamander

Stone, a gem of of

mysterious powers,

must be found to

restrore harmo-

ny. CD $45

‘VIRTUAL
VALERIE 2’

The queen of

cybersex is

back! Virtual

Valerie 2 is the

ultimate in

cyberotica and

the embodi-

ment of every

red-blooded
technophile’s

deepest
desires! Sophisticated 3D modeling, tantalizing

animation, erotic sound effects, and a sizzling

music score combine to create a mind blow-

ing extravaganza! CD $39

RiADMi

See details below

MAGIC CAR-
PET HIDDEN
WORLDS’ You

restored the

world to equilibri-

um in Magic

Carpet. Now the

discovery of the

Hidden Worlds

reveals that your

task is not yet

complete. Take

to the sinister

skies once again

in this earth shat-

tering add on

CD. CD $22

*FREE GAME OFFER
Spend the specified amount on any in stock software and choose a free

IBM game from the corresponding list below. Request must be made at

time of order.

SPEND $60

Airborne Ranger 5.25, All IE up to Episode 9, Conquered Kingdoms Seen 1 3.5,

GNB Seen Disk 3.5, Gunship 5.25, Mercenaries 5.25, Pirates 5.25, SDI 5.25

SPEND $100

Bridge 7.0 3.5, DRAGON Force 3.5/5.25, Falcon 3.0 Mig 29 3.5, MacArthur’s War

3.5, Megatraveller Zhodani 5.25, Return of the Phantom 3.5, Terminator 2029 3.5

SPEND $160

Alone in Dark 3.5, Bttles of Destiny 3.5, Links Pro 386 3.5, FI 5 Strike Eagle II

3.5, Rules of Engagement 5.25, Silent Service 2 3.5, Simon Sorcerer 3.5, Star

Trek Judge Rites 3.5, Ultima Uworld 2 3.5, Wrlds at War 3.5/5.25

SPEND $200

Harpoon Classic CD, Falcon 3.0 3. 5,Jutland CD, Links Pro 386 CD,

V Victory: Market Garden 3.5

FREE INTERACTIVE ENTERTAINMENT WITH ANY IN STOCK
SOFTWARE ORDER

Offer subject to change or cancellation without notice. Valid from Aug 31st -

Sept 30th or while supplies last.

3DO GENESIS JAGUAR PLAYSTATION SATURN SUPER NINTENDO

3DO System each $399 Batter Up $64 Alien Vs Predator $54 Sony Playstation $299 Saturn System $399 Air Cavalry $49

7th Guest 2: 11th Hr $54 Genesis Sys / NFL 95 $129 Barkley Basketball CD $52 PSX Controller $22 3-D Soccer $52 Arty Lightfoot $49

Battle Sport $52 Gen X-Band Modem $48 BIOS Fear $56 3D Baseball ‘95 $54 3D Baseball 95 $58 Ascii Role Player Cntrl $29

Blade Force $52 Adv Batman/Robin CD $46 Blue Lightning $52 3-D Golf $45 7th Guest 2 $52 Bass Masters Classic $59

BrainDead 13 $52 B.C. Racer CD $44 Brain Dead 13 CD $52 After Shock $54 AD&D Fighters $46 Bust-A-Move $42

Cyberdillo $52 Barkley Basketball 2 $49 Cannon Fodder $54 Agile Warrior $54 Alien Trilogy $52 Clayfighter Tournment $29

Daedalus Encounter $64 Bass Masters Classic $56 Club Drive $29 Assault Rigs $52 Alone in the Dark $46 Comanche $62

Doom $52 Batman & Robin $52 Creature Shock CD $52 Blazing Dragons $52 Batman Forever $52 Dragon: Bruce Lee $59

ESPN Baseball $52 Battle Frenzy CD $42 Demolition Man $52 Castlevania $45 Blades of Rage $54 EarthBound $64

FIFA Internat’l Soccer $52 Comix Zone $54 Doom $56 Creature Shock $54 Blackfire $52 Grand Prix 1 Part 2 $39

GEX $52 Dragon: Bruce Lee $52 Double Dragon 5 $49 Cyber Sled $54 Blazing Dragons $52 Hagane $59

Grandest Fleet $56 EarthWorm Jim CD $52 Highlander CD $52 Dark Legend $54 Casper $46 Head On Soccer $54

Icebreaker $52 Eternal Champions CD $46 Hover Strike $52 Dark Stalkers $52 Castlevania $52 Judge Dredd $59

Kingdom: Far Reaches $46 Exo Squad $48 Mortal Kombat 3 $59 DefCom 5 $54 Clockwork Knight $38 Jungle Strike $49

Microcosm $39 Fahrenheit CD $52 Pinball Dreams $54 Destruction Derby $52 DefCon 5 $54 Justice League:T Free $66

NHL Hockey 96 $52 Fatal Fury Special CD $44 RayMan $58 Doom $59 GEX $52 King Arthur/Knght Just $59

Need for Speed $52 Hardball 95 $49 Space Ace CD $52 Dragons Lair 2 $54 Ghen War $52 Looney Tunes B-Ball $59

NovaStorm $52 Head-On Soccer $54 Syndicate $58 ESPN Extreme $52 Gender Wars $54 NFL Team Heroes $56

Perfect General $56 Judge Dredd $54 Theme Park $58 Galaxy Fighter $54 Horde $52 Ogre Battle $58

Police Nauts $52 Justice League:T Free $60 Troy Aikman Football $56 Horde $54 Legacy of Kain $58 Panic Bomber $56

Primal Rage $62 Lords of Thunder CD $39 Zool 2 $46 Jumping Flash $52 Myst $52 Phantom 2040 $54

Quarantine $34 Lunar 2:Etern Blue CD $49 Legacy of Kain $58 NBA Basketball $52 Pieces $54

Real Pinball $49 Mad Dog McCree 2 CD $49 MARS 32X Mortak Kombat 3 $58 NFL Quarterback 96 $52 Popeye $52

Road Rash $56 NFL Team Heroes $52 Myst $52 Night Warriors $54 Power Ranger Movie $59

Seal of the Pharaoh $39 Penn & Teller CD $39 College Basketball $62 Novastorm $52 Pebble Beach Golf $46 Prehistorik Man $52

Syndicate $54 Phantom 2040 $54 Doom $59 PGA Tour 96 $52 Primal Rage $64 RBI 94 $54

Wing Commander 3 $54 Skeleton Krew $54 Midnight Raiders $56 Panzer General $54 RayMan $52 SWAT Kats $52

Cnoo AHunfrn r'rvHro O NFI Otrhack Club $59 Primal Rage $54 Shannhi- Trinlfi Threat $52 Sink or Swim $49

CDI
nuvi m g uuui a t—

Star Trek Deep Spce 9$48

I'll 1— utl uaur\ viuu

Night Trap CD $59 Raiden $52 Shell Shock $52 Sporting News Bsball $52

Surgical Strike CD $52 Primal Rage CD $58 RazorWing $52 Solar Eclipse $52 oiai it^ uettjj ojjue

7th Guest $52 Theme Park $48 RBI 95 $57 Ridge Racer $56 Space Ace $52 StarGate $62

Chaos Control $44 Triple Play Baseball $58 RayMan $58 Road Rash $54 Supreme Warrior $52 Tecmo Scrt of t’ Stars $54

Kingdom: Far Reaches$44 Vector Man $52 Slam City CD $52 Tekken $54 Total Eclipse $54 The Brainies $44

Mad Dog McCree $52 Warlock $52 Star Wars Arcade $39 Toh Shin Den $59 Virtua Cop $52 Thunder in Paradise $54

Merlins Apprentice $44 Wayne Gretzky Hckey $54 VR Troopers $59 VR Hockey $56 Virtua Fighters 2 $56 Time Cop $56

The Apprentice $32 Wild Woody CD $52 Virtua Racing Deluxe $59 WarHawk $52 WWF Arcade $52 Warlock $59

Zelda $44 World Series Bsball 95 $66 X Men $59 X MEN $54 X MEN $54 Wild Guns $58
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FLOOR SCORE UUES HEALTH

Producing your
own shareware
game can be a

rich, satisfying

experience —
unless you expect

to get wealthy
overnight...

by Steve Poole

or a long time, most gamers didn't

take shareware games very seri-

ously. Sure, there were some vet-

eran players who realized that there

were a lot of very good games avail-

able as shareware. But if you asked the

average user about a shareware game
they'd been playing, you'd usually hear
"it's a nice little shareware game" —
implying that shareware games could
never be as handsome or as complex as

retail software games.
But that mindset began to change

with the release of what is arguably the

most influential shareware game ever
produced: id Software's Wolfenstein 3D.
Whether they downloaded it from the

Internet or a commercial online service

or got a copy from a friend, millions of
people were exposed to this ground-

breaking game — and hundreds of thou-
sands liked what they saw enough that

they were eager to fork over cash for a

complete version.

Wolfenstein 3D was so successful

that id wound up producing a separate

retail version, then used the money from
both versions to bankroll their next
game— Doom. The numbers racked up
by Doom made the tidy sums id had
earned from Wolfenstein 3D look like

chump change, and now several major
software houses have adopted the "try

before you buy" approach of shareware.
The number of playable demos has sky-

rocketed, and at least one company—
Interplay— plans on releasing share-

ware versions of its games whenever
possible. And it's working for them: Just

look at Descent.
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SHAREWARE

m HI
Annoying 'Nag

1 Screen
Due to the lack of registrations for my previous games, I am forced to

display this screen to remind users to register all Shareware if you use it

more than 30 days.

I have, however, dropped the registration fee to $1 0 US for PDH2:JD.

Upon receipt of this fee, you will be sent a registration code and will

never have to see this again.

Shareware Authors around the world work hard to release quality games

to the public at reasonable prices. Many of them rely on registration

fees as a source of income. Please register the Shareware you enjoy

and help support some of the finer software available.

I#

Even Ian Firth, the man responsible for this "Nag Screen" at the start of Prairie

Dog Hunt 2: Judgment Day, admits that these types of admonitions— though

certainly admirable for the attention they bring to the plight of shareware

developers— do little to increase the number of people who register games.

DON'T QUIT 110 DRV GIG

Probably all us computer gamers have

had, at one time or another, fleeting

dreams of designing a computer game
that thousands of people would play—
and now it's more feasible than ever.

Thanks to the incredible explosion of

online traffic, a shareware release can be

seen by more people than was dreamed
possible just a few years ago. And the

arrival of relatively simple game-design
programs like Maxis' Klik ‘n Play and the

Game Creation System from Pie in the

Sky Software means that even those of

us who don't know Virtual Basic from
Pascal can slap together a game.

Before you get busy working on
your shareware classic, though, you
should know a few things. First, the

chances of your game becoming a hit or

even a cult favorite are small, and the

odds of turning a profit even worse.

Some people view shareware as free-

ware, and will make a pirate copy of a

registered version for a friend without

thinking twice. And if you release a com-
plete version of your game as shareware,

chances are you'll never see any money.
So what's an aspiring game-maker

to do? I spoke with several veteran

shareware developers to see what
advice they had for newcomers, and
came up with a few basic guidelines.

Keep it simple.
Dan Taylor had been with id

Software for a little over a year

when he and Jonathan Clark

founded Crack dot Com (see

sidebar on page 71) in order to produce
shareware and, if all went well, retail

games. Taylor was a software engineer

on Doom, so you might think Abuse,
Crack dot Corn's first game, would be a

first-person action title — but that

thought never really ever crossed

Taylor's mind.
"After Jonathan and I formed

Crack dot Com, we brought Murray
McMillan and Duong Nguyen on board
to do artwork and level design. Since

this was their first game, we decided to

go with something they were familiar

with. They both knew how to design

scrolling shooters, so that's what we
settled on.''

Programming a side-scrolling

shooter is pretty simple— especially

when compared to all of the complex
coding involved in developing a graphic

adventure, flight sim, or even a first-per-

son shoot-'em-up. That's one of the rea-

sons there are so many space shooters

available as shareware on the Internet

or on shareware bundles available at

your local software store.

But just because a game is simple

doesn't mean it can't look good and play

great, or even become a real hit. Take

the now-famous Prairie Dog Hunt 2,

from Ian Firth's Diversions Software

(other titles by Diversions include Prairie

Dog Hunt, Prairie Dog Hunt 2: Judgment

Day, Tailgunner,

Fortress, Wak-a-Rat,

Trap Shooting, Win-
Fish). Games don't

get much more sim-

plistic than this

twisted shooting

gallery: When
prairie dogs pop up
out of their bur-

rows, you blast

them with a gun.

Probably the most
sophisticated fea-

ture of the game is

that you can choose
from four weapons
to frag the little crit-

ters. But PDH2
struck a chord

among gamers, and while Firth didn't

exactly get rich from the distribution of

Prairie Dog Hunt 2, its success did allow

him to make the move into producing

retail games.
Some of the best shareware games,

in fact, are variations of old arcade clas-

sics like Defender, Space Invaders, and
Galaga that gamers fell in love with

years ago. Mutant Space Bats ofDoom,
Xatax, Defendroid, Raptor, and other

shareware games may not be the sort of

titles you want to spend an entire

evening with, but they do offer some
good, mindless fun. And since they take

up so little hard-drive space, chances are

you'll keep 'em around. "Absolutely

drop any idea of cinematics," says Dan
Taylor, "and use the time to create a

good, fun game."

|I9 Create strong incentives

Isll f°r registration.
BpH Because of the nature of share-H ware, a lot of downloads is little

Hi or no guarantee of a lot of regis-

tration fees. For starters, there will

always be some people who just don't

like the type of game you produced, and
that's the whole point of shareware—
you don't buy it unless you like it. But

for everyone who downloads a game
and then deletes it from their hard drive

after deciding it wasn't what they were
looking for, there are probably ten oth-

ers who play it to death — and who
never even dream of sending in the reg-

istration fee. Firth estimates the registra-

tion rate for shareware to be "less than

.003 percent."

Eric Dybsand has been program-
ming computer games since 1987. He
founded Glacier Edge Technology in

1990 after a company who'd contracted

him to design a game called Sarge went
out of business; he's been developing

shareware — mainly wargames like Bat-

tles on Distant Planets, Battles in a Dis-

tant Desert, and World War II: Nor-

mandy — ever since. "The most impor-

tant thing you can do as a shareware

developer is to build in incentives for

users to register the game," he says.

"You need to include a good reason

to register the game," echoes Firth, who
points out that "just putting in a few nag

Bargain-Basemenr Gaming

Games like Invasion of the Mutant Space Bats of Doom { left) and Xatax may not push the techno-

logical envelope, but they're better than anything 99.9% of us could ever produce. And the asking

price is so small that they're worth it even if you only play them every now and again.
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Beyond the galaxy.

Beyond the supernatural.

Beyond what you may believe.

The greatest mystery of all awaits.

PC and Macintosh CD-ROM

The Dig game © 1995 LucasArts Entertainment Company. All Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization. The Dig and iMUSE are trademarks of LucasArts
Entertainment Company. The: LucasArts logo is a registered trademark of LucasArts Entertainment Company. iMUSE U S. Patenl No. 5.315.057.

http:/ /www. Iucasarts.com
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SHAREWARE

Glacier Edge Technology's Battles in a Distant

Desert is one of the few shareware wargames

around. It's a well-crafted product, so if you're

into this sort of game look for it on CompuServe,

America Online, and at various FTP sites on the

Internet. Tell 'em PC Gamer sent ya.

screens to remind people they should

register doesn't work. You need to offer

them at least 100% more game when
they register."

The whole problem of ensuring

registration may be a moot point,

though. In the past, many shareware

developers allowed users to download
an entire game, then hoped that at least

some of them would be honest enough
to pay the registration fee if they contin-

ued to use it. But most shareware games
follow the Wolfenstein model: You get X
amount of the game with no strings

attached, and are encouraged to give

that version away or even post it online

for anyone to download. The incentive

in this formula is pretty obvious — the

only way you can get more of what you
like is to pay for it.

Upload, upload,
upload!
Online activity has skyrocketed

in recent months, thanks largely

to the media hype surrounding

the Information Superhighway and the

fact that both America Online and Com-
puServe now offer full Internet access.

But it also means there are literally hun-

dreds of places you can post your share-

ware game for downloading. Which
ones are best?

Dan Puraty, creator of Double
Match, Spin 'n' Win, and Triple Yahoo,

says it's a tough call, "especially with all

the shareware collections out on CD-
ROM. Many smaller bulletin boards can

One of the best places to post your shareware

game is on the Internet. This World Wide Web
site at California State University at San Mar-

cos is basically an FTP site designed to be

accessed with a Web Browser.

Same Rs If Ever Was - Only Different

Abuse, Crack dot Corn's debut title, is a side-scrolling shooter. It looks good, it plays great — and it even

comes with a utility to create your own shareware games.

s I prowled the Internet late one

night looking at various shareware

r| products to cover in this story, 1

1 1 found an informative posting in

the comp.sys.ibm.pc.games.action

newsgroup for an upcoming share-

ware game called Abuse from Crack

dot Com. Seeing an announcement for

a new game didn't come as a surprise,

but as 1 read on 1 realized this wasn't

going to be your garden-variety

shooter. So 1 tracked down Dan Taylor,

id Software employee and co-founder

of Crack dot Com, to get the full story mm
on the game, and to find out what had

\ Wm
s

gone into its creation. ruiii 1

Crack dot Com is really four peo- m
pie: Taylor; co-founder and program-

mer Jonathan Carter, artist Murray
Here's what the Abuse level editor looks like in use.

McMillan; and artist/level designer

Doung Nguyen. For Taylor, Crack dot Com is a part-

time job — he still works full-time at id Software—
but Carter, McMillan, and Nguyen have all been

working on Crack dot Corn's Abuse project full-time

for several months; they would already have the

game ready for release if it weren’t for the fact that

a decision was made to junk a previous game that

was practically finished.

Abuse is a side-scrolling shooter, similar to

Flashback or Blackthorne, but with much fancier

graphics thanks to the point-source lighting used

throughout the game. Your victims: wall-crawling

reptiles that bear an uncanny resemblance to the

creatures in the Alien movies. The setting and story-

line for this run-jump-and-shoot extravaganza hasn't

been hashed out yet; Taylor says, "Look and feel are

more important in an action game than story, so

we've focused all our attention so far on making the

game play great."

Thanks in part to Taylor's position with id,

Abuse was released through that company's distri-

bution channels. In other words, you won't be able

to turn around without finding a copy you can down-

load from the Internet.

So what's so special about Abuse? Well,

besides looking and playing great, Abuse has sev-

eral features unique among shareware games. For

Crack dot Com plans to release an SVGA (800 x

600) version of Abuse, but you'll need a Pentium to

even come close to getting a good frame rate.

starters, the shareware version will ship with a built-

in LISP interpreter. In plainspeak, it'll let you modify

the physics and rules of Abuse, or— and this is the

exciting part— create an entirely new game that

can be ported to any platform. Noting the popularity

of homemade Doom levels, Taylor says that "with

Doom, you had to buy the registered version to get

extras like level-editing and creation; you get that

and more for free in Abuse."
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SHAREWARE

HARD
HARD

On Oldie Bui Goodie

Dan Thomas' Canfield for Windows is an excellent solitaire game— and one of the few that still

comes complete, without any functions crippled or levels missing.

Canfield Is Shareware. This means that you are free to use H for a trial period at

no charge. After a reasonable trial period, if you continue to use Canfield you
must register It

To register your copy of Canfield, please print and fill out the registration form
(dick on "Registration Form1

), and send It (along with the registration fee) to the

address spedfled.

You can contact me at

Daniel Thomas
2301 N. Huron Clrde

Placentia, CA 92670
(714)624-5625

I
RefltottH«6>n» |

his titles on CD-ROM shareware collec-

tions. Asked to give advice to would-be
shareware makers, Dybsand's first reply

is "Keep your day job."

Firth says that, strictly speaking,
he did make a profit, "since my games
didn't cost anything to make except
time." But the most important thing
Firth gained from releasing shareware
was experience, and he's parlayed that

into producing retail games under his

own Diversions Software label.

"Yes, shareware made me a profit,

although modest," says Dan Puraty.

"The money was actually fairly good, but
the recognition was more important:

Expert Software contacted me and said

they were impressed with my user-inter-

face and style, so they contracted me to

write Expert Quiz Show For Windows, a

trivia game. And last year a game com-
pany contacted me to purchase com-
mercial rights to my shareware games. 1

negotiated a fair price and sold them."
But nearly all shareware designers

agree that simply designing, developing,
and getting the game into the hands of
fellow enthusiasts is a good feeling in

itself. "I can't wait to look for Prairie Dog
Hunt 2 in about 20 years, and find it on
some Virtual Reality BBS," says Firth.

And, as Dan Puraty points out,

"Your best bet is to take a down-to-earth
approach. If you're good, success will

come to you."
Plifi

go under as quickly as they were
started. CompuServe is a good place,

because people know they can get sup-
port from you if you're a member. Other
larger bulletin boards are good too,

because they usually exchange their

uploads with other BBSs, and that's how
shareware spreads."

You'll find Glacier Edge Technolo-
gy's games on all the major commercial
online services, but they're also at many
anonymous FTP (File Transfer Protocol)

sites on the Internet— and it's here that

the future of shareware may lie. While
uploading your game to America
Online, CompuServe, Prodigy, and other
services is still a good idea, it doesn't
take the place of putting them directly

on the Internet.

Internet connection rates are often

a fraction of those for commercial online

services — I pay 50 cents an hour for my
Internet connection, for instance, com-
pared to between $2.00 and $2.95 an
hour America Online's Internet access
— and that cheaper rate means I'm
much more likely to download some-
thing on an impulse. And getting people
to look at your game is half the battle:

As shareware programmer Dybsand
says, "After registration incentives, the
most important key to a successful

shareware game is good distribution."

Probably the best approach is to

persuade one of the major shareware
distributors, such as Apogee or Epic
Megagames, to carry your game; it's in

their best interests to post your game in

as many places as possible, taking the

burden of distribution off you. Of
course, it also takes some of the money
out of your pocket, too.

Don't get stuck in a rut.
Crack dot Corn's Dan Taylor says

that one of the worst things a

shareware developer can do is to

get stuck in a rut. "Don't fart

around trying to add some new features

to an older game. If you've come up with
something new, you're better off using it

as the basis for a new game instead of

trying to make an old one a little better.

That's what id Software did with Wolfen-
stein 3D. They could have used the tech-

nology they created for Doom and made
Super Wolfenstein 3D, but they chose to

move on to something new."
Another trap some developers fall

into is the "I won't let it go until it's the

very best it can be" mindset— and a lot

of games never even make it to market
as a result. Three years ago, Derek
Smart began designing a game called

Battlecruiser 3000 A.D. After working on
it on his own for a couple of years, he
finally signed a contract with Interplay

to market his game — and then set

about the task of making it the most
advanced, complex, and graphically

impressive space-combat sim ever cre-

ated. The result? The game still hasn't

shipped, or earned a penny in sales. "It's

better to commit to a finishing date,"

says Crack dot Corn's Taylor, "and
release the game then — even if you
think it's not that great. At least it'll get
you used to working on schedule."

Keep your day job.
If you ask Diversion Software's
Ian Firth what inspired him to

get involved in producing share-
ware, he replies with a hearty

laugh, "Money. Ha ha ha... had I only
known then what I know now!"

Making a living off shareware regis-

trations can be wrought with frustration.

Eric Dybsand has yet to turn a profit on
his games, a situation he blames on lack

of registration as well as the illegal use of

B Good Booh

Funball, from Impulse Games, is a shareware title that does just about everything right: It's simple but attractive, easy to play, and you have to pay if

you want more than what you downloaded. The extra things you get when you register make it worth the price.

IUMAN ROBOT: EASY
HUMAN ROBOT: EASY

THE REGISTERED VERSION OF RJliBALL CONTAINS:

* SEVEN NtN BASES*

IfiNhUN. DRAIN MAGNET,

HIDE
.
SMALL, SRRING, AND SOAR!

’ 1 BUILT-IN EDITOR TO CREATE YOUR OWN BOARDS'
* AS MAN i St.AhDs imD hNiflAuANSi

Ait.. INS EUR, ONLY
. $19 95'

US wiUfiBS, Mb MMtSTIC rwrptHG, 3:5 imtebN
! : »1«V MMSY SLIGHTLY BY COIWTB.Y > Fa

ORDERING INFORMATION
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(OMING THIS FALL

Distributed by GT Interactive Software Coip. MIDWAY
Mortal (Combat 3 <1095 Midway Manufacturing Company. All Rights Reserved. Used under license. MORTAL (COMBAT, the DRAGON LOGO. MK5 and all charactci names arc trademark' ol Midway Maniitaciunng ( ompany

Developed by Williams Entertainment Inc. Williams is a registered trademark ofWMS Games Inc. Distributed by GT Interactive Software ( orp. GT 1 ' 1 and the GT logo are trademarks ofGT Interactive Software Corp.
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FORGET WMNNG.
iWM SURVIVAL.

Featuresfull-motion

rendered animation, full

digitized speech and an

original CD soundtrack.

As the defender ofa

weaponless colony, you

must convertyour

mining equipment into

machines ofwar.

Over 200,000 of your comrades have just been

viciously slaughtered. A superior alien life form is pounding

you with simultaneous air, surface and subterranean attacks.

And, by the way, you have no weapons...yet.

Welcome to Absolute Zero, a game in which your raw

ingenuity, fighting skills and quick thinking just might not

be enough to keep you alive.

When a mining colony on a small moon orbiting

Jupiter accidentally uncovers a hibernating alien species, all

hell breaks loose and you’re at the helm. Your mission:

Assemble a resistance force, convert your mining

equipment into deadly machines of war, then attack the

extraterrestrials with everything you’ve got. But don’t

panic... you haven’t got time.

You’ll move from character to character, control

seven different vehicles, use thirteen different weapons, hear

news reports about the battle, read your character’s diary and

even receive intelligence reports on alien craft.

Furious, heart-stopping combat and a fully realized,

interactive storyline combine to make Absolute Zero as unpre-

dictable as it is addictive. It’s a unique theater of war in space

that makes other science fiction combat games look tame.

Watch a whole world come alive before your eyes, then see if

you can save it from destruction. Can you survive?

Fly and drive 7 different

vehicles with 13 different

weapon systems.

You may successfully

fend offthefirst attack,

but can you survive

simultaneous land,

space and subterranean

assaults?

Ask for Absolute Zero at your local software retailer or

call us direct at 1-800-695-GAME.

B( &<
s'
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Battle Beast sets the standard for game play and realism on the PC.

There's nothing Mice it. Guaranteed! Or your money back*
• Master more than 100 fight moves • Discover hidden bonus rooms and secret weapons

• Marvel at feature-film quality audio and animation • Fire rude interactive keyboard taunts at your
opponent • Outwit the computer's artificial intelligence • Battle it out over network or modem

Question: What are Mortal Kombat, Street Fighter and Primal Rage? Answer: Redundant!

Welcome to the 7th Level.

Game Over!
Visit your retailer for a free demo or download the Battle Beast Promo on aol (keyword: SEVENTH) or CompuServe
(CO: SEVENTH) or on the Web (www.7thlevel.com). For more information or to order, call 1-800-884-8863 ext. 103.

*30 day money back guarantee. Call 7th Level for details (214) 437-4858.
©1995 7th Level, inc. 7th Level is a registered trademark and Battle Beast is a trademark of 7th Level, Inc. All other products are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Product Information Number 81

You've played

Mortal Kombat®, street

Fighter and Primal

Rage;" but nothing

matches the spectacular

game play and visual

power of Battle Beast;"

the ultimate fight game

from 7th Level.



Hardware Requirements
With each PC Gamer review, you'll find two very important pieces of information: the game's

minimum hardware requirements and the hardware configurations we recommend as the least

you'll need to really enjoy the game. While a game will run on the minimum system the manu-

facturer specifies, it might not run all that well. Because of this, we test each game on several

systems so we can bring you a more realistic assessment ofwhat you'll really need.

THE PC GAMER RATINGS SYSTEM

100%-90% CLASSIC
Not many games can earn a rating over 90%,

and even fewer can approach the magic 100.

Anything that we rate over 90% is an instant

classic— a game that’s truly significant in both

content and design, and one that we'd recom-

mend without reservation to anyone interested

in PC gaming.

89%-80% EXCELLENT
These are excellent games. Anything that scores

in this range is well worth your attention, though

it may not make any significant advances over its

rivals. Also, some genuine benchmark games of

decidedly specialist taste will fall into this area

— it may be the best 7th Cavalry simulation on

the market, but not all of us want to relive Little

Bighorn.

79%-70% VERY GOOD
Good games, which we d recommend to fans of

the particular genre— although there are proba-

bly better games out there.

69%-60% GOOD
A reasonable, above-average game. It may be

worth buying, but probably has a few significant

flaws.

59%-50% FAIR

Very ordinary games. Not completely worthless,

but not a very good way to spend your gaming

dollar, either.

49%-40% BELOW AVERAGE
Poor quality. Only a few, slightly redeeming

features keep them from falling into the abyss

of the next category...

39%-0% DON'T BOTHER
Just terrible games — and the lower you go,

the worse they get. Avoid these titles like the

Black Plague — and don't say we didn't warn

you!

YOUR ULTIMATE GUIDE TO NEW GAME RELEASES

Changing of the Guard
his month, it was a little

hard to come up with

the usual batch of cute

and clever witticisims for

this intro page, because

the PC Gamer staff has

been experiencing one of those happy-

sad, yin-yang, melancholy sort of

things. Our old buddy and editor-in-

chief, Matt Firme, is giving up the day-

to-day hassles of editing a magazine to

take on some brand new hassles as PC
Gamer's publisher. We're all very happy
for Matt and wish him well. He's been a

big part of our success, and one of the

major reasons PCG has grown from its

origins as a livestock journal, way back

in the early '30s, to become the World's

Best-Selling PC and CD-ROM Games
Magazine it is today.

While we're sure our new editor —
"Dapper” Dan Bennett — will be a capa-

ble leader, we're going to miss the

memorable, although at times exasper-

ating, Matt-isms that have characterized

our day-to-day routine. Here are a few

of 'em we're really going to miss.

No-pants day. Matt started this back

around 1952, when livestock interests

fell and PC Gamer was positioning itself

as a leatherworking magazine. He
encouraged everyone to adopt his au

natural style of dress for one day a

week. Needless to say, few of us were

willing to partake in this particular

activity. He still wants us to, though.

Monkey wrestling. During a particu-

larly hectic schedule. Matt began
wrestling monkeys. He says it brings

him closer to nature, and he heightens

the experience by sharing his favorite

malt liquor (King Cobra) with the staff

beforehand. It's a joy and a pleasure we
fear we may never see again.

William Shatner and Colonel Klink

impersonations. Having been a drama
student for many years. Matt was able

to treat us to entire made-up episodes

of "Star Trek" featuring everybody's

favorite Stalag commandant. Colonel

Klink. You haven't lived until you hear

Klink threatening Kirk.

Monthly salute to trucking. When it

comes down to crunch time. Matt pops

a few Vivarin, slugs down a couple pots

of java, then fires up the old Red Sovine

and Stompin' Tom Conners tapes. It's

when we watch Matt "put the pedal to

the metal" to get the issue out the door.

There's lots more we could say

about Matt, but with his new mantle of

power, we're a little leery of going too

far. And he's a lot grumpier these days,

because he has numbers in his head.

We'll just have to leave you with these

few fond memories.

PC Gamei/pSijH

Editors'
C,l

"ts

flwanfci^
Each and every month, we honor the best

games we see — those earning 88% or

above— with our coveted Editors'

Choice award. It's not easy to earn the

Editors' Choice, and there are a lot of

excellent games that fall just short of the

honor. So when you see the PC Gamer

Editors' Choice logo on a game at your

local software shop, you can bet it’s

among the best of the best.



REVIEWS

Mectiuiarrior 2
Category: Simulation

Activision

Publisher; Activision, 11601 Wilshire Blvd,

Suite 1000, Los Angeles,

From the opening to the final

battle, Mechwarrior 2 is a very

impressive game. Yes, it was worth the wait.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive;

486DX2/50; 8MB
RAM; Mouse

Quad-speed CD-
ROM; Pentium;

16MB RAM;
Supported sound
card; Joystick

M.S.R.P.; $59.95

M

echwarrior 2 is finally

here, and despite the

delays, misfires, and set-

backs that have shadowed
the project almost since

the day it was first

announced, the end result

shows that good things

really do come to those
who wait.

Set in the 31st cen-

tury, the storyline in

Mechwarrior 2 has
advanced several decades

beyond the mercenary tale of the original

Mechwarrior, and now presents a much
richer, more robust plot that places the

player as a rookie BattleMech (or 'Mech)
pilot in the stable of one of two powerful
clans— the Wolf Clan, and the Jade
Falcon Clan.

After being soundly defeated in the
Battle of Tukayyid and forced into signing
a 15 year cease-fire with the Inner Sphere
forces, the Clans have retreated to their

homeworlds and are currently engaged in

rapidly escalating disputes that threaten
to destroy the fabric of Clan society.

Your goal in the game (beyond sur-

viving each mission, of course) is to rise

through the ranks gaining honor and
prestige until you acquire the rank of
Kahn (the title held by the Clan leader).

Then you'll challenge the rival Clan's

Kahn in a battle to become the il-Kahn,

supreme ruler of all Clans.

But before you can achieve that lofty

goal, you'll have to claw your way to the
top and prove yourself a capable 'Mech
pilot. You begin the game by choosing
which Clan you wish to join, then pro-
ceed to the training grounds, where you'll

get some terse instruction on 'Mech-han-
dling from an indignant instructor. Please
him, and you're ready to fight; piss him
off, and you might just find yourself
changing oil in the 'Mech pits.

It's during these training exercises
that you get your first glimpse of the cine-

1
I In Mechwarrior 2, you'll be able to rise in rank and honor by facing your well-armed brethren in the

trials chamber. But unfortunately, you'll have only your plasma cannons for defense.
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Explosions are big and impressive, espe-

cially when you come across something as

volatile as this power station.

matic drama the whole Mechwarrior
Universe has become. With three resolu-

tion modes to choose from— a standard
320x200 mode, 640x480 and an amazing
1072x768— the view from the cockpit
looks far superior and more realistic than
any of the other battling-bot games. The
'Mechs, buildings, and landscapes are all

sharply rendered, with modest but effec-

tive textures sprinkled about and
enhanced by dynamic lighting effects for

day, night, dawn, or dusk missions.
And while the low-res mode looks

great when you take the display up a
notch to 640x480 you'll begin to see the
incredible detail that went into rendering
each of the 14 'Mech types, right down to

the Clan insignia on the sides of the
'Mechs. Add to all this a very effective

score and sound effects from Digital

Domain and Soundelux Media Labs
(responsible for the sound effects in True
Lies), and Mech 2 begins to soar.

But without a strong game engine
or good control options, graphics and
sound mean nothing, right? Well, the
gameplay shows as much attention to

detail as the visuals, with missions that

Firing its jump jets, this Summoner bounds

over your 'Mech to avoid deadly fire.



IHENECH UNIVERSE
It's been over ten years since FASA's

boardgame Battledroids first introduced the

world to the mercenaries, Clans, and hulking

BattleMechs of the BattleTech universe.

Since then, BattleTech has grown into a

major industry with books, miniatures, and

boardgames detailing this elaborate world.

With Mechwarrior 2, there will no doubt be a

whole new generation of computer gamers

who'll be Introduced to the BattleTech mys-

tique. So if you want to know more about

BattleTech, check out these first three PC

titles in the series.

BattleTech:

The Cresent Hawks Inception

The first computer translation of BattleTech

brought the RPG elements from the

boardgame to life with an easy to use inter-

face, real-time combat, complex strategy and

adventure game elements. If you've never

experienced the boardgame and enjoy a good

sci-fi yarn, this is the place to start.

BattleTech:

The Crescent Hawks' Revenge
The sequel to The Crescent Hawks' Inception,

BattleTech: The Crescent Hawks' Revenge,

furthered the roleplaying and strategy ele-

ments of the first game by adding new com-

bat features that allowed you to command up

to four Lances (teamsl, introducing large-

scale combat and resource management.

Mechwarrior
One of the forebears of the ever-growing

family of first-person shooters, the original

Mechwarrior Mended the resource manage-

ment and adventure gaming elements of the

RPG board game into a fast-shooting simula-

tion that became an instant classic.

are designed to give the player an oppor-

tunity to get used to controlling these

behemoths, then turns up the heat to the

point where you become totally

immersed in the struggle of the clans.

As you begin to progress through

the campaigns, you'll find that combat is

fast and fierce due to the distinctive A1 of

each of the enemy 'Mechs. Heavily

armored 'Mechs such as the Marauder

IIC typically move in for the kill and blast

away with big guns, while the dreaded

Summoners (my personal favorite) use

their jump-jet capabilities to launch them-

selves out of harm's way or to attack from

above. This makes the missions so unpre-

dictable you'll often want to enter a mis-

sion and find out what kind of opposition

you're facing, then reenter with a 'Mech

that's better equipped for the job.

The missions are broken into pri-

mary, secondary, and tertiary goals simi-

lar to those in TIE Fighter, with success

based on achieving the primary goal.

There's a wide range of mission

types as well, from strike, defense and
reconnaissance missions all with their own
unique feel and character. These missions

take place in a wide range of environments,

from the cold, dark vacuum of an asteroid

to the breaking dawn of desert mesas, and

you're always aware of the environment

and the role it plays in combat.

The terrain of each of these environ-

ments can be a help or a hinderance.

Rolling hills provide limited cover, but

they also slow you down, while the build-

ings of the sparse urban environments

provide ample protection from maraud-

ing 'Mechs. During low-light missions,

you'll need to close in quickly to gain

visual sightings on enemy 'Mechs, while

during midday missions you can sit back

and attack from further away.

Mechwarrior 2 supports a number
of devices for control, like the CH
Products' Flightstick Pro and Thrust-

master FCS, but I found the keyboard for

'Mech movement and the mouse for tur-

ret control were all I needed to pilot my
'Mech through mission after mission of

'Mech-busting.

While the campaigns are

very satisfying as single-player

affairs, it's a little disappointing

that they aren't networkable.

Despite expectations, the cam-

paign missions in the initial

release won't be multi-player.

And even though there is a demo
of a few networkable missions

included in this version (no

doubt to stave off angry mobs of

net-loving 'Mechers), they're not

part of the main story. So if you
were hoping for some juicy net-

combat campaigns, you'll have to

wait until September for the net-

work add-on disk.

Also missing from the initial

release, but due in September/

October is yet another expansion

disk, which will be a more
detailed version of the Mechlab where
players can customize their 'Mech with

their own battle insignia and specify

camo paint and new weapons.
But really, these disappointments

are minor. As it stands, the game is a

masterful update of the classic, with

nearly all of the features fans of the origi-

nal were hoping for. And it's just the

thing lo introduce new gamers to the

incredible Mechwarrior experience.

—Todd Vaughn

S3GAMER FINAL VERDICT
Cinema-

quality visuals and

sounds; silky-smooth

control; demanding

missions.

Demanding system requirements for

hi-res modes; full-fledged net gaming will have to

wait for an expansion disk.

If you can only play one bat-

tling-robot game this year, make sure it's this one.
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"if you want to go all out for games, the Falcon is the
best bet for your money."
-Paul C. Schuytema, Computer Gaming World

" The Pentium 90 they sent me is a beautiful

piece of work, primarily because they don't look
for the lowest bidder when shopping for

standard componentry.
96% Overall Score

"

- Ted Chapman, Computer Game Review

SPEED LIMIT

NEW!
BIGGER HARDDISK
SMALLER PRICE!!!

Hr

PentiumPROCESSOR

THE FALCON MACH V: THE ULTIMATE GAMING MACHINE ™
If you don't care about playing games, buy any computer.

If you don't care how fast your games run, buy any "multimedia" computer.
If you're a serious gaming enthusiast, you need a MACH V Gaming PC.

Standard features as of 6/1/95:
i

Intel Pentium™ 100 MHz Processor
1 ° '-,ra“ r

100% Compatible with All IBM™ PC Software 1 -800 -258-
Falcon PCI Bus Motherboard, 256K Cache exp. to 1 meg
64 Bit PCI Graphics Board with 1 Megabyte - 16.8 Million Colors!

Falcon PCI Bus Enhanced IDE Hard Drive Controller

8 Megabytes of RAM expandable to 128
1 .44 Floppy Drive

730 Megabyte Enhanced IDE 8ms Hard Drive with 128K Cache -

195 ms QUAD-Speed CD-ROM Drive

Creative Labs SoundBlaster 16™ & Shielded Multimedia Speakers
CH Products FlightStick PRO™ 4 Button Joystick with Viewing Control

CH Products Automatic Speed Sensitive Dual Gameport
Mini Tower Case with 250 Watt UL approved power supply
14" Non- Interlaced Super VGA Monitor, ,28dp, Edge-to-Edge Display

101 Key Keyboard, 3 Button Serial Mouse
MS-DOS. Windows™ (latest versions) & 10 free CD-ROMs!
One1 Year Parts & Labor Warranty, One Year On-site Service

UL, CSA, TUV and FCC class B certified

16550 UARTS, Temperature sensitve fans, Customized BIOS' and many other unique features!

Each MACH V is custom built to meet your specific needs. There are hundreds of options to choose
from. When you're ready to buy, please call or fax us for the latest quote.

VISA,MasterCard & Discover Accepted
Financing Available On Approved Credit.

FALCON NORTHWEST

263 South Bayshore Dr. Coos Bay, OR 97420
Ph: (503) 269-0775 Fax: (503) 267-2575

Trademarks are fhe property of their respective owners

Product Information Number 108
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Required We Recommend

Category: Graphic Adventure

Spectrum HoloByte

Publisher: Spectrum HoloByte, Inc., 2490

Mariner Square Loop, Alameda,

CA 94501 (510)522-3584

Spectrum's long-awaited foray

into the final frontier boldly goes where
most graphic adventures have gone before.

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/33;

8MB RAM; 3MB
hard-drive space;

SuperVGA; Mouse

M.S.R.P.: S69.95

Quad-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/66;

12MB hard-drive

space; Supported

sound card

It’s everybody's favorite starship crew, on the bridge of everybody's favorite starship! Unfortunately,

this is one of the very few places you can visit on the beloved Enterprise.

"Second star from the left, and straight on 'til

morning." Set a course on the astrogation

screen, and you're off to seek out new life.

S

pectrum HoloByte did a lot

of things right in developing

this game, the company's
first use of the coveted Star

Trek: The Next Generation

(ST:TNG) license.

First off, they made
sure the game's design

group included several mem-
bers of the TV show's cre-

ative team. Naren Shankar,

who went from being scien-

tific adviser to regular writer

during the show's last few
seasons, was brought on as a dialog

and scriptwriting consultant; and
Denise and Michael Okuda, also TNG

As a game, A Final Unity teels very

much like what it is: Spectrum
HoloByte's first real attempt at a

graphic adventure. And it has a lot of

the flaws you'd expect to find in any
freshman project.

There's nothing terribly original

here. A Final Unity is full of cliches

drawn from adventure gaming and
from Star Trek itself. The Trekkish

cliches aren't a huge problem; people

who buy this game want to be
immersed in the world of their favorite

TV show, so some familiar elements

(the impossibly huge alien device; the

technobabble; the classic test of human-
ity's worthiness by higher powers)
could work in the game's favor.

But there's a lot of territory in A
Final Unity that will be all too familiar to

anyone who has played a lot of graphic

adventures: there's a quest for an

alumni, acted as technical con-

sultants. Astute Trek fans will

find a few other familiar names
in the game's credits, and even

Trek novelist Stephen Goldin

had a hand in writing ST:TNG:
A Final Unity.

Spectrum also wisely

adopted the episodic formula
that helped make Interplay's

Classic Trek adventures so sat-

isfying. Like those games, A
Final Unity's story is divided

into several smaller adventures,

similar to episodes of a TV show.
And, of course, the game's

producers made sure all of the

show's stars recorded voice-overs,

so the principal characters would
sound just the way we expect them
to. When Capt. Picard says

"Evasive maneuvers," it's Patrick

Stewart's unmistakable, cultured

tones we hear. Even the Enterprise's

computer, voiced by Majel Barrett,

sounds like an old friend.

If Spectrum had set out to create a

new episode of the TV show, they'd

have had a pretty good crew to do it

with. Problem is, A Final Unity isn't a

TV show; it's a game, and those are two
very different animals.

^ The tactical station is where all the ship-to-ship combat takes

place. Like most of the ship's other systems, it's depicted in

authentic-looking Next Generation style.
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Before it's all over, you'll come face to face with an all-powerful alien entity. You'll have to use some clas-

sic Picard-style diplomacy to convince your host of humanity's basic goodness.

^ On Morassia, the zoo world, you'll have to break a 24th-century smuggling ring.

It's not giving anything away to say there’s a Ferengi trader at the heart of it.

ancient, legendary artifact; there's a

slew of puzzles that seem to exist more
to stretch the game out than to move
the story along; there's a bunch of trav-

eling back and forth between locations

you've already visited; and there's a

whole forest of dialog trees you'll have
to click through to get all the informa-
tion you need.

Add to that a handful of little

gameplay problems; In some planetside

missions, there's a whole lot of walking
to do, and Picard and company never
hurry; in one instance, it took an
onscreen character a couple of minutes
to get from point A to point B. You'd
never see two straight minutes of Data
walking on the TV show — did

Spectrum's designers think it would be
any less boring in a computer game?

And don't expect to spend any

time exploring the

Enterprise. In A Final

Unity, only two parts of

the ship are depicted

as actual locations; the

bridge and the trans-

porter room. The con-
ference room, such a

popular set on the TV
show, is reduced to

nothing more than a

set of doors you click

on for a menu of

guests you can speak
to, and the magnificent
engineering level is

represented by a single

control screen.

Then there are the

logic problems. For
example, in one scene
near the end of the

game. Data began to

walk toward an alien

shuttlecraft. He
stopped, identifying a

platform in his path as some kind of
transporter. A second after that, Worf
warned Data of that same transporter.

And yet when I told Data to walk to the

shuttle again, he didn't go around the

transporter; he simply stepped onto it

and disappeared. When a character has
to do something stupid in order to keep
the story moving, you know the writers

didn't give enough thought to the plot.

Considering how long gamers
have been waiting for A Final Unity,

you might expect it to be really great —
or really terrible. Turns out it's neither.

It's a reasonably good graphic adven-
ture, but the only thing special about it

is its link to the Star Trek phenomenon.
For some gamers, that'll be more than
enough, but if you're not a Trek fan, A
Final Unity may try your patience.

—Dan Bennett

JPCCIIMEH September 1995

A Final Unity gives us our first glimpse of the

Chodak, an ancient alien race long thought

to be extinct.

Warning! Game
hints approaching!
Even in the 24th Century, the galaxy is a

big, scary place. You’ll need to keep your

wits about you if you're going to survive.

And if your wits aren't enough, these tips

might come in handy.

In those tense ship-to-ship conversa-

tions that always come before a battle, try

to choose the most Picard-like response

available. Follow the good captain's strong

but diplomatic demeanor, and you'll be

able to end some stand-offs, like the first

encounter with Captain Pentara, without

firing a shot. In fact, Picard's cautious

approach will help get you through all

kinds of scrapes.

On away missions, examine every-

thing. And don't just look at it; scan it.

Sometimes the information only a tricorder

can gather will yield useful clues.

Listen to your officers; sometimes

they'll have suggestions that'll get you

moving in the right direction. In fact, if you

choose to play at the lowest difficulty level,

they'll be all over your back until you do the

right thing.

You'll face some tricky riddles and

tough decisions before the game is over.

You'll be fine if you remember that in the

Trek universe, humans are the humblest,

most moral creatures in existence. (That

means the most boring response is often

the correct one.)

FINAL VERDICT

7

A

The famil-

iar faces, familiar

voices — even

familiar sound

effects— ought to

please any Trek fan.

The adventure game elements are a little

too familiar, and at times this game is slow going.

If you loved the Next

Generation, you'll want A Final Unity— just don't

expect anything extraordinary.





Heart-ti iumpinc terror

UNFOLDING IN SUSPENSE Ml I I I)

CHAPTERS, COMBINING TUI- BEST OF

CLASSIC HORROR AND MODERN

I’SYCI IOLOGICAL Tl IRILLERS.

Blending the talents of

RENOWNED ADVENTURE GAME WRITER

Roberta Williams

AND THE MOST ADVANCED

DIGITAL EFFECTS EVER,

Phantasmagoria

CREATES AN EXPERIENCE SO

STARTLINGLY REAL,

YOU'LL LIVE THIS INTERACTIVE

NIC, I 1 1 MARI AS IF IT WERE

YOUR VERY OWN.



Your

Nightmare

Awaits on
VISIT YOUR LOCAL SOFTWARE DEALER

OR CALL 1-800-757-7707.

© 1995 Sierra On-Line, Inc. Bellevue, WA 98007.

All rights reserved. ® and ™ designate trademarks of,

or licensed to Sierra On-Line, Inc.

Product Information Number 145



New World Computing and SimTex Software,

team up to give you the biggest strategy game of

the year: Metal Lords: The Inner Circle.

Intrigue. Diplomacy. Combat.
The key elements of a

successful colonial _

governor. In Metal Lords you must prove your

worth to the empire through shrewd diplomacy,

technological insight, resource management,
and of course combat tactics.

Are you prepared to join the Inner Circle?

• Build Custom
Battle Machines

• Unique
Combination of
Diplomacy and
Combat

• Diverse Mission
Objectives

Available at your local software retailer or order direct from New World

Computing at 1 -800-251-9582 (818-591-4136 outside the U.S.), or by mail:

P.0. Box 4302, Hollywood,CA 90078-4302.

NEW W$mo ooMPurmm
P.O. Box 4302, Hollywood, CA 90078-4302

© 1 995 New World Computing, Inc. Metal Lords is a trademark of New World Computing. New World Computing and its distinctive logo are registered trademarks of New World Computing, Inc.

New World Computing Inc. is a wholly owned subsidiary of NTN Communications, Inc. All rights reserved. IBM screens shown. Actual Screens may vary.

All other trademarks belong to their respective holders.

Product Information Number 132
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Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM Drive;

486/50MHz; 8MB
RAM; Mouse

Pentium 90MHz;
SVGA; Joystick of

gamepad;
Supported sound

cards

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

H

i-Octane is another of those

futuristic racers, where you
pilot a ground-skimming
hovercar around various

tracks, trying to beat your

opponents with a combina-

tion of speed
and fire-

power. On
the surface of

it, then, it's a

lot like

Slipstream

5000— an
Editor's Choice winner
in our July issue,

although I would have
rated it considerably

lower. 1 see Hi-Octane as

the better of the two
titles — but I still

wouldn't give even Hi-

Octane the EC.
First, the good

points. Hi-Octane looks

great, with all the nice

shading and texturing

we've come to expect

from Bullfrog. It looks

even better in its high-

res, 640x480 mode —
although you're going to need a top-of-

the-line system to get it to run well in

high-res. On a P90 with 24MB of RAM,
the 640x480 mode was terribly slow

unless I turned off the sky, texturing,

and other optional graphic extras. And
at that point, the 320x200 mode looked

better, and ran faster.

Speed is the key to Hi-Octane, and
its greatest strength. Running in low-res

mode (even with all the detail turned

on), you really feel the track whiz past

you as you kick in those turbo-boosters

and hurtle past your competitors. The
sensation of flying over the ground, of

gravity's pull as you kick your ship

through a banked turn, is a delight all its

own. You just know you're going

awfully damn fast— which makes it

all the more exciting when a rival

plants himself next to you, guns
blazing, trying to edge you out of

the next turn.

And that brings up another

strong point: weaponry. Unlike

Slipstream 5000, where nailing

opponents meant only that you'd

slowed them up a bit, Hi-Octane lets

you blow the bejesus out of your

foes, sending their collected ammo
and fuel reserves spilling out all over the

race track. They can re-enter the race,

yes — but they'll lose a lot of time and
power. So blasting your foes means
both a delay in their finish times, and an

opportunity to stock up on goodies

without having to detour through the

fuel, ammo, or shield pit-stops arrayed

You can view the action from inside your ship, or from a

chase-view behind it. Whenever an enemy is within

range, your targeting system will identify and lock on.

If you don’t have enough turbo power in reserve to escape attack, you'll find your vehicle flip-

ping end-over-end, spilling precious reserves all over the road.

around each track.

There are six ships to choose from,

each with very distinctive speed, arma-

ment, and handling characteristics. My
personal favorite was the Jugga, a big

semi-truck looking thing with just the right

balance of weapons and speed to mow
down just about any vehicle on the field.

There are also six tracks in the

game, ranging from NASCAR-style
ovals to tricky Grand Prix type urban

affairs, with soaring jumps and alter-

nate, off-road paths for the brave.

The problem with Hi-Octane,

though, is that the game just ends, leav-

ing you feeling rather cheated in the

end. Win the championship, for exam-

ple, and you just swing back to the start

screen as though nothing happened.

And although winning the champi-
onship on the toughest

difficulty setting is no
mean feat, it would still be
nice if the challenge lasted

through more than the six

tracks included. I mean,
playing this game is a lot

of fun; you'll want to do it

for days at a time. But
with only six tracks avail-

able, a championship can

be finished in a few hours

or less. Between that and
the fact that there's no real

reward for winning, Hi-

Octane will leave a lot of

gamers feeling as though
they've missed something.

As long as you know
you're not going to get a

big finale, though, you'll

be OK. And with the usual

Bullfrog emphasis on
multi-player gaming and—
this title's great recreation

of speed and destruction, Hi-Octane is

definitely recommended.
—Matt Firme

FINAL VERDICT

Real

sense of speed,

great graphics, and

plenty of gunplay.

The game

just ends, and much too quickly.

A very good game — but it

could have been a great one.
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Category; Shooter

Developer; Bullfrog

Publisher: Electronic Arts, 1450 Fashion

Island Blvd., San Mateo, CA
(415) 571-7171

This is sure to please those of us who've

always wanted to wield a gun on the free-

way, but couldn't stand the thought of prison.

Hi-Oclane
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World Hocheu 95
Category: Arcade hockey game

Developer: Merit Studios

Publisher: Merit Studios, 13707 Gamma
Road, Dallas, TX 75244

(214) 385-2957

Even if you make it past the IXIintendo-style

graphics, the on-ice action of Merit's World
Hockey 95 will only disappoint.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive; 486/25;

4MB RAM; 1MB
hard-drive space

486 DX2/66;

Supported sound
card; Gamepad

$45.95

rdinarily. I'll jump at the
chance to review anything
that has to do with hockey.
But in the case of World
Hockey 95 from Merit
Studios, it seems I should've
looked before I leapt.

Part of the problem
with this game is it's just a

bit hard to identify with.

Instead of giving you the

opportunity to play as your
favorite NHL team, this

import from Merit's

European division covers the obscure
international hockey scene, where teams
represent their respective countries
instead of wealthy millionaires, beer
companies, or movie studios.

While it's still hockey, the idea of
playing a champi
onship game as

the Italian

Stallions against

the Turkish Ter-

rors just doesn't

seem to carry the

same weight as,

say, a Sunday
matchup of the

Penguins and the

Blackhawks.

And I'm

sure there are a

few international

hockey fans out

there who are

just itching to

play as their

favorite international stars, like Gruber
Eubrekten or Szanlv Petrovyop, and try

to win, umm, a trophy or something.
But there's a lot more holding this title

back than just an identity crisis.

The first really big problem is the

nauseating color palette that was used
to render the on-ice action. The rink,

backgrounds, and players are made up

When your team scores

raising their sticks, you'

of big splashes of
primary colors, and
look like they'd be
right at home on an
8-bit Nintendo sys-

tem. While none of
the current PC
hockey games are

known for stellar

graphics. World
Hockey 95 could've

used a couple more
coats of paint just

to be on par with
the worst of them.

This wouldn't
matter if the game-
play were really

good, but it isn't.

For a game that's

supposed to focus

on the action aspect of hockey. World
Hockey does a pretty poor job of deliv-

ering. Regardless of what type of con-
troller you choose, moving your players
down the ice in a controlled fashion is a
hit-and-miss affair, with slow turns,

sluggish breakaways, and lazy slapshots
characterizing even the strongest teams.
And when you've mastered what little

control there is, you'll find hanging onto
the puck is a chore in itself, as the
opposing players seem to be able to

steal the puck if they're within shouting
distance of your player.

But even though controlling the
action is a problem, you still won't have
any trouble defeating the game's weak
AI. After spending no more than fifteen

minutes playing the game, I found the
sweet-spot that let me drop five goals in

one period. There are a few customiz-
able options that let you set the overall

difficulty of the game, but these didn't

seem to close up this hole in the defense.

Then there's the view of the rink.

Instead of using the standard length-

wise, three-quarter view of NHL or Brett

Hull Hockey, World Hockey uses an odd,
low-angle diagonal side-view. Initially,

this seems like it might be a nice alterna-

tive to the usual view — until you have a
dead puck obstructed by the boards or a

player charging down the near side. In

these situations, it's nearly impossible to

determine the position of the puck, or if

you actually have control of the player

you want.

But despite these frustrations, there

are a few nice things about World
Hockey 95 that I'd like to see incorpo-
rated into other hockey games, like the
training mode that lets you practice

a goal, instead of watching them celebrate by

II see the opposition stare blankly at the puck.

Scoring on these guys is just too easy...the

Canadian goalie puts this one in for you.

defense and penalty shots. Although the
opposing team's AI isn't any better here
than in the rest of the game, it proved to

be a fun little diversion that kept me
entertained after I had beaten most of
the teams on the roster.

Overall, though, there's little to rec-

ommend here. World Hockey 95 might
be enough to satisfy the wee ones, but if

you demand any kind of challenge from
your hockey games, let this one pass.

—Todd Vaughn

FINAL VERDICT

mode and penalty

shots are welcome

additions.

Retina-

burning graphics, sluggish controls, and very

weak AI.

Unless you're a die-hard fan

of international hockey, steer clear of this one.
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11th Hour: 7th Guest 2 $55

12 Roads to Gettysburg $49

1830: Robber Barons $36

1942: Pacific Air War Gold $48

1944: Across the Rhine $48
5th Fleet $40

7th Guest $49

Absolute Zero $41

Aces Collection $49

Aces of the Deep $47

Aces of the Deep 2 $52
AD&D: Bundle $19
AD&D: Genie's Curse $40

AD&D: Gold Box Collection $42

AD&D: Menzoberranzan $52

Adventures of Woodruf Schnibble $52

AEGIS: Guardian of the Fleet $47

Air Havoc Controller $40

Why pay retail?

Air Warrior $26

Airship $50

Alien Legacy $42

Alien Virus $50

Alone in the Dark 3 $45
Apache $42

Arc of Doom $37

Arctic Baron $26

Are You Afraid of the Dark? $40

Armored Fist $46

Atari 2600 Action Pack $26

Award Winning War Games $40

Awful Green Things $45
Battle Isle 2 $40

Battle Isle 2200 $35

Battlecruiser 3000 $46

Battles in Time $36

Beneath a Steel Sky $43

Berserker $45

Betrayal at Krondor $26

Beyond Squad Leader $46

Big Red Racing $39

Preorder

Price Protection
Any game you preorder from us

has the chance of its price

changing when it finally 4
arrives. We guarantee you will

get our best price, regardless of

any previous quote, when you

preorder—and remember: 1/2

price shipping on preorders.

Bioforge $43 Ecoquest $30
Blackthorne $33 Ecstatica $37
Blake Stone: Planet Strike $26 Empire 2 $42
Blood Bowl $35 Entombed $36
Bloodnet $42 Eric the Unready $36
Blown Away $44 Exploration $40
Breach 3 $40 Extractors $49
Brett Hull Hockey $36 Eye of the Beholder 3 $44
Bureau 13 $39 F14 Fleet Defender Gold $50
Burncycle $50

Buzz Aldrin's Race Into Space $40

Cannon Fodder $26

Capitol Punishment $42

Card Players' Paradise $33

Casino Tournament Champions $41

Celtic Tales: Balorofthe Evil Eye $36

Central Intelligence $26

Civil War: 1861-1865 $40

Civilization Network $48

Club Dead MTV $40

Colonization $46

Colonization Gold $48

Command and Conquer $48

Commander Blood $46

Companions of Xanth $36
Corridor 7 $31

Creature Shock $48

Crime Patrol $39
Cyberia $46

(all for new
FREE catalog

Cyberjudas $44

Cyberwar $47

Cyclemania $36

Cyclones $45

D-Day: Operation Overlord $41

Dark Forces $49

Dark Legions $38

Dark Seed $43

Dark Sun: Shattered Lands $50

Dark Sun: Wake of the Ravager $49

Dawn Patrol $40

Day of the Tentacle $41

Death Gate $35

Descent $39

Discworld $36

Dominus $39

ft Doom 2: Hell on Earth $44
“ Occurence 1: Doomware $29

Occurence 2: Hell on CD $29

ftp : Dracula Unleashed $46

Dragon Lore $35

Dragon's Lair $36

Duke Nuke'Em $45

Dungeon Master 2 $38

Earth Siege 2 $50

1/2 Price

shipping on

preorder games

FI 5 Strike Eagle 3 $51

Falcon Gold $52
Fantasy Fest $42
Flash Traffic $38
Flight Commander 2 $40

Flight Sim Toolkit $54
Flight Unlimited $49

Fortress of Dr. Raidiaki $35

Frankenstein $52
Front Lines $40
Frontpage Baseball $46

Front Page Sports Football Pro 95 $48

Full Throttle $45
FX Fighter $38

G-Nome $48

Gabriel Knight $46
Gabriel Knight 2: The Beast Within $48

Gadget $46

Gateway 2
. $35

Gazillionaire $28

Ghosts $30

Goblins 3 $21

Gone Fishin $41

Great Nav. Battles 1: N Atlantic $50

Great Nav. Battles 2 $41

Great Nav. Battles 3: Fury Pacific $49

Gunship 2000 $34

Hammer of the Gods $40
Hand of Fate $38

Hardball 4 $36

Harpoon Classic $30

Harvester $52
Hell: A Cyberpunk Thriller $46

Hellcab $43

High Seas Trader $41

Incredible Machine 2 $45
Mortal Kombat 2

Incredible Toon Machine $34 Nascar

Indiana Jones: The Fate of Atlantis $42 Navy Strike

Inferno $46 NBA Live

Inherit the Earth $35 New Horizon

Interplay's 10 Year Anthology $46
NHLHockey95

Iron Assault $41
Noctropolis

Nomad

Iron Cross $41

Ishar 3 $34

Jagged Alliance $46

Jetfighter 3 $47

Jewels of the Oracle $46

Journeyman Project $30

Journeyman Project Turbo $40

Journeyman 2: Buried in Time $50

Jump Raven $41

Kingdom of Far Reaches $41

Kings Quest Bundle (1-6) $59

Klik & Play $38

LZone $41

Lands of Lore: Throne Of Chaos $38

Lands of Lore 2 $46

Last Bounty Hunter $45

Legend of Kyrandia $42

Legend of Kyrandia 3 $41

Links Collectors Edition $36

Links 386 Pro $31

Loadstar $50

Lords of Midnight $46

Lords of the Realm $40

Lost Eden $41

Lost Files of Sherlock Holmes $34

Lost Treasures of Infocom 1 $35
Lunicus $41

Maabus $35
Machiavelli: The Prince $40

Mad Dog McCree $38
Magic Carpet $43

Magic: The Gathering $40

Marco Polo $48

Master of Magic $39

Master of Orion $39

Maximum Overkill $42

Mechcommand $42

Mechlords $36

Large selection

of CD games

Mechwarrior2 $46

Megarace $40

Metal Lords $48

Metaltech: Earth Siege $48

Metaltech: Earth Siege—Missions $34

Microcosm $49

Might & Magic: World OfXeen $41

Millennia $46

$46

$48

$41

$46

$34

$40

$46

$36

All products carry full manufacturer’s warranty and documentation.
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Total Distortion

Transport Tycoon

Ultima 7: Complete

Ultima 8: Pagan

Ultima Underworld 1&2 Bundle

Ultimate Football

Under a Killing Moon
US Navy Fighters

Vikings

Virtuoso

Voyeur

Warcraft: Ores and Humans
Where in World is Carmen Junior

Where in the World is Carmen

Wild Blue Yonder

Wild Blue Yonder 2

Wing Commander3
Wing Commander: Armada

Wings of Glory

Wolfpack

X-Wing Complete

X-Com: UFO Defense

X-Com: Terror From the Deep

$41 ^?
$36

$46

$40

$41

$52

$49

$47

$36

$48

$40

$41

New Customers
Have we got a deal for you! If

you have never ordered from

us before, just send us a

receipt for any game previously

purchased from our competition,

mail-order or retail store,

and we will give you FREE

shipping on your first game

order from us.

Overnight shipping available in the U.S.

APO/FPO and foreign orders welcomed.

Your card is not charged until your product is shipped.

FedEx shipping times are guaranteed.

Never a hidden surcharge.

COD's now accepted.

Standard shipping is UPS, $4.

FedEx 2-day and overnight

delivery available. Foreign

orders subject to additional

shipping charges. Returns

require an RMA and may be

subject to a restocking fee.

APO/FPO orders shipped by

priority mail. Additional

shipping charges may

apply to hardware items

due to their weight. No

COD on hardware items.

© 1995 Titan Games

Please send me your catalog.

Novastorm $26

Oceans Below $30

Operation Body Count $35

Operation Europe $35

Orion Conspiracy $48

Outpost $40

Panzer General $40

Expert consultation

and game
recommendations.

Perfect General 2 $35

PGA 486 $49

Phantasmagoria $52

Phoenix Fighter $51

Picture Perfect Golf $45

Pinball Arcade $31

Pirates Gold Plus $48

Police Quest 4: Daryl Gates $45

Police Quest 5: SWAT $49

Power House $40

Privateer $50

Pro League Baseball 95 $38

Psychotron $38

Quarantine $40

Ravenloft: Stone Prophet $49

Ravenloft: Strahd’s Possesion $50

Rebel Assault $48

Red Baron with A10 $41

Redshift $51

Relentless: Twincen's Adventure $46

Renegade: Battle For Jacob's Star $49

Retribution $50

Return to Ringworld $42

Return to Zork $49

Reunion $36

Riddle of Master Lu $52

Ringworld $36

Rise of the Robots $45

Rise of the Triad: Dark War $41

Robinson’s Requiem $50

Sabre Team $36

Sam & Max Hitthe Road $41

Shadow Caster $44

Shadow of the Comet $38

Shadows of Cairn $41

Shanghi: Great Moments $40

Sherlock Holmes CD Trilogy $20

Silent Hunter $48

Silverload $50

Sim Ant $41

Sim City 2000 $55

Sim City Classic $49

Sim Town $34

Skyrealms of Jorune: Alien Logic $52

Space Ace Classic Pack $36

Space Hulk $35

Space Pirates $39

Spear of Destiny Complete $42

SSN-21 Seawolf $43

Stalingrad $40

Star Control 1 & 2 $20

Star Crusader $41

Star Reach $39

Star Trail: Realms of Arkania $35

Star Trek: TNG A Final Unity $48

Star Trek: TNG Collectors Edition $74

Star Trek: 25th Anniversary $39

StarTrek: Deep Space 9 $41

Starfleet: Academy $47

Stonekeep $52

COD’S now
accepted

Strike Cmndr/Privateer Complete $45

Supercarts $35

Syndicate Plus $22

System Shock $46

Tank Commander $45

Tekwar $47

Terra Nova: Strike Force $49

The Chaos Engine $52

The Elder Scrolls: Arena $46

The Elder Scrolls: Daggerfall $52

The Horde $41

The Lemmings Chronicles $48

The Pure Wargame $30

The Scroll $50

Theme Park $47

Thunderscape $48

Top Gun $41

Tornado: Operation Desert Storm $25

Tortoise and the Hare $36

Thanks for making us the #1 mail-order game company.

Contact us on GEnie at Titan-Games. On the internet at titangam@netcom.com

1-800-247-5447
All titles listed in this ad are CD-ROM titles. Call for 3.5" availability and pricing.
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Experience the best-selling Sid Meier’s Civilization as a multiplayer Windows game!
With Sid Meier’s CIVNET™ play on-line via the Internet, over a local network or go
head-to-head by modem. Build the Pyramids and the Great Wall. Conquer Earth or an

undiscovered planet. Play history’s greatest leaders and your friends - in any combination,

up to seven players at once! Broadcast messages simultaneously to your opponents.

Become allies with some. Taunt others. You decide. Because once you get your hands

on Sid Meier’s CIVNET™, Civilization will never be the same.

For IBM -PC & Compatibles on CD-ROM. 1-800-879-PLAY, http://www.microprose.com

C-1995 MicroProse Software, Inc. All rights reserved.
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REVIEWS

Space Quest 6
Category Adventure Game v

:fa One part Discovery Channel, ten parts Red
Developer: Sierra On-Line

Publisher: Sierra On-Line, 3380 146th

Place SE, Suite 300, Bellevue,

WA 98007 (206)641-7617

Dwarf, the latest episode of Space Quest takes

you (literally) into the bowels of sci-fi humor.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive; 386;

4MB RAM; SVGA;
Mouse

Double-speed CD-

ROM; 486; 8MB
RAM; Supported

sound card

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

I

t's hard to keep a good man down.
When the going gets tough, the

tough get going. Quitters never win,

and winners never quit.

Great adages, but how they

even remotely apply to Roger Wiico

is beyond the combined intelligence

of the galaxy. And yet, for all his

bumbling, stumbling, and bone-

headed moves, here he is again,

turning up like the proverbial bad
penny, rarin' and ready to save the

universe. Just one catch: the uni-

verse doesn't need or care to be

saved today, at least not by the likes of

Roger. So it appears he'll have to set his

wobbly sights on something smaller.

Much, much smaller.

If you thought the first five Space

Quest installments played fast and loose

with sci-fi conventions, wait till you get a

load of Space Quest 6: The Spinal Frontier.

While the fugitive droid's hiding out in the basement of the night club,

you need to figure out a way to convince the bartender that you belong

behind the bar. You need some things that are stashed back there. Upstairs for a

If the title itself isn't enough

to tell you Roger's creators

will be flogging away at all

the sacred cows of

Hollywood science fiction,

consider the game's

premise: In an attempt to

save luscious crewmate
Stellar Santiago's life from

the clutches of the evil

Sarpei, Roger will let him-

self be reduced to a micro-

scopic state and injected

into Stellar's bloodstream.

There he'll fight his way
through a veritable textbook of

human anatomy in a struggle to

reach Stellar's brain before

Sarpei can. That setup should

provide the late Isaac Asimov
with plenty of rotational impetus.

The adventure begins on
Polysorbate LX, a crude little

planet located in the backwa-

ters of the galaxy. For most, shore leave

would mean a bit of relaxation, a few

drinks, maybe a whirlwind romance.

That's not for Roger, of course. Right off,

he manages to get caught up in a galac-

tic droid hunt, as he agrees to help a

stranger bring a renegade endodroid to

justice— and all for a measly 50 bucka-

zoids. You see, Roger's a little tapped

out, and he needs the cash so that he can

purchase a cheat sheet for the galaxy's

latest video game hit. Stooge Fighter.

Along with the bent humor, all the

convoluted Space
Quest puzzles we've

come to know and
hate are here. Case
in point: Roger
needs to apprehend
the endodroid, but

every time he gets

close, the droid

turns him into con-

fetti. After acquir-

ing a tank of liquid

nitrogen (we all

know what sticky

fingers Roger has

— probably comes
from never washing
them), he'll have to

find some way to

get the bartender in

a convenient night

club to let him go
behind the bar.

With what he finds

there, plus a trip or

It's comforting to see a familiar face, even that of a former foe. Be

nice to Elmo, and he just might help you win Stooge Fighter.

-m

Despite their appearance, these guys would much

rather be shopping for home furnishings than dealing

with you. Once they're separated, you might try to

create a diversion.

few flexible implements, he's got just the

right tool for the job of bagging the

droid. All he has to do now is track

down the droid, quick-freeze it with the

nitrogen, then smash it into a million icy

slivers and deliver those to the bounty

hunter. It's just too many steps for such

a tiny piece of the puzzle.

While all the Space Quest games
have been littered with allusions to other

science fiction, be it literature, film, or

television. Space Quest 6: The Spinal

Frontier is bursting with pointed barbs

both subtle and gross. Just about every-

thing, from the beloved Mr. Asimov's

Fantastic Voyage to the TV classic, "The

Outer Limits," gets slagged, and the

game's creators seem to have gone out
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he did. But you need to see eye to eye with

him on another body part before you can
received some hologramatic training.

Wow, no wonder people have these things

removed. Was there anything this woman
wouldn't eat? Once again, however, someone
else's messy habits mean good luck for Roger

Spinal Frontier, despite a couple of steps

backwards as far as the graphics and
voice-overs are concerned, will satisfy the
perverted, dark needs of twisted Space
Quest fans.

Yep, it takes one to know one.

— Gary Meredith

S3 GAMER
Plenty of

the puzzles and sci-

fi jabs you've come

to expect from the

SQ series.

FINAL VERDICT

Annoying narration; the animation feels

too cute for the subject matter.

It's not the best of the Space

Quest series, but it's something fans of the previ-

ous games will definitely want to check out.

REVIEWS

A s Sierra's second-longest-running

graphic adventure line, the Space
Quest series has taken legions of

gamers into its twisted version of the future.

The technology has changed drastically since

Space Quest I: The Sarien Encounter, but a few
things have remained constant: the off-kilter

humor; the fiendishly bizarre puzzles; and the

bumbling underdog hero, Roger Wilco.

The Sarien Encounter introduced us to

Roger's arch-enemy, the evil Sludge Vohaul.

Roger, a lowly space-janitor destined to remain
a lowly space janitor, became a reluctant hero

when the forces of evil stole the Star Generator

that keeps his home planet of Xenon alive. The
original Sarien Encounter sported the rudimen-

tary EGA graphics of its day, but was later

given a classy VGA facelift to match the later

games in the series.

Space Quest II: Vohaul's Revenge
brought Sludge back with a grudge. This time

around, Vohaul had hatched a horrifying plan

involving countless clones of insurance

salesmen. Naturally, he had to be stopped,

and Roger was the man to do it.

Space Quest III: The Pirates of Pestulon

was programmed with a new graphic adven-

ture system that allowed higher resolution, 3D
graphics. It also featured the series' first seri-

ous musical score, written by Supertramp's

Bob Siebenberg.

Another huge graphic leap came with

Space Quest IV: Roger Wilco and the Time

Rippers, the first of Roger's adventures to he

done in 256-color VGA graphics

with beautiful hand-drawn back-

grounds. This one also had the

most convoluted story line, with

Roger actually travelling back in

time to visit Space Quest I.

After saving the universe four

times, Roger finally got command of

a starship in Space Quest V: The

Next Mutation. Of course, it was a

garbage scow. You can take the

man out of the muck, but you can't

take the muck out of the man.

Where will Roger show up

next? There's no telling, but it’s cer-

tain he will. Here's hoping he'll be

back in the cutting-edge graphic

surroundings that made his fourth

and fifth adventures so convincing.

Space Quest IV: Roger Wilco and the Time Rippers, marked a huge
improvement in graphics and sound for the Space Quest series.
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of their way to nail the Star Trek saga.
But science fiction isn't the only tar-

get of the Space Quest barbs. In one
hilarious sequence that will either have
Bill Gates howling with laughter or
reaching for the phone to call his

lawyers, Roger has a run-in with the
Information Superhighway, which
includes an encounter with the very famil-

iar Windows 3.1 interface.

There's been a major change in

Space Quest's appearance since install-

ment five. Gone are the more traditional

Sierra-style cartoons of bygone days,
replaced with graphics quite similar to the
latest King's Quest episode. At first, I

thought I had stumbled into one of those
horrible little Don Bluth Space Ace clunk-
ers. The game's look is just a little too
Disney-esque for my tastes, but at least the
graphics don't grate on my nerves the way
the narration does. I found myself doing
exactly what I did when I played the CD-
ROM enhanced version of Space Quest 4

— turning off the nar-

ration as soon as I

started the game.
Despite changes

in appearance, the

interface functions just

as it did before, which
is to say quickly and
efficiently. This is the

first Space Quest game
that runs under both
DOS and Windows,
but the results are

somewhat mixed.

Everything seems to

work well enough with

the new Windows ver-

sion, but you'll need to

decide right off

whether you want to

play in DOS or

Windows. For some
reason, neither format
can read games saved
under the other.

The bottom line is

that Space Quest 6: The

Since the game is rigged, it doesn't matter which Stooge you pick— you’ll

lose anyway. Didn't I tell you to be nice to Elmo?

Your mother always told you to clean up

your room. Oh well, it just makes finding

what you need here a bit more complicated.
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drive, mammoth 15+15 watt stereo

speakers, and a killer Wavetable sound

card with true 1 6-bit, desk-shattering
||

sound. All for a price that will blow you

away. The Power Kit 7000 delivers high

quality and performance. Add to that

22 of the hottest CD-ROM titles and 1 50

shareware games, and this baby will take

you anywhere you want to go. As fast as

you want to get there. Plus, the Power Kit

7000 is easy-to-install, and 24-hour

fax-on-demand and online support services

are available. So you'll never be left in the

dust. Contact your local dealer or call

Diamond at 1 -800-4-MULTIMEDIA

today. Don't play it any other way.

Get ready for the ultimate multimedia

experience. Fire up your PC and hang on

while we deliver some serious high-speed,

pulse-pounding, white-knuckle performance.

Introducing the Diamond Multimedia Power

Kit 7000, packed with some of the best

hardware and software available in a kit.

With a screaming fast quad-speed CD-ROM

Quad-speed CD-ROM drive

Wavetable 1 6-bit sound card

15+ 15 watt stereo speakers

Ergonomic joystick and microphone

22 Best-selling CD-ROM titles including:

Myst? Descent™ - Destination Saturn,

Rebel Assault™ Compton's Interactive

Encyclopedia™ 1 995, Family Doctor™

The Internet for Everybody?Chinese

Cooking for the Family™ + 1 50

shareware games.

diamond
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Hie Orion Conspiracy
Category: Graphic Adventure

Developer: Divide by Zero

Publisher: Domark Software, 1900 S.

Norfolk St., San Mateo,
CA 94403 (415)513-8929

M.S.R.P,: $54.99

H

t first glance, it appears that

this new title has all the
ingredients for a great adven-
ture game: A twisting plot,

plenty of unique characters to

interact with, and fair but
challenging puzzles. 1 guess it

just goes to show that

appearances can be deceiv-
ing, because almost none of
that potential is fulfilled.

This sci-fi adventure
game is set in 2160, and casts

you in the role of Devlin
McCormack, former captain of a

research vessel. McCormack retired sev-
eral years earlier after being injured in

an attack by a rival company's starship
during the "corporation wars" that

began as disputes over territorial rights.

But McCormack's troubles didn't
end there. He was scorned by company
employees for his inability to work, and
soon his home life crumbled, too. His
son Danny left home for an apprentice-
ship at the Kobayashi Corporation, then
his wife committed suicide. The final

straw came shortly thereafter: Danny

There's a lot stronger language than this in The Orion

Conspiracy, but it's delivered so unconvincingly that

it doesn't add much to the proceedings.
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Would you enjoy watching a middle-aged
sleuth strolling through a space station? Then
you're going to love this new adventure.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

486/25MHz; 4MB
RAM; 10MB hard-

drive space; SVGA;
DOS 5.0 or later

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive; 486/50

MHz; 8MB RAM;
Smartdrive disk-

cache; VLB video

card; Mouse; Sup-

ported sound card

When Devlin tries to snatch a pie from Chandra's larder, he
receives a reprimand— then Chandra walks over and
assumes this odd blocking position for the next 30 seconds
or so. It's just one example of the sparse and unrealistic

character animations in the game.

The intro consists of several

sequences of impressive 3D-ren-

dered animations like this one.

That must be some pretty strong

material— maybe transparent

aluminum— used in this ship!

was killed in a mysterious accident after

a routine patrol to explore the event
horizon of a black hole.

The game opens after the memorial
service at the Kobayashi Research
Station Cerberus. As McCormack sits in
his quarters, someone slides an anony-
mous note under the door— and it says
that Danny's death was not an accident.
Your goal: to find out what— or who —
really caused Danny's death, and learn
why Kobayashi Corp. is so intent on
hushing up the whole affair.

It's an interesting story with a lot of
potential for graphic-adventure good-
ness, but after spending a lot of time
with this game I've only got one word to

describe it— boring.

Where do things go wrong? Well,
the first big drawback is the poor voice
acting: Few if any lines are delivered in a
truly convincing manner. Often the dia-

log is so listless and dry that it sounds as
though it's being read right from the
game's script by people who've probably
never done anything like this in their

lives — you really have to hear it to

appreciate just how lame it is. Even the
addition of some fairly strong adult lan-

guage (expect to hear at least five of the
Seven Words you can't say on TV)
doesn't help liven things up significantly.

Then there's the way the game han-
dles interaction with the characters.

When McCormack meets someone you
can talk to, you're given the same list of
questions every time: What is your job?
What's it like to work here? How well
did you know Danny? Did anything

unusual happen before
Danny's death? A question is

usually added to the list that

applies specifically to the per-
son you're addressing, but

these simply aren't enough to shake the
weary feeling of sameness that perme-
ates each conversation.

But the biggest problem with The
Orion Conspiracy is the incredible

amount of walking that Devlin does. I'd

guess that more than half of the time you
spend playing this game will be taken up
by simply watching Devlin make his way
from place to place; what's worse, many
of the screens (especially the seemingly
endless decks where the crew lives) look
identical. It can take Devlin nearly five

minutes to go check out a location, then
five minutes on the way back — and all

you can do is sit on your hands and wish
he'd pick up the damn pace a little.

It's a shame, because if you stick

with it for long enough you'll find a
pretty devious mystery that needs to be
solved. Too bad only the most patient of
gamers will be able to make it to that
point in the game.

—Steve Poole

GB GAMER FINAL VERDICT
An

intriguing plot, and

a fairly good cast of

characters.

Sparse

animation; lots of poorly written dialog, and

weak voice acting.

If you can endure the game's

slow pace there is a good mystery to solve.
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Multimedia Celebrity Poker
Category: Poker Sim

Developer: New World Computing

Publisher: New World Computing, Inc.,

P.0. Box 4302, Hollywood,

CA 90078-4302 (818) 889-5650

Required We Recommend

Double Speed CD-
ROM; 486/33;

Windows 3.1; 4MB
RAM; SVGA; Mouse

486 DX2/66; 8MB
RAM; VLB Video

Card

M.S.R.P.: $49.95

O

ne of my favorite pastimes is

getting together with good
friends for a game of poker. We
pull out the tortilla chips and
salsa, and if we're feeling partic-

ularly stereotypical, even smoke
a few nasty cigars. New World
Computing has tried to replicate

this comradrie in Multimedia
Celebrity Poker. Unfortunately, it just

doesn't come close to the real thing.

Jonathan Frakes, best known for

his role as Commander Riker in "Star
Trek, The Next Generation"; Morgan
Fairchild, of "Falcon Crest" and "Dallas"

fame; and "Saturday Night Live" regular
turned steroid-addled muscle-head, Joe
Piscopo; all take time out of their oh-so-
busy schedules to enter the world of
multimedia stardom.

The idea of playing poker with
three stars would seem to be appealing,
especially when you consider the leg-

endary gambling prowess of Frakes'
character Commander Riker. But, if

you're hoping to pit your wits against
this renowned poker face, prepare to be
disappointed. As a matter of fact, one of
the main elements in poker— bluffing
— is absent. Betting is limited to 12
chips, making any meaningful bluff very
nearly impossible.

The poker part of Celebrity Poker is

flat, too — no better than any other
poker sim around. There are only eight
variations of play, from seven card stud
to five card draw, and playability seems
to have taken a back seat to the live-

action video.

The greatest weakness, though, is

the video itself. It quickly becomes an
obvious series of looping frames — at

times, laughably so. And so instead of
creating the feeling that you're playing
against live celebs, the repetive video
reminds you constantly that you're only

Looks like Jonathan is getting a bit bored.

Bet you never saw Captain Picard's Number
One do this before!

watching a movie.
Ultimately, this is just a poker sim

with a gimmick. It would be nice to

"play" with the stars, but the excitement
wears off as quickly as the video starts

repeating itself.

—Michael Wolf

GAMER
Nice full-

motion video

footage; simple and

intuitive interface.

Motions

and comments by the

very quickly, so there

Don’t expect to stay up late

nights with this one.



Virtua Chess
Category: Chess Simulation

Developer. Titus

.iWe Titus Software Corp., 20432

Corisco St., Chatsworth,

CA 91311 (818)709-3692

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive; Double speed CD-

386SX/16; 2MB ROM; 486/DX33;

RAM; VGA; mouse 4MB RAM; VESA
driver

M.S.fLP,; S49.95

D

on't be fooled by the name. Virtua

Chess isn't "virtual chess," and it

doesn't require a VR helmet. This is

a straight-forward chess program

that can challenge players of all skill

levels, from the casual player to the

more advanced chess aficionado.

The chess engine, the most
important facet of any chess game,

has placed highly in recent tournaments

against both man and machine, and has

been written entirety in assembly lan-

guage, which allows the engine to

process faster than most other chess

programs. And in chess, thinking

faster is better.

While plenty of other programs
have utilized world-class chess

engines, many have been burdened

with poor graphics and few options.

That's not the case with Virtua Chess;

the 3D piece sets, modeled using

Silicon Graphics, look good, and with

the click of a button you can resize,

rotate, and tilt the board to virtually

any perspective.

And the interface lets you cus-

tomize the game screen with multiple

display boxes that further enhance the

experience, and can help give some
insight into advanced playing tech-

niques. Move lists, captured piece lists,

and think boxes (which let you see what

the program is thinking) are just a few of

the many displays that can be added.

Depending on the level of challenge

you want, Virtua Chess can be adjusted to

suit a wide range of personal skills and at

full strength has the capabilities to prove

more than a challenge for all but the top

percent of professional players.

There are a lot of good things to be

said about the game. It's not as smooth as

the Chessmaster series, and doesn't

include an online tutorial, but it can load

and analyze any scoresheets in PGN for-
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With so many display boxes to choose from, it doesn't

take long to tailor the screen to your liking.

mat, and play over a network. These fea-

tures aren't new, but the strong gameplay

and smooth interface does position Virtua

Chess within striking distance of the elite

chess sims.

—Joseph Novicki

£3 GAMER FINAL VERDICT

power-

ful chess engine; H I AH
sharp graphics and A
plenty of extras.

New
ers eager to gain insight into advanced techniques

will be disappointed by the lack of a tutorial.

If you like a challenge, Virtua

Chess is a surprisingly strong entry into the com-

puter chess arena.

Yeah! Check out the INN Web Site at

http://www.imaginationnet.com

There’s more where that

came from rookie!

you thxnK you'u just Ram xt into the

ENP ZONE, ONiy THAT MXCRORXOIO^T
FROM fRc<no stuffs the piAy scReamxnc,

"not TOPAy, TOUGH GuyJ>>"

Dang!
Who’s
that new
quarter-

back?

just another fortball game.

{Wm This time it’s personal.

Join thousands of other members on the

ImagiNation Network GOSIISD, where you’ll play

against each other rather than mindless microchips.

Match wits against another "coach” using

real NFL players and actual '94-95 stats. Make

strategic player substitutions and see the

action from up to nine viewing angles.

No wonder Front Page Sports:

Football has been named the PremierSports AT&T

FOOTBALLONLINE

Gameoffieyearhy

Computer GamingWorld

for the last three years.

So check it out.

Start playing today with the free INN software on

the CD-KM bundled with this magazine, or call us

at 1-800-1MAGIN-L ext. 942 . When you do, you’ll get

dozens of other cool games, like 3D-Golf“ Red Baron®

andThe Shadow cfYserbius”

Come on, hot shot.

Are you INN or out? IMAGINATION!.

Product Information Number 1 16
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f ENTOMBED© 1994-95
Chaos Concepts, AJI Rights Reserved.

Entombed is TM of Chaos Concepts, Ply. Ltd.

Myst is a trademark of Cyan, Inc.

Wndows is a reg. tm. of Microsoft, Inc.

"91% WOW! What a brain-boggling,

mind-imploding game... It’s a GRAB with

a capital ’G ’!"

- Gamestar Magazine

‘Beautifully rendered SVGA graphics and excellent
’mood music’ enhance ENTOMBED, providing the

player with the slickest, puzzle-based Windows
adventure I’ve yet seen.

"

-Computer Gaming World

ially lethal - traps, and a deep undetiyifff-
pquence. Armed with only the diary of a
ryou must solve the mystery of your failed
ind unrav§l the riddle of ... the ENTOMBED.

rare retail^ nationwide
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> from America On-line,
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For a unique flying challenge, try taking this

sailplane out for engine-less flight.

With the external camera view of Flight Unlimited, you get a great view of the photo-realistic graphics and

realistic lighting effects. The terrain graphics in this aerial playground are outstanding.

Flight Unlimited
Flight Simulation

Looking Glass Technologies

Publisher, Looking Glass Technologies,

One Alewife Center, Suite 450,

Cambridge, MA 02140

(617)576-3310

With picture-perfect graphics

and dead-on flight modeling, this

is as close to reality as sims get.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive; 486/33;

8MB RAM; SVGA
graphics; 25MB
hard-drive space

Quad-speed CD-

ROM drive; Pentium

90; Flight yoke and

rudder pedals;

Supported sound

card

I.S.R.P $59.95

I

confess. I've always liked a little

action in my flight simulations. Hell,

if you can't blow anything up,

what's the point of pretending? But

I'm starting to change my attitude

now that I've found a flight sim that

makes just plain flying fun.

If you're a battle-weary vet-

eran of air combat sims. Flight

Unlimited might be just the sort of

R&R you need. Forget the bogeys

for a bit and buckle in for some
pure recreational flying, because

this flight sim soars.

Flight Unlimited is the most fun I've

ever had in a computerized cockpit. It

looks, sounds, and feels for all the world

like you're flying over Arizona, Virginia,

or Alaska, pulling stunts in high-perfor-

mance aerobatic aircraft.

The terrain graphics are just

superb. Aerial photos, touched up and
stretched across a 3-D contour map,
give you a beautiful backdrop for your

aerobatic antics — and a pretty place to

die when you screw up. You'll roar over

mountains, through narrow valleys,

alongside rivers and highways.

What you hear in Flight Unlimited

is every bit as good as what you see.

The game's developers recorded engine

sounds for each aircraft, so no two
sound the same. The sound effects

are utterly convincing, from the

growl of a rotary engine to the eerie

rush of wind around the silent

sailplane. There is some nice audio

detail on the ground, too, although

somebody needs to do something

about that yapping dog.

As outstanding as the terrain

graphics are, this aerial playground

was designed for stunt flying: it's

what happens in the air that really

counts. Flight Unlimited models not

only the aircraft, but also the air flowing

around it. It's a dynamic model, with

terrain and elevation affecting air cur-

rents. In the sailplane, you really get a

feel for the fluid wind currents that are

at work in the game. Catch one just

right, and a thermal — a rising column

of warmer air— can give you quite a

ride. The sensation of actual flight is

nothing short of magnificent.

You have four powered aircraft

waiting in the hangar: the Pitts S-2B, the

Sukhoi SU-31, the Extra 300S, and the

Bellanca Decathlon. All are lightweight

planes built for stunt flying. Throw in

the Grob S-103 sailplane for a little seat-

of-the-pants gliding, and you're ready to

take off.

There are no fancy airports here.

For your flying pleasure, you'll choose

from five FBO (Fixed Base of Opera-

tions) buildings with small runways.

These FBOs serve as the interface to the

various game options; as you move
around the 3D-rendered FBO building,

you can pick your plan, check out your

log book, travel to another FBO, and

Overall Speed Sun F/X

Terrain Haze Clouds

PT i 03
Blenciniq 30 Models G Effects

Audio

Opt ions

| C ontrcrfs

From the options screen, you can set the detail levels

and adjust difficulty levels to suit your flying style.
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HIM
Flight Unlimitecfs photorealistic graphics really show their stuff when
you take the Sukhoi down on the deck for a closer look...

fust don t maneuver in too close to the ground, or you might subject
your plane to those unseen ground effects and end up...

sign up for flight lessons. The first-

person approach works pretty well,

although some gamers may prefer a

more traditional menu screen.

The flight school is a dream come
true for any budding pilot. There are
about 30 lessons, starting with the
basics and moving on through some
pretty complex aerobatic maneuvers.
After some ground-school lessons, you'll

take a plane up to try out your new
tricks, and that's where the flight school
really takes off. Your flight instructor is

beside you every step of the way, talking

you through increasingly difficult

maneuvers, from a simple turn to an
inverted spin. His voice is clear, his tone
sure and patient. This sounds and feels

so real that you'll find yourself getting
nervous as you attempt a maneuver.
And the instruction is excellent, with a
heads-up display showing you the
proper angle of attack and other point-
ers for each maneuver.

The log book is another excellent

feature, adding to the you-are-there
realism of the flight school. Here you'll

see a record of your flights and the cer-

tificates you've received. You also use
the log book to view the "tapes" of any
flights you've recorded.

After you've earned your wings in

flight school, you can test your skills on
18 race courses, where you pilot your
plane through hoops in timed competi-
tion. Some are easy, while the aerobatic

obstacle courses
are incredibly

demanding.
Cockpit

instrumentation is

minimal, but that's

consistent with
these aerobatic

aircraft and with
the game itself. In

Flight Unlimited,

it's not where
you're going that

counts; it's how
much fun you'll

have getting there.

Inside the cockpit,

you can choose
from several

views, including a

virtual cockpit

mode that lets you turn your head to get
a better view of all that gorgeous ter-

rain. For serious stunt flying, the aero-
batic view lets you monitor the gauges
and watch a graphical representation of
your plane's position.

A joystick works fine for Flight
Unlimited, but this sim deserves better.

A yoke and rudder pedals add the per-
fect touch to the game's remarkable
realism. Flight also supports various vir-

tual reality headsets.

Naturally, these high-end graphics
come at a price. Even my Pentium 90
struggled to run Flight Unlimited at the

...rolling across those hills and valleys, with you and your plane in a heap
of twisted metal, broken glass, and charred flesh.

highest resolution settings, but the pro-
gram gives you enough options for
reducing detail that you can get a decent
frame rate with the fastest 486 mach-
ines. The box lists a 486/33 as the mini-
mum platform, but that must be a joke.

This baby really needs a Pentium — the
faster, the better.

If you've got the machine to run it,

you're gonna love Flight Unlimited.
You'll find out you don't need machine
guns and bombs to have fun in the com-
puter cockpit. Now, if these guys would
just start working on a World War II

combat sim...

But can it fly to Chicago?
The obvious question, of course, is how does Flight

Unlimited compare with Microsoft's Flight

Simulator? The answer: Like apples and oranges.

Sure, both are real-world flight sims, re-

creating what you might experience if you had

enough money, guts, and free time to get into recre-

ational flying. No bullets, no bombs, no dogfights. But

the similarities really end there.

Since comparisons are inevitable, though, let's

take a look at how these two fine sims differ.

The venerable Flight Simulator, now in version

5.1, is the benchmark for non-combat flight sims. In

fact, it's been the only game in town for years. Add-
on scenery disks have mapped pretty much the

entire world, allowing computer pilots to fly from,

say, Peoria to Paris using real instrument navigation.

Despite its name. Flight Unlimited is much
more limited in its scope. It s a virtual aerobatics

school, period. Navigation is not a factor. This baby

is strictly all about flying for fun.

The verdict: If you're serious about simulating

recreational flying on your computer, you need 'em

both. For realistic navigation, instrumentation, and

weather— and if you just want to fly to a real-world

location you'll recognize — stick with Flight

Simulator. If you're in the mood for some death-defy-

ing stunt flying with photo-realistic graphics, load up

Flight Unlimited. You can't go wrong either way.

—Lee Buchanan

FINAL VERDICT
HICasHI S ; Best

graphics ever seen

in a flight sim.

Excellent flight

school puts an

instructor right beside you.

You'll need at least a Pentium 90 before

the game really starts to cook.

91

tlOTfOiVI l.li'T With its incredible graphics

and great flight school. Flight Unlimited soars

above the pack of flight simulations.

||PC EHMEH September 1995



C
ommand a single squad or an

entire battalion as any Allied or %
Axis nation - and get ready to rumble!

Game play is tun, easy and gorgeous!

Explosive SVGA graphics and intense anima-

tion help you feel the destruction as buildings

burn and tanks explode! All this plus digitized photos

of over 200 tanks make Steel Panthers as exciting to

watch as it is to play. Add digitized sound effects and

this WW II blockbuster will have you running for cover!

To Order: Visit your retailer

or call 1-800-601 -PLAY

with Visa/MasterCard

(North America
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Pictures

LTD.

Could Zillions Of Drooling Python Zealots Be Wrong?
Absolutely.

So, Listen To The Experts Instead.

Best CD-ROM
-PC WORLD

Best Product
-PC MAGAZINE

Best Strategy Program
-SOFTWARE PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Best Game Special Award Best Top Ten Multimedia Products Best Of Everything
-COMPUTER GAME REVIEW
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7th LEVEL
Product Information Number 82

Monty Python ’s Complete Waste of Time.

Check out this ground breaking

CD-ROM featuring a stupendous

strategy game, classic clips,

archetypal arcade games, silly

songs, strange screen savers,

sick system sounds and

iconoclastic icons.

Download a little Monty Python madness

on AOL (keyword: SEVENTH) or

CompuServe (GO: SEVENTH) or

on the weh WWW.7thLevel.com.

For more information or to order,

call 1-800-9PYTHON ext. 115.
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Pouterhouse
Category: Economic sim

Developer: Impressions

Publisher. Impressions; 222 Third Street,

Suite 0234, Cambridge,

MA 02142 (617)225-0500

Those fiends over at Impressions bring

their talents to yet another business sim,

and produce a qualified success.

Choose which technology you wont to research.

GEO-THERMAL
gydrothermal

WAVE
gjirface Follower

Hire/ Fire Scientists

GAS
gpmpliant Tower

COAL Hired:- 20

Working:- 20

Available:-!]

Cost/ month:-MS 20

Checking:- 1651

REFINERY
gydroskinning

GENERATOR
$eam Converter

CAPACITOR
Bbpper Cel |
TRANSFORMER

NUCLEAR
Bbs Cooled Core

HEP

(SURVEY

WORK IN PROGRESS

PowerHouse

Research and Development Department

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

386SX or faster;

4MB RAM; SVGA;
10MB hard-drive

space; Mouse

Double speed CD-

ROM; 486DX; 8MB
RAM; Supported

sound card

M.S.R.P.: $69.95

P

ower controls every aspect

of our lives, from the morn-
ing cup of coffee to the com-
puter I'm using to write this

review. Like it or not, the big

power companies have us by
the short-and-curiies: They
literally have the power of

life and death. Without
power, the very fabric of

society would come unrav-

elled: look at any New York
City blackout as proof.

Power is power.

Sounds like a cool arena for a

game, no? Well, David Lester and those

business sim fiends over at Impressions

sure thought so, and they've come up
with a future scenario in which mega-
power companies vie for domination of

an energy starved world. Powerhouse
gives you the reins of one of these cor-

porations, a small territory to start it,

and a populace hungry for electricity.

What can you do with it? Will you invest

in environmentally safe forms of power.

Scientists research improvements in each element of play, from

creating more reliable nuclear power to better surveys.

or let your power plants

pollute the region? Will

you hire researchers to

come up with new and
better forms of power
and improve your
plants? Does the new
communist government
in that little country

you're servicing want to

convert all your power
plants to state owner-
ship? Maybe a little

sabotage or industrial

espionage will give you a

bit of an edge over the

competition.

Welcome to the

strange world Impressions'

economic sims. Impressions
— creators of Air Bucks,

Detroit, and other strategic

titles — is one company that

learns from its mistakes, lis-

tens to its users, and always produces a

better produce next time out, and Power-

house is no exception. Using a handsome
Windows interface, Super-VGA graph-

ics, and some multimedia tinsel, they

have created their most streamlined,

attractive, and playable game yet. It'll

take a few passes through the manual to

understand the elements of play, but

that's only because this is a complex sub-

ject and a multifaceted game.
The premise is simple. You and

your three opponents start in a single

territory and must meet that area's

energy needs. At the outset, you hire

surveyors to chart the land and deter-

mine the most profitable forms of energy
for each square of the ter-

ritory. Is there gas there?

Will it support a dam or a

windmill? How hard will it

be to harness this energy?

And what will be the envi-

ronmental impact? All

these questions are

answered by each sur-

veyor for a nine-square

area. Once the best energy

source is determined, you
build it, start improving it,

and start looking for more
sources to exploit. All the

while you watch as the ter-

ritory draws power from
the other companies as

well as yours, with the

company providing the

most power and the most
profit emerging on top.

Most of Powerhouse is played with this main map and icon bars, as you

build power plants and watch the growth of your company.

An accurate survey will save much time and

money, since surveyors recommend which

form of energy is best for which site.

Powerhouse puts nine forms of

power at the disposal of the user: coal,

oil, gas, solar, nuclear, wind, wave, tidal,

and geothermal [see sidebar]. Some are

more profitable than others, some more
environmentally sound, some cheaper to

maintain or easier to exploit. This tends

to fluctuate from site to site and govern-

ment to government. Some coal is very

deep and requires months to reach.

Some governments are very intolerant of

bad environmental impact, and will

cause trouble for forms of energy that

pollute or owners who don't keep sites

clean. Some forms of energy are good to

build early because they're cheap to

build, produce a regular yield, and are

environmentally safe. With solar, wind,

and hydroelectric, you're pretty sure of a

continual— if smaller— yield in the

early days of your company. When you

PC GAMER September 1995
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Harnesses earth-generated heat. Costs calculated yearly. Converts gas, coal, and refined oil into electricity.

Produces electricity with wind-driven turbines. Converts energy from the sun into power. Costs cal

Costs calculated yearly. culated yearly.

Geothermal Plant Generator

The Tools of Power
After determining the most profitable form of power for a square, you can build any of the
following units to best exploit that location. Some sites need more than just the basic rig,

they need refineries and generators to produce usable energy, thus increasing overhead.
The trade-off, of course, is in a greater yield in both power and profit.

O'l R'9 Natural Gas Rig

•Zi*

Extracts coal from the ground. Requires Generator

to produce electricity. Costs calculated yearly.

Hydroelectric Plant

Uses nuclear fission to produce energy; uses fusion

if you invest in research. Costs calculated monthly.

Wave & Tide Power

Traps water in reservoirs and releases it through

turbines to produce electricity. Can only be built in

rivers. Costs calculated every two months.

Wind Farm

Harnesses the energy produced by the rising and
falling of tides and waves. Can only be build on the

ocean. Costs calculated yearly.

Solar Plant

Coal Mine Nuclear Plant

Extracts oil from ground. Requires Refinery and Gener-

ator to process and convert into energy. Costs calcu-

lated monthly for offshore; every six months for land.

Extracts natural gas from the ground. Requires

Generator to produce electricity. Costs calculated

monthly for offshore and every six months for land.

spend five or six months drilling for oil

or waiting for that nuke to get online,

they'll supply some much-need capital

and keep you afloat.

As with all Impressions titles,

countless charts, graphics, pie charts,

and monthly reports track progress and
failure. Every year or during emergen-
cies there are small, and mostly useless,

video clips to determine CEO of the year
and other such nonsense. They don't add
much to the product, but it was nice of
Impressions to try.

Players can buy and trade in stock,

borrow money to expand, and, most
interesting of all, conduct "unique opera-
tions." These range from sabotage, espi-

onage, and slander to bribing govern-
ment officials, and add a nice twist to the
game (a twist that was promised for, but
left out of. Transport Tycoon).

Obviously these have their risks,

but it's fun to at least try to see if you can
blow up someone's nuclear power plant.

Fluctuating governments also add inter-

esting elements to play, with some being
more environmentally minded, and oth-
ers unstable and dangerous to operate in.

Powerhouse has enough elements
to keep it interesting, but only to fans of
economic simulators. And even for them,
play may begin to feel slightly redundant
after the first few territories: survey,
build, improve, move on. Impressions
would have done better to bring the
social aspect into play more by including
the cities which are sucking up all this

power. What if your company caused a
blackout which led to unrest in your city

and maybe even rioting? Still, there's

enough challenge to keep people coming
back, and a respectable enough com-
puter opponent to keep things interest-

ing. Another winner from Impressions.

—T. Liam McDonald

SI GAMER
Engaging

mix of economics,

strategy, and dirty

deeds. Good inter-

face and detailed

SVGA graphics.

Long-term play seems redundant.

Modest video quality adds little to game.

A good game for business

sim fans and SimCity aficionados, but others

might find it a bit of a yawn.

FINAL VERDICT

una
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This multimedia movie expert

gives you interactive access to

the world's largest movie

database on CD-ROM plus

online video purchasing. You

will enjoy hours and hours of

entertainment exploring the

glamorous world of movie

stars, directors and behind-
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SimTouin
Category:

,
Simulation for kids

Developer: Maxis

Publisher: Maxis, 2 Theatre Square,

Orinda, CA 94563

(510) 254-9700

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

386/25MHz; 8MB
RAM; 1MB hard-

disk space; Super
VGA; Mouse;
Windows 3.1

M.S.R.P.: $39.95

B

ack in the late '80s, SimCity
was a huge hit on the PC, and
it quickly earned classic sta-

tus. The challenge of manag-
ing a growing city and keep-
ing the citizens happy made
for an intriguing, addictive

game. Now Maxis has cre-

ated a SimCity for kids,

bringing the same tried-and-

true formula to a smaller,

more accessible scale.

Aimed at kids aged 8-12,

SimTown has plenty to hook
you and keep you playing. Just like in

SimCity, you build roads, houses, build-

ings, etc., with a simple point-and-click

interface that's a snap to learn.

Starting with an empty tract of
land, you'll build a town from the

ground up using items from a variety of
categories, including Terrain (grass,

trees, roads, etc.}; Homes (Tudor, apart-

ment, ranch, etc.}; Community Buildings

(school, fire station, post office, etc.);

Businesses (pizza parlor, grocery,

radioATV station, etc.); and Fun Places.

It's that last category that'll really

excite kids: you can build arcades, movie
theaters, zoos, and other neat stuff for all

those little sim citizens to enjoy. There
are also some unusual homes to choose
from, including a haunted house, a cas-

tle, and a futuristic home that looks like a

spaceship. Another nifty element is the

ability to create and name your own citi-

zens. These little touches give kids a

great way to express their creativity and
learn about the world they live in.

But even with all these choices, you
may soon feel like you're getting stuck in

a rut, adding more of the same houses
and businesses and managing resources
like water, trees, and crops. Once your
town has grown to a certain size, there's

nothing new to do; you start to feel like

you're not accomplishing anything.

At this point, kids might be tempted

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive; 486;

20MB hard-disk

space

U PC GAMER September 1995

Kids itching to build their dream town get

the chance with SimTown, a pint-sized ver-

sion of the classic SimCity.

l\lo Place Like Home

Here's my town in all its glory. This view
gives you an overall look at your creation.

You'll use this view the most because it's easy to

build roads, houses, and businesses at this scale.

Here's my house! After creating my character in

the Designer Character section, I built this

house, and my computerized counterpart moved
in. This view is not really functional, but it does

let you see your sim citizens up close.

Double-clicking on houses takes you inside.

Looks like nobody's home except Indigo, my
lovable mutt. See the computer on my kitchen

table? Most of the sims have similar machines;

my town must be pretty advanced, huh?

to give up, but there are a few extras

that help keep the game challenging and
fun. You can turn on the Eco-Villain

mode, which triggers ecological baddies
like Water Hogs, Litter Bugs, etc., to

wreak havoc on your town and keep you
busy. You can even have the game trig-

ger natural disasters like droughts,

earthquakes, and fires.

SimTown also comes with four

Fixer-Upper Towns — ready-made vil-

lages with specific problems you'll have
to solve. It's when you manage one of

these towns that you start to realize how
everything works together. In BadAir-
Town, for instance, there are too many
roads. What does that have to do with
the bad air? Well, more roads means
more cars, which means the town is full

of smog, which means your sims are get-

ting sick. If you don't get the town back
into shape quickly, you could be kicked
out by an angry mob!

All of this gets the little wheels in

your head turning: What would happen

if you built a town with just bike paths
and walkways instead of roads? What
about separating all the homes from all

the businesses with a big, central park?
It's these kinds of challenges that will

keep kids coming back for more of
SimTown, just like their parents keep
going back to their old favorite, SimCity.

— Lisa M. Howie

IS GAMER
There's a

lot to explore and

plenty of variety.

It can get

boring if you don't

take advantage of all

gram has to offer.

You learn valuable manage-

ment lessons and have fun at the same time.
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,ond tear. After weeks of brutal captivity,

njy thing he can fee! is the numbness in his

>dy. Reality has become just a blur. This is

where you come in. You are in command
of a crack group of anthterrorist

personnel armed with the best

weapons and technology that

the government can buy. Your

adversaries, however, are as

prepared as you are. The only

real edge that you have is

your guile and guts, little

comfort to the hostages

whose lives are on the line.

But before you get too

cocky, remember, terror

has no patience.



REVIEWS

includes every facet of warfare in a fan-

tasy world, or if you're a fan of earlier

Koei titles, or if you are a Celtic history

fanatic, then this is a title that you really

must own. Otherwise Balor is likely to be

more intimidating than fun.

—Trent C. Ward

El GAMER
Detailed

control, great his-

torical background,

absorbing storyline.

FINAL VERDICT

Confusing

gameplay, poor instructions for beginners.

It s a great game for experi-

enced strategy gamers, but the average gamers

will find the game confusing.

Balor of Itie Evil Eye

PC GAMER SeplemlierlSSS

Category: Strategy game

Developer: Koei Corp.

Publisher: Koei Corp., 1350 Old Bayshore

Hwy., Suite 540, Burlingame,

CA 94010 {415)348-0500

Koei lets loose with a complex strategy game
that's likely to confuse as many players as it

entertains. But this time, that's not so bad...

If you want to stay healthy, it's a good idea to pay

your tribute early in the game. Until you've built up

some strength, being coy will only get you killed.

By clicking on a tent, you can talk with any heroes in

the area. At first your weak status will make them

hesitant to join you, but as your power grows, so too

will your company.

O

ver the years, Koei has put out

some truly impressive warfare

simulations set in different

periods throughout history.

Their newest title, Celtic Tales:

Balor of the Evil Eye follows

the company's traditions of

exhaustive historical research,

total control over gameplay,

and deep economic and
wargaming aspects. In fact,

Balor is so complex that most
gamers, even strategy veter-

ans, may find it intimidating

from the moment they open the box.

This isn't a game for everyone: only

those with great patience and really big

brains will be able to glean the truly

entertaining game that is hidden within

this title.

For a game filled with such com-
plexity, the basic idea is fairly simple. As
the leader of one of eighteen tribes in the

land of Eire, your must acquire

wealth, land, and influence to

become High Ruler of the kingdom.

Once you have the people of Eire

behind you, you must attempt to

take on the mighty army of Balor

and overthrow his evil reign.

Aiding you in your quest is the

somewhat flighty goddess Danu,

several trusted advisors (slightly

more reliable in a crunch, but with-

out the same flair for fashion), and if

you're lucky, some of the heroes

who walk the land.

Once you've got a basic team
together, you'll begin the laborious pro-

cess of taking over Eire. More than just

gathering an army and marching on the

nearest town, you have to ensure that

your army has leaders, your soldiers

have food and money, and that your

people are fed and protected from other

invaders in your absence. In order to do

all this, you must use your heroes not

only as fighters, but also as farmers,

explorers, and miners. When you run

low on livestock, you can also ask your

warriors to go on a cattle raid to.. .err...

borrow some from your neighbors.

Keeping track of everything that's

going on in just one kingdom can be dif-

ficult, and when you amass several king-

doms, you'll almost be forced to hire an

aide to watch over a portion of your

many holdings. The key to winning is a

steady pursuit of new land, while making
sure that everything is running smoothly

back at home. Great warlords may win a

few battles, but it's the

economic genius with

the most territory who
will overcome in the

long run.

Balor does have its

share of drawbacks,
including weak visuals,

and a movement inter-

face that becomes more
and more frustrating as

the game wears on. But

on the whole, most of

these problems are

superficial. The main
disadvantage of this

title is that it's really dif-

ficult to play, and only

the most dedicated

strategy gamer is going

to have the patience

required to get the most
out of this game. But if

you're looking for a

strategy game that

Each of the game's heroes is rated in several different stats that can

change as they enter battle and accomplish missions. Once you get a

heavy hitter on your side, make sure to keep them working at what

they do best.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM; 386;

Mouse; MS-DOS 5.0

Double-speed CD-

ROM; 486;

Supported sound

card

M.S R.P . $59.95
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Jolrnnu Mnemonic
Category: Action/Adventure

Developer Propaganda Code

Publisher: Sony Imagesoft, 2400 Broadway
Ave., Suite 550, Santa Monica,
CA 90404 (310)449-2999

William Gibson's cyberpunk thriller

comes to life on your PC as one of the first

true interactive movies.

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive;

486DX2/66; SVGA;
8MB RAM; 2MB
Hard-drive space;

DOS 5.0; Windows
3.1

Triple-speed or

higher CD-ROM
drive; Pentium;

Accelerated VLB
or PCI card;

Supported sound
cards

M.S,R;P,: S69.95

P

ere's the deal: You're Johnny,
a mnemonic data courier with

a silicon chip— capable of

holding 180 gigabytes of data
— wet-wired into your brain.

Except that you've somehow
crammed 320 gigs into it, and
it's starting to seep.

See, that last data pickup
in Beijing went south and now
you've got 12 hours to find the

download code before your
brain fries from the overload.

Unless, of course, the Yakuza
finds you first. They want that data, too,

and they only need your head to get it, if

you know what I mean.
At first glance Sony Imagesoft's new

double-CD presentation of William
Gibson's JohnnyMnemonic is a murky,
unintelligible mess. My initial impression of
this game was that it would make a great

couple of battery-powered CD-ROM clocks.

It's so dark and kinetic that it's

impossible to tell what's

going on, let alone what
you're expected to do.

Then, gradually, almost

against my will, I found
its peculiar groove and I

was virtually drawn into

the cyberpunk world of

mnemonic couriers,

synthetically enhanced
bodyguards and yowl-

ing Yakuza. So far,

though, I appear to be
in the minority.

Here's the problem. Everybody talks

about "interactive movies," but so far no
one's actually made one, although Gadget,
Under a Killing Moon, and the Quantum
Gates came awfully close (for completely
different reasons). For the most part, the

countless valiant, but failed, attempts did
little more than prove that video sequences
and lovely rendered animations alone do
not an IM (interactive movie) make.

PC GAMER September 1985
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Johnny Mnemonic may be big on style, but

the Options Interface (hosted by the

GobbleNet Girl), is standard Windows.

And that's where
Johnny makes the grade.

Unlike, say. Tsunami's Flash

Traffic— where the washed-
out video stops every few sec

onds to ask you, "what now,
boss?", or The Daedalus
Encounters almost modular
puzzle-based approach,

Johnny's full-motion video is

non-stop (you know— like a

"movie") with letterboxed

Windows Of Opportunity
(WOOs) cropping up when-
ever you can affect the flow.

It's a bit like Dragon's
Lair, but you don't die every

time you miss a WOO and
there are very few "wrong"
moves. When a WOO
appears, use one of eight

user-definable keys to look

left or right, move in the appropriate direc-

tion, use an object, download your cargo
(hopefully), and punch, block and kick in

real-time first-person fight scenes against a
6'8" gunman (LA Lakers' Kurt Rambis), a
significantly enhanced bodyguard
(Penthouse megababe Julie Strain), and
more. If you do miss a WOO (a good title

for a Dr. Seuss book, by the way) the scene
loops until you make up your mind.

This, of course, is where most players

will groan and say, "What a load of crap!",

and I can't blame 'em. Because it succeeds
where all the others have failed, Johnny
will seem unfamiliar, confusing and, yes,

irritating until you discover its elusive

rhythm. But the rhythm is there, I assure

you, especially ifyou
haven't read the short

story or seen the criti-

cally savaged film.

Now, just because
it really works as an
interactive movie
doesn't mean that

Johnny doesn't have its

CyberBummers. The
system requirements

alone pretty much
ensure that the major-

ity of PC's will deliver

abysmal performance (the audio was
totally out of synch, even on my P100), and
the Save Game system returns you to the

BEGINNING of the saved scene (before

you've won that important fight or
searched that room).

Every time Johnny picks up some
useful item he stuffs it inside his Rick

Deckard raincoat like some hyper Harpo
Marx— it's a wonder he can even walk

Johnny checks out his own personnel file at Ralfi's— the low-

down dirty rat who sold him out.

FIBER-LUX UNIT
REALISTIC PERSONALITY
ULTIMATE PROTECTION
HYPER-KINETIC LEGS

Pretty is as Pretty does. Julie Strain's char-

acter Pretty has a Realistic Personality,

among other things.

with all of that stuff clanking around in

there. And the game's supposed multi-mil-

lion dollar production looks more like a
dingy episode of Fox TV's "VR.5" than
Blade Runner.

Still, it's a rare treat to find a game
that delivers on it's promise, even if the

result is bound to be an acquired taste.

—Scott Wolf

[a GAMER FINAL VERDICT
a step

the right direc- H V H
tion for IM games *4 I

Substan-

tial system require-

ments; initially confusing; not much replay value.

An acquired taste; if you’re a

traditionalist who shuns the video movement or

have a slow system, forget it!



IMPULSE GAMES - ENTOMBED DIGGERS - MILLENNIUM MEDIA
In the tradition of MYST™ comes a

complete ray-traced mystery of

entrapment and intrigue - ENTOMBED.
Designed by the Australian software

magicians at CHAOS CONCEPTS,
Entombed will pit you against an ancient

civilization's technology; their insidious

(and potentially lethal) traps; and a deep
underlying mystery of monumental
consequence. You must solve the

mystery of your failed predecessors and
unravel the riddle of... the Entombed.

If you liked playing LEMMINGS,
you'll love DIGGERS 1 Stories of the

planet ZARG’s mineral wealth are in

abundance. Huge amounts of

minerals and ores can be found

below the planet's surface. But the

enormous volcanic activity that

created these riches has thrown up
a large number of perils as well. As
a result, mining the Planet ZARG is

an extremely hazardous
undertaking. Few have left richer

than when they arrived: indeed if

they've left alive at all!

f r

e r r t •

APOGEE - RISE OF THE TRIAD DOOM - ID SOFTWARE
You are a member of the

HUNT, the top secret High-risk

United Nations Taskforce, sent on
extremely covert operations to

possible trouble spots outside the

three-mile boundary waters of

member countries. You are

investigating a breakout of cult

activity on a small island in the

Gulf of Santa Catalina. Little do
you know that your battle here is

only the beginning of the Dark

War about to be waged.

ONE MUST FALL

In the year 2097 steel will bend and
sparks will fly as you control a 90 thorn

tic,n

foot robot in a futuristic fight of Epic

proportions. OMF 2097 will rip your

heart out with full screen, ultra fast

fighting action. In OMF's
"Tournament Play", you enter the

arena as an inexperienced 98,000
' pound weakling. Fighting through

match after match of opponents,

you earn cash and experience for

every fight you win. If you enjoyed

Street Fighter II or Mortal Kombat.
take on One Must Fall 2097.

W *

/

CG

EPIC MEGAGAMES -

DOOM is THE virtual reality

game in which you are plunged
into a brutal 3D world. To escape
alive, you must outfight legions of

grisly fiends and solve Doom’s
lethal puzzles. You play a marine

soldier equipped with a variety of

weapons and technological

artifacts, but in the end it comes
down to who's tougher; you or

them. DOOM. Where the Only

Safe Place... Is Behind the

Trigger...

’ nii. . ,. „..t . .
. ... 1 . .. 300

PLUS 26 MORE TITLES JUST AS GOOD
AS THESE, AND EVEN BETTER...

If you’re looking for new games to play and you don’t have a

lot of money to blow on junk; pick up a SHAREWARE
SOURCE demo title and see what you’re missing. For about

$5 bucks you can preview hot new games and a few

classics you might have missed out on. You don't even

need a modem or a CD-ROM drive. And if your retailer

doesn’t carry SHAREWARE SOURCE, give them this ad and

tell em’ you want some quality demos to try out from THE
SHAREWARE SOURCE

The Hottest Commercial Software Demos.
No Modem Required.

ARE

AVAILABLE AT;

800-247-5447

Attention Retailers: Shareware Source product is one of the fastest selling product lines our software retailers

carry. We consistently rank in the top 10 title sales. Our packaging is the best in the industry and our prices leave

you with huge margins compared to other software products. Excellent terms and service have made Shareware

Source THE source for quality demo software. Call 'Kevin' at Beaucomm Software at 1-800-266-3281 for a free

information kit with service, terms and prices that will have you wishing you'd called sooner.

Product Information Number 156
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MuHung
Category: Graphic adventure

developer: Abudoe

Publisher: Abudoe Software Inc., 320 108th

Ave NE, Suite 500, Bellevue,

WA 98004 (206)462-8303

Required We Recommend

486/25; Double 486/66 or higher;

Speed CD-ROM; 16MB RAM
Windows 3.1; 4MB
RAM; SVGA;
Mouse; Sound card

incredibly long loading time between
scenes, and the slow character movement
throughout the game. You actually start to

dread having to go back to check some-
thing two screens back, because it could
easily take you three minutes to get there!

The bottom line? WuKung fails on
just about every level. There's just nothing
to recommend about it, unless you're a

connoisseur of bad gaming.
—Michael Wolf

US GAMER FINAL VERDICT
It's a

promising idea.

There's some nice

cartoon animation,

and the interface is

easy to use.

Long loading times, terrible voice act-

ing, lack of subtitles, etc., etc.

Man, this game sure is bad...

it seems impossible, but Abudoe has
managed to create the one instance in known
history when monkeys Just aren't any fun.

W

hen WuKung came to me
for review, I figured that

any game starring a mon-
key-god as the main char-

acter can't be all bad.

Besides, there's a pig-

demon and a merman,
too. With such original

characters, how could this

game go wrong? All kinds

of ways, as it turns out...

Take the back-

ground story, for

instance, told in the ago-
nizingly long introduction. The game is set

in ancient China, as the Emperor attempts
to locate the Book of Governance— a

source of infinite wisdom. He sends his

loyal monk SamChang to search for the

book, and during the journey, SamChang
meets WuKung, monkey extraordinaire.

The pair then makes friends with Eddy,
the pig-demon, and Seamour, a denizen of
the aquatic deep. It might not be brilliant

stuff, but it turned out to be more interest-

ing than the game itself.

You actually start the game after

WuKung is sent off to find some food,

and when he returns, SamChang, Eddy,
and Seamour have disappeared. Your
mission is to find the

missing members of

your party, and then

help SamChang find

the mystical book.

The interface is

pure point-and-click,

with your character's

inventory onscreen
at all times, avoiding

the need to bring up
an inventory menu. This simplicity is nice,

although the interface often feels vague
and unreliable.

The game tries hard to be amusing,
but it's never funny as much as corny.

The voice acting is just bad, and reminds
me of a poorly dubbed movie, with voices

Crossing the River Step-by-Step

m Even though

WuKung can

supposedly fly (he is a

god, you know), you

still need to figure out

how to get him over

this river. First you’ll

need an axe to get rid

of this snake...

Then toss the

meat you got

from the butcher into

the water, and...

Voila! A bridge

provided by

some crocodiles. Don’t

make any missteps!

e-

,

iM *• %
k

'

You control all the supernatural characters.

Each has his own inventory and different

challenges to overcome. You can switch

between them by clicking on their portraits.

that never really match the characters. In

fact, the whole game reeks of Bad
Translation Syndrome, as though it had
been translated from Chinese to English
by a Korean electronics firm.

Another complaint, and one ofmy
pet peeves in a voice-acted adventure, is

the fact that there are

no subtitles. The
problem was com-
pounded by the fact

that the controls for

music and sound vol-

ume didn't work on
any of the computers
I tested the title on, so

most of the conversa-

tions were drowned
out by the music. Although I probably
didn't miss much, it was annoying to have
to put my ear to the speakers to try to

pick up some tid-bit I might need later.

If nothing else, WuKung has enter-

taining, cartoonish graphics going for it.

But they're not good enough to justify the

Q PC GAMER Seprember 1995



Ultra-low level strike missions,

j|r revolutionized the gritty

ground attack.

VV A
Vertical Take Off and Landings,

^
aircraft can go anywhere \^m „

troy anything. Explore VTOL

oy-jn the expansion disk

Skid-breaking A

U.S.NAVY FIGHTERS EXPANSION DISK

Electronic Arts®

JUMP JETS: Explore the highly realistic

VTOL flight models of the AV-8B Harrier II,

FRS.Mk 2 Sea Harrier, and the Yak-141

Freestyle. wf*

SPOOL UP: Launch your Harriers off the

deck of the Navy's new amphibious

assault ship U.S.S. Wasp.

missions

OPEN UP: Deal out destruction i

AC-130E Spectres, SNAKE YL i:o

30mm guns and rapid fire ro'oki

pods.

DOWN IN THE WEEDS: View a fully tex-

ture-mapped environment based on

actual satellite and aerial photography.
Critical Acclaim for

U.S. Navy Fighters

Computer Gaming World:y /

PC Gamer:

91% Rating

COMPATIBLE

REQUIRES U.S. NAVY FIGHTERS

Product Information Number 107

Combat

Series,

Marine

Fighters,



Evil has taken hold

on the forgotten

world of Tempest,

II

time to act!

Soon from w$hld bompuiiiug, imb
P.O. Box 4302. Hollywood, CA 90078

© 1995 New Wosld Computing, inc. Anvil of Dawn is a trademark of New World Computing, Inc. New World Computing and its distinctive logo are registered trademarks of New
World Computing, Sne-New World Computing, Inc is a wholly owned subsidiary of NIN Communications, inc. All rights reserved. IBM screens shown. Actual screens may vary.
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FX Fighter
Category: Fighting game

Developer: Argonaut Software

Publisher: GTE Interactive Media, P.0. Box

4358, Carlsbad, CA 92018-4358

(800) GTE-TODAY [438-86329]

Move over. Mortal Kombat —
FX Fighter Just hit town, and PC
fighting games won't be the same again.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

486DX/33MHz; 4MB
RAM; 16MB hard-

drive space; MS-
DOS 5.0 or later;

VGA

Double-speed CD-

ROM drive;

486DX2/50MHz;
8MB RAM; VLB
video card;

Supported sound

card; Gamepad(s)

M.S.R.P.: $59.95

M

ake no mistake: FX
Fighter is the finest fight-

ing game ever created for

the PC. It may not boast

the same level of graphics

you see in games like

Toshinden or Tekken that

were designed for dedi-

cated videogame systems,

but in the two depart-

ments that count the most
in a fighting game—
animation and gameplay
— FX Fighter scores

nearly perfect marks.

The setup for this punch-and-kick-

fest is pretty good, at least as far as these

sort of games go. Far in the future, there

are eight known civilizations in the Milky

Way, co-existing peacefully mainly

because no single

power can risk a

multi-front war.

Things changed dra-

matically, though,

with the appearance

of a "wandering
planet" called

Anarchis, capable of

destroying an entire

fleet of spaceships in

the blink of an eye.

The fate of the

galaxy seemed hopeless,

but then came something

of a reprieve: Rygil,

leader of Anarchis,

promised to spare the Milky Way if a

fighter from one of the eight races could

beat him in hand-to-hand combat.

That's where you step in. After

choosing to play as one of the eight com-

batants (see sidebar), you must defeat

your seven fellow warriors before you
can square off against Rygil for the final

showdown. Win a bout, and your oppo-

nent's home world is blasted to

smithereens; lose, and the same thing

happens to your planet.

Like I said, it's a decent little back-

ground story. But what makes FX
Fighter so special is its ultra-smooth ani-

mation, well-balanced gameplay, and
crunching sound effects. Argonaut
Software used a patented motion-cap-

FX Fighter features a Wide View option, designed to help the game run at an

acceptable rate on slower systems. Unless you have a Pentium, this is the

view you should use /(you want to have all details turned on.

^ And I thought cats didn't like water! Here's

Sheba, a member of the cat-like Feran race, set

to take on Siren on the telekinetic’s home surf.

Here's an interesting matchup: The lightning quick Kiko against the slow but powerful Cyben 30. If he can cor-

ner her, he'll grind her to a pulp— unless she uses a knee throw to flip him out of the ring and win by default.

ture technology called Brender (short for

"Blazing Render") to create the move-
ment for the fighters, and the

results are utterly convincing. Their

motions are so fluid, so lifelike, that

even with the detail levels turned

down to accommodate a slower

system you'll still have no problem
suspending your disbelief. When
Jake lands a roundhouse kick to an

opponent's head, you can almost

feel the impact.

The graphics, though good,

are probably the weakest part of

the game. Non-human fighters like

the robot Cyben 30 and the praying

mantis Venam look pretty convinc-

ing, but the closer a character gets

to being human the less impressive

he/she looks, even with detail levels

cranked to maximum. But in any
game involving movement—
whether it's flying, fighting, or dri-

ving — looks are secondary to a

smooth frame rate, and once you
get a gamepad in your hands and

start pulling off deadly combos you

won't give a damn that the graphics

are a little muddy here and there.

Like the arcade game Virtua
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Horn Oo You Make Sheba Do The Blitzkrieg Bop?

I

t's great that each character in FX Fighter can per-

form over 40 different special moves and combos,

but there's one small fly in the ointment: The manual

only lists the most basic offensive and defensive

maneuvers. Now, this is understandable— real

arcade fans love figuring out special moves on their

own— but some of us just don't have the patience

to try out seemingly endless combinations of direc-

tional-pad pushes and button presses.

But help is available, particularly if you have

Internet access. GTE Interactive says that a com-
plete move list— including "hidden" moves— can

be found at the FX fighter Wold Wide Web site

(http://www.im.gte.com), Actually, the hidden

moves were, well, hidden at the Web site for a few
weeks: The only hint that they were available at all

Cyben 30 looks

upon bio-organ-

isms with con-

tempt— and if

you get too

close to him

he'll use his

devastating

strength to

prove he's seri-

ous about it.

Moves:
• Rotor Arm
Attack: f, F+P
• Sweep: D/B+K

was a reference in the FX Fighter FAQ. GTE plans to

have the moves in a more prominent location by the

time you read this.

Another Web site that plans on having a lot of

FX Fighter cheats, codes, tips and more is Digitale

(http://www.umn.edu/nlhome/m447/reinb001/digi/dig

itale.html), a non-profit online zine created by Jon

Reinberg. Digitale also features reviews, a readers

survey, and links to other gaming-related sites.

Check it out, and tell him ya read about in the PC
Gamer site.

There will doubtless be lots of places on the

Internet where you can find move lists, but we
thought we'd get you started with a couple of spe-

cial moves for each fighter. Next month, we’ll give

you the complete list in Strategy Central, just in

case you had trouble merging onto the Infobahn.

Note: These screenshots are taken from the char-

acter selection screen, and don’t represent how the

characters look during play.

Basic FX Fighter Controls

F Forward

B Back

U Up
D Down
P Punch

K Kick

+ Performs actions together

/ Diagonal (F/U means jump

toward oppenent)

-4 Perform next move while

first is executing

lower case Tap controller quickly

UPPER CASE Hold controller briefly

The meditative

Ashraf hails

from the planet

Karlak. He car-

ries himself

with dignity and

grace, but you'd

better watch out

if he gets in

your face!

Moves:
• Fireball: b, F+P
• Energy Push: f,

d, F+P

Jake is probably

the easiest

character to get

accustomed to.

He has plenty of

brute force, but

he's a fairly

quick mover,

too.

Moves:
• Pick-up

Throw: f, d, B+P
• Roundhouse

Kick: B+K
• H> F+P

into Head Butt

The Kanti war-

rior Kiko makes
up for her lack

of muscle with

lightning speed

and keen sense

of attack. She’s

also pretty good

with shuriken.

Moves:
• Knee Throw:

B/D+P
• Double Kick: f,

f, K

Your best bet

against this

rock-creature is

to work your

way close to the

ringside, then

try to knock him

out with a com-

bination.

Moves:

• Bearhug: B+K
(Up close)

• Toss Throw:

F/D+P (Up close,

when opponent

is ducking

It's difficult to

defend against

Sheba's crouch-

ing attacks.

Keep your dis-

tance to lure her

into a standing

postion, where
she's less dan-

gerous.

Move:

• Face Rake: F,

K (while

crouching)

Siren's almost

as fast as Kiko

— and has tele-

kinetic powers

to boot!

Moves:

• Salmon Kick: f,

f, K
• Back Throw:

B/D+P (Up

close)

Ax
t\

He's wiry, but

tough! Let

Venam get in

close, and he’ll

try to make a

meal out of you.

Move:
• Leg Throw: b,

F+K

The graphics in FX Fighter aren't quite up to what you'll see in

games running on dedicated game machines like the Saturn or

Play Station, but the blazing action and crunching sound effects

make it easy to overlook any visual shortcomings.

|

Fighter, FX Fighter employs a "flying

camera" that's constantly panning and
zooming to make it feel as though the

action's taking place in three dimen-
sions. Unlike that game, however, FX
Fighter does allow you to move along
three planes: up and down, backward
and forward, and left and right (albeit at

45-degree angles).

I've heard some videogame nuts

argue that being able to move along a
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third axis doesn't add anything to

gameplay, but I've got to disagree;

several times I've managed to catch
an opponent offguard by rolling out
two or three times, then launching
an attack from a new position. At
the very least, it adds a new visual

element that helps keep things fresh
and exciting.

The sound effects aren't exten-
sive, but they're brutally effective;

the sound of kicks and punches
finding their mark reminds me of a

kung-fu movie. You also get a little

in-fight banter: When Venam (the

praying mantis guy) throws you to

the ground, he leaps into the air

and squeals "Meal!" before bending
over and gnawing your shoulder.

Knock Ashraf (the Karlakian) to the

mat and he lets out a low cry, sort

of like Bruce Lee, while Kiko (a Kanti)

shrieks and squawks as she moves in for

the kill. There are several tracks of dance
music that play from the CD during the

game, but it doesn't jibe with the fren-

zied combat, and most players will turn
it down or off.

The only things wrong with FX
Fighter are matters of omission, rather

than of flawed design. The manual, in

the form of a stylish comic book, is

sparse in the extreme; no mention is

made of the fact that the F1-F5 keys tog-

gle things like texture, shading, and res-

olution during gameplay, and no special

moves are explained (see sidebar). And
an instant replay feature would have
been nice, as would a feature to install a

big chunk of the game on the hard drive

so you can play your own music CDs
should you tire of the disco beat.

But these are trifles compared to

the intense action FX Fighter serves up.

If you've got enough computing muscle
(I'd say a 486/50MHz with VLB is the
true bare minimum), check this game
out. You'll never look at a PC fighting

game the same way again.

—Steve Poole

USGAMER FINAL VERDICT
The best

fighting game ever

created for the PC.

Period.

Sparse

manual; a few extra features like instant replay

or a full-install would have been nice.

A stunning and impressive

piece of work that sets a new standard in PC
fighting games.



40 Secrets

5 Days.

1 Town.

No Law. .

.

.Until Now.

TA HUI LV EST
Welcome to Diamondback—

a

sandblasted frontier outpost pop-

ulated by 40 of the most interactive

characters ever assembled on a CD-
ROM. In the morning, you’ll meet

them all. Each has a story to tell and

a secret to hide. But when rumors

surface of lost Spanish silver and

mystic warriors, all hell breaks loose.

Can you save a hardscrabble band

H of pioneers from themselves? Or will you succumb to

temptation in a town where you’re the only law?

Dust: A Tale of the Wired West is a digital adventure with a novel

take on the classic Western—a fresh, funny, first-person interac-

tive saga. Outstanding 3D graphics and sound plus a clean and

simple interface pull you into the boisterous frontier world of 1882

New Mexico. Shootouts and arcade-style action, poker, blackjack,

and checkers, and a host of challenging puzzles and

mazes are all wrapped up in a compelling story that

will make for hours of entertainment. So sharpen

your wits as well as your aim. Play Dust and

discover how the West was fun.

A CD-ROM for Macintosh & Windows.
Available at software outlets everywhere. For more information,

e-mail CyberFlix at cyberflix@aol.com or call 615-546-1157.

L
GTE ainment

Copyright © 1995 CyberFlix Inc. All rights reserved. Dust: A Tate ol the Wired West is a trademark of CyberFlix Inc. CyberFlix is a registered trademark of CyberFlix Inc. Other brand names and product names are trademarks of their respective companies.

Product Information Number 102



War may be hell. But net from

where you're sitting. It’s 100%

pure adrenaline, white knuckle,

non-stop, in-your-face action

with Apache. From the company

committed to providing the

most gut-wrenching CD-ROM

games. Interactive Magic. It

will hurl you into the middle

of unbelievable 3-0 graphics.

It’s equipped with an incred-

ible arsenal of weapons.

And the explosions are so

realistic, you’ll be thankful

it’s just a game. So pick up

Apache, the ultimate combat

helicopter simulation for your

PC. And strap yourself in.

INTERACTIVE

MAGIC

© 1995 Interactive Magic

Product Information Number 120
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Category: Action-adventure

Developer: BAP Interactive

Publisher: MPCA Interactive, 1401 Ocean

Ave., Suite 301, Santa Monica,

CA 90401 (800)245-4525

Horror fans may Jump at the chance to meet

one of the baddest creatures on film, but in

this case you should look before you leap.

s this debut title from MPCA
Interactive opens, an old

crone sitting by a fireplace

slowly looks up at you and
says, "Beware — you are

entering the world of

Pumpkinhead]" And, as excit-

ing as that may sound to any
gamer, you should heed her

warning: This is one of the

most lethargic and confusing

games I've had to endure in

quite a while.

Based on the soon-to-be-

released Pumpkinhead II movie. Blood-

wings: Pumpkinhead's Revenge is part

first-person action game, part graphic

adventure. When you start the game,
you're moving through the Nether-

world, blasting ghosts called Xeno-
tropes with plasma bolts. Toast one of

these things, and it leaves behind a

whirlwind that can zip you off to the

"Derm Tunnels." It's here that you
get some action by moving a hand
icon around the screen to grab crys-

tals that jut from the walls, floor,

and ceiling of the tunnel.

Back in the Netherworld, you'll

use these crystals in "Interactive

Movie Portals" to view short scenes

from the movie, plus some video

footage shot specifically for the

game. This is how the plot is

revealed, and it's pretty standard teen-

horror stuff: Kids out for kicks wind up
screwing around with the supernatural

and accidentally conjure a ghastly crea-

ture. In this case, it's Pumpkinhead, the

hillbilly god of revenge who first graced

the screen in the cult-classic horror flick

bearing his name.
In theory, BAP Interactive's

approach to incorporating live-action

video footage seems like a pretty cre-

ative way to break up some of the

monotony first-person shooters are

prone to, while providing a cure for the

"sit-and-watch" syndrome associated

with digitized video. Instead of simply

watching a video, you'll have to check

the entire scene carefully for any objects

you can snatch and take back to the

Netherworld; if you think you missed

something, just pop in another crystal

and check it out again. The objects you
grab here are supposed to help you sur-

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM drive;

486/33MHz; DOS 5.0

or later; 8MB RAM;
2MB hard-disk

space; SVGA;
Sound card

Pentium; 10MB
hard-drive space;

Mouse

MLS.R.P,: $59.95

The first creatures you encounter in the Periphery (the first of three levels in Bloodwintfs

Netherworld) are the ghostly Xenotropes. Killing one takes you to the next level.

Find one of these portals and pop a crystal into it and

you're whisked away to the world of the living.

vive long enough to defeat Pumpkin-
head and save any souls he's dragged
into his lair.

But it's hard to pay attention to

what's being said in these clips — or to

appreciate the acting, or even to figure

out what the hell's going on — because

you're frantically moving your mouse all

over the screen trying to grab any
objects you might need.

And while the mix of gaming styles

has its merits, the whole affair is ruined

by choppy, clumsy animation — basi-

cally, this game runs like Doom on tho-

razine. On my 486/66MHz with a VLB
video card, the frame rate is, well, pretty

abysmal — a situation made even more
puzzling by the fact that the graphics

are adequate at their best, and butt-ugly

at their worst.

If I'm going to watch a horror film,

I'd rather see the whole thing the way it

was meant to be seen, in a theater or on
my TV, rather than playing a third-rate

shooter for a few minutes, then watch-

ing intermittent clips of blocky, grainy

video. About the only good things that

came out of my time with Bloodwings
are that I now know to save some
money and wait for the movie's release

on video — and you know not to buy
this game.

— Steve Poole

GAMER FINAL VERDICT

Easy to

install; high-quality

sound effects and 46
Choppy

animation, so-so graphics, uninteresting gameplay.

Even the most die-hard horror

fans won't stick with this one long enough to

make it worthwhile.

PC GAMED SepfemberW1995
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PC CD-ROM

Bottles in Time•ee

o new dimension in gaming,
simulating true Strategic and Tactical combat.

Warfare is not won based on any single element, it is a
delicate balance of all relevant components. Battles in Time allows the
player to maneuver his armies as a whole, create diversions, employ

the benefits of camouflaged units and control how and where his
armies will do battle on the strategic map. When an army confronts

the enemy, the strategic map will zoom in to
the tactical map where each player can set up

^ their respective units for Combat.

• Including wars throughout

history Prehistoric & Futuristic,

Napoleonic & Civil

• Animation throughout both the

tactical and strategic maps

• Sweeping strategic moves that

culminate in surgical tactical

combat

• Breakthrough game design

• Digitized sounds, Soundfont
technology and original music
scores

• Challenging Artificial

Intelligence

• Camouflage units to genuinely

fool the enemy

• Modem Play

• Up to four players

A Subsidiary of American Laser G a in e s
,
I n c

4801 Lincoln Rd. NE • Albuquerque, NM 87109

Sales information: 505-837-5447

Technical Support: 908-788-2799

WWW: http://WWW.NMIA.COM/QQP.HTML • CompuServe: 75300,3223 • America On Line: QQP
Product Information Number 141
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Trading/Strategy

Software 2000

Publisher; Interactive Magic, P.0. Box

13491, Research Triangle Park,

NC 27709 (919) 461-0722

Here's the latest explore-and-conquer epic,

and while it won't win any prizes for origi-

nality, it's still a lot of fun.

Required We Recommend

CD-ROM drive;

386SX/25Mhz; DOS
5.0 or higher; 4 MB
RAM; VGA; Mouse

Double-speed CD-

Rom drive; 486;

Supported sound
card; 6MB RAM

$59.95

ne of the most interesting

things about Exploration is the

fact that it's the debut offering

of a new company. Interactive

Magic, founded by the leg-

endary "Wild Bill" Stealey—
the man who made
MicroProse the sim-and-strat-

egy giant it is today. It's also

the first of several games
licensed by I-Magic from the

highly regarded German firm

Software 2000.

Exploration is the latest in

It pays to keep on the good side of the Church—
which means period donations, the heftier the better.

Crewmen and soldiers are available at the Pub. So is

information, but it's usually so generic that it's not

worth the informer's asking price.

a long line of sea-

faring strategy-

and-trading games
— a sub-genre that

took on new vital-

ity during the

Christopher

Columbus celebra-

tions in 1992. Play

begins in 1480 and
continues until 1789

(the outbreak of the

French Revolution);

the game advances in

rounds, each represent-

ing one year.

Five great histori-

cal captains are repre-

sented (Columbus, da
Gama, La Maire,

Bougainville, and
James Cook— why did

I almost write "James Kirk"?), and each

can be played by a human or by the

computer. Random maps — all blacked-

out to begin with, of course— assure

variety, although you can play on a real-

world map if you choose.

All activity begins on the

three-panel port screen where you'll

click on various hot-spot buildings

to access important functions. At
the trader's, you buy provisions and
sell goods brought back from your
voyages; at the pub, you recruit

crewmen and soldiers; and at the

shipyard, you commission new ves-

sels or sell old ones for salvage.

There's also a banker, who
safeguards your strongbox. Before

embarking on a voyage, be sure to

visit him and transfer funds from
the bank to your ship, so you can
afford to start a town. You can also

get a loan, at a surprisingly lenient

rate. A visit to the historian allows

you to see how you're ranked

against your competitors and gives

you a chance to invest in new ship

and weapons' technology.

It's also a good idea to visit the

church periodically, and leave as

hefty an offering as you can afford.

Neglecting this chore can result in

excommunication, which has a dis-

astrous effect on your career.

Once you're on the high seas,

just sail around until you find some
land. Put an expedition ashore to

explore, and when you find a likely-

looking spot, build a settlement. The
process is easy enough, but just

Here's the main screen from Exploration; the small map in the upper left shows

what percentage of the world has been explored.

claiming a patch of land costs 5000

Settlements near rivers are best for agriculture; place

towns near mountains for mining operations.

doubloons, and that's only the beginning
of your settlement.

The cheapest plantation, for sugar

production, also costs 5000 doubloons,

and returns only a modest profit over a

long stretch of time. Tobacco and cotton

are more profitable, and ore mines most
profitable of all, but you simply won't be
able to afford mines until about half a

century into the game, if then.

Developing the settlements is

another key to long-range success.

Building a fort increases your security

and strategic influence, building a

church increases your popularity with

the clergy, and building ports dramati-

cally increases your ability to explore

and trade.

Also be sure to build warehouses
near all functioning plantations. You may
have to build more than one, if your

mines and farms are up to speed, since

all production will cease when your stor-

age facilities are full and won't resume
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USGAMER
A good,

solid, addition to a

very popular genre.

Sub-par

graphics and a

decidedly weird interface; too similar to other

strategy/trading games.

There's nothing new here,

but if you haven’t burned out on colonization

games, you'll have a good time.

FINAL VERDICT

And that's about it: explore, colo-

nize, develop resources, set up trade

routes, fend off enemies, and try to grow
rich. These games have a powerful, built-

in appeal for lots of us, and I had a rat-

tling good time playing Exploration. If it

lacks the depth and subtlety of Machia-
velli or Colonization , it's easier to learn

and almost as addictive.

But, aside from its lack of original-

ity, there are a few structural weaknesses
that knock several points off the bottom-
line rating. The VGA-only graphics, for

one thing, are chunkier and coarser than
what we're used to— good for three

years ago, maybe, but decidedly

mediocre by the standards of late 1995.

Then there's the time-scale. Granted,
travel in a 16th-century sailing vessel was

There are 15 kinds of military units available, and even the cheapest is expensive
— but without garrisons, your colonies are sitting ducks.

until you remove
some ofthe contents.

Not only are

the various

upgrades costly,

but each is depen-
dent on popula-
tion growth.
Somewhat curi-

ously, the

colonists in this

game seem inca-

pable of reproduc-

tion, so the only

way to increase

their numbers is

to physically haul

new people from
your home port—
a tedious process

at best.

There's also

a military aspect

to things, as vari-

ous nations declare war on you, raid

your colonies, and ambush your galleons.

Fifteen types of unit are available, rang-
ing from simple crossbowmen to heavy
artillery. There's no real tactical element,

however: units just lob volleys at each
other until the strongest force wins. Ditto

for ship-to-ship combat, although such
factors as hull and rigging deterioration

seem to have an effect along with the

armament of the units.

Naturally, there are random events

thrown in to keep you from getting com-
placent: storms, warehouse fires, Indian

ambushes, and the odd plague or two,

but these don't seem as frequent, or as

devastating in their consequences, as

they are in other games of this type.

both slow and dicey, but the one-year-

per-round scale makes the implementa-
tion of any coherent strategy a very, very,

long-term business. I finally had to write

instructions to myself, as the time-lag

between thinking up a plan and being
able to execute it was often so long that I

forgot what I had intended to do.

And the interface is damned pecu-
liar. In this type of game, you usually left-

click to move and right-click to examine
something. In this game, it's just the

opposite...excepf when you're making the

first move of a newly formed expedition,

where you'll left-click to set the expedi-

tion on its way. But after that, you go
back to right-clicking again. Go figure.

V Home port, where you bank, recruit, buy sup-

|

plies, and commission new ships.

Also irritating is the necessity of

forming an "expedition" for the routine

movement of goods from warehouse to

cargo hold and vice versa. Why not a

simple "transfer" or "unload" command?
And you can't just move goods as an
expedition — you HAVE to have at least

one person accompany them (how that

one person is going to schlepp 79 tons of
sugar, I haven't a clue...). If you forget to

include a person with your expedi-

tion, the game simply voids the

trip, and you have to start the

process all over again.

While Exploration has its

flaws, it is nevertheless a solidly

entertaining game. I found it a lit-

tle surprising, though, that I-Magic
decided to launch its product line

with a game that is so generic and
so similar to other, already fairly

popular, titles.

If you've had your fill of
Colonization, Uncharted Waters, or
Machiavelli, you can pass on this

game without missing anything. If,

on the other hand, you haven't

tried one of these games, you
probably will enjoy Exploration.

—William R. Trotter

On the left, an ordinary Indian village; on the right, an Inca

city. Make peace with one; make pieces out of the other.

What the Well-
Prepared Conquistador
Should Know:

T
here’s no need to carry a full crew on

your maiden voyage (if you want to estab-

lish a settlement, you can do it with only

a handful of men). It’s better to take the

miminum safe number of sea-dogs and cram

the holds with all the water and biscuits you

have room for. This enables you to stay at sea a

long time, cover a lot of territory, and scope-out

likely sites for future colonies.

Conversely, you should always take a few

extra hands in case of plague, famine, or other

disasters. If your crew dwindles below the

minimum number required to work the ship,

you'll just drift helplessly.

Normal Indian villages should be

negotiated with rather than pillaged. The num-

ber of trinkets required to win friends varies

from place to place, but so far I’ve not found

any tribe that asked for more than 21.

Settlements established near Indian villages

have a built-in labor supply, too, so you don't

have to ferry as many settlers from home in

order to reach full production.

A special case are the Inca villages scat-

tered here and there. True to the bloody history

of the period, you gain advantage from their

discovery only by attacking and looting them.

You can probably win by attacking either with

one unit of soldiers or an expedition of 25 or

more— below that number, and the Incas can

usually defend themselves. You need gold in

this game, and the Incas have it.

From time to time, a pirate will offer his

services at the pub. If you decide to make use

of his ship and crew, be sure to check out the

vessel's condition before sending it to sea.

Pirate ships, not surprisingly, are subject to

more wear and tear than ordinary vessels, and

you may have to pay for repairs before you get

any benefit from this deal.

EjlPCGm September 1995
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Mom: Hie For Reaches
Action/Adventure Kingdom: The Far Reaches is another of

Developer: Virtual Image and Interplay
those interactive" adventure games that

Publisher. Interplay Productions, 17922
Fitch Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714 just doesn't reach far enough.
(800) 969-4263

Required We Recommend

Double-speed CD-
ROM; 386SX or

faster; 555K con-

ventional memory;
Supported sound
card

486DX2/50; 8MB
RAM

M.S.R.P.: $44.95

H

s I fired up this latest adven-
ture title from Interplay, I

couldn't help but be reminded
of Dragon's Lair, the Laser-
disc coin-op game that was a

hit in the 1980s.

When Dragon's Lair first

came out, I was floored by its

graphics, but frustrated by its

lackluster gameplay; it was
like watching a cartoon, with
reaction time as the only criti-

cal element. You'd walk into a
room, a monster of some sort

would appear, and you'd have mere
milliseconds to react before something
killed you — usually you'd die a few
times before you figured out by process
of elimination what you were supposed
to do.

Still, the graphics— actual cartoons
created by Disney veteran Don Bluth—
were beautiful, the sound was amazing,
and even though Dragon's Lair wasn't
much of a game, it was a blast to watch.
Kingdom: The Far Reaches can be
described in almost exactly the same way.

Kingdom has its virtues: a good
musical score, above-average graphics,
and excellent voice characterizations.

Lathan prepares to complete his heroic quest!

Our hero, roasting over a sacrificial barbecue. How did he get here? Did he lose a fight? Did he
misinterpret clues? Nope— he just walked through a harmless-looking door.

The problem lies in the gameplay itself,

and in several nagging little details that
make the game more irritating than fun.

Like Dragon's Lair, Kingdom's fan-
tasy world is limited to a very linear

path where one wrong step ends in

death. A prime example of this: As you
walk along the path to a castle, a group
of tiger statues spring to life and kill

you. That's it. No fight, no flight— just a

quick, inexplicable death.

That's not an isolated event, either;

this sort of thing happens again and
again in Kingdom. You have no warning
that certain death awaits if you take a
wrong turn. There's no intelligence

involved, no way to avoid death through
cunning— only endless trial-and-error.

Some other, minor things
conspire to make the game more a
chore than a pleasure. The voice-

overs are generally of a higher
quality than those in most games,
but at times very important mes-
sages were unclear.

And character interaction is

inconsistent at best. Some
encounters reflected things that I

had done elsewhere, and some of
them didn't. It seemed no matter
how many times I walked into the
wise woodsman's clearing, he
introduced himself and told me
the same tale.

In the end, this adventure
just seemed flat and lifeless. If you

4 Which door should you choose? The wrong
decision often means instant death.

never got enough of Dragon's Lair, and
if you don't mind learning the hard way,
you might like it. On the other hand, if

you demand the most out of your adven-
ture gaming dollar, keep shopping.

—John Robinson

FINAL VERDICT
Excellent

sound and music. |^_| W
It'll make you nos- I
talgic for Dragon's I

It's repetitive, frustrating, and almost

arbitrary in the many ways it kills you.

It just doesn't seem to have

been made by people who play games.

^ PC 6HMER Seprember 1995



From the cauldrons of CybarSpace, the most

comprehensive collection of DOOM II levels,

editors, utilities, and documentation ever

attempted by earthlings. Hell on CD-HDM was

compiled from sources found on the Internet and

other on-line services. This all new CD-ROM

includes: LMP Flayer-a tool that lets you

point and click your way through the archives of

prerecorded DOOM II games and launch the

recording without having to exit to DOS. You can

watch DOOM II Master Players slug their way

through every level. Ever wonder how they do

it? Now see for yourself! View actual multiplayer

DeathMatches from any player's perspective,

demos of new levels, and training examples.

“For sheer megabytes of files,

the best out there is...from
CyTech CodeHouse.”

*S, PC Gamer Magazine,
1995

Head the synopsis as you go or print the full

descriptions. WadFest II .WAD runner lets you

point and click your way through an archive of

thousands of new DOOM II levels. Pick the .WAD,

the level, the skill, view/print the description, and

more. You have full control over how the game

is played with the easiest, fastest interface on the

planet. Play directly from the CD or copy to your

hard drive. CDGofer 2.0 gives you instant

access to the vast archives of the largest

collection of DOOM II related shareware and

freeware. There are thousands of files organized

into descriptive discrete volumes, all accessible

from the new friendly, Intuitive graphical user

interface with on-line context-sensitive help.

Hell cm CD-RDM $39.95 (Plus $4.00 Shipping)

(THESE DEALS ARE ED GOOD, HDU'LL CLEAfl UP!)

r THE DDDin
ARCHER*! GUIDE
for $9.95 (MSRP $21.95)

With "HELL"

Purchase

DOOR
add

DDDimURRE - 'HIP.

for $29.95 (MSRP S39 85)
mm
iiai Ki:ii si.mm;

With "HELL"

Purchase

t4 f v

*1

|k's|l» A VK

1 West Seminary Street, Brandon, VT 05733

1-B00-3BB-5656
Offer Good Thru

AUGUST 31, 1995
MasterCard/VISA/Discover/AMEX/check/money orders accepted. All orders shipped within 24 hours. DoomWare requires registered version of Doom. Hell on CD-ROM requires Doom II. Doom and Doom II are registered trademarks of id Software, Inc. © 1995 CyTech CodeHouse
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Customer

Service

Information

If you have any
questions regarding
your subscription,

'

please call:

(800 ) 898-7159
or

(415 ) 696-1661
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or decades, the A-IV Group has enjoyed unparalleled

growth. But now, their C.E.O. has disappeared... and

you are among the candidates to succeed him.

To assess your executive potential, the A-IV Group has

devised a hyper-realistic economic simulation. You will be

challenged to buy and sell assets; build and manage trans-

portation infrastructures; allocate resources among more

than 100 subsidiaries; and above all, maximize the profit-

ability of your simulation.

Via your modem or phone you can compete with other

executive candidates to take over as C.E.O. So,

manage your empire wisely— At A-IV, success

equals succession.

ARTDINK
In Association With



Extended Play
ADD-ONS • SCENARIO DISKS • UPGRADES • BUG PATCHES

Snoivii Climes and Satanic Courses

ou never know
what you're

going to get

when it comes
to adding on to

great games.
We gamers
can only wish
for the best
hoping against

hope that the

add-ons and
new scenarios

don't ruin our
love of the

original game.
This month we
take a look at

two such add-

ons — one that

worked for a

game that was really great in

the first place, and one that

only kinda sorta worked for a

game that has seen more than
its share of add-ons.

Magic Carpet's
Hidden Worlds
Magic Carpet is just about the

single most impressive game
I've seen in the past year. Not
only does it put a fresh new
spin on an already elicited

genre (the first-person action

game), but it features some
terrific play and often jaw-
dropping graphics effects.

Bullfrog not only outdid them-
selves with it, but they outdid
everyone else as well.

Of course, never let it be
said that you can have too
much of a good thing. For
those who went at the first

Magic Carpet missions tooth

and nail, beating the artificial

opponent only to go back and

replay against a live opponent,
there is some hope. Electronic

Arts/Bullfrog have given us

Magic Carpet: The Hidden
Worlds, featuring 25 new
single-player, and ten new
multi-player, worlds to restore.

As the opening "story"

tells us, you must now travel to

restore worlds "bereft of the
sun's warming influence;" in

other words, it's cold in them
thar hills. These ice worlds
don't seem that much different

from the regular worlds;
they're just whiter. The stark

landscape makes spotting

some creatures easier, and
some a bit harder, but mostly
it's just a new graphic set.

Gameplay itself, however,
has a changed quite a bit. The

T. Liam McDonald

Homing Meteor is

weaker than the

regular kind.

On the plus

side, all the other

spells are more
effective and more
powerful, and you
automatically

begin with all

spells at their high-

est level. On the

minus side, you'll

need that extra

power, and badly:

these are some
really bone-crushing levels.

The first world sports a stam-
peding horde of griffins and
enough pesky worms to make
just getting across the first hill

a challenge.

The Hidden Worlds data disk features 25 fiendishly

difficult arctic add-ons for Magic Carpet.

A much-demanded fea-

ture has also been added to

make game play more palat-

able: a single in-game save slot

is available by pressing Alt-S.

When you next press Alt-L—
in the game— you go back to

this save spot immediately.

Unfortunately, Hidden
Worlds appears to have dis-

abled the much-needed cheat-

code RATTY. (No new code
has appeared yet, but I'm sure
it's kicking around out there.

We'll keep you posted on any
codes that we find.)

The action in Hidden
Worlds gets pretty heavy-duty
at times, so unless you mas-
tered Magic Carpet, you might
want to wait before picking up
the add-on.

Wall of Fire spell is gone,
replaced with a Homing
Meteor spell. This is the same
as a regular meteor, except
(surprise) it homes on the

nearest enemy. What you get

in added accuracy you give up
in power, though, since the

< V'^555 \
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A stampede of griffins in the first Hidden World of Magic Carpet's add-on disk.
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It s always a

crap shoot
when it comes
to adding to

great games.
This month.
Tommy dis-

covers that if

the original

game was
great, then it's

a safe bet that

the add-ons
are going to be

just as good.

A Devil of
a Course
OK, now we detour into the

weird. I'm not sure what goes
on out there in the heart of
Utah, where Access makes its

home, but man, they must be
smokin' some wacky rope if

their past couple of releases

are any indication. First was
the lackluster Links 386 CD,
and now we have one for the

I-just-don't-get-it file: the

Devil's Island Fantasy Course
for Links 386 and Microsoft

Golf. Now, fantasy courses are

fun: take Loyal Chapman's
famous golf prints for The
Greenwich Workshop, with

golf holes imagined over
Victoria Falls, Wall Street, the

Grand Canyon, and in other

unlikely places.

Access had much the

same idea, building a course
on the volcanic "Devil's

Island." But this is something
you're supposed to play, and
these serpentine, well-nigh

impossible holes make for



some pretty scenery, but some
unsatisfying play.

Located in the heart of

the Bermuda Triangle, this

island course features the pre-

requisite eighteen holes, set

amidst lush scenery along the

lines of Mauna Kea. Dotting

the landscape are Mayan
icons, statues of griffins,

wrecked pirate ships, and a

few Mayan pyramids. Pins are

topped with skulls, and tee

boxes are often flanked by
statuary. Sharp volcanic

mountains rise on one side of

the island, while lagoons and
inlets make for intriguing

water hazards.

Altogether, it's the most
visually interesting course

from Access yet, with odd
scenery used just conserva-

tively enough to keep the game
from becoming miniature golf.

But only just...

Nice as some of these

holes may look, playing them
is another matter. The term
"dogleg” is usually meant to

describe a gentle turn in the

fairway, not a hairpin bend
around a pyramid, and cer-

tainly not a circular fairway.

The serpentine paths most of

these greens follow make any
notion of developing a decent

long-range game a joke. You
can't drive in a circle, so you
often wind up chipping your

way around a fairway to get to

the green. With an average
yardage of about 500 per hole

Blood Bowl Modem Patch: Adds

modem play and fixes some known

quirks in the game.

Crusader v.2.35: Addresses mostly

saved-game and the Play-By-

E-Mail problems.

Cyberia: New .EXE corrects prob-

lems with the game not saving mile-

stones after the conference room.

Daedalus Encounter v. 1.2: Fixes "all

known bugs."

Descent v. 7.4a (registered only): ‘'Nil

only run on a C:\ drive (thanks a lot).

• Address
• Dram
• Straight
• Faderrr
• Chip L>£

Gimmie Rotate

DEEP GRASS

MARKER.

IS ULEP GRASS
56 IN. AU'AV

IS. Brinill DAI I

DEUILS ISLAND
SUN TZtt

Hole: is Par: 4 Shot*

Ball to Pin: 269 YD.

I Menu 1 I Fly By I I Top

Skip

Grid
SWING

Profile

Scores 1 1 Drop

Bank shot off the ship and under the windmill! No, it's not Goofy Golf, it's the Devil's Island disk for Links.

and a top of 633, this makes
for a frustrating, rather than

genuinely challenging, game.

Add to this greens that are

often radically terraced— and
sometimes divided— and you
have a mess of a course.

Even so, there are some
fun holes. The fourteenth, a

250-yard drive to a tiny island,

calls for solid placement and
some fancy putting, and the

sixteenth requires a long drive

to the fairway over territory

that can, at best, be called

obstructed. Bunker placement

is unusually heavy, and though

inelegant, makes for some
challenging approaches.

There are not really any

course obstacles per se, even

though a giant statue lurks on

one of the greens, but I did

manage to bounce a ball off

the mast of the pirate ship.

This course was obviously

meant as a lark, and there's

nothing at all wrong with that,

as long as you know that's

what you're getting. If it

doesn't play particularly well,

at least it affords golfers some
challenges they'd never find

elsewhere. BCG

Bug Patches
Machiavelli, The Prince v. 1. 1: Fixes

various bugs.

Renegade: Battle for Jacob 's Star

v.1.1: Addresses several known bugs

(Only works for the 60MB install of

the game.).

Road from Sumter to Appomattox

vl.23: 1 ) History recorder fixed for E-

mail and saves, 2) army comman-

ders' ratings now slowly revealed in

hidden-rating games, 3) excessive

casualty bug when field units attack

fortified cities fixed, 4) units accumu-

late experience at a slower rate, 5)

units may lose experience taking on

green replacements.

Shadows of Cairn vl.0.21-016: Fixes

CD audio playback problems, adds

joystick calibration profile, ngw
sound effects and dungeon art. For

DOS, there are added keyboard help

files, revised sound drivers, and

added help screens.

Stalingrad v.1.85: Addresses mostly

saved-game and PBEM problems.

Super Street Fighter: Corrects music

& sound problems, movement bugs

detected in earlier versions, and

gamepad calibration problems. Also

includes an FAQ.

The Perfect General 2: Updates sce-

narios, including a resign feature as

well as other small fixes. If you

destroy an enemy and take all the

towns, you will have the opportunity

to quit the game.

U.S.S. Ticonderoga: Adds support

for the Gravis Ultrasound, Pro Audio

Spectrum, and Ensoniq sound cards,

and weapons onboard now display

in a number format.

Virtual Pool Video Drivers: The

newest video drivers as of June 20,

1 995 for the full or demo version.

X-COM: Terror from the Deep v.2.0:

Fixes various bugs.

Zephyr: Adds modem and network

play (you know: the features it

should have shipped with), as well

as fixing a couple of video and head-

set problems.

Harpoon Classic for Windows 1.55b:

Fixes a bug introduced in 1.55a when

loading some scenarios.

Shadows of Cairn vl.0.022: Adds

"really easy mode" and cheats.
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Capstone
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SVGA graphics and a 3D-rendered
cinematic introduction for a

heart-pounding experience.

Powerful “Build" Engine
exclusively licensed from 3D

Realms gives players freedom of

movement, flight and control like

no other first person game.

Network play for

up to 16 and
Head-to-Head

Modem play.

Software © 1995 IntraCorpOhc. All rights reser&sd. Artwork (gTTSm Keat^JtpT3D
engine licensed from 3D REALMS ENTERTAINMENT. Witchaven, Capstdnl^n^\N\ •

The Pinnacle of Entertainment Software are trademarks of fi?]|j^orp, Inc. ^

Produ^lnformation Number 94

Fight with hand-to-hand Gothic

weapons, spells and props in this

huge multi-layered playing field.

Visit Capstone Online: America Online (Keyword:
Capstone); Software Creations BBS (508)365-9352;
Web Page: http://www.gate.net/~intracor/
To Order Call: (305) 373-7700 • (800) INTRACO
• BBS (305) 374-6872



The Learning Game
THE LATEST TRENDS & DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Diamonds in the Rough

Although the graphics are primitive in Elroy Goes

Bugzerk, they effectively convey the characters'

emotions and personalities.

ood educa-

tional software

does one thing

really well: it

creates an
absorbing

environment
that either

masks or

enhances the

educational

content,

depending on
how inherently

interesting the

program
designers think

the content is.

This month, I

looked at a big

bundle of

packages and found some
excellent programs. They work
because they tell their stories

well and they package their

exercises attractively. Only

one program bears any

resemblance to a drill and
practice package; the others

teach kids— and adults —
how to think in an organized,

logical fashion.

What the Heck
Will Elroy Do
Next? Elroy
Goes Bugzerk
Take a tenacious ten-year-old,

a wry hound dog, and a rare

cyberbug called the Tech-

noloptera, and you get a pro-

gram with more spark than a

meteor shower. First in a

promising series titled What
the Heck Will Elroy Do Next?

from Headbone Interactive,

Elroy Goes Bugzerk features

an interesting cast backed up
by an entertaining story line,

an unusual graphic style, and a

wonderful delivery, aimed at

people 7 and older.

In Elroy Goes Bugzerk, a

young boy and his faithful dog

Blue chase a rare bug, hoping

to win the 10th Annual Insec-

tathon and beat Elroy's arch-

rival, Gordon Smugs. In the

search for the elusive Tech-

noloptera, Elroy and Blue

explore a farm, two under-

ground mazes, and an island.

Kids help Elroy and his pal

choose paths, find important

tools, and negotiate with the

moody (but resourceful) bug.

While the plot of the

game is entertaining, other

aspects of the program trans-

form it from an ordinary

adventure game into an

extraordinary delight. The
graphics are effective,

although they aren't particu-

larly sharp or smooth. In fact,

they're flat and even a little

Heidi E. H. Aycock

what they should

do next. Elroy and
Blue have no idea

that they're on
stage, and that

adds to the imme-
diacy and credibil-

ity of the story.

Cartoonish as

they seem, the

characters are

more realistic

than the three-

dimensional

humanoids found
in many more pol-

ished programs.

While laughing at the

game, I had to wonder what
the program was teaching me,

but the occasional riddle

machine and contest of wits

jaggy. But as primitive as they

appear, the images impart

more emotion and atmosphere

than those in many more real-

istically illustrated programs.

In the tradition of Eric Carle

(The Very Hungry Caterpillar)

or Crockett Johnson (Harold

and the Purple Crayon), Elroy's

artists used subtle shifts in

simple shapes to speak vol-

umes of information. A slight

angle in the line that repre-

sents Elroy's mouth, an arch to

the thin eyebrows, and sud-

denly brave Elroy is distressed.

Another shifted angle, and you
can tell the boy has conjured

up a great idea.

The program's designers

had a great idea, too; they

wrote the program in such a

way that you feel like you're

eavesdropping on the charac-

ters. There are no lectures for

the player's benefit. The char-

acters don't stare in your

direction while you choose

For your edifi-

cation this

month, our

expert on kids'

software
introduces us

to a handful

of top-notch

games that

strike an

almost perfect

balance

between
entertainment

and teaching.

with the Technoloptera

reminded me. I was learning

about insects. And, like many
good programs, Elroy also

exercised my problem-solving

skills by dragging me through

mazes, visual riddles, and
other brain puzzles.

Elroy's creators at Head-
bone Interactive also produced
Alphabonk Farm for preschool

kids. As regular readers know,

I was not as happy with that

program's sense of humor
and, in some cases, I thought

the content was inappropriate

for young children. The com-
pany has since cleaned up
Alphabonk Farm, but with that

program in mind, I expected

Elroy to be filled with bad
jokes and clumsy intellectual

exercises. On the contrary,

Elroy Goes Bugzerk has just

the right sense of humor for its

intended audience, as well as a

reasonably challenging and
engaging game.

Of all the educational pro-

grams masquerading as

adventure games, this is the

best I've seen. Because of its

fresh and clever graphics style

as well as its well-told story,

Elroy Goes Bugzerk takes the

prize. I can't wait to see what
Elroy does next.

The Lost Mind
of Dr. Brain
Along the same lines of goofi-

ness as Elroy, Sierra's Dr.

Brain returns to the software

scene and immediately trans-

fers his intelligence into a lucky

lab rat. In The Lost Mind ofDr.

Brain, players must solve a

wide selection of puzzles with

increasing levels of difficulty in

order to restore the genius'

mind back to its owner.

Unlike Elroy, The Lost

September 1395 RB



Learning Game

Widget Workshop

For an experiment that could only take place in software-space, try one of Doc's inventions (left), in which
budding scientists can drop an elephant through a gravity chamber. You can also try one of the interesting puz-

zles (right), such as "Doc's Dog-Barking Machine," which needs a little tweaking before it will work properly.

In "Train of Thought," Dr. Brain challenges players to conduct several dif-

ferent-colored balls into the docking station in the correct order.

Dr. Brain's laboratory serves as a menu
to ten brain-twisting puzzles in The

Lost Mind of Dr. Brain.

Gravity Chamber Test
Doc’s gravity chamber hasn't been
working property. Help him test

it by lighting two lightbulbs: one
while the elephant is falling,

the other when it hits.

Doc says he only needs two more switch parts.

Mind ofDr. Brain features

more traditional graphics, but
they are colorful and sharp.

The high-quality animation
features realistic lip movement
perfectly synchronized with
the sound. Each character has
an interesting voice, and the

dialog is clever— at times

quite humorous.
But many programs fea-

ture good graphics and sound
these days. Fewer can boast a

truly interesting plot, but Dr.

Brain can claim that honor,
too. The program designers

have crafted a fairly thin, but
certainly sufficient, story line

to tie the puzzles together: The
race to restore Dr. Brain's

intelligence, the various per-

sonae taken on by the lab rat

in each puzzle, and the pedan-
tic niece's explanations of the

mental process being affected

by each puzzle all spin an
intriguing yarn that weaves its

way through the program.
While the graphics and

plot are well-crafted, the puz-
zles are the crowning jewels.

Some puzzles were new to me:
"Train of Thought," for exam-
ple, requires players to direct

balls across tracks and
through switches in a particu-

lar order. Other puzzles were
familiar: "Synaptic Cleft," for

example, is a remake of an old

Macintosh favorite called

Crystal Quest.

Each puzzle features 20
levels of difficulty, which
means they start out simply
enough that players can build

on their successes. I liked the
puzzles so much, 1 wished
Sierra would've put them out
as stand-alone modules I could
run during a slow Internet ses-

sion or while I'm on hold with

some software company's
overworked technical sup-

port staff.

like Elroy goes Bugz-
erk, The Lost Mind ofDr.
Brain has great educa-
tional value, but the

lessons may be hard to

find. Players develop their

logic, their memory, their

spatial perception and
many other thinking skills

as they work through Dr.

Brain's games. These are

the kinds of exercises that

can't be duplicated in the

real world, and this is the

kind of educational pro-

gram that offers all the

value you and your kids

deserve for your money.

Widget
Workshop
Use Dr. Brain's puzzles to

develop individual think-

ing skills; use Widget Work-
shop to practice integrating all

those skills. Maxis’ program,
aimed at people 8 years old

and older, is similar to The
Incredible Machine or Lem-
mings, and presents you with a

set of problems and challenges

you to solve them with the

tools it provides.

Widget Workshop
teaches you to think through a

process in much the same way
a programmer constructs an
algorithm. In fact. Maxis has
only thinly disguised Widget
Workshop as a construction

set. The software actually

teaches programming by
offering a limited set of tools

that take certain kinds of input

and chew it up into certain

kinds of output. People who
master Widget Workshop's
clocks, counters, coin tossers.

hard curriculum to teach.

Failed experiments can be
messy, and materials are lim-

ited. Grownups can impa-
tiently push kids through a

project. Younger kids can scat-

ter the precariously balanced
parts of an unfinished

machine. But on a computer,
failed experiments are tidied

up with the click of a button,

the computer is an infinitely

patient companion, and no one
can trip over the digital ele-

ments of a complex invention.

The Best
Values
For my money, these three

packages offer the most value

for your money. You may not

see immediate improvements
in your kids' grades — the

math scores may not improve;

the spelling grades may still

hover below your expecta-

tions. But your children will be
learning to think systematically

and creatively. Once they have
their new problem-solving

skills mastered, you can ask

them to solve the problem of

their grades. They may need a

few gadgets and widgets, but
they'll probably come up with
something spectacular.

and switches are on
their way to mastering

the art of computer
programming.

While Widget
Workshop allows you
to experiment with

your own creations, it

also features a long list

of puzzles. Each puzzle

challenges you to forge

the correct links, pull

the correct switches, or
even stop the process

at just the right time.

The manuals also suggest

experiments and projects.

Most programs develop
these problem-solving skills to

some extent. In fact, I can't

think of a single program
released in the last few years
that can't make the same
claim. But Widget Workshop
brings in the big guns. In a

process-oriented package like

this, kids learn to describe the

problem they are solving,

experiment with tools, learn

from mistakes and successes,

work patiently through the

trial-and-error period, and put

together all the information

they gather.

In the real world, this is a
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U heck out the tall ceilings, crates you can

jump on, and the lighting effects! This is

not a dumb toy, this is a real system for

making REAL GAMES! Make 3D action games
with NO programming!

Sell them for $$$

\ pulldown menus and icons. Building your levels is

accomplished with simple drag-n-drop operations

artwork or import .GIR .PCX, or .BMP images.

No Royalties or Fees
•256 color smooth

f

vv your game in a seperate directory on your hard drive

which vou can then sell or give away to your customers.

graphics.

• Can use our graphics, or import from any source.

• Full featured artwork painting program included.

• Use our .WAV sound effects, or record your own.

• Easy to use mouse-driven level editor.

• Your games can have up to 39 levels.

• 100+ Page manual, and demo levels included.

•Your finished games stand alone, no GCS req'd.

“PIE 3D Game Creation System"
Rated 81% 'Excellent' by PC GAMER magazine.

'A very nice 3D engine
1

- Electronic Entertainment

B ut don’t take OUR word for it.

Examine the screen pictures, or
,

download our demo to see for yourself

Our customer satisfaction rate is so

high that despite brisk sales we are

averaging less than one

returned per month! So

us the no-hassle full

policy has cost

nothing! Order to-

day, we will BOTH be happy!

pie in the sky
•Developers of3D entertainment software
"Web http://www.psky.com (WWW on Prodigy and AOL)

Get a DEMO from the following sources: BBS (716)425-2962, or internet FTP
ftp.psky.com Or you can access the Web page above via Prodigy or AOL. We can s^tembequirb

also be reached via email at pie@transit.nyser.net. Or send $6.00 for demo on 3.5"

FAX YOUR ORDER (716) 425-8842

OR PHONE 800-537-3344 (24 hour)

OR MAIL A CHECK TO US:

pie in the sky software
1596 Ayrault Rd. Fairport, NY 14450
(716)425-8782

ZIP:
.
PHONE #:(

CHECK/MO (Payable to Pie in the Sky Software)

Charge my credit card: MC VISA AMERICAN EXPRESS

Credit Card #:_

Signature:^

US Priority Mail (Add $4.00 shipping & handling = $73.95)

C.O.D. (Add $9.00 shipping & handling = $78.95)

Federal Express (Add $1 4.00 shipping & handling = S83.95)

8% Sales Tax ($5.60 - New York only)

Product Information Number 136
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As the follow-uj^phe international award winner Pinball Fancies, Pinball Mania

showcases a whole host of neyi features, mu5ican|i graphics.,

'

Now available to-run from Windows
#
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' "

^
NEMf] Full screen non-scrolling mode for skill shots Jj|
CHOICE - find your favorite from Tarantula, Kick-off, jailbreaWi^ jackpot

"

MULTIBALL - needs a cool head and a quick hand twenty
Two scrolling resolutions

' >
"
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Lupine Online
SHAREWARE NEWS 8 THE ONLINE SCENE

The Dog Dags are Milting the Wolf

s summer
begins another
unholy cru-

sade across

the midwest,
bringing swel-

tering 90-plus-

degree days
and muggy
mosquito-
laden nights, I

find it harder
than ever to

stay focused
on my wolfly

work, espe-

cially with the

swimming
pools of family

and friends

beckoning to

me, ever beckoning....

Anyway, I figured this

would be the perfect opportu-

nity to clear my desk (or, more
precisely, the floor surround-

ing my desk) and pass on
some of the helpful material

I've been accumulating since

Lupine Online debuted 15

years ago (Editor's Note: that

was during PC Gamer's final

days as a trade magazine for

vinyl siding salesmen; in writ-

ing an online column in those

days, Scott was already prov-

ing what a forward-thinking

kind of guy he is).

Buy The Book
You might think that the title of

IDG's America Online for

Dummies book is sort of

redundant; after all, if you
need a book to help you figure

out AOL, you'll probably never

understand it. But the fact is

that, while AOL is deceptively

easy to use, there are many
tricks and shortcuts lying dor-

mant in its infrastructure; the

kind of stuff that can cut your

monthly online time in half (by

expediting e-mail in Flash

Sessions and editing your
favorite hangouts into a cus-

tomized menu, for example).

Other America Online

guides I've consulted are

Alpha Books' The Complete

Idiofs Guide to America Online

(hmm...do I detect some kind

of a theme developing here?),

QUE's Using America Online

and Prima Publishing's

Cruising America Online and
Internet for Windows: America

Online Edition.

IDG's For Dummies

series also includes Compu-
Serve for Dummies— an

invaluable tool for getting the

most out of CompuServe's
massive database; Mosaic for

Dummies and Volumes 1 and 2

of Internet for Dummies—
publications for those of you
ready to explore beyond the

friendly confines of the major

commercial services. Don't let

your pride prevent you from
picking up any of these titles

— they're as amusing as they

are informative.

Once you're out there,

Prima's Internet After Hours
and McGraw-Hill's Internet

Insider and Internet Yellow

Pages can provide directions

for some interesting out-of-

the-way sites that might other-

Scott Wolf

reviews, plus megabytes of

shareware, FAQs and other

stuff, including a virtual tour of

their San Francisco Bay-area

studio. Back in June, I even

downloaded a chilling Quick-

Time animation commissioned

to show just how "someone"
might have killed Nicole Brown
Simpson and Ron Goldman.

Sign on at http://www.

cnet.com and be sure to sub-

scribe to "Digital Dispatch,"

the clnet newsletter that will be
e-mailed to you free every

week. In addition to other use-

ful information, you'll get a list

of interesting Web sites, like:

• http://kpbc.com— The
KPIX Golden Gate Bridge

Camera atop the Fairmont

Hotel on San Francisco's Nob

wise get lost in the shuffle.

Of course, your best bet

is to check in with PCG regu-

larly (even I learned a lot from
my buddy Steve Poole's "Enter

|

the Internet" feature in our

June issue) and with our sister

publication. The Net. Ifyou
didn't catch the "Netpourri"

feature in the July issue, you
missed some valuable info.

Interesting
Websites
Have you ever watched the

syndicated TV show "clnet

Central"? Well, despite the

hosts' unrelentingly cheerful

and breathy excitement over

every tiny bit of news, it's a

really decent show that does a

good job of covering the latest

happenings in computers, mul-

1

timedia, online services and

the ongoing digital revolution.

They've just launched

"clnet Online"— a Web site

with more than 1,500 pages

filled with product news and

Driven indoors

by the intense

summer heat,

the Wolf goes
rooting

through the

clutter of his

office and
comes up
with some
new books
and web sites

you might

want to

check out.

Hill sends a new image of the

bridge every 5 minutes (Wow!).

• http://www.mcom.com/
fishcam/fishcam.html — The
Amazing Fish Cam! Photos of

a fish tank updated every 5

minutes— and for those of us

using Netscape 1.1, a continu-

ously refreshed fish cam image
(Double Wow!).

Some other Web sites

I’ve stumbled across are http://

www.sgi.com— as stunningly

beautiful a site as you'd imag-

ine from Silicon Graphics, the

folks responsible for much of

the 3-D rendering you've seen

in the latest PC games.

Ifyou were intrigued by
Matt's preview of Suncom's
new F-15 Eagle joystick, check

out http://www.xnet.com/

-reno/suncom. html where you
can get the complete lowdown
on all of Suncom products.

Ever read the book

Stupid PC Tricks? It was writ-

ten by my cousin. Bob "Dr.

Macintosh" LeVitus, who's just

gone to work for Power
Computing Corp., the first

company licensed by Apple to

sell Macintosh compatibles.

You can peek into his office via

the BobCam at http://www.

powercc.com. If by some
chance it's not up and running

yet, you can spy on his boss

instead with the SamCam.
And, finally, just in case

Activision missed its July

release for MechWarrior 2, you
can get all the latest news, con-

ferences, screenshots and
QuickTime movies from the

game by typing GO MECH-
WAR on CompuServe.

Worthless
Websites
In the immortal words of TV's

Butt-Head, "Ya gotta have stuff

that sucks to have stuff that's

cool." So if you're really bored,

you can log on to http;//www.

zima.com or http://www.ticket-

master.com. Yes, the alcoholic

beverage for yuppie pseudo-

slackers has its own Web site!

And those monopolists at

Ticketmaster have found yet

another way into your pockets
— courtesy of the Net!

Well, that just about cov-

ers it. If you need me. I'll be at

the bottom of the nearest pool

with my SCUBA gear and a

few tanks of oxygen.
PER
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Free CD and
Special Insider

Prices on
Games’
Came Shopper," Your
Quarterly Window on
the World of Interactive

Entertainment.

Game Shopper " covers the

creative stars and studios

of the exploding new
multimedia entertainment

industry plus reviews,

reviews, reviews.

Order Your Subscription Now!
Only $9.95 for an entire year.

Mail to: Game Shopper; 7 Oak Place, PCG0895, Montclair, N| 07042

YES! I want to order Came Shopper” for only 59.95!
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Age
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Phone (201) 783-3600 • Fax (201) 783-3686 • FAXBACK Line (201) 783-3374

Send Orders To: Mission Control, 7 Oak Place, PCG0895, Montclair, NJ 07042

MC, Visa, Discover, Checks & Money Orders. Checks held 14 days. Please

Include Phone #. Shipping $7 OVERNIGHT (most areas) Inti Shipping $25.

E-Mail MissionCd@aol.com Product Information Number 130

OFFICIAL CONTEST RULES: Every subscription purchased by December

IS, 1995 is automatically entered into the contest. You may also

enter by sending in a postcard the words "Interactive Quarterly"

along with your name, age, date of birth, and address, and mail

to: IQ Contest PCG0895, 55 1 Valley Road, Montclair, NJ 07043, post-

marked by December 15. 1995. • Only one entry per household.

No mechanical reproductions. • You must be 2
1

years of age or

older to enter this contest. • Winners will be selected in random

drawings and notified by mail. A list of the prize winners may be

obtained by sending a self-addressed, stamped envelope to the

above address. • Odds of winning depend on the number of

entries received. • Void where prohibited by law.
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our contest and subscribe to

Interactive Quarterly
,
the hot new

magazine that gives you the inside

track on Adult CD-ROM

software. IQ features stories on the
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throughs of the stars and

star-makers ofAdult CD-ROMs

plus product reviews to guide
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sure and perfection.
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"The charm of the game is it's open-endedness, it's extensive

multi-stage levels...[which] can be explored and destroyed at will."

-Computer Gaming World

Shareware version-Now available in stores from FormGen.

_ St-* T5

i

The Apogee Model: Try before you buy!

.

Note: The shareware version ofTerminal Velocity

is a subset of the full tpe and tontains only 3 of the

planets. The shaieware CD-ROM version does indude

cinematics "Terminal Velocity is a new

and completely different game."

-Games Domain

super-fast texture mapped 3D flight with full 360 degree movement.

9 totally unique planets, with 3 levels per planet, and dozens of tunnels

to explore!

I murderously destructive weapons, plus many other devastating power-ups.

Non-stop air-to-air and air-to-ground realistic Comm-Bat", Plus, play

8 player network and two player modem games, in special Comm-bat

levels, which are specifically designed for fun multiplayer games.

DWAKGO'” support too!

SVGA support (660 x 680 resolution). This is a Pentium” recommended mode.

Fully digital music and sound effects (up to 66 KHz-real CD quality!).

JO Hb of 3D rendered, full-motion, eye-candy cinematics,

RemoteRidicule” allows players to send digitized voice messages to

other players during multiplayer games,

Product Information Number 88
Developed by Terminal Reality, Inc. Published by 3D Realms Entertainment. Published Commercially by FormGen Inc.

3D Realms Entertainment is a division of Apogee Software, ltd. All rights reserved. All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

"Terminal Velocity has achieved

what many have unsuccessfully tried

in the past: an incredible combination

of scenery and game play."

-Computer Player

35

R
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Reality is our game.

3D Realms
Entertainment
P.O. BOX 496419

Garland, TX 75049

Gen
INCORPORATED

FormGen Inc.

7641 E. Gray Road

Scottsdale, AZ 85260



Alternate Lives
FANTASY AND ROLEPLAYING GAMES • NEWS • TRENDS

Mhat ever happened to...?

an Livingstone was
one of the biggest

names going in the

early days of RPGs. In

1975, he and Steve

Jackson (not to be

confused with the

Steve Jackson respon-

sible for GURPS)
teamed up to found

the Games Workshop,
the company responsi-

ble for bringing

Dungeons and Drag-

ons to the U.K. In

1977, Games Work-
shop put out their own
game in the form of a

miniatures battle set

called Warhammer.
In 1982, Living-

stone and Jackson collabo-

rated again to create the

immensely popular Fighting

Fantasy novels, a series that

combined the choose-your-

own-adventure book with

combat to create a surprisingly

playable fantasy game that

could be enjoyed alone. The
pair worked together on the

original book. The Warlock of

Firetop Mountain, and Ian

went on to pen several more
titles in the series on his own,
including The Forest ofDoom,
City of Thieves, and Deathtrap

Dungeon. Somewhere along

the way, he even found time to

engine (a la Doom and Des-

cent) to take players through
fantastically detailed dungeons
filled with both classic mon-
sters (ores, goblins, and trolls)

and new creations. In addition

to the physical danger these

monsters will pose, players will

also face insidious puzzles and
traps around every corner.

Combat will be much like

that in a fighting game, provid-

ing the player with both action

and adventuring. While this

blend may not sound appeal-

ing to every RPG fan, the

actual mechanics are very

impressive, and seem to favor

the thoughtful player more
than the kid who can press

buttons the fastest.

Although the original

filled with magic and mon-
sters. As a mercenary com-
mander, your character con-

trols a small platoon that can

take on military jobs in order

to gain enough cash to pur-

chase men and more powerful

equipment and magic.

As you complete your

contracts, you'll eventually run

across a plot that threatens the

tenuous balance that holds the

already war-torn world
together. Squad-level roleplay-

ing has for the most part been

ignored by publishers (notable

exceptions being King's Bounty
and Warcraft), so it's refresh-

ing to see a company take a

step in this direction.

From the Warhammer
40,000 universe, Mindscape is

which still stands as one of the

most revered roleplaying peri-

odicals in print. When Games
Workshop was sold in 1992,

Ian was a rich man with a

head full of the hot ideas. So
where did he go?

As it turns out, Living-

stone has been hanging out in

the industry we all love so

much for quite a while. As one
of the founding investors in

Domark, Ian began looking to

put some of his ideas into what
was then the emerging world

of computer roleplaying.

Now, 11 years later, Ian's

early vision of solitary role-

playing is being bom again on
the PC. Although it's still in its

earliest stages, Domark let me
get a peek at their new RPG
Fighting Fantasy, and gave me
some hints as to what the

series might mean for the

future of roleplaying.

Fighting Fantasy, based

on the novel series, will use a

first-person, free movement

series was intended for single-

gamer play, Domark is looking

to include network capabilities

that will allow several friend to

wander about the same dun-

geon simultaneously. Although

plans are still completely tenta-

tive, the company hints that in

the future they'd like to set up
an online service, similar to the

one being used with their new
Confirmed Kill flight simulator,

to enable up to 300 different

players at once.

Meanwhile, another com- 1

pany has purchased the license
|

to one of the worlds that Ian

worked while with Games
Workshop. At E3, Mindscape
announced their intentions to

release two games based on
the Warhammer universe by
the end of the year. The first

title, Warhammer Fantasy

Battles, will be a Windows-
only product, and details the

eternal struggle between the

forces of Chaos and the

Empire to control a world

Twenty years

ago, young Ian

Livingstone

began work in

the RPG field

that led to the

still-popular

Warhammer
series. Now, Ian

is hard at work
bringing more
new concepts

to computer

roleplaying.

releasing Warhammer 40,000:

Dark Crusaders. Using an

amazing engine that the com-
pany promises will deliver res-

olutions of up to 1280x1024,

the game will drop players into

a paranoid world where it's

impossible to tell your allies

from your foes. For those not

familiar with this game world,

expect the same big and nasty

monsters from your standard

Tolkien lore, but armed with

some of the nastiest armor and
weaponry this side of Star

Wars. To complete the emmer-
sive effect, Mindscape has

decide to support several of

the more popular virtual reality

headsets. This one's another

game that looks like it may
step outside the status quo.

In 1996, Mindscape
intends to release several more
titles based on the Games
Workshop line, including an

action game based on the

Warhammer Fantasy Battle

System, a Warhammer 40,000

strategy game, and games
built in the Man O' War and
Warhammer Epic traditions.

Ian's new influence in the

world of computer gaming can

only mean better things in the

long run for fantasy enthusi-

asts. But it still leaves me won-
dering (as I often do) when
other companies are going to

stop spending all of their

money on licenses to be con-

verted by people outside of the

roleplaying industry, and
decide to put those roleplaying

experts to work on producing

new worlds designed specifi-

cally for the computer. While

this direction of development

may take more time, in the long

run, the gaming community
will be stronger for the trouble.

PCG
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Blips on the Radar

I

ne of my
favorite short

story writers,

Tony Early,

came up with

a perfect

phrase in his

latest collec-

tion of gems
(Here We Are
in Paradise,

Little, Brown,
1994): "If

there is one
true thing I

know to tell

you, it is this:

in North
Carolina,

even in the

mountains, it

takes more than a month of

your life to live through August."

By the time you read this,

i the muggy heat of late sum-
mer will be covering my state

like a blanket that's been used
: to dry a big, wet dog. Stupe-

: tying heat and enervating

humidity will claim the land

:
for a seemingly endless period

of weeks. They're called the

Dog Days because they reduce
you to the state of a mangy
old hound sprawled on a front

porch, its tongue lolling and
its tail barely capable of a list-

less thump or two.

It's also the Dog Days for

: the PC gaming industry: big

releases are few, and many of

the games that trickle in are

marginal turkeys the companies
release without enthusiasm.

Ah, but with the end of

summer and the quickening of

commerce that always accom-

:
panies the approach of the hol-

idays, the floodgates will open
and we reviewers will go from

:
famine to feast, barely able to

find enough playing time to

make our deadlines.

For wargamers, the

autumn months will be a cor-

: nucopia of first-rate titles that

promises to be not just a

:
bumper crop, but perhaps the

;
most outstanding line-up the

genre has ever produced.

Never before have there been

;
so many I-can't-wait-to-get-

:
my-hands-on-that-one prod-

ucts— and to think that only
i three years ago, some
;

observers were predicting the

demise of the wargame!
Two of the most eagerly

i awaited titles in the entire his-
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tory of the genre will finally

appear: Third Reich from
Avalon Hill, and Beyond Squad
Leader from Atomic Games. I

first saw a demo of the com-
puterized Third Reich at my
first CES show in 1988 (!) and
have been eagerly awaiting it

ever since. It's been tweaked
and polished and nurtured

through every sort of growing
pain a game can endure, and it

ought to be a thoroughbred.

Ditto for Beyond Squad
Leader, which promises to be
the ultimate Personal War
Movie. I've seen a lot of screens

and segments and interviewed

all the major programmers,
artists, and designers, and I

predict that this game will be
worth every day of the wait.

William R. Trotter

World War Two." Bond is, in

my opinion, the best writer

working in the "military

thriller" genre, so any rule-set

he's devised is likely to be both
authentic and full of drama.

Fans of naval action, in

fact, have a great gaming sea-

son in store. QQP is almost
ready to release The Lost

Admiral 2, which promises to

incorporate a host of users'

suggestions, as well as supe-

rior graphics, to improve on
what was already a fiendishly

addictive game. Avalon Hill

projects a Thanksgiving release

for the PC conversion of its

classic Nelsonian board game.
Wooden Ships and Iron Men,
and SSI will launch Silent

Hunter, its Pacific-Theater sub-

I am equally certain that

MicroProse's Across the Rhine
will justify all the time and
work that's gone into it, and 1

applaud the decision to hold it

back until it fulfills the ambi-
tious intentions of its creators.

No other armored warfare sim
has quite equalled the standard I

set by M-1 Tank Platoon back in
|

1989, but that is about to

change. From what I've seen,

this game will capture the

essence of the vast, sweeping,

post-D-Day campaign with

unequaled realism and zest.

Also eagerly awaited is

Alliance's Tac-Ops. This game
may be to ground combat what

|

Harpoon is to modern naval

action, with the look and feel of I

a wargame designed by profes-
1

sional soldiers for the training

of other professionals.

A bit farther down the

road from Alliance is the Larry-

Bond-designed Command at

Sea, described by a company
spokesman as "Harpoon for

From his

home base in

muggy North
Carolina,

General Bill

Trotter scans
the latest

intelligence

reports and
predicts

a bumper
crop of war-
games for

the autumn
season.

marine sim, sometime in

September.

Like so many other

gamers, I spent a ridiculous

amount of time messing
around with SSI's Tanks!,

devising all sorts of custom
scenarios. The game generated

an enormous amount of feed-

back from players, all of which
SSI has dutifully considered

while designing the sequel.

Steel Panthers (which may be
out by the time you read this).

Even more exciting is the third

game in the series. Rifles!,

which covers the neglected

1850-1900 period. Included will

be engagements from the Civil

War and the Crimean cam-
paigns— a whopping 50 in-

the-box scenarios are planned,

and the customizing program
should allow history-buffs to

fight even the most obscure
Victorian colonial clashes.

I know there are still some
hard-cases out there who poo-
poo wargames with a fantasy

spin, but if they ignore SSG's
Warlords II Deluxe or Virgin's

Command and Conquer, they'll

be doing themselves a disser-

vice. Warlords is simply a great

tactical combat game—just

think of your wizards as heavy
artillery and your dragons as

B-52s— and this CD-ROM
incarnation has been enhanced
to the teeth with new graphics,

new features, and more than
two dozen new scenarios.

Command and Conquer is

based on the highly-regarded

combat system used in Dune 2.

It's a real-time, cutthroat slug-

fest set in the near future,

incorporating both contempo-
rary weapons and futuristic

designs that the player must
develop and produce within

the game's elaborate economic
sub-game. More than an hour
of video and animation gives the

game a sexy look, and the

graphics, from the few peeks

I've had at them, are spectacular.

So many games, so little

time...Three years ago, good
war games were so few and far

between that we almost dis-

continued this column for lack

of things to write about. Now,
it's getting hard to keep up
with all the good stuff.

Truly, fellow wargamers,
if this is not the millennium, it's

pretty darn close.

PCB
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The King of Sims

Wright says. "We've purpose-

fully avoided that in the past,

because humans are so hard

to emulate, even remotely. But

we're getting to the point now
where we can begin to simu-

late humans. Instead of play-

ing god and controlling your

computer world, players will

be able to interact with that

world. We're interested in

branching out a bit from the

god sims. We're looking at

games where you have a point

of view and limited control."

Sorry, anxious readers;

Maxis isn't saying any more
than that. We'll have to wait

and see what worlds Maxis

delivers next.

One aspect of Maxis
games isn't likely to change. "I

still like the idea of more

open-ended games, where
there's no winning or losing,"

Wright explains. "The most
important thing is a game
where you can demon-
strate creativity, where you
find a solution, rather than

find the one path to victory

that the programmer built

into the game."
Like most of us, Wright

was into models as a kid, and
that's basically what his sims

are: models in motion. "A sim-

ulation is in some sense a sub-

set of a model. A model can

be any representation of real-

ity— maybe a plastic model
sitting on a table, or a com-
puter model of a city," he

says. "A simulation is a model
through time, the dynamics
through which the model
might change."

There have been hits

and misses along the way, of

course. Some of his sims have

been a bit too sophisticated

for most gamers.

"The simulation I'm most
proud of is SimEarth," he says.

"Not really as a game, because

it wasn't a terribly interesting

game. But as a simulation, it's

really one of the best global

models out there. We did

quite a bit of research on that

one. There were some inter-

esting climatic factors that it

did just as good a job sim-

ming as some of the sophisti-

cated computers models.

"But," he laughs, "most
of us propeller-heads couldn't

care less."

That sort of accuracy and
sophistication is a hallmark of

Wright's games. Maxis simu-

lations are so accurate that the

company launched a business

simulations division, simulat-

ing refinery operations for

Chevron and power grids for

Pacific Gas & Electric. But

what was his biggest disap-

pointment? SimAnt.

"We should have tuned

that one better," he said. "1

didn't do a good job of con-

veying how cool ants are."

Wright's work has

helped spur the growth of

entertainment software as a

market, introducing hundreds
of thousands of people to the

possibilities of computer
entertainment. So what does

he think of this monster he

helped create?

When Wright looks at

other games on the shelves,

he finds a lot to like — and he

finds a lot of garbage, too.
" The quality in general is

going up," he says. "A few

people out there really know
what they're doing. And then

there are a lot of people who
are climbing a very long

learning curve."

His worry is that poorly

conceived and badly designed

games could turn off some
first-time game buyers.

"I worry about the con-

sumer's perception," he says.

"There are a few good games
and a lot of mediocre ones."

So what's Wright playing
j

these days?
"I've been playing TIE

Fighter a long time now,"
Wright says. "It's a brilliant

blend of strategy and action.

You have to think in order to

win. You can't just go in and
blow up everything."

Wright is also a fan of

Bullfrog's latest crop of

games, and he's been playing

Full Throttle with his 8-year-

old daughter. It was his

daughter's interest in the

world of ants that inspired

Wright to create SimAnt.

"She tests all my games,

and tells me what she likes

and doesn't like," he says.

"You learn a lot by watching
children play games. When
she plays Sim City 2000, she'll

spend most of her time play-

ing with the terrain editor. To

her, it's like a big sandbox.

That might give me some
ideas for later down the road."

Keep thinking. Will. We're I

all waiting to see what's next.
PCC
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f you enjoy raising

mountains, building

cities, creating plan-

ets, and setting the

rules for life itself—
all on your computer
— then you have Will

Wright to thank for

your god complex.

Wright, a co-

founder of Maxis and
the creative genius

behind SimCity, has

been a driving force

in the growth of com-
puter entertainment.

At 36, Wright is

something of a com-
puter gaming mogul.

His career mirrors the

growth of gaming
itself, and his creations stand

alone as shining examples of

how games can be fun, educa-

tional, and endlessly reward-

ing. Would anyone else have
created simulations of cities,

planets, and life itself?

Probably not. Wright,

together with the company he
co-founded in 1987, has run

off a string of real-life sims

that have been often brilliant

and always interesting:

SimCity, El-Fish,

SimAnt, SimCity 2000,

SimEarth, SimFarm,
SimHealth, SimLife,

SimTower, SimTown. Not all

were successful, and not all

of them made for fun gam-
ing, but just about every title

stands as a genre unto itself.

SimCity, of course, has

been hugely successful, mak-
ing little gods of us all. That

sim is rivaled only by Micro-

soft's Flight Simulator as the

best-selling computer entertain-

ment product in history.

Now Maxis is at a cross-

roads. The company went
public this summer, which
means Wright spends more
time these days in meetings

with corporate suits than he'd

like. Such is the price of success.

The infusion of capital

that came with the public

stock offering promises to

make Maxis a company on the

move. Maxis is a bit reluctant

to discuss products under
development, but you can

expect to see sims that will

give you a much closer look at

the cities you've created.

"We're hitting closer and
closer to the human scale,"
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Memory Management of a Different Hind

I

t seems like about half

of the words I've writ-

ten for PC Gamer
magazine have been
about memory man-
agement, either in

how-to articles or

here in the Tech Shop
column. As hard as it

can be to grasp the

subtleties of extended
and enhanced mem-
ory, to wrestle

EMM386 into submis-
sion and to maximize
the amount of con-

ventional memory
and upper memory
blocks you have avail-

able, trying to deal

with physical ran-

dom-access memory itself can
be almost as puzzling.

RAM is a PC's main
working storage, so it's criti-

cal to the computer's perfor-

mance. When you run a pro-

gram, the executable file is

copied from the hard disk

into RAM, where its binary
instructions and associated

data can be read roughly a

thousand times faster than off

disk. A PC is designed to read
and write memory at a spe-

cific speed, so there's nothing
to be gained by using faster

RAM. But adding more mem-
ory can help a lot.

One of most frustrating

things about RAM is that it

really hasn't improved much
lately. Other PC components
have gotten faster, cheaper,

physically smaller, and logi-

cally more capacious. In disk

drives. Western Digital's 1280
megabyte IDE disk costs

almost exactly what their

213MB model sold for in early

1993; that's a six-fold improve-
ment, and the new model's

faster too. In the meantime,
RAM has held firm at a

leisurely 70 ns access time,

and the best street price has
simply bounced around near
$35-$45 per megabyte the

whole time.

When you're dealing

with RAM, the rules you have
to follow when you add or

replace memory are just one
more headache. Two different

kinds of SIMMs (Single Inline

Memory Modules) are being
used in PCs now: an older,

smaller design with 30 signal

pins, and a newer 72-pin
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design. The difference is that

30-pin SIMMs only have eight

pins assigned to carrying data,

while the 72-pin module can
deliver 32 bits of data at a

time. That's important because
a 486 CPU has a 32-bit data

bus; to read or write 32 bits of
data at a time, it has to access

four separate 30-pin SIMMs.
The catch comes when

you want to add more mem-
ory. Most systems that use 30-

pin SIMMs have eight slots on
the motherboard for holding

memory modules, and if your
system already has eight

megabytes of RAM installed,

that means that each slot

already has a one megabyte
SIMM in it. Your only option is

Tim Victor

to replace four of them with
four new four-megabyte mod-
ules, for a total of 20
megabytes. That's a heck of a

jump in capacity, probably
more than most of us would
choose otherwise, and it

leaves you with four mega-
bytes of orphaned memory on
your hands.

72-pin memory modules
are a lot more common in

new systems lately, and they

take some of the worry out of

memory upgrades. Since a

72-pin SIMM matches a 486's

32-bit data bus, you can run a

486 system offjust one SIMM,
and adding memory one
SIMM at a time is no prob-

lem. But things start getting

tricky again if you have a

Pentium CPU. With its 64-bit

data path, a Pentium takes its

SIMMs in pairs of 72-pin

modules. And with just four

72-pin SIMM slots on the typ-

ical motherboard, you're back
in the same boat: add mem-

ory just once and your slots

are all filled.

The last few paragraphs
actually glossed over one
small point: most 30-pin

SIMMs work with nine bits of

data at a time, and 72-pin

SIMMs often have 36-bit data

paths. That extra bit out of

nine is called a parity bit, used
as a fairly crude way to check
for errors in the other eight

bits. Parity-based error-detec-

tion was part of the design of

IBM's original PC, but its pop-
ularity is beginning to fade for

a couple of reasons. For one
thing, RAM is pretty darned
reliable nowadays, and if a

SIMM does fail, it's just as

likely to simply go dead. Also,

r

tP
Managing your

PCs memory —
all that EMS,
XMS crap —
can be a royal

pain. But as Tim

so ably points

out, there's a

physical side to

managing RAM,
too. Getting

those little

SIMMS in place

is just the

beginning...

a single parity bit will fail to

detect about half of all possible

memory errors and even
when it finds one, all it can tell

you is that there was an error.

For the most critical uses,

the solution is to use an error-

correcting rather than error-

detecting memory system,

with more redundant memory
bits and extra logic circuitry

that can repair errors when
they occur. But such a system
adds a lot to the cost of a com-
puter, something that few
manufacturers are willing to

take on in such a competitive

market. Even the 12.5% sav-

ings in memory cost that

comes from eliminating mem-
ory parity checking is a com-
pelling savings nowadays.

Other than a change in

packaging and parity mem-
ory's disappearing act, RAM
hasn't changed much in the

past few years. But some
major new memory technolo-

gies are beginning to appear
lately. The first one to appear
in quantity is EDO (Enhanced
Data Output) RAM, a type of
RAM that speeds up the mem-
ory access cycle by holding

data on its output pins even
after it's begun to fetch the

next word of memory. This

small change can improve
memory performance by as

much as 30% without increas-

ing cost, and Pentium systems
that use Intel's Triton chipset

are already available with
EDO RAM.

A couple of years down
the road, SDRAM (Synch-
ronous Dynamic Random-
Access Memory) is expected
to take over from EDO RAM,
but a host of others like

EDRAM, WRAM, RDRAM,
CDRAM, SGRAM and
3DRAM might also figure into

the picture. These new tech-

nologies should help memory
to keep up with CPUs' ever

growing appetite for data. Of
course, they also mean that

any memory you buy for your
PC today probably won't work
in the next PC that you buy.

Windows 95 promises to put

an end to the nightmares of

DOS memory management,
but you can bet that memory
will always loom large in the

minds of PC owners.

P(iC
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•No setup req.
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Mouse
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Only: $ 79
MADEF0B SUNNYVALE, CA.- PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE- N0TRESP0NCI-
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Product Information Number 87

A.T. INC
550 LAKESIDE DR. SUNNYVALE. CA 94086

To Order Call
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“

[FAX ORDERS: 408-774-901
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iRMA & TECH-SUPPORT 408-774-9010
Free ground shipping for all systems over $ 1000
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SOLUTIONS • TECHNIQUES • QUICK TIPS

his month
we've donned
our wetsuits

and traveled to the ocean
floor to take a look at the

best strategies for over-

coming those terrors from
the deep in the action-

packed sequel to X-COM.
Plus, we've compiled

the best Rise of the Triad

cheats and even helped

our readers puzzle their

way through Ecstatica

and Cyberia.

So let's get started!

Write to us at:

[3GAMER
1350 Old Bayshore Hwy., Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010

or e-mail:

peeceegee@aol.com
74431 ,3433@compuserve.com

djee52a@prodigy.com

Overcome Hie Tenors of [tie Deep
Making the oceans alien-free the PC Gamer way! Research!

It's been about a year since we revealed our tips for the original X-COM,
and while that advice helped a lot of our readers, the challenges in

Terror From the Deep have even veteran X-COM-ers shaking their

heads. This time around the aliens are tougher, and you'll have to make
do with lousy weapons in the beginning. So here's a refresher course

that'll get you on the right track, and a few special tips on how to make
these new aliens wish they'd never seen planet earth.

As any X-COM fan knows, the surest way
to success is a good research program,
and in Terror from the Deep research

plays an even more important role. While
it may be hard to balance the books at

the end of the first few months, you'll

want to start an aggressive research pro-

ject even before you've begun your first

mission. Recruit the maximum number
of scientists your living space allows

(build more living space as necessary)

loborabora

BUILD HEW BR5E

BR5E INFORMATION

EQUIP SUBMARINE

BUILD FACILITIES

MANUFACTURE

GAUSS CANNON
THE GAUSS L1ERR0H B HEWLV

MB'
ACCELERATOR IS POWERED 0V A
COMPACT. IXCUID WITBSGEH
COOLED, F.JS10K REACTOR

After fully researching the Gauss technology, put your

technicians to work on producing large quantities of the

Gauss cannon to sell for extra money.

Building the perfect base

As in the original X-COM, choosing the

site for your first major base is one of the

most important decisions you can make,
because you need to keep member
nations happy while giving yourself a

good overview of alien activity. You'll

want make sure your first base is close to

a large number of contributing nations

(like those in the North Atlantic) or at

least one major contributor (like the

United States).

This first base should have wide-

array sonar, extra storage space, and tor-

pedo defenses as soon as possible.

Ideally, you'll start building these

before accepting your first mission. The
next step should be to promptly recruit

an extra complement of aquanauts.

To get a better overview of the

alien threat and to further serve the
nations of the world, start building a

second base that's a mirror image of

the first— a major stronghold that

can research and detect the alien

threat and serve as a strike head-
quarters against any attack.

Strike bases

Once your major bases are estab-

lished and you've got a few suc-

cessful missions

under your belt,

you'll want to build

several smaller strike

bases with the bare

minimum of living

quarters, sub pens,

and general stores to

give quick access to

terror sites and to

bring down alien subs.

Teams and equipment
for these strike bases

can be much more
specialized than those

at your major bases,

which means you can

design the perfect

quick-response team
for surface missions
or shipping lane

attacks.

during the first few months, and begin
researching Gauss weapons immedi-
ately. Then, over the next few months,
recruit the maximum number of techni-

cians, expanding your workshops to

accommodate them. This will pay off in

two ways: the scientists will be able to

begin researching better armor and
weapons for your troops, and in turn the

troops will be able to bring back more
alien technology to research on each suc-

cessful mission.

As a bonus, if you keep your techni-

cians busy manufacturing new weapons,
you'll be able to sell these goods to sup-

plement the funding received from the

member nations.

And with a little creative shuffling,

you can even eliminate the cost of

salaries for scientists and technicians by

r r r r r r
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Before sending soliders out on active duty, check the attribute screen to make sure they're prepared to face the dangers that await. The big factors to consider

are bravery, morale, and reactions. Once you're confident in their abilities, a couple of successful missions is all it takes to build the factors in the other areas.

rotating (transferring) these staffs from

both of your major bases on the last day

of the month. Since they're in transit

during the monthly report, those salaries

mysteriously appear as a profit. You'll

lose any research the scientists were
working on at the time of the transfer, but

a large enough staff won't take more than

a month on most projects, anyway.

What to accept and when

Depending on where you've built your

first base, you may find several of the

early missions are alien attacks on ship-

ping lanes or land-based attacks on port

cities. Unless you've fully researched

Gauss technology and have at least the

Gauss rifle, you'll want to refuse these

missions. While it won't look good on the

monthly reports, the underwater

weapons you'll start out with will be use-

less during surface missions, leaving your

troops with only magna-grenades to use

against those deadly aliens.

Bagging new technology

Before long, an alien colony will be discov-

ered by X-COM intelligence. It's extremely

important that these be eliminated ASAP.

But if you don't have the firepower to take

on a colony, there can be some benefit in

leaving it alone for a bit. Attack alien

supply ships as they replenish the colony,

and you just might net some of the tech-

nology and elements you need to research

and manufacture better weapons and

armor for your troops.

Managing your

fighting forces

A superior fighting

force is the best way to

ensure success on the

battlefield, even when
the enemy has you
outgunned and out-

numbered. So start

building a team with a

select group of soldiers

(be sure and check
their bravery and
molecular control

attributes), then let

their abilities grow as

you lead them through

a couple of successful

missions. Once you've

got a crack team,

transfer some of your
experienced soldiers to

other bases to help

rookies live long enough
to get promoted and

gain experience.

Rookies who
panic or have low

molecular control abili-

ties should be sacked.

They're a danger to

your experience sol-

diers as well as a nui-

sance on the battlefield.

Alien colony assaults

Sooner or later you'll have to begin

making assaults on well-defended alien

colonies, but with a little preparation,

you can take down these two-level

strongholds without sacrificing too much
of your team.

Split your team into two distinct

groups, with slight variations for each.

The first, the assault team, should consist

of heavily armed senior officers with high

bravery and molecular control levels as

well as lots of movement points.

The second team should be a cap-

ture-and-resupply team equipped with

thermal shock launchers, ammo and
supplies for the first team. Use the first

team to secure the route to the goal

zone and eliminate any alien threat, then

bring in the second team and move to

the second phase.

The resupply team will prove

invaluable in the second phase of the

colony mission, since the only weapons
you can carry over to this phase are the

ones your troops are carrying.

Once they've done their resupply gig,

the second team can then take over as the

primary unit and begin stunning aliens for

research and questioning. (Don't waste

your time or ammo stunning aliens during

the first phase of two-phase missions;

they'll just be counted as dead and can't

be taken with you.) The first team can now
be used in support of these operations

and as reconaissance in the dark recesses

of the colony.
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LAST LAP, YOU’RE .08 SECONDS
BEHIND THE LEADER. IF YOU ONLY

HAD A POWER GRAPHICS

PvWRtS

INCLUDED!

THRUST,MASTER T

I

INCLUDED!
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megs ram
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4x CD ROM drv
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NASCAR Racing ©Copyright 1994 Papyrus Design Group, Inc,
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Steering wheel!
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Dos & Windows for Dummies

Quick Reference Guides
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(one year warranty, parts &
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POWER GRAPHICS COMPUTERS
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our machines ship out READY TO ROCK!
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Ecsfafica
How to survive the horrors of 10th century Europe.

Part horror adventure, part black comedy, Ecstatica is one of the

strangest games we've seen. Over the past few months, a handful of

our readers have asked for help escaping the demons that inhabit the

game, so we've compiled the answers to the most common questions

into this helpful walkthrough.
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Once you're in the store room, you’ll be able to avoid the relentless attack of the werewolf if you

jump into the barrel at the right moment. If you hide in the barrel long enough, the werewolf leaves.

Potion power

One of the most common questions our

readers have been asking is where to

find the three parts that make the potion

described in the picture at the witch's

house. The first two ingredients are

pretty obvious and easy to find: the spe-

cial root you'll need is in the church,

directly beneath the hanged priest. The
second element of the potion is a flower,

found on the path to the rectory.

The final element, a branch, is a

tough one and requires a bit more
preparation; you'll want to make sure

you have a weapon of some sort before

you try to tackle this one. In the alley

across from the church, you'll find a

building with a banner hanging outside.

Enter the building and you'll see an old

man fighting with a green

dragon. Run over to the

dragon (don't worry, it won’t

attack you) and it'll hit the

road. With the dragon gone,

the old man will tell you how
the town was overtaken by
demons and ask you to take

him to the storeroom. That's

where you'll find the third ele-

ment for the potion.

Leaving the storeroom

isn't going to be easy, though,

because the werewolf is

lurking just outside. Open the

door, then run back inside the

storeroom (the door will shut

behind you). Keep this up

until the beast breaks down the door,

then jump inside the barrel beside the

old man. Hide there until the creature

has left (this can take a while; he's pretty

thorough in his search), then grab the

branch from its shelf and head back to

the witch's home.

Weasel boy

Once you've added all the elements to

the potion, you'll be transformed into a

weasel-like creature. Thankfully, the

werewolf won't bother you in this state,

but you will have to watch for snakes

(use the "5" key on the number pad to

run). Make your way to the church and
go down the stairs behind the altar,

where you'll find a small opening.

You'll need to explore a bit to find a

stairway where the spell will magically

wear off. Walk up the stairs, and you'll

find a terrified old knight wielding a

sword. Give him a quick punch and he'll

throw you his sword. Take the sword to

the lake, stand on the pedestal and
throw it in. The lady in the lake will rise

out of the water and make you a knight.

Now you can enter the wizard's castle.

A bone, a book and a broom

Once you've gained access to the wiz-

ard's castle, you'll find a spell that can

destroy the beast in the tower. One part

of the spell is a bone-shaped icon found

in the rectory.

V
if% |W h

The witch's broom is the only way to survive the booby

traps of the castle and find the magic book.

Getting the magic book is the tricky

part of creating the spell. It's deep in the

lower levels of the wizard's castle;

problem is, you can't take the stairs

without getting skewered by some
devious spike traps. To remedy this, go
outside the wizard's castle to the little

house near the fountain. Inside you'll

find a witch's broom that'll let you float

past the deadly traps.

End game

Once you've got the magic book and
bone in hand, take them to the stone

circle to create a supercharged icon that

can destroy the demon. You'll need to

use the broom again to enter the depths

of the dungeon through the dangerous

castle path — or you can choose to take

the stairs in the church. Once you reach

the lowest level, you'll confront the

beast the witch conjured up. Follow his

instructions and join him for a chat, then

make your choice. If you choose to

destroy him, just back away from the

table, keeping the demon in sight. Then,

when he turns into a dragon, fire away
with the icon.
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Reader's Request
Cyberia

Dear Strategy Central,

I've been playing Cyberia for a couple of

weeks and really enjoy the game's mix
of arcade/puzzle action. It's only the

second computer game I've ever played,

but I've managed to puzzle my way to

the inoculation room with both arcade
and puzzle difficulty set on the highest

level. But now I can't seem to get any-
where. What I'd like to know is what
exactly am I supposed to do at the inoc-

ulation terminal and how do I avoid the

flying nanite that attacks me when I try

to leave the adjoining room?
Any tips or cheats you could give

me would be a great help.

Michael Federov
Detroit, Michigan

We don't have any cheats for you,

Michael, but we do have a few tips for

getting you out of the inoculation room
and on to the climax.

First, you'll need to access the inoc-

ulation terminal and select the appro-
priate sample so you can inoculate Zak.

One of the last three (M6-M7-M8) will

work, but you’ll have to use trial-and-

error to figure out which one. Select one,

then step inside the inoculation booth
and press the up-arrow key to have Zak
activate it. If you don't hear a mecha-
nized voice say "Host
contamination elimi-

nated," you'll need
to step out of the

booth quickly and
reset the terminal

with another selec-

tion. Repeat this pro-

cedure until you hear
the message.

Back in the

Charlie lab, you’ll

need to access Ian

MacAllen's terminal

to deal with those

nanites (be careful

not to fire the shock-

wave when the

Charlie device first

activates, or you’ll

burn Zak’s foot off).

The device will enter

the shaft, where

you'll need to direct it to knock off all of
the nanites. These are pretty tough, and
you can't let even one get past you.

Near the end of the segment, pay close

attention to the upper portion of the

screen; there's one particularly deadly
nanite stuck to the ceiling.

Once you've taken care of the

nanites, you'll be able to leave the lab

and enter the elevator shaft that leads to

the Cyberia weapons chamber and the

endgame confrontation.

1

V
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Once you've activated the Charlie device, you'll need to kill all of the

nanites— or Zak will end up like this.

Rise of the Triad Cheats
Defeat El Oscuro's island cult with these killer codes!

Rise of the Triad has proven itself to be
a cut above the Doom-clone crowd, with
plenty of tough levels and puzzles that

even die-hard maze freaks have trouble

dealing with. To help you get through
the game to the ultimate goal of

defeating Oscuro, here's a list of helpful

cheat codes we've come across that'll

give you the firepower, health, and
maps you'll need.

To use these codes, just type them in

during a game (remember to type the first

code, "DIPSTICK," to enable the cheats).

DIPSTICK Enable/Disable Cheat
Codes

SHOOTME Bulletproof Armor
BURNME Asbestos Armor
CHOJIN Woundless With Weapons
BOOZE Drunk Missile

BONES FlameWall
TOOSAD God Mode (Temporary

Invunerability)

FLYBOY Mercury Mode
BADTRIP Shrooms Mode
BOING Elasto Mode
SPEED Enable Autorun
PANIC Reset to normal, full

health, no modes,
keys or guns

WHACK Whack yourself

86ME Kill Character

DIMON Light Diminishing On
DIMOFF Light Diminishing Off

GOTO Go to another level

GOOBERS Restart current level

GOGATES Exit to DOS
GOARCH Exit Current Level

LONDON Fog On
NODNOL Fog Off

SHINEON Light Sourcing On
SHINEOFF Light Sourcing Off

LUNGDUNG Gas Mask
SIXTOYS items Aplenty
HUNTPACK Outfit Player (BulletProof

Armor, Keys, HeatSeeker)

JOHNWOO
PLUGME
VANILLA
FIREBOMB
HOTTIMES
SEEYA

RIDE
WHERE

Double Pistols

MP40 Machine Gun
Bazooka
FireBomb
Heatseeker

Hand of God
(Permanent God Mode)
Missile Camera On/Off
Toggles coordinate dis-

play On/Off

Rise of the Triad also features some
fun things that you'll only see certain

times of the year. By changing your
system date at the DOS prompt (type

DATE and hit the Enter key, then type in

the new date), you can get an advance
peek at some holiday surprises the ROTT
designers hid in the game. Try setting

your system's date for Easter, Halloween
and Christmas, and you'll see your
favorite H.U.N.T. agents dressed in hol-

iday garb.

Be sure to change your system date

back when you're finished, especially if you
run any applications that rely on accurate

date and time information. pcb
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Fax orders: 214-488-2109 US,Canada & Mexico only

Phone: 214-241-0724
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We offer the only NO RISK return policy.

If not completely satisfied with your purchase, exchange it for something else!

Nascar Racing Panzer General

Dovvnload a copy of our Electronic Catalog complete vvitti our entire selection

and their descriptions from our BBS 2 1 4-24 1 -4754

Rebel Assault

Get ONE of the above specials with the purchase of 2 additional titles at our regular low prices, Not valid with other specials. _J

Business Phone Directory 94 $ 2

1

FreePhone $ 25

Home & Office Legal Guide $ K)

PhoneDisc Business Winter95 $ 55

Select Phone 1995 $149

1 PC FILM (NEW)
Porky Pig Cartoons $ 10

TV Commercials 1950s/ 1960s $ 12

Three Stooges $ 10

\PC RELIGION (NEW)
Bible Lands Bible Stories $ 19

Bible Library $25
Bibles and Religion $ 11

Christian Clipchart $27
Logos Bible Software Coll. $35
Multimedia Family Bible $ 19

PC GRAPHICS (NEW)
Boris Vallejo Fantasy Art $32
Business Clipart $ 9

Card Shop Plus $ 19

ClipArt Warehouse $ 10

Clipart Heaven II $25
Font Elegance $ 12

Fonts Platinum $ 12

GIFs Galore $ 19

Kodak Photo CD $ 15

Mother of ClipArt $ 12

Publishers Platinum $ 12

1PC MULTIMEDIA (NEW)
Expert Multimedia $ 19

MPC Wizard 3.0 $ 12

Media Maestro $ 13

Media Plus $ 15

Multimedia 4 Pak $36
Multimedia Mania $ 10

Multimedia Mega Bundle $ 19

Multimedia Platinum $ 12

Multimedia Plus $ 15

1 PC HEALTH (NEW)
Better Homes Cookbook. $ 16

Bodyworks 4.0 $ 19

Cookbook USA jr. $ 13

Family Doctor ver 3 $ 19

Home Medical Adviser Pro $45
Mayo Clinic Family Health $ 18

Medical Dict/Family Health $17
PharmAssist $39

1 PC TRAVEL (NEW)

AAA Trip Planner. $ 19

America Alive $ 19

Automap Collection $75
London Multimedia Tour $ 19

Map N Go $49
Street Atlas USA v2.0 $69

IPC ADULT (NEW) pc ADULT (NEW)
_

11 PC GAMES (NEW) I
APL Adult Picture Lib 1.0 $ 19 Oral Fixation $29 101 of the Best Games 2 $ 19

APL Adult Picture Lib 2.

1

$ 19 Oriental Babes $ 19 Aces of the Pacific $22
APL Adult Picture Lib 3.0 $22 Photo Gallery $29 Carmen Sandiego Deluxe $ 19

Adult Reference Library $25 Pixis Adult Sampler $ 9 Cyberia $27
All Beauties $15 Pixis CD Sampler 2 $ 9 Dark Forces $52
All Night Long $ 19 Playboy Screen Saver $25 Dark Sun - Wake of Ravager. $21

Allium $ 13 Pleasure Zones $35 Day of the Tentacle $25
Amateur Photo Gallery $23 Poker Party $39 Descent $39
Arcus Sampler $ 10 Samurai Pervert $49 Dragons Lair. $29
Asian Fantasy Girls $29 Seymour Butts 2 $39 Ecstatica $25
Asian Palatte $25 Seymour Butts Interactive $49 FX Fighter $45
Asian Pearls $29 Shaved Pink $ 19 Full Throttle $45
Busty Babes 3 $29 Space Sirens $45 Gabriel Knight $25
California Beauties $29 Superstars of Japanese Pron $39 Hell. $ 19

Come Play with Me $35 Sweet Cheeks $25 Indiana Jones $25
Danish Fantasies $29 Swimsuit and Lingerie $ 12 Iron Helix $25
Deep Throat Girls $23 T&A to the Max 1 $ 19 Kings Quest 6 $ 19

Deep Throat Girls 2 $21 T&A to the Max 2 $ 19 Lode Runner. $ 19

Digital Delights 2 $22 T&A to the Max 3 $ 19 Mad Dog Macree 2. $25
Domin-a-tricks $25 T&A to the Max 6 $ 19 Mad Dog Macree. $ 19

Dream Machine $45 Taste of Erotica! 1 $ 9 Menzoberranzan $25
Erotic Virtual Sampler DP $ 7 Taste of Erotica 2 $ 9 Myst. $39
FAO Gold 1 $29 Tokyo Nightlife $39 NASCAR Racing. $29
Flame 1.1 $29 Treasures of Spice Sampler $ 9 Nascar Racing (Boxed) $39
Forbidden Pleasures $33 Vampire Kiss $39 Panzer General $ 19

Girls Doing Girls 2 $ 19 Virtual Vixens $45 Perfect General 2 $37
Hard Core! 2 $25 World of Pin Ups $ 19 Ravenloft. $ 19

Hidden Obsessions Quicktime $ 25 Worlds Best Breasts $ 19 Rebel Assault. $25
Hot Pics $25 Zane Interactive Sampler $ 9 Return To Zork $22
Hot Pix 1 $79 Rise of the Robots $25
Madams Family $33 Rise of the Triad $29
New Wave Hookers 2 $ 19 Sam And Max Hit The Road $22
Night Watch 2 $39 Seventh Guest $25

PC CAMPS (NEW)

Sim City 2000

Sim City Enhanced

Slipstream 5000

Star Trek 25th Anniversary.

Star Trek Technical Manual

US Navy Fighter

Under A Killing Moon
Virtual Pool

War Craft

$29
$ 19

$44
$25
$39
$45
$59
$42
$39

X-Com: Terror From the Deep 5 44

PC CHILDREN (NEW)
Arthur’s Teacher Trouble

Berenstein Bears-Liv Books

Butterflies of the World

Crayola Art Studio

Dandy Dinosaurs

Dinosaur Safari

Doctor Ts Singalong

Inherit the Earth

Just Grandma and Me
Kid Works 2

Lion King

Little Monster

Math Blaster

Middle School Suite

Putt Putt Joins the Parade.

Reader Rabbit 1 Deluxe

Ruffs Bone

Sound it out Land 2

Thinking Games
Top 201 Learning Games

$36
$21
$23

$ 19

$ 12

$ 16

$37
$ 19

$39
$35
$36
$39
$ 19

$ 18

$39
$36
$34
$ 12

$ 10

$37

Check this out! CDs as low as $4.00 each!
\Ne Buy/Sell and Trade Used CD's

7TH GUEST $ 15 FAO GOLD 3 $ 18 LINKS $ 10 SAM AND MAX $ 12

AMATEUR MODELS $ 16 FORBIDDEN SUBJECTS $ 14 LOOM $ 10 MONKEY ISLAND $ 8

BATTLECHESS $ 6 HARD CORE 2 $ 16 MAD DOG $ 12 SEX AND MONEY $20

BLUE FORCE $ 6 HELL $ 12 MAN ENOUGH $ 16 SHERLOCK HOLMES $ 16

BODY COUNT $ 10 HELLCAB $ 10 MANTIS $ 8 SIMCITY 2000 $ 12

BROTHEL $ 12 HIDDEN OBSESSIONS $ 16 MASTER OF MAGIC $28 SOUTHERN BEAUTIES $20

BUSTY BABES 3 $20 HIGH VOLUME NUDES $20 MEGARACE $ 10 STAR REACH $20

CASTLES II $ 12 HOW THINGS WORK $ 16 MICROCOSM $ 8 STAR TREK TECH MANL $29

CELEBRITY NUDES $ 16 INCA 2 $ 6 MPC WIZARD 3.0 $ 8 THE HORDE $ 12

CORRIDOR 7 $14 INTERNET TOOLS $ 14 MS BOOKSHELF ’93 $ 5 THE PSYCHOTRON $ 12

CRITICAL PATH $ 11 IRON HELIX $ 8 MS WORD/BOOKSHELF $ 12 TOOLWORKS REF LIB $ 12

DIZONE $ 16 J MS PUBLISHER $ 9 MYST $26 TRIPLE PLAY FRENCH $ 12

DARKSEED $ 12 J SEYMORE BUTTS $32 NHL HOCKEY 95 $30 TURBO TAX $ 4

DIGITAL DREAMS 2 $ 12 JFK ASSASINATION $ 7 NIGHTOWL 14 $ 12 ULTIMA VII $20

DOOM2 $32 JONES THE FAST LANE $ 10 PHYSICAL THERAPY $ 12 ULTIMATE FOOTBALL $ 10

DRAGON LORE $ 18 JURRASIC PARK $ 16 PLEASURE ZONES $25 UNDER A KILLING MOON$ 30

DRAGONS LAIR $ 18 KING QUEST 6 $ 12 QUANTUM GATE $ 8 VAMPIRES KISS $26

ELEMENTS OF DESIRE $ 22 KINGS QUEST V $ 6 RELENTLESS $28 WANDER LUST $ 18

ERIC THE UNREADY $15 DAGGER OF AMON $ 12 RINGWORLD $ 6 WING COMMANDER II S 11

FAMILY DOCTOR $ 6 WORLDS BEST BREASTS $ 14

Sorry, Due to the overwhelming popularity of our used CD's, our prices and titles are subject to change.

PC REFERENCE (NEW)

Amer Heritage Talking Diet $ 25

Animal Magic $'8

Animals of the World $ 12

Audubon Birds $15

Audubon Mammals $ 15

Auto Almanac 1995 $16

Aviation Adventure $ 39

Comptons 1995 $ 19

Deluxe Pack 4 $ 25

Forbidden Subjects 1 $ 22

Forbidden Subjects 3 $ 29

Gardening $ Id

Guidebooks To Math $13

Hacker Chronicles 2 $ 35

How the World Works $ 28

How things Work $ 33

Know your Owls $ 39

Leonardo the Inventor. $ 22

MS Ancient Lands $ 25

MS Bookshelf 1993 $ 39

MS Bookshelf 1995 $35

MS Cinnemania 1994 $ 39

MS Encarta 95 $ 59

National Geographic Mammals$ 19

Oxford English Ref Library $ 1 29

Parenting $ 19

Quicken Deluxe v3 $ 39

Secret Subjects $ 1

1

Skiers Encyclopedia $ 35

Speed $ 25

Sports Illustrated 1995 $ 39

Stowaway $ 39

Webster Interactive Ency $ 39

Wild Blue Yonder $ 45

PC SHAREWARE (NEW)
BSDisc Nov 94 $

Best of Shareware 6 pack Cal'

C/C++Programming vol 1 Call

CICA 2 Disc2/95 Win/wcreek $ 29

CICA 3 Disc 12/94 Infomagic $ 19

CICA Windows Explosion $ 19

DOOM Accessory Pack 4 $ 27

Doctor Games for Windows 1 $ 19

Doom Fever II $ Id

Games Platinum $19

Hobbes OS/2 Archive $19

Home and Business Platinum $ 15

Linux 4 CD Set /InfoMagic $ 49

Linux Ready to Run $ 45

Night Owl 15 $ 19

Night Owl 16 $ 12

Simtel-20 Walnut Creek $12

Software Vault Games $ 12

Software Vault Gold

Software Vault Platinum

Techno Tools $19

The World of Sortware 2 $ 29

Top 201 Games $10

Visual Basic Developers Kit $ 17

Way Cool Windows Games 2 $ 19

Win Platinum $ 15

World Wide Web Source Kit $ 19

Price and availability are subject to change. U.S. orders- $5 Shipping for entire order, $ 1 0 UPS 2-day, $ 1 8 UPS overnight.

NEW CD-ROM TITLES UNDER $30
WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE IN THIS PUBLICATION!

National CD-ROM • 800-237-6613 • 11005 Indian Trail Suite 101-A Dallas, Texas 75229



couple of

months

ago, we
asked you

what you
thought about full motion

video in games. True to

form, your answers were
insightful and interesting.

Here's a new topic to

ponder: How do you feel

about the "Hollywood

invasion" of PC games?
Do you like games based

on movies and featuring

big-name celebrities? Is it

the wave of the future, or

a passing fad?

Let's Hear From You!

Write to:

PC Gamer Letters

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010

or e-mail to:

peeceegee@aol.com

74431.3433@compuserve.com

djee52a@prodigy.com

Feelings on Full-Motion

Dear PCG,
With all the new games coming out
from Sierra and other companies, char-
acters are being switched to live actors

rather than drawn heroes. I think it

takes away from the games, especially

when the actor playing a role is some-
one who is widely known for something
else. It is harder to "get into" the game
when the actor just isn't as believable in

the role as a made-up, animated charac-
ter would be. Would any of you like to

see some two-bit actor try and live up
to the role of Intergalactic swashbuck-
ler/janitor Roger Wilco? I think that

many companies are too worried about
the "look" of the game, and not enough
about the "feel" of a game.

A constant reader of PCG,
Seth Gregory

via AOL

Dear PC Gamer,
In the future, I plan to join a software
development firm that makes computer
game software. I also plan to get married
in the next few months. Do you know if

game developers like Chris Crawford,
Sid Meier, etc. are married, and if so,

how do they stay that way when work-
ing 80 hours-plus a week? I don't think I

could have a marriage and a career in

software engineering while working so
many hours! Should I get out of this rela-

tionship or pursue my career? (heh heh)

Thanks,

Sethren
via AOL

P.S.: I think full motion video in com-
puter games is a waste unless it helps

immerse the player even further into

the game, or somehow adds to the fun
and playability of the game. There are

many fun games out there that have no
full-motion video; and then there are

games that are about as much fun as

mowing the lawn and contain almost
nothing but small, grainy video.

We couldn't agree more, guys, and you speak

for most of the people who responded to the

full-motion video question. FMV should be just

another story-telling tool, a means to an end—
not an end in itself. Too many FMV games are

designed with the belief that video is enough,

that gamers will be content to sit back and
watch a grainy movie. But a look at the most
popular titles shows that PC gamers want more
interaction than "interactive movies " offer.

As for the marriage question: We've never

asked game designers how their hectic sched-

ules affect their personal relationships: we've

always assumed they were like us, and didn't

have time for actual lives. It's a good question,

though: maybe some gaming pro will drop us a

line with some answers.

Good RPGs are hard to come by, Bonnie, but

we recommend Star Trail without reservation.

Grandma Seeks RPG Advice

Dear PC Gamer,
I'm a 54-year-old Grandma who loves

Roleplaying Games. I just purchased a

computer, but have not been impressed
with the games at all.

Everyone praised Myst, but I found
it lifeless and dull. I've been playing
Kyrandia III, but it's not my cup of tea.

I find that I'm still buying SNES
games for the graphics and fun.

Would you help out a fellow gamer
and give me some hints to what games I

can purchase that would be RPG games
in the tradition I'm used to?

I know from your articles that

they're few and far between, but any
help would be appreciated.

Thank you,

Bonnie Taylor

Chicago, IL

If it's a good roleplaying game you're after, we
can understand why you were disappointed with

Myst and Kyrandia III; those are graphic adven-

tures, and while they have their obvious merits,

they won't satisfy that RPG craving. There are

plenty of PC-based RPGs on the market: they

generally have greater depth than the Nintendo

games you're used to, but that's hardly a bad
thing. Here's a handful of RPGs we can recom-

mend: Sir-tech's Realms of Arkania: Star Trail;

Bethesda'sTbe Elder Scrolls: Arena; and, of

course, the Ultima series, games I through 8,

from Origin.

Pardon Us!

Dear PC Gamer,
Don't take this the wrong way, but your
magazine really does stink!

Every time I rip off the plastic

wrap and open the magazine up, I get

this horrible smell that is almost nause-
ating. But I love reading your magazine
and I plan to subscribe — it's just that I

was just wondering if anyone else

writes about this problem.

Sincerely,

Chris Smith
Spokane, WA

Don't mind the odor, Chris. That's just something

we're experimenting with— a special mind-

control gas designed to make you subscribe to

the magazine. Judging from your letter, it seems
to be working. Now, send us a million dollars...

Too Big For Their Britches?

Dear PC Gamer,
I recently purchased a copy of Wing
Commander III, and although I met the

system requirements, I had such a tough
time running it that I returned it.

Surely such steep system require-

ments must limit the salability of this or
any product. How much do game devel-

opers weigh such considerations?

Thanks,

Dana Minyard
via AOL
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WCII I does have some heavy system require-

ments, Dana, but that doesn't seem to have hurt

the game's sales too badly; it's enjoyed a

respectable stay on the PC bestseller charts.

Fortunately for Origin, they've created a game that

people want to play badly enough to put up with

the little memory-tricks needed to make it run.

Just a Few Questions...

Dear PC Gamer,
Could you have the game Magic Carpet

on your CD, plus could you do a report

on BBS? Also, I bought Descent on 3.5"

disks at a store that sells used games. It

said it had 30 levels, but I typed the

code GABBAGABBAHEY and then I

typed FARMERJOE, then I typed level

30 but it did nothing. So I tried 28, but

that didn't work, so I typed 27 and it

finally worked. Did someone edit the

game, or is the one I bought just bad?

A subscriber.

Brad Engelhart

Sioux Falls, SD

Brad, your wish is our command— sort of.

Magic Carpet was one of the featured demos on

our February CD. It should still be available from

our back issues department. And you don't have

a bad copy of Descent— how could that game

be anything but excellent? The catch is that

three of Descent's 30 levels are "secret" levels;

you have to find 'em on your own, since even

the cheat codes won't get you to them.

Oh. Mi| ...Pari II

Dear PCG,
You guys really dropped the ball in your

response to Brian Harbaugh (July '95

letters). What appears to be enlarged

testes on his sea monkeys (or brine

shrimp, Artemia) are probably just sacs

of eggs. There is no cause for alarm.

Sincerely,

Braden McDaniel
via AOL

That's a load off our minds, Braden. We had no

idea sea monkeys actually reproduced; we

thought they were strictly a just-add-water kind

of pet. Congratulations on the blessed event, Mr.

Harbaugh! How about naming the little ones

after your friends at PCG ?

Blazing Systems

Dear PC Gamer,
In your story on upgrading PCs (July

1995), you neglected to mention the

most important (and cheapest!) upgrade
any gamer must get.

I don't know how many of your
readers are aware of this, but a lot of

PCs can't really use the full potential of

a 14,400 baud or 28,800 baud modem
due to the "standard" UART 8250 chip

on their RS232 cards.

To get some really blazing speed

out of a modem connection (like with

Doom, etc.), gamers need to replace

that chip with a UART 16550 chip.

These chips (if your RS232 card uses

the "pop-out" type) can be replaced for

about $15; if you'd rather go first class,

you can buy a new card for about $40.

The standard RS232 card actually

bottlenecks modem speeds down to

about 9600 baud, regardless of what
speed your modem can produce!

Am I right or am I right?

$incerely,

Ray Kazmer
Sunland, CA

You're right, Ray, although we'd add that the

problem only affects people using external

modems that have to be connected to their PCs

via the RS232 serial port. Internal modems that

run at 14.4K or better have their own built-in

16550 chips. For the gamer who doesn't already

have a high-speed modem and can spare a

card slot, an internal modem is an even simpler

solution to the big UART question.

pr.n
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ACTION/ADVENTURE

RED ZONE
Alone In The Dark 2 . . . &CD
Brain Dead CD
Buried In Time CD
Descent
Doom W/New Levels
Ecstatica &CD
Gabriel Knight
Johnny Mnemonic . . . .&CD
Phantasmagoria CD
Quest For Glory 1

Relentless Twinsens Adv
Rise Of Triad &CD
Savage Warriors CD
Space Quest 6 &CD .

Star Trek Tng Final Unity . CD
Super Street Fighter 2 ... CD
System Shock
Terminal Velocity &CD

SPORTS

Frnt Pg Sprts Ftball 95. . &CD . . . 46.00

Hardball 4 33.00

NBA Live 95 CD . . . 47.00

NHL Hockey 39.00

PGA Tour Golf 486 47.00

Tony La Russa Baseball 47.00

Unnecessary Roughness 95 8cCD50.00

WAR GAMES
Battledrome 43.00

Front Lines 40.00

Panzer General 43.00

FOR THE SERIOUS GAMER
IBM COMPATIBLE DOS 3.5" UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED

SIMULATION
Aces Of The Deep • • &CD . . . 45.00

Conquest/ The New World CD . 38.00

Dungeon Master 2 &CD . . 45.00

Fast Attack Boats 46.00

Fx Fighter 54.00

Hornet WIN . . 39.00

Machiavelli/Prince CD . . . 43.00

Nascar Racing 39.00

Slip Stream 5000 CD . . . 42.00

Star Control 3 CD . . . 25.00

Strike Commander 25.00

eiSMtov^l^ttes Add/CWWIN .47.00

Virtual Pool 29.00
World Circuit CD ... 41 .00

25.00

. 40.00

. 38.00

. 52.00
. 35.00
. 38.00
. 36.00
. 44.00
. 40.00
. 56.00
. 44.00
.44.00
. 34.00
. 39.00
. 45.00
. 50.00
. 38.00
. 49.00
. 36.00

STRATEGY
Dune 2: Dynasty 37.00
Incredible Machine 2 35.00

Jagged Alliance. . . &CD 47.00

Master Of Magic. . . &CD 39.00

Master Of Orion. . . . &CD 40.00

Orion Conspriracy . . . CD 43.00

Warcraft 39.00

X-Com Terror From Deep 44.00

ROLE PLAYING

Arena: Elder Scrolls 40.00
Betrayal At Krondor . . . 8cCD . . . 33.00

Lands Or Lore &CD ... 41 .00

Menzoberranzan &CD . . . 47.00

Ultima 8 &CD . . . 32.00

ORDERSCALL: 1 -800-823-3017
FAX ORDERS 1-941-925-7614

We Accept Visa, Master Card, Discover, AM. Express. Make Checks Payable To: Roberts

Enterprises, Florida Residents Add 7 % Sales Tax, Add $ 5.00 Shipping And Handling.Price

And Availability Subject To Change Without Notice.Returns Rquire Authorization Number
And Are Subject To 15% Restocking Fee.

RED ZONE/ROBERTS ENTERPRISES 4023 Sawyer Rd. Suite 103 Sarasota. FI. 34232

TOTAL:
^ s? S3 53

ANNIHILATION

BATTLE
BLAST-FEST

CARNAGE
CHlpS ||

DAMAGE
C DESTRUCTION |l

: DEVASTATION
exhilJIationII

HAVOC

^ <£ MAYH|M ||

BARYON
THE GREATEST SHOOT 'EM UP FOR THE

PC EVER CREATED

TRY IT
Download the shareware version from America Online, CompuServe,

the Internet and all good BBSes.
or Order it from us for just $3.95 (+$3.95 s&h)

BUY IT
Order the incredible FULL version of Baryon for just $34.95!

(+$3.95 s&h)

Orders Only: 1-800-9-843-943
Questions: 1-203-776-8608 or GameFact@aol.com

W? The Game Factory

Product Information Number 142 Product Information Number 151
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MARKETPLACE

SSI's Classic IBM Wargames For Only $15!! WCS H: Tanks! Scenarios $15
Battles ofNapoleon Gettysburg B-24 #1 East. Front #9 N. Africa

Battle of Antietam Rebel Charge Warship #2 France '40 #10Remagen
Shiloh: Grant’s Trial Kampfgruppe Star Command #3 Utah/Omaha #11 France '44

Conflict: Middle East Mech Brigade Stellar Crusade #4 Gold/Juno #12 73 Israeli

Wargame Constr. Set Second Front Red Lightning #6 Desert Storm #14 N. Africa

Storm Across Europe Western Front Sons Liberty #7 Sicily #15 Vietnam

Battles of Napoleon Scenario Disks: #1-6: $10 Each $7 ARW: $25 #8-9: $15 Each

$39 WCS II: Tanks! $12 Carrier Strike $39 Panzer General $42 Tigers on Prowl

$12 War in Russia $12 Pacific War $39 Award Win Bundle $42 Stalingrad

Wargame Construction Set H: Tanks! has won Strategy Plus' Wargame of the Year! It

has an editor to build your own battles with 1300 platoon-sized units from 1918-1990's.

Novastar and Norm Koger continue to support new versions of the game (v. 1.27) with

many new rules and have developed a Modem Database with 350 units/150 nations!

Add $4.50 Shipping. CA add 7.25% tax. Novastar Game Co.

Hours: 8:00 am to 5:00 pm PST M-F PO Box 1813, Rocklin CA 95677
Accept Visa, M/C, Checks, Money Orders (916) 624-71 13

Product Information Number 134

Your
7TH GUEST^M
KINGS 0UEST 7

RISE 0F TRIAD
NA!

1URCE
& HARDWARE TOO!
V»>V<,A£ER 4XXa> DRIVE

„S184^KIios\h !;

72PINVONS t

iOM

7 T9f^- Low DOWN
$27 DOG DEALS

RS $14 . » \v*' 4MB RAM
,R1A $54 fek XXX $149^7

[SAL UNITY $47 i)QT® OFADULTROM
FOR FREE CATALOG

bundles,BUNDLES a
OONDOG g
LTIMEDIA PPING
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WANT TO PLAY THE
LATEST GAMES?

How about make some CASH?

How about BOTH?

CALL BARE BONES!
1 -800-638-1123

Sell us your used software, then pick

up the latest games at great prices!

Call with list of your software for fast

quotes. Prompt payment. NO WAITING!

Call for free used software

listing. Ask about latest

ADULT CD’s!
(over 21, please)

3060 East Rt 60 Hurricane, WV 25526

Product Information Number 90

©Bare
yi Bones

O Software

Product Information Number 122

FREE CD-ROM Titles * & Catalog
(Choose Any 3 CD Titles & Get a Selected Title for FREE)*

Best Price in Town & No Used CD, CALL NOW 1-800-386-3388

11 Mill. Business Ph.'95... 17
401 Great Letters 15

70 Mill. Household Ph '95.. 19
7th Guest ( 2 CD Sets) 19

A Hard Day's Night 19

AAA Trip Planner 19
Ace of the Deep 25
Ace Over Pacific/Europe... 18
Aiien Logic or/ Darksun 18
Alone in the Dark 3 39
Amer. Heritage Talk. Diet.. 17

American Presidents 12
Animals, San Diego Zoo 10
Arthurs Teacher Trouble... 14

Battle Chess Enchanced... 18
Beauty & the Beast 13

Best Flight Simulators 10

Best Windows Games 10
Bibie Study & Games 10

Bioforge NEW!! 39
Body Work 15

Car Care (2 CD Sets) 24
Card Shop Plus 14

Carmen San Diego Deluxe 18

Casino&CardGames(Win). 10
Chessmaster 4000 Turbo.. 14

Chinese Cookbook(2CDs). 19

Clipart & Font 10

Comptons Inter. Ency'95... 19
Creature Shock (NEW) 34

Dark Forces 40
Desert Strike 18

Doom Fever+Doom II Acc. 10

Dragon Lore
( 2 CD Sets).. 18

Dragon s Lair 22

F-14 Fleet Defender 24
Family Doctor 3rd 17
Family Health Tracker 15
Full Throttle NEW 44
Great Naval Battle 3 22
Grolier's Ency '95 19
Guidebook to Math 15
Heretic + Accesories 10

Home Gardener 18

Home Sweet Home 18
Icon Collection 10
Indiana Jones 17
Indy Car Racing 19

Internet Access 19
Just Grandma & Me 14
Key Gourmet 16

Key Travel Map 16
King Quest VII 29
Kingdom of the Far Reach 39
LawnmowerMan 16

Learning Games for Win... 10
Learning Windows 3.1 13

Linux (4 CD Sets) NEW. .. 19

Lode Runner 22
Mad Dog I / or II 19

Magic Carpet Plus 39

Magician’sSecretCloseup. 16

Man Enough (2 CDs) 18

Master Technician 17

Mayo Clinic 18

Medical Dictionary 15

MegaRace (Car Racing)... 14
Middle School Suite 17

MIDI Music Shop Profess. 19
MM ComputerTutor 16

MM US /or World History 17

Monty Python 29
MS Bookshelf '95 NEW.. 39
MS Encarta '95 39
Nascar Racing 25
NBA Live by EA Sports... 39
NHL Hockey '95 39
Novastorm /or Outpost... 18
Play & Learn the Bible.... 10
Prescription Drug 15
Panzer General 18
Rebel Assault 23
Renegade 19
Return to the Zork 19
Rise of the Robots 21

Rise of the Triad 27
Sam & Max 23
SimTower 39
Space Ace 26
StoryBook Maker 18

Strike Commander 14

Syndicate Plus 14

Terminator II Chess 10
Top 201 Games 13

Tuneland 21

Under a Killing Moon 39

US Navy Fighter 39
US or World Atlas 5.0 14

USS Ticonderoga 19
Webster's Inter. Ency'95.. 19

Wing Commander 3 45
World of Color Clipart 16
World oflnternet orOS/2. 16

World of Languages 19
World of Train/ or Flight.. 20

We Got the Latest Selection & the Lowest Price on Adult Titles
Seymore Butt 2 (2 CDs) 39 Dream Machine Interactiv 39 Night Watch 2 Interactiv 39
Virtual Vixens Interactive 39 Scissors N Stones Intera. 39 Space Siren Interactive 39
Dirty Debutantes 2 (NEW) 39 Private Prison Interactive 39 Best of Legends Inter. 10
(Adult Movie CDsforjust $19.95ea.+ FREE Video on VHS) CALL NOW for Catalog.

S+H $5 per order / COD+$4 / 2-day+$5 / Next Day+$15
Price & Availability subject to change without notice. Not Responsible for Type Errors.

Multimedia Depot, Inc. Fax Orders: (408) 654-7688. 800+CD Titles in Stock

PC GAMER September 1995
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ATTENTION FLIGHT SIM FANS:

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR GAMES WITH THE

GAME TAMER'

DO YOU FEEL IKE SOME GAMES'

CONTROLS APE JUST TOO HARD
TO MEMORIZE7

WITH THE GAME TAMER YOU CAW
START ENJOYING YOUR GAMES FASTER
BECAUSE YOU ONLY SEE THE KEYS YOU
WEED AND EACH KEY fS LABELED

CUSTOM OVERLAY FOR AWY PC GAME

ONLY $5 95

ARE YOU TIRED OF MISSING THE SHOT
BECAUSE YOU COULDN'T FIND THE

WEAPONS KEY OR THROTTLE
CONTROL?

(AMT TAMER

GAME T/MF
ONLY $19.95

• CONVERTS YOUR KEYBOARD INTO A CUSTOM CONTROL
PANEL FOR EACH GAME

• FITS RIGHT OVER YOUR STANDARD 101 KEY KEYBOARD

• CUSTOM OVERLAYS AVAILABLE FOR ANY PC GAME

* COMES WITH ONE UNIVERSAL OVERLAY THAT CAN BE

CUSTOMIZED FOR USE WITH ANY GAME

TO ORDER, CALL 1-800-337-6577

GAME TAMER (GT600R) $19.95 EACH

CUSTOM OVERLAY (C15X) $5.95 EACH

(For any PC game)

UNIVERSAL OVERLAY (T01S) $3.99 EACH

(Can be customized for any game)

Additional shipping charge of $4.95 for each order

California residents add 7.75% sales tax

GAME TAMERS’"
P.0. BOX 51207

RIVERSIDE, CA 92517

GAME
TAMERS

Product Information Number 110

WINDOWS CD-ROM

WiiKiuis
*74e ‘TfirM/becf, “Kitty-

There is no choice. The Emperor ofChinn hns

chosen you to secure the sacred Book of

Governance that holds the secrets to world

order. Can you outsmartyour adversaries?

Escape the

“Western World”?

Ifyou decide to

make the perilous

journey, you

won't be alone.

The power of

WuKung will be

with you.

abuDOE SOFTWARE, INC.

320 1 08th Ave NE, Suite 500, Bellevue,WA 98004 USA
Tel: 206 462-8303 Fax: 206 462-9265

MAYO CLINIC (3 CD'S/ 4 TITLES)

FAMILY HEALTH BOOK,

FAMILY PHARMACIST,

SPORTS AND FITNESS,

TOTAL HEART.

Only

$5.00

MINDSCAPE 10 PAK
(10 CD'S / 11 TITLES)

GREAT NAVAL BATTLE •

CHESSMASTER N3000 •

CARDSHOP PLUS •

CASINO MASTER •

CROSSWORD CREATOR •

EARTH INVASION •

MAGNAFLUX •

NY TIMES PUZZEL MASTER •

TONY LA RUSSA BASEBALL •

WORLD ATLAS 4 •

20th CENTURY VIDEO ALMANAC. .

.

fc N r£t fAINMtNIGROUP
1631 W. 38th PL. #I501-A • SOUTH FLORIDA 33012
Tal. (305) 826-3157 • Fax:(305)827-3803

CATALOGUE AVAILABLE. . . OR CALL FOR YOUR
REQUEST. . . WE CAN SPECIAL ORDER YOUR TITLE IF

NECESSARY. . . OVER 7000 AVAILABLE.

ainaim ...
AVAILABLE 1 .800'553'7OW

(21 and over only)
*

Product Information Number 139

COMPUTER ANIMATION
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN ANIMATION TECHNOLOGY - ELECTRONIC IMAGING

Two-year comprehensive program

Housing

Employment assistance

Financial aid to those who qualify

Call for information or to arrange your visit

Inquire about video, commercial art and other career preparation

CALL TODAY! CLASSES START JULY 10.

1 |800 ) 278-2470
Ay THE ART INSTITUTE OF PITTSBURGH®
Zll SEG PENN HVENUE. PITTSBURGH. PH 1GEEB-3EG9

Product Information Number 89 pc GRMER September 1385Product Information Number 83



Subscribe!

Save over

50%

Leading edge computer and video games

When it comes to the

future of games
one

Call 1.800.706.9500 or NGSUBS@aol.com
today for a FREE issue and trial subscription.

Only $29.00 for 12 issues! #5TKF4



ADULT

Interactive Impressions is your

complete source tor the finest

id adult interactive CD-ROM

-gaming entertainment.

Interactive Impressions

PJtBox 241296

Omaha, Nt68124-5298

Adv. of Seymore Butts I

Dream Machine

Midnight Stranger

Myst

Nightwatch II

NueroDancer

Scissors 111 Stones

MANY MORE TIRES MNUBLfl

ordw y our <|J|> cata^tg today!

1 • 800 * 321*6830
Product Information Number 119

ADULT UP TO 6 CDs% $129
CD-ROM'S FREE CD SAMPLER WITH PURCHASE.

COUNTS AS 4

RomAntics 5 PACK
Penthouse Photo

Shoot 1 ,2 or 3

2 The MaxxT&A6 Pack

FAO 6 Pack

COUNTS AS 2

Vampire's Kiss

Space Sirens

Superstars of Japanese P*rn

Private Dancers

Nightwatch 1 o,r 2

Dirty Debutantes

Texas Table Dance
Maddams Family

Virgins 1 or 2

Hot Slots

Samurai Perv'rt

Tokyo Nightlife

Interactive

Pleasure Zones

Spy Club Interactive

Virtual Vixens

Dream Machine
Seymore B*tts 1 or 2

Giffy Gold 1 or 2
FAO Platinum 3 Pack
FAO Gold 3 Pack

Peep Show
See Some 3 Some
Elite Amer Girls 1 & 2

Elite Euro Girls 1 & 2

American Girls 1 & 2

Tabloid Beauties

Asian Heat and
Bikini Beach

Private Video Mag and

Lady In Spain

The Adv. of Snatchman
Double Play 1 & 2

Girls Doin' Girls 1 & 2

Legends Of P’rn 1 & 2

New Wave H**kers 1 & 2

Model Wife and

Girls On Girls

The Adv.Of Mikki Finn

101 S*x Positions 1 &2

ALL SALES FINAL

Order 1-800 6161CMS Shipping • 2nd Day, $7.25

Fax Order 1-805 495-3644 Next Day, $13.00

Join Our BBS * 1-805 373-2965 Visa, Mastercard, AmEx, Checks

CD ROM
Multimedia
& Specialties

1336 Moorpark Road, Suite 200, Thousand Oaks, CA 91360 • Call Local 1-805 3.73-6945

Product Information Number 95

our new intimate Mimes cd-rom is so hot
THEY WON’T LET US SHOW IT TO YOU.

Ploy Intiiati Millies and participate in our 35 hot, intimate encounters! There are literally

thousands of possible Storylines with the exclusive company of 4 eager female hardbodies exposing

1 5 erotic tropical location in this 2 1/2 hour lerm™ interactive experience. We

broke all the rules and defie^ most laws of physics in creating the most talked about game of 1 995.

'EMUS
-714-7349

Quicklime and the Quicklime Logo are trademarks of

Apple Computer, Inc, used under license.

Product Information Number 158

Game Developers & Producers

Interactive entertainment publisher

seeking partnerships with innovative

game creators. We offer broad range of

resources and flexibility to meet your

objectives:

• Development & Production Assets

• Title Financing

• Distribution

• Retail Marketing

If you have an original game concept or

title, please send inquiry to PCG at:

11693 San Vicente Blvd., Suite 248

Los Angeles, CA 90049

Product Information Number 138



Next Time

The Reign of Terror has ended! It is I,

Dan Bennett — Champion of Justice,

Writer of Reviews, and next month's

ESGAMERI
September 1995

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF. Matthew A. Firme

HRT DIRECTOR. S. Carol Ellison

DEPOT? EDITOR. Dan Bennett

MANAGING EDITOR. Lisa M. Howie
DISC EDITOR, Joe Novicki

REVIEWS EDITOR. Todd Vaughn
SENIOR WRITER, William R. Trotter

ASSISTANT RRT DIRECTOR, Dean H. Renninger

OSSISTRNT DISC EDITOR. Michael Wolf

rnumnimui: cnitnne

new Editor of PC Gamer! For my first trick, I invite

you to examine this ordinary handkerchief...

TerraNova

Looking Glass Technologies (they're

the guys behind Flight Unlimited,

reviewed this month) has agreed to

unveil the closely-kept secrets of

TerraNova, the futuristic bot-battler fea-

turing some of the most intriguing new

technology since, well. Flight Unlimited.

Trick or Treat!
In keeping with the Halloween tradition, we'll also

bring you a surprise feature of such momentous
impact, such ground-breaking importance, that

we're sure you'll be awed and amazed.

And For All Vou Web-Footers...
Don't Forget PC Gamer Online! If you haven't

already, check out our new PC Gamer Web site!

It's like stopping by to spend the night with a

friend as you travel that lonely InfoStrasse. Just do
us a favor, OK? Don't give that Exon guy our

address.

Heidi Aycock, Charles Brannon,

Lee Buchanan,

T. Liam McDonald, Gary
Meredith, Mark Pitcavage,

Steve Poole, Tim Victor, Trent

Ward, Scott Wolf

IMAGINE PUBLISHING, INC.

EDITORIAL. ART. PRODUCTION. MRRRETING

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010

Phone: (415) 696-1688

fax: (415) 696-1678

PRODUCTION DIRECTOR. Richard Lesovoy

MRRRETING COORDINATOR. Mary Keeney
PRODUCTION CODRDINOTOR. Ken Brandow

1350 Old Bayshore Hwy.,

Suite 210, Burlingame, CA 94010

Phone: (415) 696-1688

Fax: (415) 696-1678

PC GAMER September 1995

Plus...
We'll have some mighty new columns, great tow-

ers of news and previews, and an imposing collec-

tion Scoops! we just know you're gonna love. Oh,

and lest we forget...

Tons 0' Reviews!
You know how it works: Don't buy a game until

you've read the review in PC Gamer! We won't

steer you wrong, and we're already working on
reviews of:

PUBLISHER, Gini Talmadge

iiiiHiiiiiiiiiii'JiiiiLiiiiBiiiiiiiiHaihi

Caroline Simpson-Bint,

Rick Vandervoorn
RCCOUNT EXECUTIVE. Robin Rosales

MRRHETPLRCE ACCOUNT MANAGER. Emily Wilson

ADVERTISING COORDINATOR, Jessica Rotnicki

SUBSCRIPTIONS DIRECTOR, Gail Egbert

DIRECTOR OF CIRCULATION, Maryanne Napoli

CIRCULATION RNRLVST, Dougie Haynie

Please send all advertising
materials to Ken Brandow,
Production Coordinator,

PC Gamer, 1350 Old Bayshore
Hwy., Suite 210,

Burlingame, CA 94010.
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Chris Anderson

Tom Valentino

Chip awoke in the middle of a dense, murky
jungle. He was aware of only two sensations:

massive, blue thumbs protruding from his hind

quarters, and a quiet yet sinister hum coming
from the brush. As Chip regained conscious-

ness. the distant hum became clearer: "Blue-ass

.monkey god, blue-ass monkey god, blue-ass

monkey god. blue-ass..." Chip stumbled to his

feet, reaching around to feel the huge blue

thumbs. The hum turned into a thunderous

stream that was all around him, "Blue-ass mon-
key god! Blue-ass monkey god! Blue-ass..."

Suddenly the jungle Was filled with monkeys, all

of which had blue thumbs coming out of their

brilliantly blue asses. Chip slowly realized that

he was the blue-ass monkey god, a god that

these monkeys were worshipping as if he were
Frisch's Big Boy. He was faced with a horrible

decision: should he let these incredible, if not

Command and Conquer

Terminal Velocity

Savage Warriors

Apache Longbow

The Hive

Absolute Zero

Altered Destinies

The Lost Admiral II

and plenty more! It's going to be a real event, so

don't miss it. Think of it as old Danny Bennett's

rookie card!!!

beautful, creatures continue their chants; or

jshould he ram them with his' thumbs, spew out

some foul language, and run like hell? He chose
the latter. He began to yell, "Get out of my way,,

you blue-ass buttfaces! I'ni not your blue-ass

monkey god! I'm not supposed to be here, I'm

supposed to be in Haw River, North Carolina,

on vacation from my ever-demanding Stars

and Stripes reporting job!" Upon hearing this.

the blue-ass monkeys went crazy, pounding
Chip into a bloody pulp with their, blue thumbs
blazing.

CONTINUED NEXT MONTH!
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After hearing his

favorite games on
a Sound Blaster,

Vincent regretted

(«

Sound

Inferior sound cards can drive you to some

crazy ends. All of the awesome sound effects

that are built into this year’s hottest new

games sound muffled and flat. So it feels like you’re

only getting half the experience.

But a Sound Blaster AWE32 sound card can spare

you that insanity. You get only the best 16-bit, CD-quality

audio. And suddenly, games come to life. That’s because

it uses Advanced WaveEffects" SoundFont” technology,

and a digital signal processor to do some really cool stuff.

Like deliver 3-D wrap-around sound, plug into musical

instruments, and create samples ofyour own recorded sounds.

And of course, the AWE32 belongs to the Sound

Blaster” family—the PC sound standard. It’s the audio

card that satisfies the most discerning ear. Ask

for the AWE32 at your CREATIVE"
nearest Creative Labs dealer, „ » „ » T , v

~
or call 1-800-998-5227 Ext. 114.

multimedia ’iSss Creative

© 1995 Creative Technology Ltd. Advanced WaveEffects, SoundFont, Sound Blaster and the Creative, multimedia is Creative, and Sound Blaster Compatibility Logos are trademarks of Creative Technology Ltd.

International inquiries: Creative Technology Ltd., Singapore. TEL: 65-773-0233 FAX: 65-773-0353. For information by fax response, call 1-408-428-2389. All rights reserved.
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